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The single card computer
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that help you in real lite
COMPLETE COMPUTER

In this advanced card you get a pro-
fessional quality computer that meets
today's engineering needs. And it's one
that's complete. It lets you be up and
running fast. All you need is a power
supply and your ROM software.

The computer itself is super. Fast
4 MHz operation. Capacity for 8K bytes
of ROM (uses 2716 PROMs which can
_be programmed by our new 32K BYTE-
-SAVER®PROM card). There's also 1K of
on-board static RAM. Further, you get
straightforward interfacing through an
RS-232 serial interface with ultra-fast
speed of up to 76,800 baud - software
programmable.

Other features include 24 bits of bi-
directional parallel I/O and five on-
board programmable timers.

Add to that vectored interrupts.

ENORMOUS EXPANDABILITY
Besides all these features the Cro-

memco single card computer gives you
enormous expandability if you ever need
it. And it's easy to expand. First, you
can expand with the new Cromemco
32K BYTESAVERPROM card mentioned
above. Then there's Cromemco's broad
line of S100-bus-compatible memory
and I/O interface cards. Cards with fea-
tures such as relay interface, analog
interface, graphics interface, opto-
isolator input, and A/D and D/ A con-
version. RAM and ROM cards, too.

EASY TO USE
Another convenience that makes the

Model SCC computer easy to use is our
Z-80 monitor and 3K Control BASIC (in
two ROMs). With this optional software
you're ready to go. The monitor gives
you 12 commands. The BASIC, with 36
commands/functions, will directly ac-
cess I/O ports and memory locations-
and call machine language subroutines.

Finally, to simplify things to the ulti-
mate, we even have convenient card
cages. Rugged card cages. They hold
cards firmly. No jiggling out of sockets.

AVAILABLE NOW/lOW PRICE
The Model SCC is available now at a

low price of only $450 burned-in and
tested (32K BYTESAVERonly $295).

So act today. Get this high-capability
computer working for you right away.

32K BYTESAVERPROMcard

[3cromemeo
incorporated
SpeCialists in computers and peripherals
280 BERNARDO AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 • (415) 964·7400
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Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Sailor ...
Doctor, Lawyer ... the Chieftain's here.

No matter whether you're a serious
hobbyist or a serious businessman, the
Chieftain 6800 microcomputer with ca-
pabilities that surpass the Z-80 is made
for you.

Smoke Signal's quality-packed
Chieftain I features two 5.25-inch rmru-
floppy drives and Chieftain II fea-
tures two 8-inch floppy drives.

Both microcomputers
provide 32K static memory,
two serial I/O ports, a 2
MHz processor board, a2K
RAM monitor, a nine-slot
motherboard with built-
in baud rate generator
and gold connectors for
high reliability. The
Chieftain's stylish leath-
er-grained cabinet houses
the above with its own
cooling fan and regulated
power supply.

Every Chieftain is complete with
system software and is totally burned-in
as well as tested to further insure high
reliability.

And it's expandable to 64K memory
-w it h up to 2 megabytes floppy disk
storage.

So see your nearest .Smoke Signal
dealer, he'll be glad to show you how to

get your wampum's worth. Systems
start at $2,595.

o Send information on your Chieftain
microcomputer
o Send name of nearest dealer
Name <~

Address _

Com pan,v --"'-,-:-

City -----'-- -;-

State/Zi p _

• SIDlE SIGNIL
~ BRDlDcasTiNG
;)1;);)6 Via Cnlinas. Westlake Village.
California 91;)61. (2}:{) 889-9:)40

Dealer inquiries invited,

Hail to the Chieftain
Smoke Signal Broadcasting, 31336 Via Colinas, Westlake Village, CA 91361, (213) 889-9340
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If you're not content with just playing games, TBS is producing
applications software for your TRS-80 Level II that makes it a
practical tool.

CHECKBOOK II by Alan Meyers is the finest program of its
kind yet published. With superb graphic screen displays, it
does everything necessary to keep your checkbook balanced.
Data is input directly into a five-column screen display with a
field for alpha or numeric codes. Editing is done easily in any or
all columns. CHECKBOOK II will accurately balance and
reconcile your checkbook, handling balances up to $1 ,000,000.
Your balance brought forward is always in memory Out-
standing checks are listed and easily saved. You can also search
for an entry by any field except amount, and all checks with
matching entries will be displayed and totaled. A numeric sort
routine is included. Screen prints can be made to a line printer
from almost any point in the program. In addition, the 32-48K
version can write files to disk. This and the 16K version are
included on the same tape. For $18.50, CHECKBOOK II is the
top of the line in personal checkbook programs.

INFORMATION SYSTEM by Dale Kubler is simply the best in-
memory, data base manager on the market. It allows you to
create files with up to ten categories per 'page', up to 40
characters per category and 200 characters total per page.
Data from the keyboard is entered directly on a screen display
of one entire page. Once entered, you can sort or search your
entire data base by any category and have the information
desired displayed on the screen. INFORMATION SYSTEM pro-
vides a thorough editing mode allowing changes by line without
rewriting an entire file. Program your own printouts to almost
any form you desire for line or serial printers. Screen prints from
anywhere in the program are also available. INFORMATION
SYSTEM creates either disk or cassette files depending on the
version you use. Four versions are supplied with the program
tape From mail lists to recipes, for only $24.50, this program

NOVEMBER1979

. is the ideal information manager
EXERCISER is for everyone This program allows you to set

your own physical fitness goals, then chart and analyze your pro-
gress toward these goals. Further, you may program an exercise
regimen, then have the computer 'coach' you through your
exercise routines. This system will allow you to use your com-
puter to reinforce your effort to attain physical health. EXERCISER
is really two programs in one. One measures your progress in
jogging, swimming and bicycling and the other is for setting
calisthenic regimens It has long been known that to effectively
structure an exercise program, it is necessary to think in terms
of goals which can be met over a period of time. Whether you
are training for the Boston Marathon or just wish for a minimum
level of fitness, EXERCISER is designed to help you attain your
goals. The price for this exceptional program is just $12.50.

TBS has ether great software for your TRS-80. BASIC
TOOLKIT, SYSTEM DOCTOR & TERMINAL CONTROL are systems
utilities. BUSINESS MAIL LIST, DATA BASE MANAGER, CHECK
REGISTER ACCOUNTING SYSTEM & ANALYSIS PAD are strong
applications for business. Don't forget the LIBRARY 100; 100
programs for only $49.50. TBtS also has DISK HEAD CLEANERS
for TRS-SO and APPLE and GHAN MASTER DISKETTES, the
best on the market.

TBS is YOUR COMPANY, and to you we pledge to produce
quality software at a price you can afford. The above products
are available NOW at Computer Stores and Associate Radio Shack
Stores nationwide or directly through us. For more information
please contact us at the numbers below.
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Electronic Technologies
And The Media Arts

A conference entitled Developing
Electronic Technologies: Applications to
the Media Arts will be held at the Univer-
sity of Maryl~nd Baltimore County cam-
pus in Catonsville, Maryland the weekend
of November 10and 11. The conference is
being funded by the National Endowment
for the Arts and is under the direction of
Stan VanDerBeek and Fred Stern of
UMBC.

The central focus is on computer and
video systems for artistic expression. It
will include panel sessions, workshop/
demos and screening of works.

For more information or a brochure
call Ann King at 301-455-2163or 455-2150.

Our Face Is "Green'~
Department

Doug Green, a teacher in Cortland,
, NewYork, wrote us a fine article on evalu-
ating teacher-generated tests. He was
underthestrong impression, asa result of
a conversation with the editor, that his
article would be included in the educa-
tion-oriented September issue. He spoke
to agroup of several hundred teachers at a
conference and told them to look for his
article in the September issue. Well, the
article didn't make it, for one reason or
another. To make matters even worse, it
didn't make it into the October issue,
either. However, we've finally got it into
this issue, Doug... and sincerely hope
those people haven't questioned your
honesty and integrity too much. _ JTC

Many organizational
changes are analogous
to re-arranging the deck
chairs aboard the
Titanic.

Robert's Rules
of Disorder

11"""""111111111111111,11"1,11,111""1"'1"111,11111"'"""""'"

~ FREE I
SOFT~ARE CATALOG 11=====~i=_For a free 20-page catalog of
Creative Computing Software for
all computers circle 224 on the
reader serv ice card.
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Hopefully ...
The response to my piece "To All Pro-

grammers" in the September issue was
astonishing. Most people pointed out, a
bit gleefully, that I was wrong in saying
that the word affect is always a verb.
Indeed, it can be a noun meaning "the
conscious subjective aspect of an emo-
tion considered apart from bodily
changes." I hope this mistake did not
obscure my point which was mat affect
and effect have quite different meanings
and cannot be used interchangeably.

I was also called to task for my paren-
thetical and incorrect use of the word
hopefully. It may be hoped that in the
future I will not subject the word hopefully
to such misuse.

Since interest in correct and effective
usage of language both in writing and
programming is high among both authors
and readers, I have asked a well-known
lexicologist to prepare an occasional
column for Creative which will deal with
both usage in general and as applied to
the computer field. Look for it in a month
ortwo. - DHA-------------
5th West Coast Computer
Faire Scheduled for Middle
of March

The 5th West Coast Computer Faire
will be held in San Francisco's Civic
Auditorium & Brooks Hall, March 14-16,
1980. This is the site of the just-com-
pleted 4th Computer Faire, which had
over 14,000 attendees - in spite of a
major gas shortage - as well as more
than 100 conference speakers, and over
330exhibits.

Exhibit space is now available and is
being rented on a first-come, first-served
basis. Exhibitors in the just-finished Faire
had first choice at space and havealready
contracted for more than 30% of the
booths currently offered.

A call for papers and participation has
been issued for the 5th Computer Faire.
Speakers are sought to address all topics
related to microcomputing, consumer
computers, social impacts of computing
and more. Proposals for talks should be
sent as soon as possible. Author's kits
will be sent to everyone proposing to
speak, and completed, final papers and
abstracts must be received by the
Computer Faire no later than November
30th. Accepted presentations wi II be
published in the Conference Proceedings
of the 5th West Coast Computer Faire.

Exhibitor and speaker information
may be requested from the Computer
Faire, 333 Swett Road, Woodside, CA
94062,(415)851-7075.
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The Second National

Educational Computing
Conference (NECC/2)

Call For Papers
The Second National Educational

Computing Conference is aimed at pro-
viding a forum for discussion between
individuals at all levels and from all
institutions with interests in educational
computing. This second conference will
be held at the Holiday Inn, Downtown at
Scope, Norfolk, Virginia, June 23-25,
1980.

Papers are being solicited from indivi-
duals representing all academic discip-
lines and research areas in educational
computing. Authors are invited to submit
papers describing actual experiences with
computer use in the classroom pr the
consequences of such use upon the edu-
cational process in general. Papers
should report concrete results or be of a
surveyor tutorial nature which' include a
synthesis and thorough evaluation.
Papers must be submitted in final form
with only modest editorial revisions pos-
sible. No papers will be conditionally
accepted subject to rewriting. Accepted
papers must be retyped by the author in a
form suitable for reproduction. Special
forms will be supplied at time of notifica-
tion of acceptance. Copyright release is a
necessary condition for acceptance of a
paper. Deadline is January 15, 1980.Send
papers to:

Professor Richard Austing
Computer Science Department
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland 20742

Notification of acceptance will be around
March 1,1980.==================

Our Face Is Red
Department

Introduction to BASIC, reviewed in the
August issue of Creative Computing, is
published by Digital Equipment Corpora-
tion, not Digital Press, and orders should
beaddressed:

Introduction to BASIC
AA-01551-TK
Software Distribution Center
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, MA 01754---
The article by Jim McClure if, the

September issue ("CBASIC - A Review")
states that updates to CBASIC can be
obtained from Software Systems, P.O.
Box 145, Sierra Madre, CA 91024 for $5.
The correct figure is $15. We apologize for
the error.

CREATIVE COMPUTING









In "Your Basic Binary Search: Simple
Data Base Techniques In BASIC" (July,
1979), there are two errors in the flow
chart. In the decision block with L & U it
should say "L > = U?" The decision
block below that shou Id read "[F] > K?"_.-

No, you don't have weak eyes. If you
were searching for thatell usive program in
our September PET column and couldn't
find it, here it is:
Figure 1 - Better Cipher Program

10 PR I NT"e I r BETTER PET CIPHER PROGRAM
20 DIM MS(20),CS(20)
)0 I NPUT"dn dn ENCODE OR OECOOE" ;AS
40 AS=LEFTS (AS, I)
50 IF AS",IIE" OR AS","D" THEN 70
60 GOTO )0
70 INPUT"CIPHER.KEY";KS
75 KP=0,KL=LEN\KS)
80 IF AS-"E" THEN 500
90 IF A$-"O" THEN 1000

SOD PRINT"clr ENTER YOUR MESSAGE TO ENCODE"
510 PRINT!ldn 'EXIT' \JHEN DONE dn dn"
520 FOR J= I TO 20, HS (J) = ••••, GOSUB )000
5)0 IF BS="EXIT" THEN 550
540 M$ (J)=BS, NEXT J
550 PT=I ,PL=LEN(KS)
560 J=J-I
570 FOR S=I TO J,CS\S)=''''
580 FOR T=I TO LEN(MS(S»
590 CS-MI os (MS (s) ,T , I) ,GOSUB 2000
600 CS(S)=C$\S)+CS
610 NEXT. T
620 REM ADO NULLS
6)0 IF LEN(CS(S»-5""NT(LEN(CS(S))/5)=~ THEN 650
640 CS'''sp'',GOSUB 2000, CS(S)+CS(S)+C$, GOTO 6)0
650 NEXT S, REM 0 I SPLAY CODE GROUPS
660 PR I NT"c I r CODE GROUPS: dn"
670 CG'0,OG=0
680 FOR S=I TO J
690 CP=CG"5 + I
700 PRINT HID$(CS(S),CP,S)" sp ''';:OG=DG+l
710 IF OG)5 THEN PRINT, OG=~
720 CG=CG+I, IF 5,"CG(LEN(C$(S» THEN 690
730 CG-0, NEXT S
740 PRINT:PRINT"dn PRESS ANY KEY";

750 GET A$, IF A$· ••••THEN 750

760 GOTO 500
1000 PRINT"el r ENTER YOUR CODE GROUPS WITH A SPACE
1010 PRINT"BETWHN EACH GROUP. 'EXIT' TO STOP. dn dn"
1020 FOR J=I TO 20, C$(J)= ••••, GOSUB )000
10)0 IF B$="EXIT" THEN 1060
1040 C$(J)~B$' NEXT J
1050 J=J-I
1060 FOR S=I TO J, M$(S)· ••••
1070 CT=~' FORT =1 TO LEN(C$(S»
1080 CT=CT+I, IF CT)5 THEN CT=0, GOTO 1110
1090 C$=MIO$(C$(S) ,T,I), GOSUB 2500
lIDO HI (S)=H$ (S)+CI
1110 NEXT T,S
1120 PRINT"clr YOUR MESSAGE: dn"
11)0 FOR S = I TO J, PRINT MI\S), NEXT S
1140 PRINT"dn PRESS ANY KEY";
1150 GET A$: I FA$",IIII THEN 11 SO
1160 GOTO 1000

2000 IF CI='''' THEN RETURN
2010 KP=KP+I, IF KP)KL THEN KP=I
2020 K=ASC (M 101 (KI ,KP) ) +ASC (C S) -64
20)0 IF K)95 THEN K=K-64
2040 IF K( )2 THEN K=K+64
2050 CI=CHRS(K), RETURN

2500 IF CI='''' THEN RETURN
2510 KP=KP+" IF KP)KL THEN KP-I
2520 K=A5C\CI)-A5C(MI0$(KS,KP»+64
25)0 IF K()2 THEN K-K+64
2540 IF K)95 THEN K=K-64
2550 CI=CHRI (K), RETURN

)000 PRINT"\";,BI-"",QS=CH'RS(34)
)010 GET A$, IF AS<)"" THEN 3100
3020 FOR Z=lT020:NEXT:PRINT"rvs ~ 1ft"; {Shl f t -v)
3030 FOR Z=1T020:NEXT:ORINT"off sp 1ft";
)040 GOTD 3010
)100 IF ASC(A$)=I) THEN PRINT, RETURN
)110 IF A$<)CHRS(20) THEN )160
) 120 IF BS-"" THEN ) 160
)1)0 IF LEN(B$)=I THEN BS=''''
3140 IF LEN(BI» I THEN B$-LEFTS(BI,LEN(BS)-I)
)150 PRINT AS;
)160 IF AS=QS THEN PRINT QSCMRS(20);
)170 IF AS( "s p" OR AS) "+- •. THEN 3010
)180 BI- BI+AI,PRINTAS; ,GOTO )010

The only sure thing about luck is that it will
change.

Later yet, here's AI Weiss' Deck Shuffling
from October's lID:

100 DIM 1(52) ,0(52,2)
110 REM
120 REM: ORIGlli~T,
130 REM: STATEMENTS
140 REM:
150 REM
160
170
IBO
190 REM, SHUFFLe
200 FOR I =1 TO 52
210 1(1)=0
220 NEXT I
230
240 fOR 1=1 TO 52
250 J=INT(52*RND)+1
260
270 IF I(JI<>O GOTO 250
2dO D(I,I)=INT( (J-l)/I)+1
2 90 0 ( I , 2 ) =,J -13 * I NT ( (J -I ) /ll )
)00 1111=1
310 NEX'r I
320
3)0
340
350
)60
370
)80
390
400
410

TEST STATEMENTS

Kl=99999
K2=0
fOR T=I TO 1000

K=O

K=K+l

KO=KO+K
IF K>=KI GOTO 350
Kl=K
IF K<=K2 GOTO )70
K2=K
NEXT T
PRINT "MIN"~Kl
PRINT "MA.X It ~ K2
PRINT "'VG",KO/IOOO
END

RUN
MIN 102
MAX 6B8
AVG 2)7.874

NOW THE SHORT WAY•..

100 DIM 1(52,2) ,0(52,2)
110 REM, SHIlFFLE
120 K=O
130 fOR 1=1 TO 13
140 fOR J=1 TO 4
150 K=K+l
1601(K,I)=I
170 I (K,2)=J
180 NEX'r J
190 NeXT I
200 K=52

210 FOR 1=1 TO 52
220 J=INT(K*RNO)+1
2300(I.l)=I(J,I)
2400(I,2)=I\J,21
250I(J,I)=I(K,I)
2601(J,2)=I(K,2)
270 K=K-l
280 NEXT I
290 END

CAN YOU OUTSMART
OUR COMPUTER?
Don't be too sure. The computer built into
Parker Brothers game Code Name: Sector"
is capable ofmaking thousands
of calculations per second. It's as
powerful as early computers that filled
entire rooms and sold formillions of
dollars. And, while it gives you
clues to track down end sink a
hidden electronic submarine, it
also helps the sub escape and
counter-attack. That's the
catch that makes every game
a real challenge. Whether
you're playing alone or '
against others, your

toUghestopponentisthe~~~~~~:i~~~!!!!~computer. Code Name:
Sector?'. the electronic
board game horn
Parker Brothers. It's a
game with a mind of its own.

®~PARKERBROTHERS CIRCLE 183 aN READER SERVICE OARD

©1978. Parker Brothers, Beverly, MA



"How I Spent My Summer Vacation"

"My father brought home a computer. It was fun. The computer was like a
teacher. I learned how to do graphs and lots of other things too. I had a really good time."

Sonja Richman - Age 9

Sonja used Program Design educational software on her TRS-80. PDI
programs and games teach subjects like programming, reading, and grammar.

Kids and adults like PDI because the programs keep them involved and
entertained while they learn.

PDI has courses for all ages. Some of Sonja's favorite courses are Graph
Builder, Story Builder, and Memory Builder: Concentration. For her parents,

we have courses like Step By Step to teach them programming and Spelling Builder.

Guaranteed-to-load cassettes for APPLE,PH, TRS-SO Level II, ATARI
Send for our flyer. And see Program Design software at participating

Computerlands and other fine computer stores.

NOVEMBER 1979 Program Design, lnc., 11 Idar Court, Greenwich, CT06830 (203) 661-8799



Electronic Games Roundup

David Ahl and Betsy Staples
\,

Around July, all the games that V{e
saw at the Toy ~air back ln February
begin to arrive on dealer's shelves.
They also begin to arrive in our office.
Equipping ourselves one night with a
carton of these games and a. large
supply of batteries we set off to do
some evaluations. The reviews below
are a combination 01 our comments
and the comments of children in the
recommended age rahges playing the
games.

One note about .batteries, if you
. buy several electronic games this
holiday season you can expect that
the batteries they require will prob-
ably hot be the 'same - the games in
our test took everything from six AA's
to three C's, plus a9-volt battery and
all combinations in between. Fur-
therrnore, most of the manufacturers
recommend longer life alkaline or
high energy batteries which cost any-
where from 3.to 1Cltimes as much as
the regular 011.es.If you are really into
electronic games you may well wish
to consider investing. in a battery
eliminator (cost around $5). In a few
months of play you'll easily use this
much in disposable batteries.

Not a'lI of the games that We
reviewed were strictly electronic
games. We've tried to look at a repre-
sentative cross section of electronic,
electric action and even manual
games that are new, interesting and
challenging. Clearly, there are scores
of others on the market that are not
reviewed but from these reviews you
should g~t a good idea of the kind of
action and sophistication you'll find
in this year's crop of games.

Brain Buggy by Fun Dimensions
Brain Buggy is a ruggedly-built

motorized, off-road stylized vehicle
that can be programmed by the user.
Eight keys are used to enter up to a
24-step program. Each program step
is programmed with two keys: TDU
(Time/Distance Unit) and Directional
Command. One "TDU" represents
approximately one-half second of
travel in a particular direction or a

temporary halt in travel. The four
directional commands are right turn,
left turn.istralqht ahead, or stop. The
nature of the "language" is very
similar to LOGO and we found that
young children (ages 6 and 7) could
use Brain Buggy with very little
instruction. (the manufacturer re-
commends the toy for age 8 and up.)
Setting up an obstacle course and
programming Brain Buggy to negoti-
ate it Wefeel is an excellent introduc-
tion to computer programming at a
low level. At $26.95 we feel Brain
Buggy is one of the best new toys on
the market this year.

3 SAMPLE PROGRAM
NOTE: THE KEYS SHOWN IN BLACK MUST BE PRESSED ATTHE SAME TIME.

PROGRAM: PAO·RUN Switch
in PRO position

RUN: PRO·RUN Switch
in RUN costncn

Big Trak by l\IIiltonBradley
No question, it's big - 13" long x

9" wide x 6" high. And it needs 4
c-cet!e and a' 9:-volt battery to run.
Like Brain Buggy, it can be pro-
grammed to go forward, turn right or
left, halt, and also go backward. It
fires a "photon beam" (light and
sound) against ah enemy, or sleeping
cat for that matter. Big Trak perin its
units of movement up to 99, say
forward 99(distance units are approx.

1 foot) and right 15 (turning units
correspond roughly with minutes on a
clock - right 15 is a 90° turn). The
maximum command sequence (pro-
gram steps) of Big Trak is 16
(compared to Brain Buggy's 24), but
13ig Trak has a repeat command
which, if used as the 16th command,
may repeat the previous 15 steps,
Repeat may be used only once in a
program,an unfortunate limitation in
our opinion, since it prevents a child
really grasping the notion of a sub-
routine. Wouldn't it be nice if a child
could command Big Trak:

Forward 1, Right 15
Repeat last 2 steps
Repeat last 2 steps
Repeat last 2 steps

2 . left

CREATIVE COM PUTING

3·Stfitighl
START

2· Ri\tlt

4 ·Strai!Ti1

1· Stop

4· Right

This sample program contains only six steps. You may enter as mlny as twenty·four
steps in a single progr.,m.

The same program may be run over and over ag,in, by simply pushing the GO Key. Mov·
ing the PRO·AUN Switch or turning off the main power switch erase5 the program.
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CIRCUIT BREAKER PRI.CE SLASHING
16K MEMORY UPGRADE KITS

-300 NS for TRS·80· $69.00
-250 NS for TRS·80·, Apple II, Sorcerer (speclfy)$75.00
- 200 NS for,TRS·80· ,Apple II, Sorcerer (specify)$85.00

All kits complete with jumpers and instructions.
90 DAY WARRANTY

LETTER QUALITY
HIGH SPEED PRINTER
NEC Spinwriter
$2679.00

,
Includes TRS-80· interface software, quick change print fonts,
55 cps, bidirectional, high resolution plotting, graphing,
proportional spacing. 90 DAY WARRANTY.

DISK OPERATING SYSTEMS
Radio Shack DOS 2.2- No key bounce $14.95
NEWDOS by Apparatt=Nc key bounce $49.95
Enhancements to DOS 2.1, enhanced RENUM, BASIC varia-
bles .and constants locater, enable/disabie passwords, auto-
matic validity check for disk write, load and save up to 30%
faster, diskette space allocated in 1-granule increments
instead of 2, BASIC open "E" allows additions to sequential
files, "JKL" option outputs screen display to printer, DOS com-
mands executable from BASIC, one-step entry to BASIC from
DOS. LIST, EDIT, and DELETE abbreviations. BASIC scrolling.

NEWDOS "PLUS" by Apparatt $99.95
NEWDOS plus the following functions: enhanced DIRCHECK
command, improved EDITOR, ASSEMBLER, DISASSEMBLER.
SUPERZAP. Machine language RELOCATOR, LEVEL I on disk.
DOS 3.0 by the original author of 2.1 $49.95
No key bounce. Check EOF, write EOF, SEEK, REREAD,
REWRITE, LOC, variable length records, SKIP, disk logging of
messages, BOOT, CHAIN, PAUSE, PURGE, SET, RESET,
ROUTE. RUN and LOAD for 1 drive system. XFER, FORMAT
wlo ERASE. DIR from BASIC, PATCH, LINK, user defined keys,
key auto repeat, upper and lower case driver, shift lock, RS-232
drivers, MULTI PROTOCOL COMMUNICATIONS.

TRS·80*COMPATIBLE HARDWARE
DISK DRIVES
More capacity than Hadio Shack 35 track (80K Bytes) drives.
Fully assembled and tested. Ready to plug-in and run the
moment you receive it. Can be intermixed with each other and
Radio Shack drive on same cable. TRS-80· compatible silver
enclosure. 90 DAY WARRANTY.
CCI-100 40 Track (102K Bytes)
CCI-200 77 Track (197K Bytes)
2 Drive Cable
4 Drive Cable
PRINTERS
779 CENTRONICS TRACTOR FEED PRINTER
Same as Radio Shack line printer
701 CENTFibNICS TRACTOR FEED PRINTER $1499.00
2% times faster than line printer, full 132 characters,
carriage bell tone.
P1CENTRONICS PRINTER
Same as Radio Shack quick printer.
CENTRONICS 'CABLE for TRS·aO·
For use with above printers.
PAPERTIGER (IP440) Up to 198 cps

With 2K Buffer and Graphics
HIPLOT DIGITAL PLOTTER by Houston Instrument
X-Y Plotter, RS-232-C or Parallel Interface.
7" x 10" plot size. Multi-colored pens included.

$324.00
$594.00
$25.00
$35.00

$1050.00

$349.00

$39.00

$ 994.00
$1189.00
$ 995.00

TRS·80· COMPLETE SYSTEMS
TRS-80· LEVEL 11-4K reg. $540.00 $494_00
TRS-80· LEVEL II-16K with 10 key keypad reg. $799.00 $764.00
TRS·80· Expansion Interface $254.00
TRS·aO· RS·232·C Interface .$84.00

MISCELLANEOUS
TRS·232 by SMALL SYSTEMS SOFTWARE RS-232-C. or
Teletype Current Loop output from cassette port. $49.00
CAT MODEM $169.00
Originate and answer same as Radio Shack Telephone
Interface II.

DISKETTE TRS·80·
BUSINESS SOFTWARE BY SBSG
Free enhancements and upgrades to registered owners for the
cost of media and mailing. 30 day free telephone support from
vendor. User references supplied upon request.
Fully Interactive Accounting Package: RequireS 2,3, or 4
drives. Includes General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Accounts
Receivable, and Payroll. Report generating. Well documented
and fully tested by accountants.

Complete package (Requires 3 or 4 drives) $389.00
Individual Modules (Require 2 or 3 drives) $99.00

Inventory II: Requires 2 or 3.drives. Handles up to 1000 items
per disk drive. Reports include complete activity, inventory,
listing, and minimum quantity search. $95.00
Mailing List Name & Address II System: Requires 2 drives. Use
with Electric Pencil files for automatic insertion of name,
address and greetings in letters. Has ability to print envelopes.
Menu driven. Includes ertter, delete, update, search, extract,
merge and print. Up to 1250 names per diskette. Will sort up to
600 names in 7 minutes. 40 page manual. Zip code sort is
excellent for bulk mail applications. $129.00
Intelligent Terminal System ST·80 IIi: Enables a TRS-80· to act
as a dial-up terminal on any standard time sharing network.
Provides a TRS-80· with control key, ESC Key, Repeat Key,
Rub Out Key, Break Key, full upper and lower case support,
selectable printer output and program selectable transmission
rates. $150.00
Note: SBSG maintains a time-sharing computer where you can
dial-up and leave your problems, 24 hours, 7 days a week.
Word Processing System: The Electric Pencil from Michael
Shrayer. Diskette $150.00

Cassette $99.00
File Management System: For specialized 'storaqe needs.
Sorts files in ascending or descending order on 3 separate
fields. Scanable. Some applications have been fixed assets,
phone numbers, names, slides, albums. Selectively totals
numeric and dollar fields. Display and print capability. $49.00
MMSFORTH System Diskette: A complete protesstonal
FORTH system. Requires 16K TRS-80· and 1drive. $45.00
Book on FORTH. Contains documentation. $15.00

TheCPU SHOP
TO ORDERCALL TOLL FREE1-800-343-6522
Massachusettsresidents call 617/242-3350
For detailed technical information, call 617/242-3350
Hours: 10AM - 6 PM (EST)Monday - Saturday
·TRS-80isa TandyCorporation Trademark tRequires Radio Shack TRSDOS'

39 PleasantStreet, Dept. CC-11
Charlestown, Massachusetts02129
Freight collect, F.O.B.
Charlestown
Massachusettsresidents add
5% salestax
Dealer Inquiries Invited
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and haveasquare traced out. Just like
LOGO, but alas it is not to be (at least
not this year).

Big Trak plays a cute tune at the
start and end of executing a command
sequence and signals you to shut it
off if you ignore it for more than 30
seconds. A nice rugged toy at a
somewhat rugged price of around
$43. The trailer wasn't available at the
time of testing - it hitches to Big
Trak and dumps its load for another
szo or so.

Kids loved both Big Trak and Brain
Buggy - you will too. Recom-
mended.

Computer Perfection from Lakeside

One of the most heavily promoted
games of this season, Computer Per-
fection, is attractive and well de-
signed, but proved to be an enigma to
our panel of users. For some kids, it
was their favorite game; other people
found it extremely frustrating. The
game turns on when the translucent
blue dome cover is rolled back. It has
two solitaire games, and two for two
players. All games may be played at
any of three skill levels.

Theobject of most of the games is
to light all 10 lights (arranged in an 8"
sphere) in the proper order with the
least number of moves. As you press
oneof the 10 buttons, also in a circle,
one of the lights will flash on and off.
By a combination of trial-and-error
and deduction you must light all the
lights in sequence. Game 2 has the
same object except if you make a
mistake, you start over. In the two
player games, each player tries to
light his or her half circle of 5 lights.
Delay more than 12 seconds and you
lose a point or a turn. Forget to close
the lid after you finish playing and the
game sounds a warning signal, a nice
battery-saving feature.

Maniac by Ideal

Maniac is designed for two to four
players ages eight and up, and con-
sists of "four totally different elec-
tronic challenges, each ingeniously
designed to test your reflexes, speed
and accuracy." Maniac has four
paddles surrounding a LED display.
The first challenge is Musical Maniac
in which Maniac plays a series of
random tones accompanied by a
flashing pattern. Players race to press
their paddles as soon as the beeps
stop. In another challenge, Look
Twice, Maniac creates a pattern in
light. Next, three more' random
patterns, one of Which mayor may not
be the same as the original are dis-
played. Players press the paddle
when the original pattern is repeated
or after the third pattern disappears if
the original pattern is not repeated.
The remaining challenges are similar
combinations of light and sound.

After each round, Maniac displays
each player's cumulative score; the
first player to accumulate 25 points
wins. We found that each of us had a
favorite challenge at which he or she
was particularly successful and at
least one which he or she found very
difficult. The difficult ones became
very frustrating after awhile. Maniac
was fun for a while, but as primarily a
game of reflexes, not one of our
favorites for long term enjoyment.

Zodiac by Coleco

If you're the type who picks up the
newspaper and immediately turns to
the horoscope column to seewhat the
stars have in store, you'll probably be
fascinated by Coleco's Zodiac, the
Astrology Computer.

The computer itself, contained in
a round plastic case with keys and
an LED display on top, must be

used in conjunction with the 80-page
manual which provides detailed in-
structions and interpretations. USing
Zodiac, one can cast a horoscope,
plot a preview of a future date, or ask
advice regarding one's activities in
any of 96 subject areas.

We did our own horoscopes and
found that of the 15 or 20 descriptive
statements in each, several were
general enough that they could apply
to just about anyone and a couple
were completely inaccurate, but the
majority, taken together, provided a
pretty good analysis of the subject's
personality. That one of us was
"unorthodox, anti-establishment and
impatient at times," for example,
came as no surprise, but we had a
hard time taking seriously the asser-
tion that the other "wants to rule by
'divine right.''' The preview and advice
modes were much more general, and,
hence, more difficult to test.

Coleco reminds us throughout the
manual, "Astrology guides-it does
not rule!" And there are probably
better ways to plan your life, but
Zodiac is entertaining, and might be
an interesting guest at your next
party.

Astro by Kosmos

Astro is a hand-held "computer"
which can provide a natal horoscope,
an estimate of astrological compati-
bility for any two people, or a daily
horoscope. In its more pragmatic
moments it serves as a four-function
calculator.

To obtain personal horoscope
information, the user need only key in
the date of birth. Astro's display then
flickers for a moment or two and
prints out four sets of code numbers
which indicate the position of the

14 CREATIVE COMPUTING
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CCA Data Management System
for

TRS-,SO
. \

APPLE-II MICROPOLIS
• Maintains ALL of your data files. Files such as inventory, rnaltlnqIlsts,

payroll, AIR, AlP, patient history, and customer lists are easily processed.
Uses for the CCA DMS are limited only by your irnaqlnatlon.

• Data in any file can be added, updated, deleted, inspected, or scanned for.

• Produces automatically formated reports or mailing labels on the screen
or the printer. User may select fields, titles, editing,. totals, sub-totals,
and more.

• Files may be sorted into any sequence using up to 10 sort keys.

• Extensive yet easy to understand documentation.

• A professional,proven system - in the field since early 1978.

TRS·80
APPLE" with ROM

APPLESOFT
APPLE" without ROM.

APPLESOFT
MICROPOLIS

32K 2400 $74.95

SYSTEM STORAGE
REQUIRED

MAX RECDS
PER FILE

PRICE

32K 3500 $74.95

$74.95
$150.00

48K
32K

3500
1000

Creative Computer Applications
2218 Glen Canyon Road

Altadena, CA 91001
(213) 798·4529• CIRCLE 136 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED
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Sun, ¥ercury, Venus and Mars on the
day of birth. A quick check of the ac-
companying handbook reveals the
significance of. these locations in
determining the personality of the
subject. .

The second mode of operation
allows one to "determine the compat-
ibility between any two people" by
entering both birth dates and then
checking a series of four lights on
Astro's dial: green lights indicate
personality traits which are similar,
yellow lights· those which are dif-
ferent. USil']gthe handbook, the user
may then qroceed to an in-depth
personal compatibility analysis
which answers 16 questions such as
"00 you enjoy or appreciate the way I
think?" .

A third use of Astro is to deter-
mine a daily horoscope. Again,
yellow ' and green lights indicate
similarities and differences between
the prevailing influences and the sub-
ject's personal ity traits.

While not nearly as detailed or
complete as Zodiac, Astro does pro-
vide a list of references from which
one can learn more about astrology
and, presumably, make more com-
plete use of the information provided
by the computer, It is also much more
compact and quieter than Zodiac.

Mini-bio by Kosmos

Mini-bio is a tiny (2W' x Hi!" x
1/4") calculator / computer desiqned to
provide the user with personal bio-
rhthym data. Entering the date for
which the information is desired and
the subject's date of birth causes
three numbers representing days in
the physical, emotional and lntellec-
tual cycles to appear on the display.

By referring to the manual (which
is larger than the calculator and offers
instructions in four languages), the
user can determine whether the day is
"clear," one on which caution or
"mini-caution" should be exercised,
or a "recharge period" for each of the
cycles.

NOVEMBER1979

Mini-bio will also compute the
"average lifetime compatibility/simi-
larity ratios" for any two people, or
daily compatibility/similarity ratios.
We checked the ratios for one happily
married couple we know and dis-
covered that they should probably
never have gone on their first date-
but then Kosmos assumes no re-
sponsibility for decisions made
based on the information obtained
from Mini-bio.

We were unable to set the clock
included in the little machine, so are
unable to comment on its accuracy,
but, assuming theclockcan be set for
the correct time, a quick look at a map
on the back of the case gives the user
a code which can be used to find out
the time anywhere in the world. The
stopwatch function worked nicely, as
did the four-function calculator.

Astro and Mini-bio, at $49.95 and
$79.95 respectively, are clever gad-
gets, but whether they are worth the
price depends on how much one
values the information they provide.

Microvision by Milton Bradley

This hand-held simulated video
game has a 16x16 pixel LCD display
about 1.4" square. The game is
supplied with Blockbuster, M-B's
version of Breakout. A small knob at
the bottom moves the paddle back
and forth across the bottom of the
display to hit the ball. At the begin-
ning, you select 1,3, 5, 7, or 9 balls,
slow or fast speed (most players
found "slow" to be more than
challenging), and paddle size (again,
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most players found the large paddle
size enough of a handful). Despite the
small display size and only three rows
of blocks to eliminate, the game was
good fun and provided an ample
challenge. Actually, if you hit the ball
when it first appears, it's less difficult
to keep it in play, but it's tough to
catch it that first time down.

We didn't try any of the other
Microvision cartridges, but five
others are promised which, in their
prototype form at the TOYFair, looked
Iike good fun. We had some problems
with the display on our early produc-
tion sample of Microvision, but were
assured by M-B that the problem was
cured in units released to stores and
that they were guaranteed also. This
sounds okay, but our advice would
still be to play it if possible before
taking it home.

Astro War ~y Mini Labs

Astro War consists of a 5" x 7"
plastic tray with a 9 volt battery and
LED flasher at the top and a 4" x 4"
surface for t1W program and game
sheets and plastic overlay. Eight
game~ are included - target probe,
space maze, black hole, etc. - but all
are programmed the same way. One
player blackens 10 to 15 random
squares on the program sheet. This is
placed face down on the conducting
grid mat with a game sheet and
plastic overlay to write on placed on
top (see diagram). Players then take
turns trying to find their way through
a maze, out of a black hole, or

plastic overlay--------

program sheet---~
(programed
side down)



between two star bases without
lighting the Astro Flash. Lighting the
flash means different things in each
game and can' sometimes hinder,
sometimes help the player. One
minor problem was having to erase
the overlay after each game - be sure
you have a large eraser on hand.
Nevertheless, we found the game a
pleasant change from the scores of
preprogrammed hand-held games.
Recommended for age8 and up.

Touch Me by Atari

This compact hand-held game
(3"x5"xO.8") is modeled on last year's
huge success, Simon, which was, of
course, modeled on Atari's coin-
operated gaine of Touch Me. Touch
Me plays three variations of the game
of remembering and repeating longer
and longer sequences of lights and
tones. Eachgame has four skill levels
corresponding to sequences of 8, 16,
32, and 99 signals. Most players
could easily remember an 8-signal
sequence; rarely did anyone achieve
more than 32, so th is game possesses
ample challenge. A nice feature is

that Touch Me records the highest
score during one powering up of the
game; players can use this to try to
beat the best record among a group of
friends. In the second variation,
players each add one to the sequence
of signals, while the third variation is
an elimination type of game for two,
three or four players.

Soccer by Mattei

There is no way you can figure out
this game without instructions. And
even after reading the instructions
this one isn't easy. You move your
little LEDblip/player around with four
directional keys. Unfortunately, you
only have one player and your oppo-
sition, played by the computer, has
five and a goalie which to keep you
from scoring. The object is to get your
player up to a position close to the
goal and press the "kick" key quickly
before one of the defensives can
respond, and hope that your ball
lands in the goal. If it does you are
rewarded with a pleasant little musi-
cal tune, if it doesn't it generally goes
to one of the opponent's players,
although the instructions state that
by cleverly positioning your player
you can catch a rebound. In half an
hour we were unable to get a single
rebound except by dumb luck. After
each play the referee blows a whistle
signalling loss of ball possession.
There are also clicking noises which
indicate that the clock is running, and
beep tones, double whistles and
triple whistles all with their own
meanings. A cute game, but not
nearly as absorbing as baseball or
some of the other Mattei games we
reviewed last season and that are still
on the market.

Computer Bowling by Vanity Fair

Speaking of games of reflex and
eye/hand coordination, another ex-
ample is Computer Bowling. In this
nice, large game (15" x 6" x 3"), an
illuminated LED "ball" oscillates back
and forth across the end of the alley.
At any point, it may be released by
pressing the large release bar. Se-
quentially illuminated LED's show the
travel of the ball down the alley. As
pins arehit, the lights go out. Releas-
ing the bar controls the degree of
hook or slice. Sound effects simulate
a rolling ball and pins falling down.
Ten frames may be rolled either solo
or against an opponent with standard
scores being displayed. To win, a
good eye is more helpful than logic or
strategy.

Foto·Electronic Bowling by Cadaco

This larger-than-average game (15
x 4.5 x 3") combines electronics and
physical action. To play, you aim and
then strike (hard) a plastic handle (1 x
2.7") at the bottom of the game. This
propels a steel ball toward the "pins,"
represented by 10LED's, at the end of
the alley. LED's go out showing
which, if any, pins were toppled. A
digital scoring mechanism keeps
score for one or two players. A beep
registers for each pin felled while
ends of frames, spares, strikes, and

. misses each have their own distinc-
tive melodies. Some players objected
to the force needed to strike the
handle and launch the ball but we
found that an ashtray or book placed
under one end of the unit made things
a bit easier. Kids, on the other hand,
liked to strike the handle with four
fingers or even a fist and thought the
game was just fine. Since the two 9-
volt batteries are powering 10LED's, a
digital display and fairly loud
speaker, we recommend alkaline
cells. I
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16K BYTES OF MEMORY, SPEECH,
ACTION SOUNDS, MUSIC
AND COLOR

FCC, CSA
AND UL APPROVED

Two years ago we wrote a piece on the
most startling product of the decade. The
first personal computer. It actually brought
the miracle of computing power within
reach of small businesses. At less than
$1000, it was even affordable for home use.

That was two years ago. Today, that 'same
unit, and other second and third genera-
tion models are still being sold. Enter now
Interact's fourth generation American-
made personal computer with total sound,
color, 16,000 bytes or words of usable
memory, and superb ease of handling at
hundreds of dollars less than any compar-
ably equipped computer.

GIANT COMPUTER HARDWARE
Beneath its cover is the Intel 8080® micro-
processor brain-a powerful logic com-
ponent used in computers costing tens of
thousands of dollars. Interact loads data
up to 5 times faster than most other com-
pacts. Its 8080 brain does all of the complex
data saving, processing and retrieval
chores. All that's left is typing in the data
through the 9 inch, 53-key standard type-
writer keyboard.

WHY IT COSTS LESS
Since the unit performs in color, it is de-
signed to hook up to any TV antenna ter-
minal. If we included a color screen (CRT),
we'd have to charge more. Witness the 16K
Radio Shack Model. It's only black and
white, and with its screen that isn't even a
TV, it costs $899.00. Ours, with full sound
and color is several hundred dollars less.
Interact full sound is generated three ways:
There are game action sounds from the
microprocessor, tunes within the programs
and actual speech and music from any
cassette software. In fact, it is the only com-
puter able to transmit full sound through a
TV. Image resolution is superb.

THE MOST EFFICIENT BUSINESS
, TOOL EVER

Interact" comes ready to handle a wide
range of business applications. Its Level II
Basic, and 16K byte system capacity give
you the instruction set and the room to
write your own programs for payroll, inven-
tory, client records, etc. For accountants,
attorneys, doctors, salespeople, and small
businesses, it's a lot of computer for very
little money.
For the enlightened computer expert, our Level
II Basic is Interact's version of the Microsoft'·
and is equivalent to all Level II programs cur-
rently available. The program includes: a super-
set of operations in floating point with integer
and string arrays, direct memory access, direct
statement execution, two character variable
names, user definable functions, multi-state-
ment lines, editing, scrolling, file management,
and more.

AN INCOMPARABLE SCHOOLTEACHER
Since it can talk, play music and perform in
color, Interact is a phenomenal teacher.

NOVEMBER1979

If you're
thinking about a
Home Computer.

make sure it's
not just a game

That's why High/Scope, an educational
research foundation, was commissioned to
develop an exclusive Language Arts pro-
gram for it. The 8-unit program ranges from
Letter Recognition for preschoolers
through Word Root, Grammar, Critical
Reading and Writing exercises for the 8 to
15 year old. Students listen, take notes and
prepare assignments through the com-
puter. Similar math and foreign language
programs are also being prepared. By com-
parison, anyone of these courses given by
a tutor or commercial school could easily
cost as much as the computer itself.

IT'S A BRILLIANT MUSIC TEACHER
A comprehensive music program and a
piano keyboard overlay turn the computer
into a perfect pitch maestro. You can prac-
tice, write a tune or record. To create a
melody, you can select both key and tempo.
A staff is displayed on which to write your
song, note by note, complete with rests and
values. Play the composition back; correct
any note; instantly transpose it to another
key; or store it on a blank cassette for later
revision. A student can listen to his lesson
and transpose it into another key for use
with F, B", Eb horns, etc. The youngster
then plays along in the right key, in the cor-
rect meter. It's a fantastic application.

OF COURSE, IT PLAYS GAMES
Interact is a total entertainment center
with color, sound, and music. There are
Chess, Backgammon, Hangman, Regatta
Races, Concentration, Trailblazers, Black-
jack, Star Track - games that would cost
any arcade owner $2000 or more. Challenge
the computer or another opponent. Each
game will bring family and friends together
for hours of quality fun.
FCC AND CSA APPROVED FOR YOUR TV
The Interact computer, with built-in stor-
age and programmability, is FCC and CSA
approved for attachment to any TV. It is UL
listed and operates on standard 110V house-
hold current. It's portable, too: weighs 12
pounds and is only 19" Lx 12" W x 8" D.
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SPECIAL OFFER-OVER $300 WORTH OF
FREE PROGRAMS-INCLUDING LEVa II
Interact is exceptional. But, there is just no
way to prove it, unless yolu are enjoying it
in your own home and business. You have
to try it. That's why we are giving you 14
different full color and sound programs
FREE - including Edu-Basic arid the Basic
Level II program for advanced applica-
tions. It's our way of backing up everything'
we've said and making it worth your while
to check it out for yourself. Your $300
FREE value includes:
Edu-Basic'· • Level II Basic • Blackjack •
Cornpute-n-Color'" • Hanqman'" • Knockdown"
•. Trallbtazers " • Dogfight'· •. showdown" •
Regatta'· • Concentration • Add-Em-Up'· •
Computer Maze'· • Biorhythm'· and 1 Blank
DataTape.
Fourteen programs are actually more than
other computers have to offer. They're
yours FREE with your purchase of the
Interact. If, after 15 days you are not satis-
fied with your Interact, you may return it
for a prompt refund of the purchase price.
Sorry, but you'll have to return the 14 pro-
grams and the data cassette also. The unit
is backed by a full 90 day parts and labor
limited factory warranty.

[

DIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FJEE
800-621-5809

LLiNOIS RES: 800-912-5858
24 HOURS-l DAYS/WEEKr------------,o Please send me the Interact Computer. with 2

Hand Controls, connecting RF adapter and the t4
Free Program Library-Including Basic Level II and
1 Blank Data Tape. If not satisfied, I can return same
for a prompt refund within 15 days.
o I enclose $588.00 plus $17.95 shipping and

~surance. Allow 2-3 week delivery.
(III. residents add 5% tax.)

o I also want the following programs:o Star Track. .. , ,..... . . $24.95o MicroChess (vs. computer) . . $24.95o VideoChess (vs. opponent) $19.95o Backgammon. . $24.95o Heversi. . $19.95o Music Maestro.. . $24.95o Total amount enclosed $ _
o Check 0 Money Ordero Charge My Credit Card:o American EXPies~D Master Charge 0 Carteo BankAmerlVisa 0 Diners Club Blanche

Credit Card No. _

Master Charge # Exp. Date _
Name _

Address _
City _

State Zip _

Signature _

~B.!... ~C=I0.!29J

••• 801 GreenBayRd., lake Bluff, IL 60044

Camelot DIRECT
A DIVISION OF UNITED EDUCATORS. INC.
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Pulsonic Baseball II from Mego

One of the favorites of our panel of
kids, this one- or two-player game is
stylized in molded plastic like a mini-
ature baseball stadium. One player
pitches to the other by pressing one
of four pitch buttons at the top of the
unit. With a fast ball, he may press a
"change-up" button to convert the
pitch from fast to slow. The other
player presses the "batter" button
just as the LED ball enters the strike
zone. If the batter connects, the LED
ball bounces around the field and
finally comes to rest as a catch by one
of the fielders, a foul ball, or a hit.
When the batter has runners on first
and third, he may try to -steal, but
timing is critical to execute this play
without being thrown out. The game
keeps track of strikes, balls, outs, and
the score. A cute little tune is played
after each play or when teams change
sides. With just one player, the game
takes the role of the fielders and lets
the player always be the team at bat.

Baseball by Mattei

There is no question that baseball
is the all-American electronics sport
this year (eleven manufacturers). Of
the many, Mattei's is one of the best.
In this electronic game, when you are

up to bat you press the "pitch" key
and 1.5 to 2.5 seconds later a moving
LED "ball" comes from the pitcher'S
mound toward the batter. When it
reaches the strike zone you press the
"hit" key and hope for a good hit. You
can either fly out, hit to some point in
the field or hit a home run. If you hit to
the field, the beeper in the game will
indicate how many bases you can try
to run - but watch out, because
sometimes the fielder will be faster
than your runners and will throw you
out. You've got to be fast on the keys.
If you hold down the run key just a bit
too long you overshoot a base and are
almost always thrown out. At the end
of each half inning you press the
"score" key to see the score-visitors
vs. home team. This is the time to
pass the gameto your opponent or, if
you are playing both sides, to start
playing the opposite team. Mattei,
recognizing that nine innings is a long
time to hold one's interest has made
this into a five inning game. At the
end of the five innings the final score
lights up and the game becomes
inactive until you switch to the off
position and back to one of the two
skill levels. Uses one 9-volt battery.

MVP Baseball, Football, and Basket-
Basketball .

Of the three games, baseball was
by far the' best. In it, the fielder
"pitches" the ball to the player who is
at bat. Upon pressing 'the "pitch"
button a slot machine type mechan-
ism spins. The batter then presses

either the "bat" or "take" button. The
wheels 'stop spinning and the game
reveals the effect that the batter had
on the ball. That is, a ball, strike or
hit. If the batter hit the ball, the fielder
then presses the "field" button and
tries to make an out. We found that 19
times out of 20 he was successful. On
the other time an error 'wa~ com-
mitted. The batter, if he has a player
on one of the bases, may aiso elect a
steal. Stealing is successful about
50% of the time. A record of strikes,
balls and outs may be kept on little
plastic dials on the side of the game.
A record' of runs must be kept with
pencil and paper on the score card
provided with the game. All in all, not
a bad game for the money.

We found Football considerably
more complex to play. The general
playinq mechanism was the same
with the little windows showing the
results of each play. But you have to
keep track of which results applied to
a running play and which applied to a
passing play. Your own imagination
is probably the greatest asset in
making football an interesting and
fun game.

Basketball is entirely different.
Each player has five buttons to press
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Do TRS-80's new lower prices
mean you get
"cheaper"
computers?

No
Way'

Here's why ...
Production costs drop and manufacturing
efficiency rises when you deliver more than
100,000 TRS-80@Model I systems built in
your own factories in less than two years.
No other computer- ever - has had cus-
tomer acceptance on such a scale.

Sure, TRS-80 Model I is the price leader, but
then you know better than to make your
decision based on price alone. You've got to
be convinced you get 1)full quality and fea-
tures, and that 2) our more than 100 service
locations furnish faster service, and that 3)
we continue to add new software and
hardware for TRS-80, even though our list is
already one of the industry's longest.

Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers.

NOVEMBER 1979

Leve1I-4K
Ideal Starter

System

Level II - 16K
Advanced System

with Calculator Keypad

$849
Was $599 last year Was $988 last year

New Model VII Catalog
Come in and get your copy of our new 24-page
computer catalog and you'll decide that TRS-80
is your unique opportunity to own a
full-featured, fully serviced, fully supported
microcomputer at a really nice price.

New TRS-80Model II
A bigger, more powerful "brother" to the TRS-80.
Completely new, it's a business microcomputer
with capabilities beginning where Model I
approaches upper limits. Storage capacity up to
2 megabytes. Order now for early delivery.

$3450
112 -Megabyte
Basic System

These two cards honored
at most Radio Shack stores

ladle/haeK
The biggest name in little computers®

A Division of Tandy Corporation' Fort Worth, Texas 76102
Over 7000 Locations in 40 Countries
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to propel a little plastic ball up toward
a basket. If it goes through the basket
it strikes an arm that registers two
points on the score board and makes
a squeak reminiscent of the baby
dolls of 20 years ago. The first player
to score 30 points wins. Basketball
and pinball are probably best suited
to children 5 to 8, baseball up to 10
years of age and football up to 13 or
14.

Intercept by Lakeside
Intercept is described as "an elec-

tronic search and destroy game with
the sounds and lights of fighter
attack." Indeed it does have sound
and light - mostly sound. Two
players are pitted against each other
on a 10 by 20 grid. One.player tries to
move his attack jet from one end of
the grid to the air field target at the
other end. The other player is armed
with four SAM missile bases, which
can be placed at various strategic
locations on the grid, and an inter-
ceptor to locate the attack jet. The
player on the attack moves his attack
jet four spaces horizontally or verti-
cally with each. move, and the
interceptor must try to pinpoint his
location. The main use of electronics
in this game is to light up the location
of the attack jet or the interceptor
after each move, and to make a siren-
Iike noise when the interceptor
locates the attack jet. In addition
there is a constant clock ticking as the
game goes on. This is hardly what one
would call an "intelligent" electronic
game. However, youngsters will
probably enjoy it as they do many of
the other combination action/strate-
gic games on the market today. (Hint:
One particularly aggressive player
found that the SAM missiles can be
positioned to always allow a win on
the first move.)

Hit and Missile from Tomy
Not an electronic game per se, Hit

and Missile is a battery action game
of "pursuit and shoot." Randomly
spaced aircraft pass across the top of
the screen in two directions. You
move your missile launcher back and
forth across the bottom of the screen
and press the "fire button" to launch a
missile. A hit produces a flashing
light and "explosion" sound effect.
Your score is recorded on a readout in
the lower left corner of the game.
Each game lasts one minute. Rug-
gedly designed, this game seems to
hold the attention of 6 to 10yearolds.

Digital Diamond from Tomy
This is a two-player baseba'll

game. One player presses a button to
"pitch" the ball. The other player tries
to bat it with his button. If he con-
nects, a slot-machine type dial spins
to show the outcome (out, single,
double, etc.). Keeping track of
strikes, balls, outs, score, and
runners on the field is all done
manually with little plastic dials and
levers. If it sounds like a bit of a bore,
it is. On the other hand, it's cheaper
than the electronic games and it's
well constructed.

Blockade and Score Four by Lakeside
Blockade is a non-electronic stra-

tegy game for two people. Players
move their two "pawns" across a grid
in an attempt to capture the op-
ponent's "home" square. After each
move, the player places a barrier on
the grid creating a network of walls to
block the other player's advance -
but there must always be at least one
open pathway, no matter how con-
voluted. The first one to make it
through the mazewins.

Score Four is a "four in a row
strategy game in three dimensions."
The playing areaconsists of 16plastic
spindles set vertically in a plastic
tray. Players attempt to score by
placing four beads in a row horizon-
tally, vertically or diagonally. The first
one is easy, but that's only one
quarter of the game: the winner is the
player who scores four times. Plan-
ning your strategy while keeping track
of your opponent's beads in three
dimensions can be quite tricky. We
saw one game in which the winner
was not determined until the last of
the 64 beads was placed. Although
less novel than some of the electronic
games we tested, Blockade and Score
Four are intriguing games of strategy
and will probably have more lasting
appeal than many.
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Bringing Music Home

Being a spectator is great
.but why not participate?

• Sing along
• Compose
• Play
• Learn from Specialists

LETMICRO MUSIC TURN YOUR APPLE J[ ® INTO A FAMILY MUSIC CENTER!
VISIT THE APPLE DEALER NEAREST YOU AND ASK FOR A
DEMONSTRATION OF MMI'S MICRO COMPOSERTM
The MICRO COMPOSER LETS YOU-
• Play up to 4 simultaneous voices
• See all 4 voices at the same time you're hearing the music-a

must for music editing!
• Enter music notes by a fast, simple. and well-tested coding

system.
• Program the pitch, rhythm, and timbre of the music. Tempo is

varied by the Apple paddle.
• Choose 7 different tone colors for each voice or create your

own tone color.
• Compose, edit, display, and play music through an interactive,

commend-driven language that's easy to learn.
• Save your music on disk or cassette. TM
• Hear quality music sound at low cost through the MICRO MUSIC

DAC card. No amplifier needed! Designed for MMI by Hal
Chamberlin and Micro Technology Unlimited.

• Select from future MMI music instruction software to accompany
the MICRO MUSIC DAC.

Ask your local dealer for information on MMI products. or contact:

The MICRO COMPOSER is an APPLE II ® compat ibile, low-cost
music system designed by the folks at MMI. Our music software was
designed by leading experts in music education. A simple step-by-
step instruction manual leads you through entering, displaying,
editing, and playing music with up to four voices-soprano, alto,
tenor, and bass. You can change the sound of each voice to reed,
brass, string, or organ sounds and you co n even color your own music
sounds!

HAVE FUN! THE MICRO COMPOSER comes complete- with an instruction manual.
software disk or cassette-in either Integer or Applesoft ROM BASIC, and the MICRO
MUSIC DAC music card. Just plug the MICRO MUSIC DAC into the APPLEextension slot
and connect the audio coble to a speaker.

Suggested retail price $220.

Micro Music Inc 309 W. Beaufort, Normal, Illinois 61761 (309) 452-6991

NOVEMBER1979

APPLE II IS a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
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Single Board
Computers:
Shopping
Considerations

Rick Grossman

In recent years there have been a
number of single board computers
and evaluation kits made available to
the microcomputing community. The
purpose of this article is to help the
educator, hobbyist and engineer
decide which of these boards best
suits a particular application.

The Hobbyist's Requirements

Many hobbyists have started with
single board computers because they
serve as excellent "teaching ma-
chines" for learning about the learn-
ing about the operation of the hard-
ware and how to program. Documen-
tation, easeof use and the availability
of high-level languages are three
important considerations for the
person with this objective in mind.

Rick Grossman, Instructor, Federal Correc-
tionallnstitution, Lompoc, CA 93436.

The hobbyist who realizes that an
Apple, North Star Horizon, or TRS-80
isn't intended as a 24..:hour multi-
tasking system will be looking to
single board computers for such
exotic tasks as turning the spinklers
on and off and controlling lights and
appliances around the home. Need-
less to say, getting into this type of
dedicated controller application re-
quires a little more than a funda-
mental background in hardware and
lnterfaclnq.

Expansion to a larger system is an
objective with some hobbyists and is
accomplished easily with some
boards and requires considerable
effort with others. The ease with
which a video display, external key-
board and printer can be added are
especially important for the individual
with little or no hardware background
(although going through the frustra-
tions and hopefully, successful inter-
facing of those devices can be quite
an education).

Starting with a single board com-
puter is an economical approach for
expanding to a larger system. The
expansion can be done in a step-by-
step manner. Several boards are
S-100 based or use the S-100 bus for
expansion. As a result, the many
S-100 boards on the market are avai1-
able for expanding the system.
Practically all units have expansion
memory and liD boards available
from the manufacturer and, with the
more popular boards, from second
sources as well.

Assemblers and high-level lan-
guages, such as BASIC and FORTH,
are available for several boards for
those interested in learning program-
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mingo A cassette interface is impor-
tant for saving user-generated pro-
grams, but the recording format is
equally important if buying commer-
cially available software is in the
scheme of things. Although there
isn't a whole lot available for single
board computers, some can be
obtained through user groups.

Engineer ITechnician Requirements

The engineer or technician will be
primarily interested in the evaluation
or actual use of a single board
computer. The unit will often be used
as a dedicated controller to replace or

- improve an existing hardware system
or as the core of an entirely new
design application.

CREATIVECOMPUTING



Shopping, con't. ..
Software considerations aren't

usually as important as hardware
capability because the software de-
velopment, especially in the case of
mass-produced units, is done on
development systems. These are
disk-based mini or micro systems
running cross-assemblers for the
board being developed. Upon com-
pletion the software is burned into
PROMs, installed on the board, and
then becomes the "operating system"
for controlling the particular process
for which the board was designed. '~--I\

However, for "one & two production
runs, or for evaluation, the engineerl
technician will often want a board
with an assembler, keypad and LED
display.

Some of the features an engineer
looks for in a single board computer
are: the number and type of 1/0 ports
available, the amount of PROM
space, interrupt capability and buf-
fered I/O lines to allow easy inter-
facing to prototype circuits.
E~ucator Requirements

Single board computers are used
primarily in schools for teaching stu-
dents' hardware and programming
fundamentals and dedicated con-
troller applications. They are not
generally used for teaching computer

Some important considerations
for a single board computer to be
used in a teaching environment are:
easy maintenance, with all compon-
ents and test points accessible; key-
board and display; TTY interface and
assembler for program development;
buffered I/O; good documentation,
preferrably with an educational slant.

Making The.Decision

The selection chart contains most
of the important considerations when
shopping for a single board com-
puter. However, the chart should only
be the first step in the decision pro-
cess. The second step should be to
contact the manufacturer for more
detailed information and, hopefully, a
copy of the documentation.

A few capabilities not listed in the
chart which might be needed for
certain applications include: DMA,
interrupts, on-board timers, baud
rates, type of cassette interface,
documentation rating and on-board
breadboarding area.

The type of microprocessor, I/O,
price, programming and expansion
capability are of interest to anyone
buying a single board computer and
the chart should help in meeting that
end. 0

programming which is more suitable
to personal computing systems, such
as the TRS-BO,Apple and others. The
instructor will be using the computer
as an instructional aid to supplement
and complement classroom lectures.
The board must be able to provide the
student with "hands on" experience
in learning how to control external
devices. Good documentation is
particularly important so the instruc-
tor doesn't have to develop a lot of
material on fundamentals and opera-
tion and can concentrate on the
course material dealing with applica-
tions.

.Soundware ™ you you
You t-t hardware - a neat speaker-amplifier unit with volume control,
earphone jack and connectors. No wiring, no soldering-.simply add two
AA batteries and plug it in!
You t-t software - two programs to demonstrate and help lIOU create
your own sound effects. Make your programs come alive ~ add loser
sounds, bird calls, bounces, clicks, sirens, music notes, runesl (omplet~ ~1-"""\"'iJ&"Gn:'l
In:;tructloos Included, one-year limited warranty, Immediate shipment.
. 'GRERT CHRISTMRS GIFT! "

See your dealer for demonstrations. .
If not ~onvenlefl!:. order direct by phone (~08) 371-4120, or coupon.

Pt.ase MAdSOUNDWARE OS ~11ows:
o All PETS, 0 All TAS-80 Levell! - $It.95 0 All COMPUCOlOA II - $39.95
o Payment ""dosed (CAP pays shipping) 0 Send C.O.D. (odd 15%) ,o VlSA/Bonl<omericoro.· 0 Moster Charge

PI~ose pOnt

Nome ~----~-----------------------
~e~ __ ~ ~~ ~ _

City State __ Zip I•
.ctg~nd me oFAeE (otolog of game progromsl'or FlPPlE.PETand (OMPUCOlOR.

TRS-SO II

NOVEMBE~ 1979

COMPUCOLOR II
1884'Shulmon Ave. Son Jose. CA95124
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NAME ADDRESS BIT PROCESSOR RAM ROM KEYBOARD DISPLAY

Commodore/MOS
KIM-1 901 California Ave. 8 6502 1K 2K 24 Key Hex 6DigitLED

~
Palo Alto, CA 94304

SUPER BOARD
Ohio Scientific 0) ®---- 1333 S. Chillicothe Rd. 8 6502 53 Key Typewriter Video

II Aurora OH 44202
Synertek Systems

SYM-1 150-160 S. Wolfe Rd. 8 6502 1K 4K 28 Key 6 Digit LED
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Rockwell International 1K(a) 20 character

AIM65 P.O. Box 3669 8 6502 8K 54 Key Typewriter Alpha/
Anaheim, CA 92803 4K(b) numeric LED

1802 Local RCA Solid Remote Calcu lator
Evaluation 8 1802 256 bytes 512 bytes 6 Digit Hex LED

Kit State Sales office Keypad & display

RCA - Cosmac VI P
CosmacVIP New Holland Ave. 8 1802 2K 4K 16 Key Video on Board

Lancaster, PA 17604

ELF II
Netronics R&D Ltd.

8 256 bytes 24 Key 2 Digit LED333 Litchfield Rd. 1802
New MilfordLCT06776

.Super
Quest Electronics 6 Digit LED
P.O. Box 44305 8 1802 256 bytes 32K bytes 24 Key Hex

Elf Santa Clara, CA 95054' & Video

Electronic Products
Micr068 1157 Vega 8 6800 128 512 16 Key 6 Digit LED

San Diego, CA 92110
Motorola HEP/MRO LED

Educator II 705 West 22nd St. 8 6800 128 512 8 Toggle switches Lamps
Tempe, AZ85282
Wintek Corp. 512Wince 902 N. 9th SI. 8 6800 128 (EPROM) None None
Lafayette IN 47904

ET3400
Heath Company
Benton Harbor 8 6800 256 1K 17 Key 6 Digit LED
Michigan 49022

IMICrOlJa::>y~
6809

Mon
NoneMD-6906 P.O. Box 3605, 16 1K Bug II None

Los Angeles CA 90036
PAIA Electronics

PAIA8700 P.O. Box 14359 8 6503 512 256 24 Key 2 Digit LED
OklahomaCity,OK 73114
Intel Corp.

SDK86 3065 Bowers 16 8086 2K 8K 24 Key 8 Digit LED
Santa Clara CA 95051

Intercept Intersillnc.
Jr. Tutorial 10900 N. Tantau 12 6100 256 1K 12 Key 8 Digit LED

Cupertino, CA 9501'4
Texas Instruments

TM990/189 P.O. Box 1443m/s 6404 16 9900 1K 4K 45 Key 10Digit LED
Houston TX 7700

Adaptable Signetics
Board Computer 811 E. Argues Ave. 8 2650 512 1K

Sunnyvale, CA 94086
DigiKey P.O. Box667

Nibbler Thief River Falls, 8 SCMP/II 2K 4K
MN 56701

Z80 SDSystems

Starter Kit P.O. Box28810 8 Z80 1K 2K 28 Key 6 Digit LED
Dallas, TX 75228

MIKE8 Martin Research
3336 Commercial Ave. 8 Z80 4K 1K 20 Key 6 Digit LEDModel 882 Northbrook, IL60062

Basic
DynaByte

4K Keyboard One8 bit4020 Fabian 8 Z80 4K input portController Palo Alto, CA 94303 (EPROM) on Board
light port

Model Cromemco Inc.
280 Bernardo Ave. 8

,
Z80SSC MountainView,CA9404C

1K 8K None None

~,
Explorer Netronics R&D, Ltd.

333 Litchfield Rd. 8 8085 256 2K None None85 New Milford, CT 06776
Nec Micro Computers 1K

TK80A 173 Worcester St. 8 8080A 1K (PROM) 25 Key 8Digit
Wellesley, MA02181
Intel,90rp.

SDK85 3065 Bowers Ave. 8 8085 256 2K 24 Key 6 Digit LEDSanta Clara, CA 95051
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1/0 CASSETTE HIGHER LEVEL POWER PRICE EXPANSION NOTESLANGUAGE REQUIRED CAPABILITY

2 Parallel Ports Tiny BASIC +5V
120mA

Yes Microsoft BASIC +12V $170 S100Buss
FORTH available

RS232 Yes BASICROM 5V $279 8Kon Board
~ <t!IIJj/

4 Parallel Ports BASIC ROM 4KRAM; 1/0
RS232 Yes available +5V $239 4K RAM on Board;
20mA 2 Parallel; 6K EPROM

, 20 character Iline2 Parallel Yes BASIC Assembler +5V $375 (a) 4K RAM,
Printer on Board

TTY ROM available +24V $450 (b) 12K ROM on Board Enclosure available

2 Parallel Tiny BASIC listing Includes Fixed point binary
RS232 or 20 mA No $325 4K RAM, to 1.5K ROM
Current Loop in manual (2K) Power Supply arithmetic ROM available

Yes
32KRAM

1 Parallel Port Interpreter +5V $249 several modules
available

Tiny BASIC +5V
$99.95

Kit

$106.95 Cassette, 4K Mem .
Tiny BASIC +5V Kit

& TTY IRS232 Expansion Music Speaker included
Board $89.95

2 Parallel (1) +5V Serial port (1)
Serial (1) -10V Cassette interface (1)

2 Parallel Yes +5V $169.95
256 Byte RAM

on Board

2 Parallel TinyBASIC +5V 64K
No +12V $298

TTL Available
-12V

Socketed

+5
~89.95(Kit) 512 Byte RAM Power SupplyNone No +12

-12 $240.00 on Board on Board
4K RAM, 20 mA,

1 cassette interface
Monitor& Tiny BASIC

20110 Lines Yes +8V $239(Kit) 10K PROM Real time Clock
RS232 +16V $299 on Board S100 Compatible

1 Parallel output $149.95 lKRAM,1KROM

2 Parallel input Yes (6) (Kit) on Board
4KRAM

3 Parallel +5
$780(Kit) 4KRAM

1 RS232
No

+12 $550 Educ on BoardInstitution

M icrointerpreter +5V 3KRAM,lKROM
No or $281 Parallel 1/0 BoardPROM on Board +10V & Serial 1/0 Board

+5V 2K RAM, 2K EPROM
1 Parallel Yes . +12V $299 on Board

-12V EIA and TTY interface

2 Parallel No +5V $275 24K Socket
1 RS232 or 20 mA +12V $190 (Kit) PROM&CPU

110 Baud No BASIC(2) +5V $149.95 28 K(44 pin) Socketed

+5V $249 (Kit) S100Buss Prom Programmer2 Parallel Port Yes +25V(PROM
Programming) $399 2K RAM on Board on Board

None +5V
1 Serial port Parallel port available

$895 1 Parallel port Prom Programmer
on Board

1 Parallel input PROM on Board +8V 16K RAM 8 Relays on board
1 Parallel output Yes Industrial +16V $750 Video Interface
1 RS232 or 20 mA BASIC -16 V' on Board on Board

J Parallel
BASIC $395 (Kit)l-RS2320n S100 Buss

2PmA PROM available $450

2 Parallel Ports Extended -8 S100 Buss
KeyboardlVideoYes $129.95 4K RAM, 8K ROM76 bit port BASIC +8 on Board available

Yes +5
$299 4K RAM, 8K PROM3 Parallel Ports No +12 on Board

4 Parallel Ports +5V
$300 Kit 512 Byte RAM, 4K ROM

No $210 Educ System Design Kit120 mA port -100 (TTY) lnstltuttons on Board
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CP6Btiv6 COlRputind
Vol. 2, No. 5-Sep/Oct 1976
Computer programming contests, Rus-
sian computing, Do-it-yourself com-
puter poetry (3 articles), two games:
Watchman and Delmar, four feature
reviews of "Computer Power and
Human Reason," Computers in elec-
tions, two great stories.

Vol. 3, No. 1-Jan/Feb 1977
Equipment profiles: Teletype model 43,
IMSAI 8080, SWTPC 6800, Computers
in the movies, All about Electronic
Funds Transfer, Centerfold "Computer
Tree" Babbage to 370/158, A approach
for analyzing discontinuous events, un-
solvable complex problems, the Wooly
Mammoth. problem, ten outstandina
problems for computer so lut l o n,
Games: Drag Masterbagels, Strike 9.

Vol. 3, No.4 - Jul/Aug 1977
Guide to selecting a microComputer.
Write your own CAL, Part 2. Computers
in medicine and health care. Dwyer: "8-
Hour Course in Basic-Part 1." Thinking
Strateg ies-Part 3." Sherlock Hol mes and
Charles Babbage. Four new games.

Vol. 3, No. 5-Sep/Oct 1977
A dynamic debugging system for 8080
assembly language, bibliography of
"limits to growth" models, Dywer: 8-
hour course in Basic-Part 2, Pro-
gramming approaches to solving com-
pJex equations, Electronic information
exchange, Symmetric art with your
computer, in-depth reviews of 5 micro-
computer BASICs, software technology
music system, Games: Nomad, Rotate,
Lissajous.

Vol 3, No. 6-Nov/Oec 1977
Programming techniques- Part 1. CAI.
. Topics in Logic. Three 8080 8K BASIC
evaluations. Smart electronic game
reviews. How computers can write final
exams. Mastermind II and Othello
computer games. Profile of the Alpha 1
and Alpha 2 for the TDL Xitan.

Vol. 4, No. 1-Jan/Feb 1978
File structures, 16-bit computers, LOGO
Language, Murphy's laws, review of
Radio Shack TRS-80 and Heath H8,
World model, biorythms, how to write a
simulation, Hart sort algorithm, 3
games, 8-Hour Basic Course - Part 4.

Vol. 4. No. 2-Mar/Apr 1978
Parody of Datamation, Business Com-
puting: 5 inventory c~niii"systems,
ABCs of micK0nftU \tructured
SOft~n. :.roV four computer
mus~~~s, reviews of 2 Basic
interpreters and micro-APL, CAI-Part 4,
puzzles and games.

Vol. 4, 'No. 3-May/Jun 1978
Art and animation sectionu' -rticles,
color graphics, SAI6'Q ,st'-rch, a
real bU~ c, 5 ss com-
puting: ems, Oregon Trail,
Black , reviews of VideoBrain, MSI
floppy, OSI Challenger, Ai speech
synthesizer.

Vol. 4, No. 4-Ju1/Aug'1978
Reviews of Commodore PET, Apple II,
Atari computer, Video games, inter-
facing to the real world: 5 articles,
business. computing: 4 word process-
ing systems, ROM section: 7 articles,
backgammon game, bar code.

Vol. 4, No. 5-Sep/Oct 1978
Equipment profiles: TRS-80, Exidy
sorcerer, Bally Arcade, PolyMorphic
8813, Merlin Video Display preview of
nine new personal computers. Ac-
counts receivable systems, All about
PASCAL, real world games, a real time
clock to build, PET cassettes, special
education features, new software: Star
Wars, Hex.

Vol. 4, No. 6-Nov/Oec 1978
Subject index and file index in BASIC,
consumer computers buying guide,
electrcmic game reviews, critical path
analysis, mailing label programs, robot
programming, experiment in teaching
strategic thinking, evaluations of North-
star Horizon, CP/M operating system
and backgammon computers, columns
on Apple II PET and TRS-80, plus game
section 1ncluding "Corral", "Joust" and
Puzzle'

~atfY8
COlllPltl

Vol. 5, No.1-January 1979
Computers in fiction; Survey of
Educator's Attitudes; K-State; How to
Hide Your Basic Program; World Chess
Championship Computer; Compleat
Computer Catalog, Microchess for the
TRS-80; Exidy Sorcerer; Ohio Scientific
superboard II; Robots in Fiction; Help
for the Weary Taxpayer; A counterfeit
Cursor for your PET; 'Medical Audit
Time.

Vol. 5, No.2-February 1979
Evaluations: Electric Pencil, Heathkit H-
8, Computer Music Records. Computer
Games: Gold Mine, Atom-20. Com-
puterized Sports Predictions, Multiple
Regression Analysis Simplified, Value of
Computers in Education, Budget Man-
agement System, Help for the be lea-
g.uered consumer .

Vol. 5, No.3-March 1979
Six articles on data base management;
Evaluations of TRS-80 and Apple Disk
Systems; Payroll system; the Game of
Go; Small business computing with the
Sourcerer; Judging of sports events;
Social Science survey program.

Vol. 5, No.4-April 1979
Safeguarding your computer; Inter-
pretive programming; Elements of a
good computer game, Music com-
position; "What will happen if"; Vertical
graphs and bar charts; People Pro-
gramming; Home applications.

Vol. 5, No. 5-May ~979
Word processing systems - buying a
system and 5 evaluations; Writing 2
user-c>riented program; Tutorial on
PI!-OT; 3 new games; Amoritization
schedules, reading and comprehension
tests.

Vol. 5, No.6-June 1979
8 Articles on computer graphics and
plotting; Evaluations: HiPlot, NAD
System, ALF/Apple Music "vrlTn"S"'Ar'
Copyright of Software; Sesame
Probability Study; String Manipulati
3 New Games.

Vol. 5, No.7-July 1979
Two Ecology Simulations, Creativi
Test; World Power Systems; Files
Data Basis - 4 Articles: Evaluati
Six Peripherals and Software "".-.~.-".
Personal finance Model, 2 logic



Are you missing any back issues of Creative Computing or
ROM magazine? The applications, programming techniques,
simulations, problems, commentary, articles and fiction are
practically timeless. Not only that, but the earlier issues are
actually increasing in value.

Prices are $2.00 each, three for $5.00, or ten for $15.00.
Postage $1.00 for up to 3 issues, $2.00 for 4 or more.
SUPER SPECIAL: One of everything we have plus 4 back

issues of Computer Notes - 32 magazines in all - for only
$40 postpaid!

July 1977
SOL. The Inside Story; Braille and the
Computer Video newspaper; A Chip is
Born; The Care and Feeding of Your
Home Computer; Digital Foam - the
peripheral of the future.

August 1977
The Kit and I, Part I, by someone who's
never soldered before; Introduction to
the fundamentals of Computer Memory;
Tips for the do-it-yourself hardware
beginner; Binary clocks; APLomania.

September 1977
Xeroxes and other hard copy off your
CRT; Payroll Program; How Computers
Work; The Kit and I, Part II: or Power to
the Computer; CCD's How They Work
and How They're Made; A look at
PLATO, an Educational Computer
System; IBM 5100.

October 1977
Binary Arithmetic For the Beginner;
Microprocessor Aid for the Deaf and
Blind; The Kilobyte Card; Scott Joplin
on Your Sci-Fi Hi-Fi; Building a Basic
Music Board; Flowcharting; Payroll
Program.

November 1977
Solar Energy Measurement; A Begin-
ners Introduction to BASIC; The Kit and
I, Part III; More Music to Play on Your
Computer; Micro Maintenance; Solo-
mon and Viet: Putting Together a
Personal Computing System; Time
Sharing on the Family MICRO.

December 1977
A Beginners Guide to Peripherals; The
Best Slot Machine Game ever; Artificial
Intelligence?; An Electronic Jungle
Gym for Kids; File Copy Program; Better
Health Through Electronics; the Kit and
I Part IV.

January 1978
Synthetic Skin for Your Robot and How
to Make It; TLC: A Visual Programming
Language; The Code That Can't Be
Cracked; Beginners Guide to Computer
Graphics; The Computer and Natural
Language; First-Timer's Guide to
Circuit Board Etching.

February 1978
A Practical Mailing List Program;
Artificial Intelligence; Assemblers;
Flowgrams-A New Programming Tool;
Refresher Course in BASIC; Micros and
Analyzing Election Results; Upgrading
Your BASIC.

March-April 1978
Introduction to real time concepts;
Felsenstem: An Absolute-Time Clock;
Dreyfus: Things Computers Still Can't
Do; Introduction to Interpreters; Othello
Games; Weizenbaum: Incomprehen-
sible Programs; The Quasar Robot
Revealed; Chesson: Cryptanalysis.

Send order to Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. Or save time and call your credit card
order toll. free to: 800-631-8112 (in NJ, 201-540-044:5).

Please rush me the following back issues:
Magazine and Issue

•.......•.•.....................................•.....•..•.......•. ..

Amount for mags: + Postage = Total _

o Payment enclosed 0 Visa/Bank Americard 0 MasterCharge 0 American Express

Card No. _ Expiration date Signature _

Name
Address _
City State Zip _•................................................................ :



Personal
Computer
Comparison
Chart

Steve North

Although the accompanying
comparison is self-explanatory, a
few additional remarks are ap-
propriate. To begin, the descrip-
tions of the Atari and TI com-
puters are somewhat sketchy
since we only had manufacturer's
literature from which to work. At
the time of this writing (late
August) neither company had
actually delivered production
models.

The comparison is also a bit
subjective in a few categories,
such as hardware quality and
portability, but these ratings
were arrived at after serious con-
sideration. The availability of
software from second sources is
also not included but this is
generally an important consider-
ation unless you plan to write
every program you want to use.

Finally, be aware that each
computer is best for certain
applications and it's impossible
to select a computer that's the
"absolute best" for everyone. The
TRS-80 is one of the least expen-
sive computers, has an excellent
BASIC, and might be thought of
as "every man's BASIC-speaking
com puter;" however, it seems
less attractive when expanded
beyond the basic 16K cassette-
based system. The Apple is more
expensive to begin with but is
more sophisticated and is more
competitive when more memory
and disks are added. The PET
made quite a splash when it was
introduced and is still a good
value but has a number of draw-
backs. The Compucolor is an
excellent color graphics machine
and has found its own niche. The
newer Atari and TI computers,
with ROM cartridges and mass
marketing, seem to be the wave
of the future.

Computer R.dloSh.ck Appl.1I
TRS-80 L.v.11I

Cas. grey and black plastic beige plastic

K.ybo.rd typewriter, 2-key rollover, typewriter, n-key rollover
upper-lowercase, number pad upper case only

M.mory 12K ROM (BASIC) 12K ROM (BASIC, monitor)
16K RAM (32-48K with expansion interface) 16-48KRAM

Integer BASIC: 20commands, 30 statements,

Langu.g. Level II BASIC: 14 commands, 33 statements, 8functlons, 15errormessages
36 functions, 23 error messages Applesoft BASIC: 12 commands, 48 state-

ments, 27 functions, 19 error messages

R••ld.nt M.chln. L.ngu.g.
no yes

Monitor

Gr.phlcs 48x 128 pixels 40x40, 16colors
B&W 280 x 160, 6 colors

T.xt 161ines x 64 characters wide 24 x 40, upper case only
upper case only video reverse and blink

Exp.n.lon
expansion interface, 1-4 disk drives, modem, 8 general-purpose I/O slots for disks, printers
voice synthesizer, printers speech boards, clocks, etc.

R••ltlm. or H.rdw.r. Clock In expansion interface optional plug-in board

1/0 Port. built-In none game paddles

Built-In AudiO no 1 voice .
AudloC ••••tt. 500 baud, motor control 1200 baud

Disk Cap.clty
drive 1-56K

108K, 4 drivesdrive 2, 3, 4 - 82K

Video DI.pl.y B & WTV monitor included requires color TV

F.ctory Support and Rep.lr excellent good

Port.blilty fair good

Hardware Quality fair excellent

Prlc.(18K RAM) $849 $1195
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Commodore PET Compucolor II Atarl800 T199/4

beige metal case simulated wood grain and beige plastic beige plastic grey and black plastic

typewriter, n-key rollover,
typewriter, upper case and graphics typewriter, upper-lower case typewriter layout with space between keysupper-lowercase

8K ROM internal 26K ROM internal
14K ROM (BASIC and OS) 16K ROM (BASIC, DOS, CRT mode) 8-32K cartridge 30K ROM cartridge
8-32KRAM 8-32KRAM 8-48KRAM· 16K RAM

Commodore BASIC: 7 commands, 26 state- Disk BASIC 8001: 3 commands, 29 state- TI BASIC: ANSI 'BASIC with 'sound and

ments, 17 functions, 23 error messages ments, 27 functions Alari BASIC graphics 14 commands, 33 statements, 19
functions

no no no no

64 graphics characters 128x 128, 8colors
380 x 192,16 colors 192 x 256,16 colorsB&W 64 graphics characters

25 x 40, upperlloweror upper/graphics
32x64, incolor 24 x 40, upper-lower case 24x32video reverse

IEEE-488 Bus, printer 2nd disk drive
printer, disks, modem

speech synthesizer, modem, printer, cassette
expanded keyboards recorder, disk drives

I

yes yes interval timer interval ttrner
I

parallel port RS-232 game paddles, light pen general-purpose I/O port, RS-232 option

no no 4 voices 3 voices, noise generator

500 baud (?) no (floppy disk built-in) 600 baud optional, 1300 baud

? 51K, 2 drives 80K, 4 drives 80K, 4 drives

built-in B&W monitor color TV monitor included requirescolorTV color TV monitor included

fair good ? ?
,-

good fair good fair

-
tatr to good good ? ?

$795 $1695 $1000 $1150
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One year ago I was convinced that
if I wanted to work hard enough, I
could pick up an old beat-up Teletype
and interface it to my computer so I
could have hard copy for only $400 or
$500. I wouldn't expect much, but it
would at least help my programming
by providing line listings. If I was
offered a brand new printer, complete
with interface, for $220, I would have
danced for joy. At it was, until I was
asked to edit SoftSide magazine this
spring, I couldn't afford any kind of
printer.
. However, Radio Shack is now
offering a printer so cheap; I could
afford to buy it as a backup. And what
a printer! TheQuick Printer II includes
a built in microprocessor to operate
it, comes with three built in inter-
faces, prints in upper and lower case
and sells for $219.

Features

The Quick Printer II is small; 6112
inches wide, 9112inches deep, and 3114
inches high. It prints on special elec-
trolytic paper just under 2112inches
wide, about the same size as a cash
register tape. There are three built in
interfaces, for direct connection to
the TRS-80 bus, for a Centronics
parallel printer port and for RS-232
serial connection. It comes with a 22
inch ribbon cable to connect it to the
bus on the back of a TRS-80. The
cable to connect it to the line printer
port is an additional $19.95. As it
comes, it will not work with the
expansion interface, for the TRS-Bus
on the expansion interface does not
carry the LPRINT and LUST func-
tions. You would either have to buy
the line printer cable, or use the
RS-232board and the port on the front
of the expansion interface, building
your own connecting cable according
to instructions in the Quick Printer II
manual. It should not be hard to
connect to any RS-232 port on any
computer, as serial operation is
simple and requires only 3 wires
connected to a5connector DIN jack.

George Blank, Pastor, Calvary United Presby-
terian Church, 266 Second St., Leechburg, PA
15656.

Radio Shack's Lovv-Cost
Quick Printer II

George Blank

For serial operation, it is only
required that the computer monitor
the handshake strobe, and when the
printer signals a ready, send one bit of
data. The three lines are CLEAR TO
SEND, DATA and GROUND. The
printer will accept 7 bit ASCII data,
even or odd parity, with one or two
stop bits, 7 bit ASCII data, no parity,
with two stop bits, or8 bit ASCII data,
no parity, one or two stop bits. No
testing is done by the printer for parity
errors.

The author's 32K TRS-80 system with a single
disk, 16K Level 11, Microcomputer devices
printer and Quick Printer II.

The character set is a modified
ASCII subset, printing codes 33
(exclamation point) through 127 (DE-
LETE, printed as a solid block), sub-
stituting arrows fortodes 91 to 94, as
found in the Raelio Shack User's
Manuals. The lower case characters
g, j, p, q and y do not descend below
the line, but are printed in raised
position. The printer ignores bit 7,
and prints the graphics characters
as a duplicate set of the other
characters. Of the 32 ASCII control
codes, the printer ignores all but two;
the carriage return (code 13) and
SHIFT IN (code 15). If shift in is the
first character on a line, it switches
the printer from the 32 character per
line mode to 16 characters per line for
that one line only. The printer is a line
printer, storing the characters in a
buffer, and not printing until it re-
ceives 32 characters or a carriage
return. The character spacing is 6
lines per inch vertical and either 18 or
9 characters per inch horizontal, soft-
ware selectable. The format is a 5 x 7
dot matrix.

32

The Quick Printer II is very quiet,
making no sound at all when it is not
printing, and only the sound of the
paper feed when printing. For that
reason alone I prefer it to my Selectra
Print when making a long listing and,
in addition, it is four times as fast,
printing at 64 characters per second.

Since the printer is almost all
electronic, the paper feed and the
print head being the only moving
parts, maintenance should be mini-
mal. Recommended maintenance is
simply to avoid physical shocks to the
printer, keep it dry, and if print quality
deteriorates, clean the print head with
a fine brush. The print head has a
stated life of 30 million characters.
(Let's see-at 64 characters per
second, that means I could wear it out
in 5 days, 10 hours, 12 minutes and
6/10 of a second, if I found a roll of
paper long enough!)

In keeping with Radio Shack's
typical profit margins of 65%, the unit
is all plastic except for the electrica!
parts. The paper sits in a well on top
of the printer on a plastic rod, and a
pencil stub would probably do just as
well for a roller if you ever break or
lose the original. A red LEDtells when
the unit is on, and the electronic parts
are visible through ventilation holes
in the top and bottom of the unit. The
power requirement is 120VAC, 60 Hz,
and a three wire grounded plug is
necessary. The extra ground is not
only for safety, but to insure reliable
operation.

The unit comes with two rolls of
paper, the connecting cable to the
back of the TRS-80 keyboard unit and
a twenty-two page instruction man-
ual. The manual covers hook up,
operation, paper loading, problems,
speclflcatlons and provides a sche-
matic. Programs in the manual
include the use of the two control
codes, printing continuously in the 16
character per line mode, assembly
language driver routine and demon-
stratton of lower case. Optional
features include extra paper at $3.95
for a package of 2 rolls, and the
expansion interface connecting cable
for $19.95. The Quick Printer II sells
for$219.

CREATIVECOMPUTING
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Quick Printer, con't ...
Operation

The unit is simple to operate.
Controls include an on/off switch, a
switch to select TRS-80 bus, line
printer, or serial input and an on
line/off line/ reset switch that can be
used to interrupt a printout. At power
on, the unit prints a READYmessage
with acode indicating the input mode
selected. The unit should be powered
on prior to the computer and not
turned off during computer operation
to avoid a system lockup.

The paper is easy to load and
unload, and the only other require-
ment for operation is software, which
can be as simple as the commands
LUST and LPRINT.

Application

Quite frankly, there is a drastic
difference in capability between the
Quick Printer Hand my dual pitch, 15
inch carriage, Micro Computer De-
vices Selectric. But not all the advan-
tages are in favor of the Selectric. To
get the Selectric working required $30
in long distance telephone calls, two
service calls from IBM and shipping
the interface on a round trip coast to
coast at a cost of $20. I am terrified
when I consider what the cost would
be if it were out of warranty. With the
Quick Printer II, I simply took it out of
the box, read the instructions, plug-
ged it in and it worked.

The Printer, instruction manual and paper.

Obviously I prefer to use the
Selectric for articles and suspect that
any editor receiving a long article
printed on the Quick Printer II would
immediately throw it in the trashcan!
But for my own use, I prefer the quick
printer for line listings. It is cheaper,
much faster and much quieter. Once,
when I was disassembling Level II
BASIC for analysis, I had the Selectric
running continuously for three and
half hours. I was only one third of the
way through when impending divorce
terminated the project! My family
could no longer tolerate the clatter.

But there is a particular use for
which the Quick Printer II seems
ideally suited. It makes a wonderful
portable terminal for the TRS-80r so
you don't have to carry the awkward,
heavy, television set with you to use
your computer away from home.
Following a few simple steps, this is
easy. First, keep in mind that the
Quick Printer II will not support
graphics characters. Then remember
that it stores characters in a buffer
until a carriage return is received. This
calls for a little care in programming.
For example, an input statement like
this would not work:

100INPUT"YOURANSWER";A$

The statement and the prompt would
be invisibly stored in the buffer, and
you would not know why the printer
was just sitting there. However, this
simple modification would work:

100 PRINT"YOURANSWER?":
INPUTA$

The carriage return at the end of the
print statement would cause the line
to be printed, serving as a prompt.
Note that this requires a question
mark in the print statement to indicate
an input request as the question mark
in the INPUT line will not be printed
until the statement is received.

This simple program, executed
prior to other programs, places the
printer driver routine in place of the
video driver in the computer, and will
cause all print statements going to
the screen to go to the printer
instead:

©Creative Computing
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1 FORI=16413T016420:
POKE I, PEEK(I+8): NEXTI

This is not a total solution, as any
values poked into screen memory and
graphics characters will not be
shown. But in programs designed or
modified for mobile use, it can be very
helpful.

It is quite easy to transport the
keyboard, power supply, cassette
recorder, printer and a three plug
extension cord in a small suitcase.
You could even take your computer to
parties and introduce your friends to
games set up for the printer, like

Quick Printer II from back, showing connectors
and selection switches.

Hammurabi, Hunt the Wumpus, or
Oregon Trail. For business use, there
is the added attraction of a hard copy
record of work accomplished. You
could evendo word processlnq on the
Quick Printer 11,. saving the edited
output on tape for later printout on
another printer.

Recommendation

The sign in the small town reads;
"There is no place like this place
anywhere near this place, so this
must be THE PLACE." That is the
situation with the Quick Printer II.
There is no other product that comes
close to it in features and capability.
With its choice of interfaces, it should
be popular, not only with the Radio
Shack computer, but with many
others as well, particularly those with
a built-in RS-232serial port. The price
is quite reasonable and the unit is very
portable. I am quite happy with mine,
and have only two complaints:
Sometimes it prints the first line of a
listing or print-out in 16 character per
line format when I did not specify it,
and if you pick up the printer and tilt
it, the paper falls out and unrolls all
over the floor. That is not a very nice
feature in a printer that I use primarily
as a portable, but I will either have to
rig up a catch over the paper rod or
learn to carry it upright.

There may be one further problem
for prospective purchasers. Radio
Shack has been having trouble
obtaining the microprocessor chips
in quantity, and the Quick Printer II
may be backordered. I frankly expect
a huge demand for it, not only for the
price, but also for the features. 0
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SELECTOR III - C2
THE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Includes these Application Sub-Programs ...
Sales Activity, Inventory, Payables, Receivables, Check/Expense Register,
Library Functions, Mailing Labels, Appointments, Client/Patient Records

RANDOM, MULTI-KEY RECORD RETRIEVAL underCP/M, COOS, IMDOS, ADOS ...
SELECTOR III-C2 ALLOWS INSTANT
RECALL OF ANY RECORD USING ANY IN-
FORMATION ITEM IN THE RECORD. That
statement deserves re-readlnq, because
that ability makes SELECTOR III-C2 the
most powerful information management
system in microcomputers today!

The three major activities in business
computing are...Word Processing, Finan-
cial Accounting, and the storing, pro-
cessing, and reporting of information.
The latter is where SELECTOR III-C2
shines arid fills the professional and per-
sonal need.

The system represents the state of the
art using Micro-Ap's unique record index-
ing, query, and report writing methods.
It's 'menu driven' and uses screen
displays with all the instructions and er-
ror sensing that allow the novice to
quickly learn the system and accomplish
his tasks.

With SELECTOR m-ea you...
• define a record format assigning up to
24 fields as 'key' fields -meaning that
records can be instantly recalled by
name, date, quantity, ZIP Code, or
whatever.

• create a file and begin entering edited
and verified data immediately.

• browse through your file in key field
order, making whatever changes or dele-
tions needed.

• select collections of records meeting
your exact requirements and arranged in
the order wanted.

• create a unique report that contains
the precise information you need - with
numerical totals, averages, maxima, and
minima -for any period of time and sum-
marized by name, date...or by any item
you want.

• bring an application on-line in hours in-
stead of months.
CIRCLE 165 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SELECTOR III-C2 is a 'turn-key' system
that can managemost applications as is.
It includes source-code and pre-defined
record formats and sub-programs to per-
form the tasks listed at top of page. Pro-

. grammers can easily add other sub-
programs - using the system's powerful
utilities - to perform virtuaily any special
computation or function required.

The system runs under CBASIC Verso2,
and is priced at $345. It's available in a
variety of CP/M, disk formats including
Oynabyte; North Star; Micropolis; TRS-
80; Helios II; Heathkit; iCOM; Altair; lrn-
sai; Cromemco; and others.-------------I Available from computer stores war Idwide: I
I LIFEBOA T Associates II 2248 Broadway, Suite 34, II New York, N.Y. 10024 • (212) 580-0082 I
I Or order direct from I
I MICRO-AP I

9807 Davona Drive, San Ramon, CA 94583I (415) 828-6697 I-------------



Although the power and sophisti-
cation of personal computers con-
tihues to leap forward, there have
been few serious attempts to lower
price barriers. Even the new Atari and
Texas Instruments microcomputers, .
both solid but unsLirprising efforts,
are priced at or above the $1000 level.
Thus, we're pleased to report on a
new, low-cost personal computer, the
Interact Computer.

The Interact Computer comes in
three configurations: the basic unit
with a tape loader in ROM is $499.95.
The same computer with an RS-232
printer and communications port is
$599.95, and the Level II BASIC-in-
ROM unit with the RS-232 interface is
$699.96. All the models include 16K
RAM, color graphics, joysticks and
plug into a TV set. The Interact has a
built-in RF modulator for direct con-
nection to the antenna terminals and
apparently has FCC approval. A built-
in cassette deck provides program
and data storage.

The term "Level II" BASIC is an
obvious allusion to TRS-80 Level II
since Interact does not even have a
"Levell" BASIC. IUs also a somewhat
inaccurate term because Interact
Level II is riot the same as TRS-80
Level il and some program conver-
sions might be difficult. Both BASICs
were written by Mlcrosott and cus-
tomized for each particular machine,
but Interact BASIC appears to be
enhanced 8K BASIC whereas TRS-80
Level il .ls enhanced Extended 12K
BASIC. The Interact does not have IF-
THEN-ELSE (only IF-THEN), PRINT
USING, EDIT, AUTO, or integer and
double precision variables. However,
it retains many of the most powerful
features of TRS-80 Level II, such as
multidimensional arrays, character
string arrays, PEEK, POKE, single
character input, etc. In addition,
Interact BASIC has several state-
ments for high-level control of the
display color, text scrolling window
.andaudio output.

A Low Cost Personal Computer

Interact Computer

Steve North

The graphics are in 8 colors and 78
x 113 resolution, which is sufficient
for most games and applications. By
comparison, the Apple has 16 colors
in 40 x 40 resolution, or6 colors in 160
x 280 high-resolution mode. The
Interact is at a noticeable disadvan-
tagewhen it comes to text, though,
since characters are displayed as dot
matrix patterns on the same grid,
yielding very large squarish letters
and numbers. As a result the text
display is 12 lines of 17 characters,
equivalent to 3 or 41ines of BASIC - a
handicap if you write your own pro-
grams. However, the color graphics
are good for a computer in this price
bracket.

The Interact computer has mono-
phonic audio output through the TV
speaker, useful for sound effects and
simple tunes. The computer can also
channel the cassette audio input to
the TV speaker so you can hear tapes
as they load, a nice feature.

The joysticks are not true analog
inputs, but work by activating contact
switches to detect the direction in
which the stick is pushed. Each joy-
stick has a "fire" button and a control
knob mounted at the end of the stick
for analog input, such as game paddle
positioning. The keyboard layout is
like a typewriter but there are spaces
between the keys. The keys work like
calculator buttons, to be stabbed at
rather than gently pressed, which is
fine for hunt-and-peck typists but not
for touch-typists. We also had a little
trouble with bad contacts in the joy-
stick units. This could probably be

corrected with some TV Tuner aeresol
cleaner or, at the very worst, by taki ng
the joysticks apart and cleaning
them.

The Interact Computer is not sup-
pi led with software from second
sources yet, but Interact has released
an adequate line of games and appli-
cations on its own. Our favorite
games were Breakthrough (a Break-
out-style game), Backgammon and
Dogfight. This last game commanded
the time of our software development
staff for almost a half hour a day while
the Interact was in our office,
revealing at least one latent Red
Baron (and also some dissatisfaction

. with the joystick units). Interact also
has over 20 other tapes, including
Star Trek, Computer Maze, Hangman,
Music Maestro, Compute-a-Color (a
color etch-a-sketch program) and two
Financial Planning cassettes. Most of
the Interact software is very good (but
not mind-blowing) and the prices
(around $14.95 a program) are like-
wise OK but not exceptional.

In summary, the good points of
the Interact are:

*Inexpensive
*Good BASIC
*Color Graph ics

And the bad:
*Not expandable
*Limited text displays
* Keyboard and joystick quality

In interpreting this review, please
keep in mind that it's not very signifi-
cant to compare a $600 computer like
the Interact, with a computer costing
two or three times as much. For
example, the Apple has a better
keyboard, expandability and more
software, but it costs $1195. If you
pay less, you have to expect to give up
something. For its price, the Interact
is a good performer and it's worth
your consideration if you're looking
for an under-$1000 personal com-
puter. 0
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Software for most popular 8080/Z80 computer disk systems
including NORTH STAR, iCOM, MICROPOLlS, DYNABYTEDB8/2,
EXIDY SORCERER, SD SYSTEMS, ALTAIR, VECTOR MZ,
8"IBM, HEATH H17 & H89, HEllOS, IMSAI VDP42 & 44, REX,
POLYMORPHIC 8813; OHIO SCIENTIFIC and IMS 5000 formats.

Shopping List
No.6

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

DiGITAL RESEARCH
SOftwllfe;

~ with Manu,1
Manual Alone

o CP/M' Floppy Diskette Operating System -
Packages suppfied on diskette complete with 8080 as-
sembler, text editor, 8080 debugger and various utilities
plus lull documentation. CP/M available configured for
most popular computer/disk systems Including: North
Star Single, Double or Quad dehSi% Altar 8" disks,

~:~I~t+I~e~t~i~ 71°~i~89t,v,.~~~~Ot,~t6~'~~f?:~~
.COM Micro Disk plus many other configurations avail-
able off the shelf. . .$145/$25

o MAC - 8080 Macro Assembler. Full Intel macro detim-

~~nGE.P~~~d~~~~I~~c~~~g1~:~rYli~~I~d~~~1;roT~~~;s
Intel absolute hex output plus symbols file for use by SID
(see below) .... .. ... .... $100/$15

OSlO - 8080 symbolic debugger. Full trace, pass count
and break-point pra:gram testtnq sysle.m with back-t~ace
and histogr~m utilities. Whsn used with MAC, provides
full symbolic display of memory labels and equated
values . .$851$15

o lEX - Test formatter to create paginated. page-
numbered and justified copy from source text tiles, or-
rectable to disk or printer .$85f$15

o DES POOL - Program to permit simultaneous printing

~~~a:~efr;o~s~,~k while us~~ ex~~utes anoth~~$~OT$~~

()ftA~~!
MICROSOFT f t#..4

o Disk Extended BASIC - Version 5. ANSI compati-
ble with long variable names, WHILE/WEND, chaining,
variable length file records ..., .$300/$25

o ~!SJ~i~~~fl~':!r;et~~~g~da~~1g~~e~li~~~t;ri~x~~~
lion, Produces standard Microsoft relccatable binary out-
put. Includes Macro-80. Also linkable to FORTRAN-BO or
COBOL·BO code modules . ..,... .$350f$25

o FORTRAN-80 - ANSI ·66 (except 10< COMPLEXl

~:~~, ~~~i~;~;~~s~~,n'~br'~~u~i~~ ~~~c;~~~'~~~~~~,~~~;
MACRO-SO (see below) .$400/$25

o COBOL·BO - ANSI '74 Relocatable object output.
Format same as FORTRAN-BO and MACRO-80
modules. CompletelSAM, interactive ACCEPT/DIS-
PLAY. COPY. EXTEND . . .$6251$25

D MACR0-80 - 80BO/ZBO Macro Assembler. Intel and
Zilog mnemonics supported. Aelocatable linkable output.
Loader, library Manager and Cross Reference List
utilities included .$149/$15

DEDIT -BO - Very fast random access text editor for text
with or without line numbers. Global and intra-line com-
mands supported. File compare utility included $89/$15

MICRO FOCUS
o CIS COBOL (standard) - ANSI ·74 COBOL

~~s1~~~ef~~~~~~ fully Yo~~v~f~Yi~;'~~i~~
dynamic loa . a~d a ful! ISAM file
facility. Also, entation, tnteracnve debug
and powerful live extensions to support protected
and unprotected CRT screen tormattinq from COBOL
programs used with any dumb terminal .$8501$50

o CIS COBOL (co ~OL subset compiler
lor use on a wle.r. Valuable range of
COBOL la y at level 2 and induding

~~~~mabn~e:minals . , , ,. ~ctl~~. sc~~~~~~~~~:~

o Forma 1- CRT screen editor 10 build application CRT

~o~~i~tsC~~~~ r c~~1n~r~~ro ~~
COBOL progra ore 01 writing screen

:~f~r~~g~e~~~t ra~~7~.d&n:3r~~'~i~fse~s
COBOL compact compiler . $ 1251120

o Forma 2 - Forms 1 screen editor plus indexed lile
application program gene a~matically creates a
query and nl!~ed files using CRT
protected and un formats. No program-
ming experience . tput program directly com-
piled by either 01 BOl compilers ' , .5200/$20

EIDDS SYSTEMS
o KISS - Keyed Index Sequential Search. Offers com-

plete Multi-Keyed Index Sequential. and Dir~ct Access file
management. Includes built-In utility functions for 16 or
32 bit arithmetic, stringiinleger conversion and string
compare. Delivered as a relocatable linkable module in
Microsoft format for use with FORTRAN-BO or COBOl-
80. etc. .$535/$23

D KBASIC - Microsoft DiSK Extended BASIC with all
KISS facilities, Integrated by implementation of nine
additional commands In language. Package includes
KISS.REL as described above, and a sample mail list
program .. $995/$45

'CP M IS a trade name of Digital Research.
"zao IS a trademark of Zllog. Inc.
"'UNIX IS a Irademark of Bell laboratories
••••WHATSIT? is a trademark of Computer Headware.

tCP1M for Heath. TRS-80 Modell and PolyMorphiC 8B13 are
modified and must use especially complied versions 01
system and applications software.

ttPolyMorphlc 8813 CP;M scheduled for September 15 release.

oJi~~~!
I P. So~;:;M'","

MICROPRO ,Man\lal Alone

D ~~~~t~~~~r~~~o~r'.l~~~b~~ e~~~~~eu~~t~~~~sb~f\~~
mat. Sorts fixed or variable records with data m binary,
BCD, Packed Decimal, EBCDIC, ASCII, floating, fixed
point, exponential, field justified, etc. etc. Even variable
number of fields per record! ... ,. . . .. . .. $225/$25

D Super-Sort II - Above available as absolute oroaram
only .. , .. ,',. . ... ,.,$175/$25

o Super-Sort III - As " without SELECT/EXCLUDE
. .. . $125/$25

o Word-Star - Menu driven visual word processing sys-
tem for use with standard terminals. Text formatting per-
formed on screen. Facilities for text paginate, page
number, justify, center and underscore, User can print
one document while simultaneously editing a second.
Edit facilities include global search and replace, read!
write to other text files, block move, etc. Requires CRT
terminal with addressable cursor positioning 1445/$25

o Word-Master Text Editor - In one mode has sup.er-
set of CP/M's EO commands including global searc~1n9

, and replacing, forward and ba.ckwards in file -. In vld~o
mode. provides full screen editor for users with serial
addressable-cursor terminal .S1251$25

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS.
D CBASIC~2 Disk Extended BASIC - Non-Interactive

SASIC with pseudo-code compiler and runtime interpre-
ter. Supports full file control, chaining, Integer and ex-
tended precision variables, etc. $1091$15

)?~
STRUCTURED SYSTEMS GROUP

o Gen~al Ledger - Interactive and flexible system
providmg proof and report outputs. Customization of COA
created interactively. Multiple branch accounting centers.
Extensive checking performed et data entry for proof,
COA correctness, etc. Journal entries may be batched
prior to posting. Closing procedure automatically backs
up input files. All reports can be tailored as necessary.
Requires CSASIC ... , .. $899/$2~

D Accounts Receivable - Open item system with
output for internal aged reports and customer-orienl~d
statement and billing purposes. On-Line Enquiry permits
information for Customer Service and Credit depart-
ments. Interface to General ledger provided il both sys-
tems used. Requires CBASIC .,' . . .. $699/$25

o Accounts Payable - Provides aged statements 01
ac~ounts by vendor with check writing for selected in-
voices. Can be used alone or with General Ledger and/or
with NAD. Requires CBASIC . .$6991$25

o LETTERIGHT - Program edit. and type let·
ters or other docum to enter, display,
delete and move eo screen presenta-
tion. Designed to lor form letter mail-
ings. Requires C ,,$179"25

o NAD Name and Address selection system - interactive
mail fist creation and maintenance program with output
as full reports with reference data or restricted informa-
tion for mail labels. Transfer system for extraction and
transfer of selected records to create new files. Requires
CBASIC .$791$20

D QSORT - Fast sort/merge program for hies With nxed
record length, vanabte field length information. Up to five
ascending or descending keys, Full back-up of input flies
created. , .$95f$20

2::rt:.DDRIAN SOFTWARE

D PAYROLL SYSTEM - Maintains employee master
file. Computes payroll withholding for FICA, Federal and
State taxes. Prints payroll register, checks, quarterly re-
ports and W-2 forms. Can generate ad hoc reports and
employee form letters with mail labels, Hequtres
CBASIC. Supplied in source code. . . ,$5901$35

o APARTMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - Fi·
nancial management system for receipts and security
deposits of apartment projects. Captures data on vacan-
cies, revenues, etc. for annual trend analysis, Daily report
StlOWS late rents, vacancy notices, vacancies, income

:~s~~~~~~~~J:.~n~i~s: etc: ,Re~u~re~ ~BA,~I~'5~~~~

o INVENTORY SYSTEM - Captures stock levels.
costs, sources, sales. ages, turnover, markup" etc.
Transaction information may be entered for reporting by
salesman, type of sale. date of sale, etc. Reports avail-
able both for accounting and decision making. Requires
CBASIC. Supplied in source code. .$5901$35

o CASH REGISTER - Maintains files on daily sales.
Files data by sales person and item. Tracks sales, over-
rings, refunds, payouts and total net deposits. Requires
CBASIC. Supplied in source cede , .. , .$5901$35

D tiny C - Interactive interpretive system for teaching
structured programming techniques, Manual includes lull
source listings , .. $751$40

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

l"'The Software Supermarket IS a trademark of Ufeboat Associetes

•.•....';
with ",-,,\lal

Man\lll Alone

o BDS C Complier - Supports most major features of
language, induding Structures, Arrays, POinters, recu~-
sive function evaluation, linkable with library to 8080 bi-
nary output. Lacks data initialization, long & float type and
static-S register class specifiers. Documentation includes

~?t~iero,g.r.a.~~~~~. ~~n.guag~ .~OOk by. ~~S~il~7s1 ~

o Whlt.smlths' C Complier - The ultimate in sys-
tems software tools. Produces code than Pascal
with more extensive forms to the full
UNIX"· Version ribed by Kernighan
and Ritchie, a ver 75 functions for
performing 1/0" and storage alloca-
tion. Compiler output In A- atural source. Supplied with
A-Natural (see below) requires 60K CPIM .. $630/$30

o A-Ntitural-
librarian, exten
relocatable for
to Microsoft MAC
source

~:a~ni~x)fa~~~~t
m A-Natural source

rce and from A-Naturell rei to
.$330/$15

o ALGOL 60 Complier - Powertut block-structured

~~~~fg~~~~~.in~e~~~~;~~ (2~~~~a~y~~~I)c ~~~~
implementing almost all Algol 60 report features plus
many powerful extensions including string handling direct
disk address 110 etc. Requires zao CPU '" .$199/520

o ZBO Development Package~ Consists 01: (tl disk
hie line editor, with global Inter and Intra-line taemas: (2)
ZBO relocating assembler, Zilog/Mostek mnemorncs,
conditional assembly and cross reference table
capabilities: (3) linking loader producing absolute Intel
hex disk file. . .. . . .. $95/$20

o ZDT - Z80 Debugge
registers with

dered with Z8

D DISTEL - Disk based disassembler to Intel 8080 or
TDUXitan Z80 source code, listing and cross reference
files, Intel or TDUXitan pseudo ops optional. Runs on
8080. . .. $65/$10

o DlSILOG - As DISTEL to Zilog Mostek mnemonic
files. Runs on Z80 only .$65/$10

o TEXTWRITER 111- Text formatter to justify and pagi-
nate letters and other documents. Special features in-
clude insertion of text during .execution from other disk
files or console, permitting recipe documents to be
created from linked fragments on other files. Has facilities
for sorted index, table of contents and footnote insertions,
Ideal for contracts, manuals, etc. . .$125/520

o Postmaster

D WHATSIT?- - Interactive data-base system using
associative tags to retrieve information by subject. Hash-
ing and random access used for fast response. Requires
CBASIC .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. $125/$25

D XYBASIC Interactive Process Control BASIC - Full
disk BASIC features plus unique commands to handle
bytes, rotate and shift. and to test and set bits. Available
In Integer, Extended and ROMabie versions.
Integer Disk or Integer ROMabie ... .$295/$25
Extended Disk or Extended ROMabie .$395/$25

o SMAUBO Structured Macro Assembled language -
Package of powerful general purpose text macro proc-

:~s~s~~~~'~rAra~~~~~!e~l~n9~~~~~~~t~~E,S~~~~
REPEAT-WHILE, DO-END, BEGIN-END constructs

.$751$15

D SELECTOR II - Data Base Processor to create and
maintain single Key data bases. Prints formatted, sorted
reports with numerical summaries. Available for Microsoft
and CBASIC (state which). Supplied i'n source code
.......... .. . .$1951$20

o SELECTOR III - Multi (i.e.. up to 24) Key version of

~:::;t~c~l~i~~V,~~~~~ ,a~~~~~,i~~,S Ff!~~r:~fe~~c~~~~~
Register. Expenses, Appointments, and ClienUPatient.
Requires CBASIC. Supplied in source code .$2951$20
Enhanced version for CBASIC-2 ... $345/$20

o CPM/374X Utility Package - Has lull range 01
functions to create or re-name an IBM 3741 volume, dis-
play directory information and edit the data set contents.
Provides full lile transfer facilities between 3741 volume
data sets and CP/M files, .$195f$10

o BASIC UTILITY DISK - Consists of: (tl CRUNCH·
14 - Compacting utility to and increase
the speed of prcqrarns ! and TAS-80
Baste. (2) DPF subroutines for
computing . functions including
square root, natu , sin, arc sin, hyber-
belie sin, hyperbolic arc sin, etc. Furnished in source on
diskette and documentation .$50($35

o

o F'lIppy.Disk Klt- Template and instructions. to modify
Single SIded 5V4" diskettes lor use of second Side in Sin-
gled sided drives .$12.50

Orders must speedy
disk systems and
forma~s: e.o. North
Star Single or double
density, IBM single or
20/256. Altair. Hellos
II, Mrcropohs Mod I or
II, 5V4" soft sector
(Micro ieOM/SO
Systems Dynabyte), etc.

Add $1/item shipping
($2 min.). Add $1
additional for UPS
C.O.D.
Manual cost
applicable against
once of subsequent
software purchase,

The sale of each
propriety software
package conveys a
license for use on one
system only.

Lllr •••"n ••.•Associates, 2248 Broadway. N.Y., N.Y. 10024

(212) 580·0082 Telex 668585



Three User-Definable
Character Generators

for the Apple

Steve North

case and Greek) are loaded from disk
and the character generator software
is activated. Characters from both
character sets can bedisplayed on the
screen at the same time, but ob-
viously only one may be selected for
printing. Control characters allow you
to switch from one character set to
another, set upper or lower case,
video inverse, move the cursor,
initialize the screen, etc. For ex-
ample, typing or printing control-R
means that all following characters
will be in lower case. Control-S
returns to upper case. This allows
entry and display of lower case
although the keyboard is upper case
only.

Programmacharacterdefinition mode.

The Hires Writer program works
within a user-defined window which
can bethe entire screen or any portion
of it. The boundary rows and columns
are poked into low memory. Hires
Writer is completely transparent to
Integer BASIC, Applesoft in ROMand
the Disk Operating System. It won't
work with Applesoft in RAM.

To define your own special char-
acters, the disk includes a program
called CHAR GEN which lets you set
up the dot matrix for any character in
either character set, using a larger
display with asterisks for the points.
When you're done you can write the
new character set onto adisk file.

Overall, we rate this product
highly. The documentation is suffi-
cient and the software is easy to use
even if you don't know anything about
machine language. $19.95 from Pro-
gramma International, Inc. 3400Wil-
shire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90010.
(213)384-0579.

A few years ago a personal com-
puter called the ECO Micromind was
heavily advertised but never actually
came to the market. The main attrac-
tion of fhis not very tangible machine
was its user-definable character set,
allowing one to program special
characters like little spaceships,
chess pieces, the Greek alphabet and
so on.. Interestingly enough, this
capability has always existed in the
Apple II computer, and the software
for user-definable character genera-
tion is available now. (This reveals
exceptional foresight in designing a
personal computer with such latent
capabilities waiting only for the right
software to bewritten.)

The basic technique makes use of
Apple high-resolution graphics. The
Apple can plot 53760points on a 192x
280 grid, which many people use for
graphs, pictures, games, etc. This
grid can also be broken down into
blocks in a 24 x 40 format and then
each point is used as part of the dot
matrix in forming characters. This
layout yields the same number of
characters on the screen as in normal
text mode, butthe character fonts are
software controlled. So you can dis-
play upper and lower case characters,
or anything else you can draw within
an 8 x 7 matrix. One minor drawback
to th is scheme is that it requires extra
memory and software to generate the
displays, scrolling, cursor movement
and other screen functions.

For this review we tried three dif-
ferent packages for creating and dis-
playing user-definable characters.

High-Resolution Character Gen-
erator (by Programma). is a disk-
based set of programs. A machine-
language routine called Hires-Writer
actually creates the text displayed on
the high-resolution graphics screen.
When the disk is bootstrapped, Hires
Writer and the binary data for two
character sets (normal upper-lower

Superchip (by Eclectic Corpora-
tion) is a ROM that plugs into the
empty socket at 0000 on the Apple
motherboard. Thus, it is not neces-
sary to load any software from
cassette or disk: merely type *DOOOG
when the Apple is turned on, and
thereafter the high-resolution char-
acter display is activated. The Super-
chip supports upper and lower case
(with descenders), cursor control,
tabs (with eight user-settable stops,
a text window, reverse video, one
special character or an entire set,
screen clear, etc. Setting up alternate
character sets is done by creating a
binary table in memory. Eclectic sup-
plies a program called Character Edit
for creating the table on cassette (for
$19.95 extra) but we did not get one
with our review copy, so we can't
comment on its operation.

Superchip has two unusual fea-
tures: character rotation and editing.
When control-T ls printed on the
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screen, the character behind the
cursor is rotated -90 degrees. This
allows you to easily print characters
sideways and upside down. (A neat
idea, but probably not something
you'll use everyday.) The edit mode
operates on any record on the screen
(any set of characters separated by a
carriage return) with character inser-
tion and deletion. Superchip also has
30 new built-in characters, mostly
math symbols. It works with both
Integer BASIC and Applesoft in ROM,
but not with the DOS, because the
Superchip software was written be-
fore the Apple Disk was available.
(Machine language routines to con-
nect DOSwith Superchip areavailable
for $19.95.) However it is possible to
load and save programs from disk by
de-activating Superchip. One minor
difference between Superchip and the
two other packages is that Superchip
stores lower case characters as lower
case internally. The other packages
apparently just convert the output to
lower caseas it is displayed.

Superchip display.

In summary, Superchip would bea
good choice if you don't have a disk,
don't want to load software from
cassette or disk, or if having descen-
ders character rotation, or other
Superchip features is important to
you. It also saves some of your
memory by putting most of the
routines in ROM, but it's expensive.
$99.95 from Eclectic Corporation,
2830 Walnut Hill Lane, Dallas, TX
75229.(214)358-1307.

Softape Screen Machine definition mode.

later be appended to your own BASIC
programs or loaded by itself for soft-
ware testing and development, thus
eliminating the need to always load a
separate program first.

The Screen Machine also operates
on a text window and has control
characters to switch between upper
and lower case, like the other high-
resolution character generators. It
also has some advanced features for
graphics manipulations which appear
to be ideal for animation. For
example, besides. sending the ~har-
acter output straight to the hi-res
graphics page, the software can
maintain both a "source page" and a
"destination page," and can do oper-
ations involving both the source page
and the character to be displayed to
create the destination page. This
feature is probably beyond the needs
of most users but would be very
handy for graphics rotation and
animation.

In addition to this software, the
Screen Machine comes with a Hires-
Graphics Prefix which you can incor-
porate into your Integer BASIC pro-
grams to do normal point and vector
plotting much like the Applesoft II
Hi-res routines. The manual lists the
entry points to the machine language
subroutines and gives several ex-
amples. It does not seem possible to
'lave multiple character sets since the

Screen Machine in use.
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character data is stored at one fixed
location in memory.

Overall, the Screen Machine is a
nicely conceived package. Although
it does not have character rotation or
multiple character sets, some of its
other functions are at least as exotic
as those of the other two programs.
Available for $19.95 from Softape,
10432 Burbank Blvd., North Holly-
wood, CA91601.(213)985-5763.

The Dan Paymar Lower Case_
Adapter is worth mentioning in this
review, although it does not provide
user-defined characters, because it's
one of the simplest ways to get lower-
case characters. The LCA is a small
plug-in board which adds a second
video generator ROM for lower case.
Lower case characters written to the
screen are automatically displayed as
lower case, thus obviating the need to
reserve more than 8K of memory for
the high-resolution screen map and
output drivers. It also functions with
low-resolutlon color graphics and
text editors. Unfortunately the LCA is
not totally hardware-based because
the Apple liD routines convert lower-
case bit patterns to upper-case, and
the keyboard is unable to encode
lower case, so a short BASIC sub-
routine is required. If all you want is to
add lower case characters, then this
may be the best way to do it. Also
note that the Dan Paymar Lower Case
Adapter would not prevent use of a
separate high-resolution character
generator. $49.95 from Dan Paymar,
P.O. Box A-133, C.S. 6800, Costa
Mesa, CA92627.

Conclusion
If you havean Apple computer, it's

probably worth your while to buy one
of these packages. In this particular
case, all the products reviewed are
excellent (but varying somewhat in
price) and your choice will depend on
the particular features in which you're
interested. They all expand the power
of the Apple graphics immensely with
only moderate memory requirements.
One feature. I wish someone had
included was smooth scrolling, i.e.,
scrolling a part of a line at a time
instead of the entire line so that the
display changes smoothly instead of
jumping. Though this might have
been too slow for practical usage.
Remember before buying that al-
though the hi-resolution character
generators are transparent to BASIC
programs, they still require extra
memory for the screen and driving
software. The Superchip works in a
16K system, and the other two pro-
grams require at least 24K. 0

The Screen Machine (by Softape)
is sold on cassette but works with
both cassette and disk systems. The
Screen Machine character generator
program is executed to initialize a
character set and enable the display.
The Screen Machine comes with a
standard character set buiIt-i n, but
you can modify it or enre. completely
new characters, with a blown-up dis-
play of the dot matrix. The entire
character set and software drivers to
display it (called a prefix) may be
saved on tape or disk. The prefix can
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HE E'S THE OHIO ICIEI
The simple fact is nobody - nobody in
the personal computer industry - offers
more software than Ohio Scientific!
Right now, as you read this, Ohio
Scientific has just about 2 million bytes
of software available for our C4P MF
computer.

This software is also available for Ohio
Scientific C8P DF. Most is available for
the CIP MF and cassette-based Ohio
Scientific computers. Consult full line
price list for cassette software.

Software includes educational
programs, personal programs, business
programs, utility programs, game
programs and operating systems. Each
month Ohio Scientific is developing
additional programs for your use and
enjoyment. .

Each diskette has 6 to 10programs.
Highlights of each are listed below.

Educational Programs
EDI Math, spelling and geography

tutors; Hangman, an addition
game and more. $ 29

ED2 Six "How To" lessons on
beginning BASIC techniques. $ 29

ED3 Trig tutor, presidents, continents
and solar system quizzes, math
drills and more. $ 29

ED4 Comprehensive math disk
covering trig functions,
logarithmic functions, matrices
and more. $ 29

ED5 Covers the metric system (tutor,
quiz and conversions) Roman
numerals and time telling. $ 29

ED6 Advanced sciences (2-disk set)
including nuclear and organiC
chemistry, genetics, physics
equations and function graphics. $ 29

'ED7 Alphabet tutor and quiz, number
tutor, memory match and recall
game (color & B/W). $ 29

ED8 Language disk, covering
vocabulary and verbs for German,
French and Spanish. $ 29

ED9 Word search game and Hangman
drawing, with large on-line data
bases, and more. $ 29

MOMS-EDUCATION SYSTEM. Easily create
your own quizzes and tutorials with
built-in grading. $ 29

Business Programs
BDI Ratio analysis, bonds, loan interest,

bar graph and more. $ 29
BD2 BASIC word processor, meilinq

list, address book, advertisement
demo and more. $ 29

'BD3 Comprehensive annual histogram
plotting &editing (color and B&W). $ 29

MOMS Ohio Scientific's mini data base
management systems. Master file
create, edit, dump, report writer
and much more. $ 49

MDMS-AUX. I Repack, keyfile, sort, report
writer, record access and more. $ 29

MOMS-AlP Update anytime, print journals,
age analysis, vendor list and more. $ 29

MOMS-AIR Update anytime, print journals,
age analysis, customer list
and more. $ 29

MOMS-INVENTORY Updates, editing, item
search, .summary report and more. $ 29

MOMS-PAYROLL Complete employee
records including earnings and all
tax deductions. $ 29

MOMS-MAILING LIST Enter, delete and
print out. $ 29

MOMS-CHECKING, SAVINGS
ACCOUNTS Precise disk-based
account records for your finances. $ 29

MOMS-PERSONAL CALENDARI ADDRESS-
PHONE BOOK. Daily
appointments, addresses and
phone numbers at your fingertips. $ 29

'OS- WP2 full word processing on a
mini-floppy. $200

G05 Baseball, GolL Bowling, Hockey. $ 29
G06 Poker, Blackjack, Spades, Hearts,

Slot Machine. $ 29
'GD7 (Joystick systems only) Joystick

Sketch, Tiger Tank, Roadrace,
Space Attack, Blockade. $ 29

'GD8 (Joystick systems only) Zulu 9, High
Noon, Star Wars, Bomber,
Surround. $ 29

GD9 Othello, Concentration, Flip-Flop.
Illusion and more. $ 29

'GOIO (2 disk set) Cartoons, Fairy Tales
and animations, including Hero,
Three Little Pigs, Humpty Dumpty
and many more. $ 29

POI

Personal Programs

Annuities, rate of return,
biorhythm, calorie counter,
checking and savings.
Trend line, base conversions,
powers, integrals and more.

$ 29

$ 29

Game Programs

GDI Starwars, Hectic, Bomber,
Tnrppnn, SPAI'P WAr Ann Rn:::'Akol1t $?q

G02 Sketch, Racer, Destroyer, Lander,
Hide 'n Seek, Bomber, Tiger Tank. $ 29

GD3 Star Trek, Cryptograms, Blackjack,
Hangman, 23 Matches. $ 29

GD4 Frustration, Battleship, Tic-Tac-
Toe, Civil War, Mastermind. $ 29
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PD2

Utility Programs

650 Aux. I Resequence, BASIC
disassembler, memory test, sort and
more. $ 29

'Graphics I Fast, high resolution (64 x 128)
plotting of functions and parametric
equations, plus easy keyboard set
up and storage of graphics
displays. $ 29

'DAC 1 (2 disk set) State-of-the-Art OAC
music generation, capable of
producing up to 4 note chords, with
disk storage option. $ 39

'Home Control II Advanced home control
programs. $ 39

'Not available for elF MF.
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Close 10 2 million bytes 'of software avallable!
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Operating Systems
(These programs come with your Ohio Scientific
computer.)
OS 65D V3.1 The standard Ohio Scientific

mini-floppy operating system.
9 digit floating decimal point,
Microsoft BASIC, random,
sequential files and graphics.

*Home Control I This new disk-based operating
system affords the user flexible,
real-time based AC monitoring and
control..

Standard
*Customer Demo. Self-starting demo for the first-
time user. Introduces the main categories of Ohio
Scientilic personal computer software.

*Dealer Demo. More advanced demo, highlighting
many of the optional accessories.

'Not available for CIP MF.

to be continued,
continuously!

All of Ohio Scientific's family of
personal computers offer the fastest
BASIC-in-ROM- or on Disk in the
microcomputer industry,
When ordering. be sure to specify
series. Many additional educational,
business and personal programs and
games are available. Consult your
Ohio Scientific Dealer.

IIIIIIIEIIIIFII
1333 S. Chillicothe Road

Aurora, Ohio 44202
(216) 562-3101
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My Level II TRS-80 Computer with
16K RAM memory has more power
than any other Level II TRS-80
Computer with 16K RAM in the world!
But since this will be short-lived, I
want to tell you about it now while it
lasts.

The secret to my powerful TRS-80
is that its Level II BASIC has been
"enhanced" by a new software pack-
age called Level III BASIC. Written by
Microsoft, the same company that
wrote Level II BASIC, Altair BASIC,
PET BASIC, Applesoft BASIC and
several others, Level III BASIC comes
on cassette tape and takes 5.2K of
RAM memory. It was previously sold
under the G2 label from GRT Corpor-
ation but since they've gone out of
business it is now being sold by
Microsoft Consumer Products for
$49.95 (10800 N.E. 8th, Suite 819,
Bellevue, WA 98004). One of their
dealers is Lifeboat Associates, 2248
Broadway, NY, NY 10024.

I'm a free-lance writer who was
fortunate enough to write the instruc-
tion booklet for Level III. I virtually
"lived with" Level ill BASIC for six
weeks and I'm anxious to let other
people know what I found out .about
this new software.

But before I go on, let me assure
you-that while I am enthusiastic about
Level III, I am not writing this as a
favor for anyone. In fact, I have some
critical observations to make that
Microsoft would probably rather not
be included.

System Requirements
Level III BASIC was written pri-

marily for TRS-80 Computers with
Level II BASIC and 16K RAM memory.

David Bunnell, 4629 Geary, San Francisco, CA
.94118. I

TRS-80Le\lellll BASIC

David Bunnell

However, it is also being marketed to
people who have TRS-80 systems
with Expansion Interfaces and disk
drives. One feature, the TIME$ string,
was written to take advantage of the
Real Time Clock, which is a part of the
Expansion Interface. Another feature,
the PRINT#-3 command, will let you
output information through the RS-
232 port if you have an Expansion
Interface with this option.

You can use Level III if you have a
TRS-80 with disk drives, but it will not
work with Disk BASIC. You can
simply store it on disk as a file and
then load it on top of Level II BASIC.

You can use Level III if you
have a TRS-80 with disk
drives, but it will not work
with Disk BASIC.
So be advised, the advantages of
Level III BASIC for disk systems is
marginal. Any program written in
Level III BASIC can only be stored on
cassette tape. You cannot store Level
ill programs on yourdisk.

Why would anyone with a TRS-80
disk system buy Level III BASIC? The
answer is that in addition to adding
many Disk BASIC features to Level II
BASiC, Level III BASIC also adds
some features that are currently
unique to both Level II BASIC and
Disk BASiC. The most important of
these are some powerful new graphic
statements that make it much easier
to write TRS-80 programs with charts,
graphs and even crude animation.

Other features unique to Level IIi
include: renumbering program lines,
single-stroke instructions, new SAVE
and LOAD commands and the option
of setting a time limit for responses to

INPUT prompts.
The remaining features of Level III

BASiC are all TRS-80 Disk BASIC
features. They include: spelled-out
error messages, 10 user-defined
routines, LINE INPUT statement,
more flexible MID$, INSTR string,
user-defined functions and hex and
octal conversion.

Most of these features will be dis-
cussed in more detail, but first, the
price of Level III, which is $49.95,
should be mentioned. We all realize
that there are always new things to
buy for our computers, whether they
be software packages, programs,
hardware options, or peripherals.
Therefore, the question should be:
Does Level III add enough new
capability to an already powerful
Level II BASIC to make it worth the
investment?

If you like graphics in your pro-
grams and want to write programs
with graphics, then. the answer to the
above question is probably "yes."
Actually, you can't do anything
graphically with Level III BASIC that
can't be done with Level II, however
Level III makes it much easier and
more efficient (you use up less
memory) ..

Graphics Capability
.The Level III graphic statement,

LINE, lets you draw either a line or a
rectangle on the screen between any
two designated points. You don't
have to methodically plot out every
point as you do with Level II.

The LINE statement works in two
modes, graphics mode and character
mode. In the first of these, the screen
is divided into a grid that is 128 across
by 48 down. In character mode, the
resolution is not so fine (64 by.16), but
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bers can be incremented by any
number, as long as you don't go

motion across the screen is much beyond 65,529.
faster. Character mode also gives you One more thing; the NAME com-
the option of drawing on the screen mand automatically updates all the
with alphanurnerlc characters or any· line number references following
of' Level II's graphic characters GOTO,GOSUB, THEN, ELSE, etc.
(remember the CHR$ string?). Some people feel that single-

In addition to the LINE statement, stroke instructions are the most
Level III also adds a GET@ and PUT @ important features of Level III BASIC.
statement. These statements let you Actually, "single-stroke" is some-
save a graphic array (called GETting what misleading and in deference to
an array) to be put back on the screen this, the Level III manual refers to
at any designated position (called them as "Shift-Key Entries." By pres-
PUTting an array). These statements sing the SHIFT key and one of the
greatly simplify the procedures for letter keys (A-Z) you can enter an
writing programs with animation. instruction, command, or any string
They can also be used to save the up to 15characters into the computer.
format of charts or graphs which you In other words, instead of typing LIST
might want to display on the screen at and pressing the ENTER key each
different times with different num- time you want to list a program, you
bers or labels. can simply enter SHIFT L. To run a

My main complaint about Level III program, you simply enter SHIFT R.
graphics is the same as my complaint Level III maintains a list of 26
about Level II graphics, which is the Shift-Key Entries, but the really
screen just doesn't give you fine important thing is that they are user
enough resolution. Try generating a changeable. By using the new LSET
circle and you'll see why higher command, you can change the Shift
resolution is more desirable. Only the Keys to anything you want, including
crudest figures can be 'drawn with commonly used INPUT responses.
Level IlL And, just in case you ever figure out

how to modify yourTRS-80 for upper/
lower case, you can turn the Shift-
Keys off by typing LSET RESETand
pressing ENTER. The command for
turning them back on is LSETSET.

Strings and Other Things
Level III BASIC expands the use of

INPUT statements in two important
ways. First, by using the newstate-
ment, LINE INPUT, your program will
accept inputs that include commas,
quotation marks, dashes and all other
punctuation marks. Also, LINE IN-
PUT eliminates the automatic ques-
tion mark (?) prompt. If you want a
question mark, you simply include it
in the prompt string.

The other way in which Level III
expands the use of INPUT statements
rs with the addition of #LEN, By
adding this to INPUT (INPUT#LEN)
you can put a time limit on responses
to INPUT prompts. This will be a very
helpful for education and game pro-
gramming. For example, you could
write a math drill program that gives
students ten seconds to work out
each problem before going on to the
next problem.

String manipulation power is
increased in Level III BASIC with the
addition of the INSTR function and
the expanded use of MID$. INSTR,
which is also found in Disk BASIC,
allows you to search a string for a
specified substring. For example,

Level III, con't ...

Renumbering and "Single·Stroke" ~
Capabilities

One of the concepts behind Level
III BASIE) is that it has enough
features so that there is something for
just about everyone. It mayor may not
really accomplish this goal. The next
most important feature after graphics
is renumbering program lines. If

You can't do anyt,hing
graphically with Level III
BASIC that can't be done
with Level II, however Level
III makes it much easier
and more efficient.

you've done much programming at
all, you'll like this one. The Level III
instruction for renumbering program
lines is the NAME command. It is a
flexible command, one that demon-
strates the level of care for the user
that has gone into most of Level III.

Using the NAME command, you
can renumber program lines begin-
ning at any location in the program.
The chosen location can have any
designated line number as long as it
is greater than the previous line
number. And, the following line num-

~
you could search a list of telephone
numbers for numbers that have the
212 area code. MID$ can be used on
the left-side of the equation in Level III
as wel, as the right-side of the equa-
tion. This feature, too, is found in
Disk BASIC.

Level III BASIC even corrects
some of the problems with Level II
BASIC. It eliminates keyboard
bounce and provides more reliable
cassette tape loading. Two new com-
mands, LOAD and SAVE replace the
Level II CLOAD and CSAVE com-
mands. They permit cassette tape

One of the concepts be-
hind Level III BASIC is that
it has enough features so
that there is something for
just about everyone.

interfacing without the usual "volume
sensitivity" of the tape recorder.

As with TRS-80Disk BASIC, Level
III BASIC spells out the error mes-
sages instead of displaying two letter
abbreviations. Instead of getting' the
error. code NF, you get the error
message, NEXTWITHOUT FOR. This
greatly simplifies debugging because
you don't waste time referring to the
error code chart.

With a TRS-80 Expansion Inter-
face, you can make use of the Level III
string function, TIME$~It can be used
like any other string function to add a
built-in digital clock and calendar to
your computer.

Upon loading, TIME$ is set to all
zeroes (0), and it begins working
automatically. You can easily set it to
the correct time and date, then use it
to time various program activities, or
to perform calculations where time
and date areessential.

With the optional RS-232 port,
then you can use the new statement,
PRINT#-3. This allows you to output
information through the RS-232 port
to control line printers, LED's, step-
ping motors, Iights, or whatever.

For those sophisticated enough to
be using machine language sub-
routines in their programs, Level III
simplifies exit to user subroutines
with automatic conversion of Hex and
Octal Constants. It also allows 10
user defined routines, as compared to
one in Level II BASIC.

Summary

In addition to the features of Level
III BASIC, many people will appre-
,ciate the way in which it has been
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When you
.setxour
standards

high,

Pick
ADaisy.
Diablo invented the Daisy Wheel.

Which iswhy today, more people
pick one of over 100 different Diablo
Daisy Wheels when they want print
quality at its finest.

So, the next time you want to
setJOur standards high, pick our daisy
an you're sure to look your best:

.Diablo Systems
XEROX

Diablo" and Xerox are registered trademarks of
XEROX CORPORATION.
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The following program is a Level
III graphics program that uses the
three new graphic statements, LINE,
GET, and PUT:. It generates the
image of a rocket ship and makes it
move up the screen. It was written in
graphics mode.----------------------Level III BASIC even cor- Program
10 'ROCKET IN

, rects some of the problems GRAPHICS MODE Remark
with Level II BASIC. It 20 CLS Clear Screen
eliminates keyboard 30 LlNE(3,1)-(3,2), SET
bounce and provides more 40 LlNE(2,3)-

I· bl . t (4,4), SET,BF Draws Rocketre ra e cassette ape 50LlNE(1,4)-
loading. (1,5), SET___________ •••••_ 60 LlNE(5,4)-

(5,5), SET
70 DIM A% (2) Dimension Array
80 GET3 (1,1)-

(5,6), G,A % GETting Array
90 CLs Clear Screen
100FOR Y = 42 TO So rocket will start

1STEP-1 at bottom of
screen and move
up

110 PUT '(1, Y) - PUTting array on
(5,Y +5), SET, bottom of screen
A%

120 NEXTY
130CLS
140GOT0100

Levei III, con't ...
documented. The instruction booklet
is based on extensive documentation
written by Microsoft's Andrea Lewis.
It was written for people who have
some programming experience, but
the user doesn't have to be an expert
to understand it. Examples and
sample programs are abundant.

One apparent result of the care
that has gone into Level III is thaton
the whole it is a more professional

packaqe than Radio Shack's Level II
BASIC. It's hopeful that this effort
pays off and that software to follow
will equal or exceed GRT's standards.

Now for some of the neqatlve
observations promised earlier. To
begin with, Level III WOUldn't be
necessary if it weren't tor some
apparent shortcomlnqs of Level. \I
BASIC, which was also written by
Microsoft. The problems with loading
and saving programs on cassette tape
(CLOAD and CSAVE) are particularly
irritating. Why didn't Microsoft and
Radio Shack see this problem and
correct it? It seems that too many
companies are always in too big a
hurry to get product out. Level II
BASIC probably should not have been
released in the first place with these
problems.

While Level III BASIC can be
stored on disk as a file, it can't be
used with Disk BASIC. It's hard to
imagine that many Disk users will
want to give up the use of file com-
mands. Actually, Level III probably
shouldn't be marketed to Disk BASIC
users at all. Instead, a disk version of
Level III with the neat graphics state-
ments and other unique features
should be planned for the near future.

One more concern is the 5.2K
RAM memory that Level III requires.
Granted, this isn't very much when
you consider all the new features, but
a TRS-80 without an Expansion Inter-
face can only have a maximum of 16K
RAM. Many TRS-80 programs written
in Level II BASIC, including those
marketed by GRT, take more than 12K
RAM. You won't be able to take ad-
vantage of LEVEL Ill's new LOAD
command for these programs.

As I said, you have to weigh the
advantages of Level III against the
cost. The dectslon is yours. 0

Example C?f Level III BASIC
Graphics Program *
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Explanation

Creates movement
Clears screen
Let's dd it again,
and again, and
again ...

"This example is from the Levei III Instruction
Booklet.,

"... We did a computer analysis ort your
price list and came up with a lot of blue
smoke in the logic circuit ... "

©Creative Computing
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HARDWARE FOR TRS-80® SOFTWARE BY ACS
oMonitor No.3 ,. '.Iii $29.95

Complete Machine Language Monitor for TRS·8(Jfeatures:
Find, EDIT, Relocate, Symbolic Dump to Tape, etc.

o Monitor No.4 $49.95
All of the commands that reside in Monitor No.3, pius:
RS·232 I/O, Disk Program I/O, Symbolic Dump to Disk for
Loading into Disk Editor/ASM., Track & Sec I/O for
modification.

oPCLEND , $15.95
Will Patch ASCII files of Basic Programs or text or DATA
FI LES so that they may be loaded into the Disk Version of
the Electric Pencil for Editing purposes comes on Cassette
that will automatically create a Disk file of PCLEND.

oMAKE TAPE AND MAKE DISK
for Cassette Dealers $69.95
These are two programs that will allow you to take any type
of Program from Disk and store it on tape for mailing
purposes. When the user receives the program in the mail
on cassette, it is loaded into the computer which will
automatically make a Disk file of the program.

oCP/M 8. C BASIC for the TRS·80®
CP/M Includes: MOVCPM, STAT, PIP, Dump, DOT, ASM
(8080), ED, plus 6 user manuals.
CP/M, $150,00
C Basic-Z Includes: XREF2, CBAS2, and manuals.
C BASIC 2 ® $99.95

oG2 LEVel III BASIC for TRS·80 ~ Special $39.95
oTELCOM - Telecommunications for the TRS·80~ ..... $29.95

Telecommunications for the TRS·8lfIDaliows one TRS·80®
to communicate with another through the RS·232·C over

hone

oPertec Disk Drives FD·200 $375.00 ea.
These are 40·tri)f,k Drives that are completely compatible
with the TRS·Bo-"and Radio Shack Drives. 3.0 DOS included.
Will allow Turning Diskette over and Write on other side.

o 4·Drive Cable for Pertec Drives $35.00

oDECwriter 111,132 Character $2500.00
110 to 9600 band EIA tractor feed keyboard printer. This
is truly the nicest printer available. (30 day delivery)

0701 Centronics TRACTOR FEED
8idirectional Printer $1500.00
2% times as fast as the Radio Shack 779 Printer, has full
size 132 Char. Carriage Bell tone. Complete with Cable
plug in and us•. Shipped Freight COD.

0200 ns 16K Dynamic Memory Clips for Keyboard Dr Expan-
sion Interface, Lifetime Guarantee, complete $11 0.00
Lifetime Guarantee. Complete with Instructions and Jumper
Blocks.

010 Key Numerical Keypad Kit .......•............. $79.95
oTRS.80® Level II -16k $750.00

o Expansion Interface $275.00
o RS·232·C Interface $ 89.00

ORDER NOW AND SAVE
Just Iist the items you want

and mail this convenient coupon.

r----------------------------------I
I Send Check or Money Order payable to - . I
: SOFTWARE • P.O. Box 60097 • Nashville, TN 37206

I Ouan,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I Name _
II t,\ddress

I
I

~ Orders received by 6:00 p.m, shipped
~ next day on Master Charge, Visa,

Certified Check or Money Order.\11.1 Personal. Checks require 14 days to
o clear. No C.O.D. Collect calls not

"accepted. All Hardware warranted for 90 days
except Radio Shack equipment which is warrant-
ed through Radio Shack. Software guaranteed
for replacement only. Prices subject to change
without notice.

AUTOMATED
COMPUTER

SOFTWARE SERVICE
(615) 244-2798

Division of

~ [)()rrllJlJiflf UJ()fI[J IN C"

Description Unit Price Total

HANDLING CHARGE $1.50
TENN. RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX TOTAL

o Check"oMoney OrderoMasterCharge
OVisa

Card No.

Exp. Date _



PET Softvvare From
Creative Softvvare

Randy Heuer

Creative Software is one of several
companies currently producing soft-
ware for the Commodore PET. Like
most companies producing software
for the popular microcomputers to-
day, their selection consists primarily
of games and a few personal appl ica-
tions packages.

Each cassette from Creative Soft-
ware comes in a hard plastic box
packaged in a 5" x 11" plastic ziplock
bag. Some of the packages contain a
two page instruction sheet, however
others contain just the instruction~
contained in the programs them-
selves. We feel it would be desirable
to have some written documentation
for every program.

Some of the software requires the
use of the dual joystick interface
available from Creative Software. This
little module plugs into the PET's
parallel user port and costs $45 less
th~ joysticks. You may use th~ joy-
sticks from an Atari video game or
purchase them from Creative Soft-
ware for $12.50 each. These prices
may seem a bit steep, but the joy-
sticks do add much to the games. The
interface module comes with two
programs and instructions for using
the joysticks in your own programs.

Trap
The game TRAP Will remind most

people of the arcade game "Block-
ade." Two players can compete
against each other or one player can
play against the PET.

You must have the joystick inter-
face available from Creative Software
in order to use this program. Each
player controls a moving blip that
leaves a trail behind. The object of the
~ame is to force your opponent to run.
Into either the edge of the board or the
trail of .either player. You may direct
your. blip up, down, left or right by
moving the handle of the joystick in
the appropriate direction.

A good player will be able to beat
the computer most of the time
although kids will probably enjoy
competing against the PET.

machine language routine to rapidly
change generations in about one
second.

Special features in the program
allow the user to change and create
new patterns anytime during a run.
The program also incorporates some
extensions into the classic routine by
allowing for fixed "posts" and
"holes." These features remain con-
stantthroughoutarun. ,

Most Life "fans" will find this
version very interesting with its rapid
pattern changes and editing features.
The only small complaint we would
raise is that due to the small size of
the PET's screen (40 x 40 characters),
complex patterns often wrap around
on themselves. Other than this the
program is excellent. ($20) ,

Breakout
Breakout is one of the most popu-

lar arcade games. This machine lan-
guage version for the PET is a fast
moving and enjoyable version.

Only one player can play the game
at a time although players can take
turns trying to accumulate the high-
e~t number of points. You may use
either the keyboard or joysticks to
control the paddle located at the
bottom of the screen. The paddle is
used to bounce a ball up to the six
rows of bricks at the top of the screen.
The object of the game is to try to
remove all the bricks from the wall.
Each time you hit one of the bricks
with the ball, that brick will be re-
moved and you will receive a certain
numberof points, depending upon its
row.

This is a very addictive game
which both children and adults will
enjoy. ($10)

Household Finance Package
This package consists of two pro-

wams.designed to record and analyze
financial patterns in the home.

The programs make use of cas-
sette data files to store monthly
records of income and expenses. You
create one cassette file for each
month by using the first program.
Each expense is classified in one of
)6 different categories such as taxes,
food, clothing, etc. For each expense
or payment, you enter the date of
payment, category code, amount,
method of payment and a brief
description. This information is
stored on cassette for use by the
second program.

The financial analysis program
uses the data files created by the first
program to provide an analysis of
your income and expenses. First a
summary of your monthly expenses
by category is displayed. Next, a very
nice graphic chart of your expenses
can be displayed. Another month's
data tape can then be entered in order
to obtain a summary over several
months. ($15)

For more information, write Crea-
tive Software, P.O. Box 4030 Moun-
tain View, CA 94040. ' , 0

Seawolf
Obviously inspired from another

popular video arcade g;:lme, Seawolf
puts you in the role of a submarine
commander. In this real-time game
you mu~t si~k as many enemy ShiP~
a~ possible In the time alotted. Three
different types of enemy ships move
back and forth across the top of the
scr~en. You may move your sub-
marine across the bottom of the
s~reen and fire torpedoes by using
either the PET keyboard or ajoystick.

This machine-language version is
extremely fast moving, perhaps a bit
too fast for some as the ships and
torpedoes go fly~ng by. The game also
features floating mines (that sink
when hit) which block your torpedoes
and ships. This is a good exercise for
developing hand-eye coordination
($10) .

Life
l.:.ifeis the classic computersimu-

lation of successive generations of a
population. This PET version uses a
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FP()m ~EJH)(lM
One-Drive System:

$399. (40-track) & $675. (77-track)
Two-Drive System:

$795. (40-track drives) & $1350. (77-track drives)
Three-Drive System:

$1195. (40-track drives) & $2025. (77-track drives) .
Requires Expansion Interface, Levell! BASIC & 16K RAM.,

Low Cost Add-On Storage for Your TRS-80* .
In the Size You Want.

When you're ready for add-on disk storage, we're ready for you.
Ready with six mini-disk storage systems - 102K bytes to 591K bytes of

additional on-line storage for your TRS-80*.
• Choose either 40-track TFO-100TMcrlves
or 77-track TFO-200TMdrives.

• One-, two- and three-drive systems im-
mediately available.

• Systems include Percom PATCH PAK
#FM, on disk, at no extra charge. PATCH
PAK #1T

• de-glitches and upgrades
TRSOOS* for·40- and 77-track operation.

.••TFO-100TMdrives accommodate "flippy
disks." Store 205K bytes per mini-disk.

• Low prices: A single-drive TFO-100™
costs just $399. Price includes PATCH
PAK#1™ disk.

• Enclosures are finished in system-
compatible "Tandy-silver" enamel.

Whether you need a single, 40-
track TFD-1 00 ™ add-on or a three-drive
add-on with 77-track TFD-200™S, you
get more data storage for less money
from Percom.

Our TFD-100TM drive, for example,
lets you store 102.4K bytes of data on
one side of a disk - compared to 80K
bytes on a TRS-80* mini-disk drive -
and 102.4K bytes on the other side, too.
Something you can't do with a TRS-80*
drive. That's almost 205K bytes per
mini-disk .

And the TFD-200TM drives provide
197K bytes of on-line storage per drive

- 197K, 394K and 591 K bytes for one-,
two and three-drive systems.

PATCH PAK #1 TM,our upgrade
program for your TRSDOS*, not only
extends TRSDOS* to accommodate 40-
.and 77-track drives, it enhances
TRSDOS* in other ways as well. PATCH
PAK #1 ™ is supplied with each drive
system at no additional charge.

The reason you get more for less
from Percom is simple. Peripherals are
. not a sideline at Percom. Selling disk
systems and other peripherals is our
main business. - the reason you get
more engineering, more reliability and
more back up support for less money.

In the Product Development Queue ... a printer interface for using your TRS-80* with any
serial printer, and ... the Electric Crayon™ to map your computer memory onto your color TV
screen - for games, animated shows, business displays, graphs, etc. Coming PDQ!
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The Battle Of The Word Processors

In Part 1 of this article we dis-
cussed text editors and decided that
they are used to create text files.
These files can contain just about any
kind of written information. This
includes letters, articles, book manu-
scripts, assembly language source
listingsand even BASIC listings. I use
word processinq for business letters
so I can study and revise them before
they go to the printer. .

Of course, all of my magazine
articles pass through my word pro-
cessor. In fact, I believe that this has
improved my writing. Whereas in the
past, when everything had to be hand
typed, I might do three revisions
before I got tired and accepted what I
had; I now do as many as 10 revisions
because the whole process is so
much easier and faster. The final copy
sent off to the editors is also more
professional looking because it does
not contain any erasures or strike-
overs.

In part 1, we created and stored a
text fileon disk. In its present form, it
isn't of much useto us. We can read it
on the screen and do another revision
if necessary, but hard copy is the real
reason we sat down at the computer
in the first place. Using the CP/M
TYPE command we can list the file
and the printer will make a copy that
contains all of the information the file
contains.

However, there is a better way to
put the file on paper. A word proces-
sor will format the text so that it is
more attractive and easier to read. It
wi II break the text into pages, number
and title the pages, indent and space
and justify. All of these features are
especially useful if you want to
photocopy the prinout and assemble
the pages into a book.

The word processors that we'll
discuss are capable of doing all of
these things and much more. Again,
this will be a comparison of Digital
Research's TEX and TSC's PR with
Michael Shrayer's Electric Pencil
used as a benchmark (see Table 1 for
prices and ordering info).
Rod Hallen, Road Runner Ranch, P.O. Box 73,
Tombstone, AZ85638.

Part II

Rod Hallen

Text Editing System - ED
Comes e s a c amp anent of the CP 1M DOS

Word Process t nq System - TEX $75

From: Digital Res e er-c b
P. O. Box 579
Pacific Grove. CA 93950

Text Editinq System - EDIT $40
Word Process inq System - PR $50

From: Technical Systems Consultants
P. O. Bc x 2574
W. Layfa.yett'e, IN 47906

Text and Word Processing System
- E1ec tr ic Penc ill I $250

From: Ht c he e t Shreyer Software
1253 Vista Superba Drive
G1encta.l e , CA 91205

Another feature of the manual that
I like is an overview of CP/M. This is
for those TEX users who don't use
CP/M often enough to become
familiar with it. Just enough informa-
tion is given to enable you to use TEX
effectively without having to become
aCP/ M expert.

TEX uses a text file generated by
ED(or EDIT) as its input. TEX is not an
interactive program. Once you tell it
which file to work on, it will do its job
and then exit without any further
attention from the operator. The only
options are specifying where the
output from TEX is to go (Console,
Disk, Printer, or nowhere), where
error messages are to go (Console or
printer) and whether you are using
continuous fanfold paper or single
sheets. In the latter case it will stop
after each page to allow you time to
change sheets.

Table 1. This is a source and price list. There are
a great many versions of each of these pro-
grams available. Contact the software houses
listed for more information. TSC also has
MC6800 versions for sale.

TEX From Digital Research

The first thing I noticed about
Digital Research's TEX is the manual.
I think it contains some of the best
software documentation that I've
seen. If their CP/M manuals had been
written as well, I would have been able
to get into CP/M much quicker than I
did. I especially like the way the
various print values are described.
Each has a page of its own. Example
inputs and outputs are given so you
can see the result of using each
command. Table 2 is a summary of
TEX commands.

Adjust Ma.rqins
Brea.k
Cond i t ion. I Paq e
He•.d inq
Ignore
Literal
Line Sp ac Lnq
Harqtn. Top
Omi t P.q. Numb ers
Paqe Length
Pa.qe Offset.
Quit Indent •.tion
S i nq I e Sp ac e

Begin Paqe
Cen t er-
Daub l e Sp ac e
Head Inq Harq i fa
Indent
Line Lenq t h
Harqin, Bott.om
No Adjustment
Page Ad.va.r\"ce
Page Number
Paraqraph
Sp ac e n Lines
Temporary Indent

The first thing I noticed
about Digital Research's
TEX is the manual. I think it
contains some of the best
software documentation
that I've seen.

When TEX is entered, it assumes
certain default print values. These are
set up for a standard 8V2 x 11 inch
page and will be entirely adequate in
many cases to produce the type of
printed output you desire. However,
each of these print values such as
margin, line length, page numbering,
Iine spacing and many other variables
can bechanged at will.

This is accomplished by entering
TEX print values into the file while it is
being created. For instance, suppose
that in the middle of the text you want
to change the left margin from 8
spaces to 12 spaces and the line
length from 64 characters to 56
characters. You'd enter .PO +4 LL-8
at the point where the change was
desired (a command or string of com-
mands must be preceded by a period).
You can change the print values as

Table 2. This is a list of the commands available
to the TEX user. They are entered into the text
file as required and TEX uses them to format its
output file or hardcopy.
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Build your own·microcomputer
as~ulearn .

computer technology at home.
New from NRII The Most Complete and Up-to-date Home Study Course Ever Offered

As the microprocessor revolutionizes the
computer world and microcomputers appear
almost everywhere, NRI brings you a new,
convenient, and effective way to keep up with
this expanding technology. It's NRI's Computer
Iechnology Course, created and designed exclu-
sively for learning at home in your spare time.

Featuring NRI's Exclusive
Dual Language Microcomputer

NRI goes beyond book learning to
give you practical, "hands-on" experience in
designing circuitry, interfacing components,
programniing, and troubleshooting. As you
learn, you actually assemble NRI's designed-for-
learning microcomputer, incorporating the latest
advances in the state of the art. It looks and
operates like the finest of its kind, actually does
more than many commercial units. But NRI
engineers have designed components and
planned assembly so it demonstrates important
principles, gives you working experience in detect-
ing and correcting problems. And it's yours to
keep, put to work in your own home or business.

You also build and keep your own test
instruments, including it transistorized volt-
ohm meter and CMOS digital frequency counter.
And NRI's Discovery Lab® broadens your
horizons with specialized experiments and
theory demonstrations.

The Proven Way
to Learn at Home

You don't have to worry with travel,
classes, or time lost from work when you learn
the NRI way. As they have for more than 60

NOVEMBER1979

Send for Free Catalog .•.
No Salesman Will Call

Get the details on these exciting new
courses in NRI's free, 100-page catalog. Shows
all kits and equipment, lesson outlines, and full
information, including facts on other electronics
courses. Mail the coupon today and we'll rush
your catalog. No salesman will ever call. Keep up
with the latest technology as you learn on your
own computer. If coupon has been removed,
write to NRI Schools, Computer Department,
3939 Wisconsin Ave.,Washington, D.C. 20016.

years of teaching technical subjects, NRI brings
the material to you. You study in your spare time,
at your convenience, using "bite-size" lessons
that program material into logical segments for
easier assimilation. You perform experiments
and build equipment using kits we supply. And
your personal NRI instructor is always available
for consultation should you have questions or
problems. Over a million students have already
shown the effectiveness of NRI training.

Choice of Courses
Several courses are available, depending

upon your needs and r - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -
background.NRI'sMaster INRI NRISchools \\\\IWm'~:;';'''' All career co rses
Course in Computer McGraw-Hill Ccntinuing >I,lk'\' approved under GI Bill.

hn I lth . Education CenterThc 0 ogy starts WI • , ~ 3939 Wisconsin Avenue 0 Check for details.
the fundamentals ex- _J J Washington, D.C. 20016, .• ,e
plores basic electronics •. -Ifn 1'- NO SALESMAN WIU CAU
and digital theory, the . •• Please check for one free catalog only.

total computer world, 0 Computer Electronics Including

d the mi t Microcomputersan e rrncrocompu er. 0 TV/Audio/Video Systems Servicing
The Advanced Course, 0 Complete Ccmmunications Electronics
for students already with CB • FCC Licenses s Aircraft,

Mobile, Marine Electronics
versed in electronics 0 CB Specialists Course
and general cornput- 0 Amateur Radio s Basic and Advanced

ers, concentrates on the
microprocessor and mic-
.rocomputer. In both
courses, you build all
instruments and your
own computer.

o Digital Electronics. Electronic
'lechnology - Basic Electronics

o Small Engine Repair
o Electrical Appliance Servicing
o Automotive Mechanics
o Auto Air Ccnditioning
o Air Conditioning, Refrigeration, & Heating

Including Solar Thchnology

Name (Please Print) Age

Street

City/State/Zip

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Ccuncil 175-119
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for little or no text. The text would
then continue on the next page. The
Conditional Page command allows
you to specify how many lines must
remain for the new paragraph or
section to begin with, otherwise an
eject to the next page will take place
before it is started.

The manual finishes up with a
series of appendices which sum-
marize the commands and default
values, run-time parameters, error
messages, and provides examples of
various paging options. All in all, a
very good piece of software.
PR From Technical Systems
Consultants

I won't go into the features that
TEX and TSC's PR have in common;
just assume that everything I've told
you about TEX applies to PR as well
unless otherwise specified. PR has
many other outstanding features and I
guess you could consider it a deluxe
version of TEX. Since it sells for 2/3
as much as TEX, it is obviously a
better buy.

As with EDIT, the assembly
language source listing for PR, all 99
pages of it, are included in the
manual. This will help you software
hackers who have to modify every-

, thing you get your hands on. Again,
however, it would have been nice if

Word Processors, con't. .. Append to MAcro
S.t Tra.p
Br ••.k
Close Data fila
C•.pita.ls ON
Divert and Append
Define MAcro
Fi 11 L.ines
Set Item Char-ac tar
Indent
Lert Margin
Title Length
Next Block
No Fill
No Justifica.tion
Number Register
Open O•.t •. file
Eject to Next Paqe
PAg_ Length
Pf,SS Text
Remove Macro
Restore SPAC I nq
SpAce Lines
Single Space
Suppress Blanks
Set. Ta.bs
T•.b Fill Chara.cter
String to Term.

Arab ic Numb ers
Set. Auto Increment
Center Lines
Change Trll.p Location
Cap i ta.l Roman Numera I 5
Divert Text
Ex i t. Processor
Cet Info From Term.
IF' True. 00
Jus ti fy
Right. Margin
Mu I tip I It Sp ac &5

No Capitals
Nf:xl Item
Need L ines
No Spac It

Output Saved Lines
Put Strinq in Indant
Paq e Numb er-
Read ItEm
Repeat Fi Ie
s t nq i e Lnd en t
Small Roman Numer-a l s .
Stop
Sav e Lines
Set Tab Cha.rac t er-
Define Title
3 User-def'ir,ed. c ommands

many times as you like during the
course of creating a text file.

Print values can be temporarily
changed to leavespace on a page for a
picture or drawing and then changed
back to the previous settings. It is
possible to format the output in an
almost infinite variety of ways. The
final result is completely in your
hands.

There are also many other print
values that can be invoked. Page
headings can be specified, the
sequence of page numbers can be
changed or numbers eliminated en-
tirely, paragraph indenting used,
right margin justification used or not,
a new page started and titles can be
centered.

Table 3, A list of the directives available to the
PR user. These commands and those shown in
Table 4 forTEX are only the beginning of the big
picture, Most commands allow modifiers
which increase their flexibility and power.As with EDIT, the assem-

bly language source listing
for PR, all 99 pages of it,
are included in the manual.

this had also been put on the system
disk. It is also a very well-written
manual.

When PR is first entered it will ask
you the date, wh ich can then be used
in later text processlnq. Next, it will
ask you whether 'you want output
routed to printer or disk and, if you
select disk, it will ask for a file name.
It will also ask you if you want to echo
the file to the CRT while it is being

One interesting and useful feature
is the Conditional Page command.
Many times a new paragraph or text
section will be titled and when it is
printed the title will fall at or near the
bottom of a page with room below it

. For A Demonstration Or Further Information Contact Your Local Computer Store,

#
•Inc.
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TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS ATARI APPLE CO/vlPUCOlOR COMMODORE TANDY
99/4 800 II MOD III PET TRS-80
$1150 $999.99 $1150 $1495 $795 '$599

9900 6502 6502 8080 6502 Z80
16K 49.1K . 48K 32K 8K 16K

26K 16K 8K 17K 14K 4K
Color Color Color Color BM' BM'
32 40 40 64 40 64/32
24 24 24 16/32 25 16

1921256 380tl92 2801192 1281128 320/200 128/48
40 Key 57 Key 52 Key 77 Key 73 Key 53 Key

Calculator Typewriter Typewriter Typewriter Calculator Typewriter
No No No No No No
No No No Yes Yes No

No No No No No No

joystick joystick Single Cassette Single Disk Single Cassette Single Cassette
Sound Serial joystick RS232 IEEE488

Single Cassette Communication

No No Yes Yes IEEE488 Yes
Daisy Chain

No 92K Byte 116K Byte 51.2K Byte 125K Byte 45K Byte

ROM Basic ROM Basic ROM Basic Disk Basic ROM Basic ROM Basic
ROM Assembler Disk Basic Disk Basic Disk Basic

Pascal Cassette Assembler

output. These are similar to the TEX
run-time options handled in a slightly
different manner.

Printing two columns-per page is
possible but you must roll the paper
back to the beginning of the page for
the second column because negative
line feeds are not supported. You can
preset a given number of nulls to be
output after each carriage return to
give your printer time to return to the
left margin if necessary.

You can also select a specific
block of pages to be printed. If you
respond "10,16" to the question
"Page Limits," the entire file will be
processed, but only pages 10 through
16 will be printed. Another command
allows you to pass a file from input to
output exactly as it was written. The
printed copy would then contain all
commands and comments.

PR does not startup with many
standard print values and the first few
lines of every text file must contain
the print values that you want imple-
mented. From then on these values
can be changed during text pro-
cessing.

While text files intended for use by
PR or TEX can be written with either
ED or EDIT, files written for one word
processor cannot be run on the other.
This is true because the commands
for each of the processors are

EXIDY

SORCERER

$995

'FEATURES

Price of Minimum
Configu ration
Computer Type
Maximum RAM
in Unit

ROM Supplied

Display
CHAR/Line

line/Screen
Graphic Resolution

Keyboard

Z80
48K

12K

BM'
64

30
5121240
79 Key

Typewriter
Yes

Yes

Lower Case Standard

Numeric Keypad
Standard
'Programmable
Characters Standard
I/O Electronics
Included

128

Dual Cassette
RS232

Communications
8 Bit Parallel

S-100Expansion Bus

Disk Available 630K Byte

System Software
Available

ROM Basic
ROM Assembler

ROM Word
Processor

CPM EXT. Basic
CPM Fortran
CPM Cobol
CPM APL

CPM Pascal

completely different although they
may in the end accomplish the same
thing.

PR supports many commands
which are normally available only on
much larger computers. The list is
long and I won't be able to cover them
all here in any detail but most of them
are listed in Table 3. The command
summary in the manual is four pages
long. I went through the summary and
added page numbers to all of the
commands so they are easier to find.

The first command which struck
my eye were those used to print page
head, foot and number information.
These can be at the top or bottom of
the, page and they are very flexible.
The page heading, for instance, can
be made up of one, two, or three
parts. The first part will be left justi-
fied, the second part will be centered
and the third part will be right justi-
fied.

Justification can be specified as
left, left and right, or centered. A
centering command also allows the
centering of a stated numberof lines.

The capitalization mode is very
interesting. It is designed to be used
on a terminal that is uppercase only.
All characters are then sent to the
printer as lowercase except those
wh ich are preceded by the '@"
symbol. The '@" is used just li~e a

sh ift key and the" 1" is used as a sh ift
and lock key.

The macro capability of PR is out-
standing and probably its best
feature. Strings of commands can be
identified by a two letter name which
is then used in place of these
commands whenever required. For
example, a header macro could be
devised that would provide special
header formatting and then its name
would be invoked whenever it was
needed.

The macro capability of PR
is outstanding and prob-
ably its best feature.

If you want a macro to be imple-
mented at a certain line on every page,
a trap is used. A trap identifies the
desired line number and calls the
specified macro each time that line
number is reached. One benefit
derived from using macros is the ease
of changing them. If you decided to
change the number of spaces after th
the header on each page, you'd
change the space value in the macro
instead of going through the text and
changing each appearance.

At the end of the manual is a
macro library. This contains many
useful and sometimes complicated

'Prices and specifications available June 1979. 390 Java Ave. Sunnyvale CA. 94086 (408) 734-9410
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Word Processors, con't ...
macros. It is possible to set up the
entire formatting for a book in macros
and then just call eachone as required
during the processing of the text by
embedding the name of the macro in
the text.

Another extremely powerful fea-
ture of PR is the IF command. IF is
used in a fashion very similar to the
way in which it is implemented in
BASIC. Printing a Book? IF can be
used in a Macro to left justify the
heading on even numbered pages and
right justify it on odd numbered
pages. That is a simple example; IF
can test many conditions and then
call one or more PR commands or
macros.

When the value of any
register, including the
page number register, is
printed out, it can be in
Arabic, large Roman, or
small Roman numerals.

Also reminding me of a BASIC
program are the Number Registers
which are similar to BASIC's vari-
ables. Some registers are system
registers which keep track of various
print values and parameters. The rest
of the registers are user-definable and
these can be used for any purpose
desired. Once set the user-definable
registers can be auto incremented in
steps of any specified value. The IF
command can test any register and
then act accordingly. When the value
of any register, including the page
number register, is printed out, it can
be in Arabic, large Roman, or small
Roman numerals.

PR is the only word processor I
haveencountered that supports oper-
ator communications. It is possible to
insert messages to the operator in the
text file, which are printed on the
screen and then the processor stops.
It is restarted by hitting any letter on
the keyboard.

One example of the usage of this
feature would be in single sheet
printing. PRprints one page, displays
the message "Insert new sheet of
paper in the printer" and stops. The
operator complies and then restarts
the processor. This would continue
for each page. This could also be used
in the double column printing men-
tioned earlier.

The processor can also get infor-
mation from the operator. Each time
the Get Info command (very similar to

BASIC's INPUT statement) is en-
countered, a message is printed on
the screen and the processor waits for
input. That input is inserted in the text
at the point of the Get Info command.
An example would be text which is a
form letter with a Get Info command
in place of the date, name and
addresses. Using the repeat com-
mand the letter can be typed auto-
maticallya large number of times with
the operator inputting the appropriate
information for each letter.

A data file can also beset up much
in the same manner as BASIC. This
data file could contain names and
address, telephone numbers, policy
numbers, expiration dates, or any
other desired information. It can be
read one item at a time and the data
obtained used in the form letter
mentioned above. The possibilities
areendless.

I havenever come across a micro-
computer word processor that made
provisions for footnotes. PR handles
these perfectly. If, during the creation
of the text, you feel the need for a
footnote, you enter the footnote
following the reference to it and the
footnote will be printed at the bottom
of that page. If the footnote is too
large to all fit on that page, it will be
continued to the bottom of the next
page.

And last, but by no means least, is
a function called "Environmental
Control." This allows you to set up
two completely different page for-
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00000
OODD

OC>DOOI I~O~
00000
00000'
00000

mats and then change from one to the
other at will. You could, for instance,
format the left hand page margins
differently than the right hand page
margins all the way through a book to
compensate for binding. Again, this
is very flexible and under your
complete control.

In the space available to me here it
has been impossible to do more than
touch on what I consider to be some
of the best word processor features I
have ever seen. PR is, without a
doubt, the most powerful of the three
word processors discussed, and I
don't believe in using the word
"powerful" carelessly.

I have never come across a
microcomputer word pro-
cessor that made provi-
sions for footnotes. PR
handles these perfectly.

Conclusions

All of these word processing
systems will run within a 16K version
of CP/M. This will limit the size of the
text buffer somewhat but this is only
critical with the Electric Pencil which
requires that the entire text file reside
in memory during editing and pro-
cessing.

I mentioned earlier that Electric
Pencil files were not compatible with
ED, EDIT, or the CP/M assembler. I
know of two conversion routines that
will convert Pencil files to CP/M files
and vice-versa. One is available from
Shrayer Software and the other is
featured on page26of the March 1979
issue of Dr. Dobb's Journal.

I am using the latter and it works
very well on assembly language
source listings. I've tried to convert
text files but extra carriage. returns
seem to be getting into the text. I
think this is caused by text lines
whlch are longer than 80 characters. I
plan to reassemble the routine with a
larger line buffer and see if that solves
the problem.

One improvement I would like to
see made to the Pencil would be a
choice of CP/M or Pencil format at
the input/output level. This would
eliminate the need for a separate con-
version routine and would be much
more convenient.

Table 4 is my opinion of the cost
effectiveness of various combina-
tions of editor and processor. I
haven't includbd TEX in any of the
combinations I because PR is better
and cheaper. ED - PR is the lowest

"It says, 'That's for me to know and you
to[md out '. "
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Low cost choice - ED + PR = .50

Cost Effective - EDIT + PR = $90

Disreqard CO$t - Electric Pencil ::::0 $250

Table 4. My choice of Text Editing - Word Pro-
cessing systems. Costs on the Electric Pencil
vary from under $100 to over $300 depending
upon the version that you purchase. The most
expensive versions support proportional spac-
ing on a Diablo printer and these give true type-
writer hardcopy. There is also a version of the
Electric Pencil for the TRS-80.

priced combo and it should be satis-
factory for most users. The EDIT - PR
duo offers easier editing. In either
case, PR offers very powerful word
processing, more powerful than even
the Electric Pencil provides.

Okay, if that is true, why did I use
the Electric Pencil to edit and print the
manuscript for this article? For the
simple reason that Pencil has the
easiest to use editor and I didn't need
the power of PRoThe Pencil is ideally
suited to formatting magazine manu-
scripts. PR would probably by your
choice if you process a lot of form
letters or book manuscripts.

In either case, PR offers
very powerfu I word pro-
cessing, more powerful
than even the Electric Pen-
cil provides.

The severest limitation of the
Electric Pencil is its requirement for a
memory mapped video interface such
as the VDM, VTI, or VIO. It will not
work with a serial video terminal. I
don't consider this to be a problem
since I prefer memory mapped video.
It is more difficult to program for, but
much more versatile. I am using
IMSAI's VIOwhich allows me 1920(24
x 80) characters on the screen.

Text editors and word processors
are very useful programs. Even if you
only use them occasionally, they will
improve your letter or manuscript
writing. The businessman will find
them indispensable. D
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Apple II is at The Computer Store

The Apple" II, today's most popular personal computer, is at The
Computer Store. Along with the latest in Apple peripherals. Like
the new Disk ™ II floppy disk drive. Or, printer and communica-
tions interfaces. And, the latest in software including the new
Apple/Dow Jones Stock Quote Reporter. The compact Apple II
gives you 48K RAM memory with full color graphics and high
resolution graphics. It's the most powerful computer in its price
range.

At The Computer Store, we have more than ever before in
microcomputers, memories, terminals and peripherals. All backed
by a technical staff and a full service department. Stop in today,
you'll find more than ever before at The Computer Store.

The Computer Store
820 Broadway, Santa Monica, California 90401 (213) 451-0713

The Original Name In Personal Computer Stores
Store Houn: Tues.-Fri, 10 0111-8 pm, Saturday, 10 000-6 pm

Located two blocks north of the Santa Monica Freeway at the Lincoln Blvd. exit. '
Phone and mail orders invited. BankArnericard/Visa and Master Charge accepted.

L... CIRCLE 132 ON READER SERVICE CARD --------""

r-Texas Instruments - --
• Home Computer TI-99/4

!~
ISpeech Synthesizer $149.95

Video Graphs 19.95

• Early Learning Fun 29.95
Beginning Grammar 29.95

IDiaqnostic 29. 95
Home Financial 29.95
Foo1bail 29.95IPhysicat Fitness 29.95
Early Reading 29.95

IHousehoidBudge1 44.95
Speech Editor 44.95 ~~~~~~~=~~~__....
Iinves1ment Anal. 44.95 r-

Personal Record kpg. 44.95
Video Chess 69.95

IStatistics 44.95
Tax/inves1ment'Record 69.95I ~----~--~
I Superior color.music. sound and graph ics--

and a powerful extended BASIC--all built in.
• Plus a unique. new Solid State Speech Synthesizer. ORDER NOW

IfISFACTORYOIRECTSALES • 26K ROM SAVE $150 I
Oept 304

I 1317 E Colorado SI. • Up to 72K total Retail Price S1150 •
Glendale, CA 91205 •I Phone (213) 245·1417 memory capacity Your Pr ice I

! ORDER TODAY •16-color graphics
IRetail Store Hours Tues Fn 10AMto6PM capability $99995•
Isat 9AM to 5PM Closed Sunday & Monday • Built-in equation ' I

20 % depOSit required on COO orders I I
Io Check o MonevOrder o VISA o MaSler Charge ca cu ator •

CA resoeots add 6"1. sales tall {No COO outsrce continental USA) . Price subject to change Without notice .

• SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK! Retunds guaranteed. •..--------------------_ ..•Copyright ©1979 Factory Direct Sales '
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One of the first applications of
mini and microcomputers to gain
widespread use was in commercial
control systems. Computers were,
and still are, quite useful for con-
stantly monitoring and controlling
electrical and mechanical systems.
With recent developments in the
microcomputer industry driving pro-
cessorand peripheral costs down, we
are now starting to see products that
provide household computerized con-
trol. The Introl/X-10 system for the
Apple Computer is one such product.
It is a system for controlling an entire
household of electrical appliances
and devices.

In addition to performing its con-
trol functions, certain configurations
of the Introl/X-10 system allow for
another feature not commonly found
in home systems - simultaneous exe-
cution of two different programs. The
interrupt-driven Introl/X-10 performs
its control function in the upper part
of Apple memory, leaving room at the
bottom for the user's own program
(evenBASIC).

The Introl X/10 system consists of
a hardware/software package. The
hardware provides the interface from
the Apple to the outside world; the
software enables the user to set up a
real-time 'schedule' for controlling
AC devices. The system is complete-
no further programming is necessary
to make it control a house, although
there is BASIC interface that allows
advanced users to set up more
sophisticated applications than the
software package provides.

The Hardware
There are 3 basic functional units

that make up the Introl system. At one

Paul Dare, 436 Trevethan Ave., Santa Cruz, CA.
95062.

Mountain Hardware's Apple-based Introl/X-10

A Home Control
System

end, a Mountain Hardware Introl/
X-10 controller board provides an
interface between Apple programs
and the other 2 functional units; it
sends out control commands via an
ultrasonic transducer. These com-
mands are received by the second
unit, a BSR Command Console. The
Command Console then transmits
the commands over existing house-
hold AC power lines to the third func-
tional unit, a BSR remote module. A
single Command Console can control
an unlimited number of remote
modules, and each remote module
controls one appliance (up to 1500
watts) or several lamps (up to 300
watts).

The Introl/X-10 circuit board can
be mounted in any of the Apple. II
peripheral slots (except 0, of course).
It has an on-board ROM program that
controls the transmission of pulses to
the BSR Command Console. The
board is activated by the BASIC PR#
command, and information is passed
to the ROM program using conven-
tional PRINTstatements.

In addition to receiving Apple
commands and sending them out to
the remote modules, the Command
Console also has a keyboard, enabl-
ing the user to send commands
manually. The Command Console
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and remote modules are sold by BSR,
Ltd. as the System X-10, a centralized
electrical control system. Mountain
Hardware has added the Apple peri-
pheral board, thus facilitating cen-
tralized computer control, and creat-
ing the Introl/X-10 system.

In order to fully understand the
Introl/X-10 system, one should un- i

derstand how commands are sent. On
the side of each remote module is a
"unit code" dial. This dial has 16 dif-
ferent posltlons, numbered 1 to 16.
This dial identifies the remote
module. Commands are issued from
the Command Console either manu-
ally or using the Introl board. They are
issued by first sending a unit code
and then a function code - the unit
code selects the electrical device, and
the function code identifies the action
to take place. Suppose you sent the
sequence 6, ON. Then all electrical
devices plugged into remote modules
with the unit code dial set at 6 would
be turned on. There are also function
codes for turning devices off, making
lights dimmer and brighter, and 2
global codes 'ALL LIGHTS ON' and
'ALL LIGHTS OFF,' which turn all
lights on or all lights and appliances
off regardless of the unit code dial
setting.

This Simple scheme provides for
alot of flexibility, as several different
devices can be controlled together
even though they are plugged into
different remote modules - all you
need do is dial up the same unit code
for each and one command turns
them all on. This could prove useful
for controlling several outside lights
located around the house, or perhaps
to control room heaters in each bed-
room. At the same time, the 16 dif-
ferent settings on the unit code dial
provide the capability to indepen-
dently control 16 different groups of

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Announcement I. The first eight Personal
Programs@from Aladdin Automation are
waiting for you now at your neighborhood
computer retailer or direct from Aladdin.

Now you can get,your full share of Aladdin
magic in every one of these Personal
Proqrarns":

M ath-Ter-Mind@ A delightful,
educational learning experience
for your pre-school child. Watch

the smile on your child's face as a correct
answer makes the mathematician smile on the
screen before you. A nursery song also serves
as a reward for learning elementary addition
and subtraction. With Aladdin's Math-Ter-
Mind@your child's pathway to learning will be
fun-filled ... for both of you. Math-Fer-Mind".
The first release from the Aladdin Education"
Series. (nursery song currently available only
on Apple II@program)

Lunar Lander In a controlled
descent, you're just seconds away
from your first landing on the cold,

forbidding surface of the moon. As you
navigate your delicate spacecraft downward to
the safety of Moonbase, you must be ever
watchful of the dangers rising to meet you with
each passing moment: a fuel level fast
approaching zero; deadly meteor showers that
come from any direction, at any time; sheer-
faced rock cliffs and rough terrain; choosing
the correct landing pattern and rate of descent.
Aladdin's Lunar Lander. Your chance to reach
Jut and touch the stars. . without leaving the
safety and comfort of your own chair. The first
release from the Aladdin Simulation" Series.

Craps All eyes in the casino are
on you. The dice are in your
hands. Lady Luck sits at your

shoulder, whispering ... "Just one more time.
Try vour luck just one more time." You throw

and watch the dice tumbling on the
screen. With Aladdin's Craps you play against
the computer, so it's awfully tough to win. But
when you do, it's an experience you're likely
never to forget. Craps. An exciting, heart-
pounding Personal Prcqrarn" The first release
from the Aladdin Las Vegas@ Series.

Mastermind A challenging game
of intrigue, centuries old, that will
give you full chance to test your

powers of logic, deduction and reason. And
test them you will. as you try and solve the
computer's puzzle, using clues as they're
provided one-by-one. You control the degree of
difficulty in this classic Personal Proqrarn" that
offers one simple, yet all-consuming challenge:
beat the Mastermind in a direct. one-on-one .
battle of wits. Aladdin's Mastermind The first
release from the Aladdin Old Favorites" Series.

T ie-Tae-Toe Five different levels
of difficulty allow a person of any
age or skill to take part in this

relaxing, enjoyable game that can act as a
learning tool. as well. Level I. for example, is
suitable for children and is excellent also for
teaching simple mathematics. The computer
plays just about perfectly at Level V. Just
about. that is, so go ahead and take your best
shot. See if you can beat the computer in this
traditional favorite of young and old alike.
Tic-Tac-Toe. Another first release from the
Aladdin Old Favorites" Series.

Jungle Island@ Shipwrecked in a
raging storm at sea, miraculously
you survive only to find yourself
stranded on a seemingly deserted jungle

island. Without food, water or supplies of any
kind, you begin to try and find your way to
safety. The computer will be your eyes and
ears as you explore your Jungle island and all
the mysteries and dangers that lie in wait for
you Jungle Island@. A captivating first
release from the Aladdin Adventures Series.

S tix@ Aladdin's Stix@ can be
played with 2 to 5 piles of sticks
and between 1 and 19 sticks in

each pile. The object: to be the one to pick up
the last stick. Sounds simple? Yes, but you're
playing against the computer. Take heart,
though, because you can control the degree of
difficulty in this update of the ancient game of
Nim Stix@. Another first release from the
Aladdin Old Favorites" Series.

Super Pro Football@ Here's your
chance to be more than just an
armchair quarterback With

Aladdin's Super Pro Football= vou can replay
any Super Bowl game, from the first, between
Green Bay and Oakland, to last year's classic
victory by Pittsburgh over Dallas. For once you
can turn back the clock and go for that one big
play that made the difference between victory
and defeat in pro football's biggest game of all.
Super Pro Football". The first exciting release
from the Aladdin Super Pro@Series.

Visit your neighborhood computer retailer or
contact Aladdin direct to get your full share of
the magic in Announcement I, the first eight
Personal Proqrarnsv trorn Aladdin Automation.

vlath-Ter-Mind" Lunar Lander Craps Mastermind Tie-Tae-Toe Jungle lsland" Super Pro Football"StixS

Neleome to the All-New World of
~Iaddin.And Get Ready to
\/lake Your Own Magie

~~ ..4JTOMAT\ON, NC,
A)()N COMPUTER CORP.

V 3420 Kenyon Street. Ste. 131,San Diego, CA 92n

~opyright 1978 by Aladdin Automation

CIRCLE 108 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Design and copy by Campbell Marsh Graphic Communications
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Home Control, con't ...

devices. This should be more than
adequate for any home application,
especially when one considers that
each of the 16 groups can have an
unlimited numberof devices dialed to
it.

The Software
So far only the rudiments of the

system have been explained. The
following is by far the most powerful
part of the Mountain Hardware pack-
age - a software system for setting up
and running a schedule of device
ON/OFF/DIM commands.

With this software package, the
user runs one program to set up a
schedule that contains information
for each device concerning what day
and time the device is to be turned on,
off, or dimmed. The he/she runs a
second program which loads this
schedule and then executes the com-
mands at the appropriate times,
allowing the individual to walk away
and leave the computer running -
control is fully automated from then
on. This program also keeps an ac-
cumulated total of the time a given
device group was turned on, and the
total amount of power it consumed.

I
I Setup ProgramI The schedule setup program is

I
written In Applesoft BASIC, and
needs at least 32K of RAM to run. The
program uses menus to interact with

I the user. This makes the setup
I process a simple one, requiring
limited prior knowledge of the setup
process from the user.

Basically, there are two ways in
which someone might want to set up
a scneoule for a given device. The first
approach deals with events that occur
on some sort of regular basis. For
example, you want to turn the coffee
pot on every weekday at 8: 00, so your
coffee is ready when you get up. Or,
perhaps you want to turn your lawn
spinkler on for 2 hours every Tuesday
and Friday. These types of events
occur regularly every week, and you
want them to occur at the specified
time as long as your computer is
running. Events like these have been
terrnedreqular events.

The other type of event specltlca-
tion is used in cases where you want
something to happen only once. For
instance during the weekend of the
14th, you are going away and want
some lights to come on in the evening
and go of·f in the morning. You want
your regular schedule to run all the
time, but in addition, on the 14th and
15th you want some additional events
to occur. Events such as these are
termed special events, and the
system provides a means for entering
these as well. Using the setup pro-
gram, the user creates a separate
schedule for each module group. (A
module group is the set of all remote
modules dialed to the same unit.)

Running the Setup Program
When the program is first run, the

user chooses between creating a new
schedule and updating an old one
previously saved on disk. From this
point, the setup process has two
principle modes - the primary or
executive mode and the edit mode. In
the primary mode, the following
options are available:

ASSIGN - With this option, the
user makes up a name for each
module group and inputs the total
power consumption in watts for each
group. The name and wattage is then
assigned to the unit code number of
the module group. Unused unit code
numbers may be left unassigned, but
a number must be a~signed before a
schedule may be created for it. This
option exists primarily to help the
user keep track of which module
group contains which devices.

DISPLAY - This option displays
for all 16 groups the module group
numbers, names and wattages as
they were entered.

SWAP SCHEDULES - This swit-
ches the schedules of two module
groups. This function is used when
you switch the unit code setting on a
remote - you can do the swap function
to reassign the schedule, instead of
retyping it.

REMOVE SCHEDULE - This de-
letes the schedule for one entire
module group.

SAVE SCHEDULE - This saves the
entire schedule table for al116 groups
onto a user-specified disk file.

COMPUTE FILE SPACE - This
tells how much room is left in the
schedule table, giving the user an
idea of how much more schedule
information may be entered.

In the edit mode, individual group
schedules are modified/updated;
concurrently a schedule table in
memory is updated. Upon entering
the edit mode, the user specifies
which module group he wishes to
work on. He then has the option to
add events to the schedule, remove
events from the schedule and display
the entire schedule for a given module
group.

...
Sched. I ControllerSetup 1 =>Program Program Board

User Commands SChedule BASIC PRINT Ultrasonic

Command
Console

Ultrasonic
Commands

Table Statements Commands

Household Electrical Devices

Computer

Outside World

Lamp
Module

Appliance
ModuleCommands

Sent Over
AC Power Lines
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Functional Block Diagram of the Hardwarel
Software package.
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GOMPUTIRR181 8'MI
5,0%discount on the purchaseof 5 (or more) Games

5 for $22.38
Additional games

$4.49 each

5 for $44.75
$8.95 each

Computer Rage has been hailed by educators as an outstanding
game for teaching youngsters between 7 and 14 about the binary
number system (the game uses 3 binary dice!), parts of a computer
system and how a program is processed. In addition the game is sheer
fun! Recommended by Instructor, The Arithmetic Teacher, The
Science Teacher, Curriculum Product Review and others.

Computer Rage is based on a large'scale multiprocessing computer
system. The objective is to move your three programs from input to
output. Moves are determined by the roll of three binary dice
representing bits in a computer. Hazards include priority interrupts,
program bugs, decision symbols, power failures and restricted input
and output channels. Notes are included for adapting game for
school instruction. A perfect introductory tool to binary math and
the seemingly-complex computer. [6Z]

Binary Dice. Now, the same dice used in Computer -Rage can be
purchased separately. Three binary dice (red, green and blue) in a zip-
lock bag. $1.25 postpaid. [30]

To Order Send order with payment to Creative Computing P.O.
Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa, Master Charge or
American Express are acceptable.
For faster service, call in your bank card order toll free to:
800-631-8112 (in NJ call 201-540-0445)
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In adding events, there are dif-

ferent specitlcattons tor regular and
special events. Regular events are
specified by entering the day(s) on
which it occurs, time at which it
.occurs and the desired function.
Special events also. have a date(s) as-
soclated with the event occurrence. In
each case, the user is prompted tor
each parameter (day, time, etc.)
separately.

The time parameter is specified by
typing in the time much as it would be
displayed on a digital clock. FQr

lexamPle, "12:30A" would mean the
BOth minute after midnight. Further-
more, there is a feature which allows
specltication of an event to' occur
randomly within a given Interval. FQr
example, il yQUwent on vacation tor a
month and wanted lights turned on in
the evening, yQU could use the
random time function to' have them

Icome Qn at a random time between
6:00 and B:OO every night. This helps
Ito' contuse anyone who. might beIstaking out your house since the
i lights are not cornlnq on in any recoq-Inizable pattern. This would be speci-

Ified as "6:00P-B:00P."
The days parameter specifies on

.which days the events will happen.
Days can be entered singly, separated
by commas, or as a range ot days,
separated by a dash. FQr example,
"MON,TUES,THU" would specify
MQnday, Tuesday and Thursday. On
the other hand, "TUES-SAT" would be
interpreted as Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

The tunctlon spectttcatlon is one
ot three tunctlons: ON, OFF, Qr DIM.
ON and OFF are self-explanatory. The
DIM tunctlon has a parameter aSSQ-
ciated with it; the 01M level. The 01M
level is a number in the range 1 to' 9,
and specifies the final brightness ot
the light. The DIM function really
means "turn on the lamp and then dim
it to' the given level." "FQr example, if
at 9:00 yQUwanted to' turn a light Qn
and dim it down to' level 9 (most dim),
the tunctlon would be "DIM 9." If at
9; 10yQUwanted to' brighten it up by 3
DIM levels, the functlon would be
"DIM6."

Thus, a complete regular event
specltlcatlon consists ot a time, days
and a function entry. FQr example, to'
turn your heater on every rnornlnq at B
and off at 10, two. events would be
entered:

B:OOA SUN-SAT ON
10:00ASUN-SATOFF

To.make sure your TV was always
turned ott at night (for those who. like

to' fall asleep in trent ot it), yQUmight
enter:

1 :OOASUN-SAT OFF

Special events are entered just like
regular events, but in addltlon ther~ i.s
a date specttlcatlon. The date specltl-
cation consists ot a month and dates
withinthe month. FQrexample, "FEB
10-20" means February 10th throuph
February 20th. Or"FEB 10,12,14,16,
25" means February 10th, 12th, etc.
So. if yQUwant your lawn spinkler to'
come on every MQnday and Thursday
wnlle you are away in the last 2 weeks
of July, the tollowlnq special event
entry would do. it:

3:00P MON,THU JULY 14-2BON
5:00P MON,THU JULY 14-28
OFF

By cornblnlnq special and regular
events, all posslble needs are pro-
vided tor, In the previous heater
example, to' keep the heater from
gO.ing on while yQU are away, the
tollowlnq special event entry would
do.the trick:

8:00A MON-SUN JULY 14-28
OFF

In fact, even if the heater were to' come
Qnmany ttmes-durlnq a day, this one
special event entry would take care of
all the regular events, since a special
event overrides the entire regular
schedule tor agiven day.

The Scheduler Program
After the schedule has been

created and saved, the schedule can
be loaded and executed by the second
program. This second proqram, the
scheduler, performs the events as
they were specified in the setup
program. The first thing the scheduler
does is load the table. It then turns ott
all cQnnected devices and then deter-

"Oh, that reminds me. Our system also
has a rather sophisticated file protect
feature. "

©Creative Computing

mines the on/off/dim status ot each
device, bringing each device to' its ap-
proprlate status. This tnlttauzatlon
has interesting tmpllcatlons tor Apple
conftquratlons that have the autoboot
feature and a MQuntain Hardware
Apple CIQck. suppose yQU are away
Qn vacation with your Apple at horne
minding the house, Suddenly, the
power gQes off tor a few seconds,
then returns. Ordinarily, the proqrarn
would die and all your devices would
stay in whatever state they were in
until yQU came horne, But, with an
auto-boot proqrarn that executes the
scheduler, this problem is alleviated.
The scheduler toads in the table
again, re-initializes all the devices
and, presto', yQUare right back where
you were.

In ccnftqurattons without a Moun-
tain Hardware CIQck, the scheduler is
interrupted once per second by the
IntrQI/X-10 board. After the user
types in the initial date and time, the
scheduler keeps track ot the time and
date from there; so. the scheduler
proqrarn will work in minimally CQn-
figured systems. However, the auto'
boot feature described above will not
work because once power gQes down,
the scheduler loses track of its ac-
cumulated time. Then when the
power comes back, there is no. one
around to' re-initialize the time. Also,
without a Mountaln Hardware Apple
CIQck, the toreqround/backqround
feature is not available. Many tore-
grQund proqrarns would do. disk
accesses and other functions that
require interrupts to' be turned off tor
periods of 1 second or more, When
this happens, the scheduler would
lose some of the t-second interrupts
and thus would start to' lose time.

With the Mountaln Hardware
Apple Olock, the scheduler is capable
of actually reading the date and time
from the clock board. Even when
interrupts are disabled tor several
seconds, no. time is lost because the
clock keeps its own accumulated
time. This enables the scheduler
program to' run in the backqround,
while a foreground BASIC Qrmachine
language program has primary CQn-
trot.

Since most ot the time the
scheduler is merely waiting tor events
to' occur, there is not much of a delay
in response time when running in
toreqround/backqround. However, if
many events were all scheduled to'
happen at the same time, there might
be a 10 or 20 second delay while the'
schedule was busy sending out corn-
mands to' the devices. However, this
sltuatlon would most likely occur
once or twice a day if at all. Since the
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schedule table resides in memory at
scheduler run-time, the setup pro-
gram could be run as a foreground
program. Thus, you could update the
schedule while the scheduler was
executing it. This gives you the con-
venience of modifying the currently
running schedule without having to
stop and re-start everything.

Memory Considerations

The software package needs an
Apple configured with a mlnlrnurn of
32K of RAM. A 32K system will allow
a schedule that contains up to 150
events, while a 48K system can
handle up to 700 events. In fore-
ground/background mode, a 32K
setup will have room enough for a
foreground program of up to 18K; in
48K systems the foreground pro-
grams can use 28K. In all cases, the
DOS software is left intact.

Direct Interface

For the ambitious programmer,
there is an optional direct interface to
the ROM driver program. Thus the
devices can be controlled directly
from a BASIC program. The state-
ment below activates the board:

PR#n, n = slot number of board

Once this has been done, PRINT
statements are sent to the board,
which interprets them and sends
them out. Forexample, the statement
below would turn on module group 1:

PRINT"10N"
Using this simple interface, the

sophisticated user can set up a
scheduling scheme. A direct interface
program might be written to work in
conjunction with the scheduler pro-
gram to get a combination of
straightforward scheduling and more
complex timing functions for special
devices.

Conclusion
Overall, the system is quite easy

to install and run. The setup program
is very user-oriented since its use
doesn't require programming know-
ledge and the multi-tasking feature
makes the Introl /X10 an extremely
flexible control system. It is also
inexpensive - $279.00 buys the entire
system inQluding software, controller
board, Command Console and three
remote modules (additional remotes
are $16.00 each). $279.00 for a practi-
cal system for computerized home
control. 0
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New utility for
your computer.
Now, there's a real time clock
for the Apple 1\*: the Apple
Clock from Mountain Hardware.
It keeps time and date in ImS
increments for one year. On-board
battery backup keeps the clock
running in the event of power
outage. Easy to use with BASIC
using routines carried in on-board
ROM. That means you can time events,
put time and date on printouts, create games in which elapsed
time is important ... and many more. Mountain Hardware offers
a complete line of peripheral products for many fine computers.

Available at your dealer's. Now.

Mountain Hardware, Inc.
300 Harvey West Blvd.

Santa Cruz, CA 95060 (408) 429-8600
•Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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5E DUNJONQUEST™ Presents

.t tEmPhE OiBPS5BI
V1~/r THE

r//!iJf!!!J/i/
(ETNE

@@[jJ[j)!
The Vault of the Dead is
but one of the many
dark and fearsome
mysteries within the
ruined Temple of Ap-
shai. The Temple of Ap-
shai isyourfirstadven-
ture in the DUNJON-
QUESr" series of fan-
tasy role playing
games.

DUNJONQUESrM is a
complete game sys-
tem and The Temple of
Apshai is a complete
fantasy adventure
game for you and your
microcomputer.

• Take your favorite character - or let the com-
puter create one for you!

• Let the Book of Lore guide you through a
DUNJONQUESr" within the Temple.

• Decide to fight the monsters or grab the
treasure and run - but don't think too long-
they'll come after you!

The Temple of Apshai~for the TRS-80 (level II,
16K) and PET 132K) microcomputers.

Ask you r local dealer or send us you r check for
$24.95 to:
Automated Simulations-Department R, P.O.
Box 4232, Mountain View, CA 94040

California residents please add 6% sales tax.

OVeR 2.00 ~()OHS I
OV~ 30 HOAl6rDisi
OVER 70 ~£A5()1US/
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Today We Control The House,
Tomorrow ...

We've all heard stories about
how the home computer cen be
used for turning the sprinklers on
and off, controlling the lights in
the house, the temperature and
humidity, turning on the coffee
pot; feeding the dog and putting"
the cat out. Some of those, sna;
other, "exotic" applications may
be best left to our grandchildren.
On the other hand, we're ready for
many of them right now. And, I do
mean tigh~ now. We're not going to
have to tear the walls out of our
houses and install wiring to every
room, either. This article examines
the programming and interfaci(1g
of a home computer to a commer-
cially available remote-control unit
for turning on lights and appli-
ances tnrouqnout the house. By
themselves these units are im-
pressive in their operation, but the
addition of the computer opens up
a wider range of capabilities and
options ... not the least of which is
an excellent seciJritysystem.

System Components
The nucleus of the system is a

series of products manufactured by
BSR (the same folks that make the
Mark Garetz, MICRONICS, 1429 Maple St., San
Mateo, CA 94402.

On or Off

* Deters Intruders

* Fingertip Control
* Turn Inside

and Outside
Lights On or Off,
dim or brighten* Cordless Remote Control

Mark Garetz
turntables) and marketed by Sears,
Radio Shack and BSR themselves.
Officially it's called the BSR System
X10, but Sears calls it the Sears Home
Control System and Radio Shack
reters to it as Plug 'n Power.

The product line consists of five
separate items. The first is the Com-
mand Console (everyone's terminol-
ogy is a bit different, but I have the
Sears system and it's the most readily
available and also the cheapest, so I
will use the Sears terminology). The
Command Console is a small box that
plugs into any standard outlet and
has a calculator style keyboard on it
with 16 numbers and 6 command
keys. It works in conjunction with the
other four products; the Lamp
Module, the Appliance Module, the
Wall Switch Module and the Cordless
Controller. Four of the units are
shown in the photo.

In brief, the system works like
this. You plug a lamp into the Lamp
Module, plug the Lamp Module into
the wall and then you can turn the
lamp on and off with the Command
Console. The Command Console
sends FM digitally coded signals over
the house wiring to the Lamp Module.

The numeric keys on the Com-
mand Console are numbered 1 thru
16. These keys tell the Command

Console which device you want to
control. Then there are 6 command
keys that tell the Command Console
what to do with the selected device.
Also, there is a thumbwheel switch on
the bottom called the House Code
selector. It has the letters A through P
on it, and is intended to keep a
neighbor with a similar system from
turning your lights on and off (the'
system works anywhere on the same
power distribution transformer and
there are usually several houses per
transformer). Although that is the
intended purpose of the switch, it can
also be used to control up to 16 banks
of 16 devices for a total of 256.

There are two different modules
that plug into the wall which have
things plugged' into them. One is the
Lamp Module and the other is the
Appliance Module. They are both
about the size of an AC adapter. The
basic difference between the two
modules is that the Lamp Module can
be used only with incandescent
lamps and the Appliance Module can
be used 'with anything. The reason is
that the Lamp Module outputs DC to
the lamp, not AC, so it can also work
as a lamp dimmer. The Appliance
Module switches AC to heavier duty
devices such as television sets and
thus is not dimmable.
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There ls also a wall switch module

that looks like and replaces a stan-
dard wall switch. It is controlled by
the switch on the unit or by the Com-
mand Console. It, like the Lamp
Module, can only be used with incan-
descent lamps and is dimmable.

The last device in the family is the
Cordless Controller. The Command
Console has an ultrasonic receiver
which receives signals from the
Cordless Controller. The Controller
has a keyboard identical to the one on
the Command Console and by aiming
it at the Command Console you can
duplicate any of the functions of the
console remotely. Its range is about
thirty feet. .

one simply presses the bright key.
Another command is "All Off."

Pressing this key turns every module
in the system off. Imagine you are
lying in bed and are ready to turn in for
the night. Of course, you have a com-
mand consoleat your bedside, so you
hit the All Off key and all the lights
and appliances in the house go off,
even if you forgot to turn them off
individually. Now suppose you're
lying there in the dark and you hear a
strange noise. This brings us to the
last command key which is "All
Lights On." Now when you hear this
strange noise you simply hit the All
Lights On key and all the lights in the
house come on at once, which scares
your cat to death (or the cat burglar).
Notice that this key deals specifically
with lights. Appliance modules will
not respond to this command (it
WOUldn't do to have the blender,
coffee pot and stereo come on to
frighten the burglar).

This covers all the commands
except for one important feature.
Suppose you want to turn lights 1,3,7
and 16on oroff at the same time. Well
you can just hit those number keys
and then the command key and all
those modules will respond at the
same time. The Command Console
will remember that you are working
with that group (or single device for
that matter) until you hit different
number keys. In other words, once
you have told it which device numbers

System Functions
So much for the hardware in-

volved. Now let's examine the system
commands and functions. First of all,
there are on and off functions. By
pressing the desired device key and
then the on/off key you can control
the device's on or off state. .

I mentioned before that the lamp
and wall switch modules could
control the lamp's brightness. There
are two command keys for this func-
tion. They are "bright" and "dim." If a
lamp is on and you want to dim it to a
lower level the dim key is pressed
until the lamp reaches the desired
brightness. To reverse the process

TRUTH TABLE

INPUTS CHANNELS

E A2 A, AO Yo-Z Y,-Z Y2-Z YrZ Y4-Z Ys-Z Y6-Z Y7-Z

L L L L ON OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF
L L L H OFF ON OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF
L L H L OFF OFF ON OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF
L L H H OFF OFF OFF ON OFF OFF OFF OFF
L H L L OFF OFF OFF OFF ON OFF OFF OFF

L H L H OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF ON OFF OFF
C H H L OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF ON OFF
L H H H OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF ON
H X X X OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF

PIN 24 PIN28 PIN25

1 f'- 2

3 f'"
4 i\ ON

\ \
ALL

5 f'- 6 I" LIGHT

\ -, \ ON

7 ", 8 I" BRIGH

"
9 i", 10

11 l'- 12 1\ OFF
-, \,

1\. 14
ALL

13 f\ \ OFF-,
15 16 DIM

'--~~~~:o.-~~~---.:+----+ PIN 23

KEYBOARD MATRIX IN
COMMAND CONSOLE &

CORDLESS CONTROLLER

Figure 1

you want to control you can hit any
sequence of command keys without
having to hit the number keys again.
(Have you guessed that there is a
microprocessor in the Command
Console?)

I'm sure you can see by now that
it's a pretty powerfu I system by itself.
But what if we could get our com-
puters to press the keys for us? That

Figure 2

CONNECTION DIAGRAM
DIP (TOP VIEW)

LOGIC SYMBOL

L = LOW Level
H = HIGH Level
X = Don't Care

405'B FUNCTIONAL LOGIC DIAGRAM

'0 '0 '0 '8 '@ '8 'e

I Of IIOf(OOfl'l "''''0
I t vt c c.u' •..••tHTfIl

"DO - Pin 16
VSS • Pin B
\lEE-Pln7

o - Pin Number.

13 14 15 12 1 5 2 4

10

VOD = Pin 16

VSS ~ Pin 8
VEE~Pln7

NOTE:
The Flatpak versIon has the same
pinouts (Connection Diagram as the

Dual In-line Package.

PIN 17

PIN 20

s

PIN 18

T

PIN 19

PIN16

PIN22

PIN21
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is what we intend to accomplish. It
takes three IC's, some ribbon cable,
some resistors and a latched parallel
output port from your computer. And,
of course, the Home Control System.

The Interfacing Project

First, I should explain a bit about
what's inside the Command Console.
There is only one chip, a custom MOS
processor made for BSR by General
Instruments. As far as I can determine
it is a completely custom chip, not a
mask ROM version of one of GI's
single chip micros. It runs on -20
volts. Ye~, that's right - minus twenty
volts. It's not TTL compatible which
makes interfacing to it a real problem,
but not unsolvable. The keyboard is
arranged as a 3 x 8 matrix which the
processor scans one column at a time
(see Figure 1). The processor outputs
-20 volts on the first column and then
looks at the eight input lines to see if a
key was pressed; the -20 volt signal
gets connected to an input. If no key
was pressed then the processor turns
off the voltage to that output and
turns on the second column and so on
until you press a key.

Now our task is to simulate the
key presses. A straightforward, but
impractical, method would be to
position a lot of solenoids over the
keys and turn them on and off so that
they actually pressed the keys. This
will be discarded for obvious reasons.

Another interfacing problem is the
'hot' ground in the command con-
sole ... whoops! (A hot ground is when
the ground is connected to one side of
the AC line.) Optoisolators come to
mind, but twenty-two optoisolators is
too messy. Besides, optoisolators
don't fit into the scanned keyboard
scheme too easily without a lot of
other logic, and we still have the logic
incompatibility which means level
shifters and ... like I said before, too
messy.

Well, there are analog switches.
That might be the answer. But analog
switches that switch -20 volts are
expensive, not too easy for the
average hobbyist to come by and they
only come four to a package so that's
6 packages Which is still too messy
and too expensive. Besides, there's
still that hot ground problem to over-
come.

Don't despair. Remember that
hand-held remote control console?
Well, it runs on a 9 volt battery. Now
we can use a standard CMOS analog
switch. No, wait. What about an
analog multiplexer? Of course! My
old friend the CD4051. A one-input-
to-eight-output multiplexer.

The eat's out of the bag. It's done
by using three CD4051's, one for each
row. The multiplexer works by taking
one input signal and switching it to
one of the eight outputs. The desired
output is selected by a three bit digital
code on the select inputs, plus there
is an inhibit line that turns off all the
outputs. The select and inhibit inputs
are TTL compatible (with pull-up re-
sistors) and the analog signal path
can handle 15V peak to peak. Now the
-9 volts is no problem at all. A block
diagram of the CD4051 is shown in
Figure2.

By electing to use the Cordless
Controller to interface to the com-
puter, instead of the Command Con-
sole, we have solved all our problems
at once. Our logic compatibility
problem is solved because the multi-
plexers can be controlled directly by
any TTL signal. The complexity and
other problems are solved because

the interface requires only three IC's.
And the hot ground problem is
avoided because there is no connec-
tion between the Cordless ControUer
and theComrnand Console - they're
sonically coupled (a new wrinkle in
the isolation field). .

The Nuts and Bolts

Let's get to the nitty gritty of how
to construct this project. First, you
need a Home Control System con-
sisting of a Command Console, a
Cordless Controller and any number
of lamp or appliance modules. Be
sure you get the type of command
console that responds to the ultra-
sonic signals transmitted by the
cordless controller. Radio Shack is
not marketing the Cordless Controller
so it is not clear if their version of the
Command Console will respond to
the ultrasonic signals or not.
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Godbout Electronics
Box 2355
Oakland Airport, CA 94614
(415)562-0636

Jade Computer Products
4901West Rosecrans
Hawthorne, CA 90250
(213)679-3313

Jarneco Electronics
1021 Howard Ave.
San Carlos, CA 94070
(415)592-8097
Advanced Computer Products
P.O. Box 17329
Irvine, CA 92713
(714)558-8813
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You will also need a computer that
has a latched parallel output port (TTL
compatible). It should also have some
way of providing regulated +5 volts
and -9 to -12 volts. If you have an
S-100 bus computer we will show you
how to wire up a suitable port in the
event you don't have a spare one. In a
followup article we'll provide details
for interfacing to some of the other
popular home computers.

You'll need some kind of perf-
board and the necessary sockets,
wire and components. If you're
building the S-100 version you should
get an S-100 "prototyping board." I
used the one from Artec Electronics
and, though it's not the best, it's
adequate. (It's inexpensive, anyway.)

You'll also need to decide what
construction 'method you want to use.
To be really elegant you might want to
design and etch your own PC board.
You might want to use point to point
soldering; or, you might choose the
method I used, which is wire-wrap. I
used the Vector Slit'nWrap which is
very convenient and a great time
saver.

All of the components may be
purchased at most hobbyist oriented
electronics stores such as Radio
Shack, Olson, Lafayette, or from any
of the many mail order parts suppliers
such as:

20
vcc

lK 18 06 I.
007 08 81T7

000 H 07 07 10
BIT6

" D6
15

BIT5DOS 00

DO'
13

05 as 12
BIT4

003
0

D' A. BIT3

002 03 03 BI12

001 02 02 BIT1

000 01 01 BIIO

11
CLOCK SET DIPSWITCH FOR

DESIRED PORT NUMBER
IN BINARY. SWITCH
CLOSED = lOGIC 1.

Write or call for their catalogs and
current prices.

The schematic for the interface is
shown in Figure 3. Wire up the cir-
cuitry exactly as shown. The inputs
and outputs to the cordless controller
will be connected via a ribbon cable.
The cable can be directly wired to the
interface circuitry or you may want to
use some sort of connector so it can
be disconnected. The choice of con-
nector system is up to you. I chose to
use an IC socket and a DIP header on
the S-100 board

The hardest part of the construc-
tion is wiring the ribbon cable up to
the cordless controller, so I will try to
detail it here as best I can. The

.5

PwA

~----------------------~
SOUT 213 7-4LSIO

FIGURE4
5·100 PARALLEL PORT

cable length should be less than 36
inches.

Begin by removing the back of the
cordless controller. You will notice
that there is a circuit board with a 28
pin IC, a few discrete components
and the ultrasonic transducer. Do not
attempt to remove the circuit board as
all the keys will fallout.

We are going to solder the ribbon
cable directly to the pins of the IC:
Begin by removing the battery (if there
is one). Take your soldering iron
(nothing above 40 watts!) and apply
small dabs of solder to the following
IC pin numbers: 4,14,16 through 26
and 28. Be careful not to create any
solder "bridges" between the pins.
Now take the ribbon cable and pre-
pare the end by separating the wires
from each other back about an inch.
Strip about 1/8 of an inch of insula-
tion off each wire. Twist the strands
of each wire together and then apply
solder to these ends. Don't apply big
globs of solder, just enough to keep
the strands together and to make
soldering to the IC pins easier. Do this
for each of the wires.

Now we are ready to attach the
cable to the IC pins. Making sure that
you have the right wire going to the
right pin number as shown in the
schematic (Figure 3), hold the wire
against the pin of the IC and touch the
soldering iron to the wire and pin
together. Since there is solder on the
pin and the wire, they should melt
together and no further solder should

.5
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Tomorrow, con't ...
be needed. This alleviates the need to
grow a third arm and hand. As soon as
you see the solder flow, remove the
iron and hold the wire still until the
solder cools. Take extreme caution
not to create solder bridges between
the IC pins. Repeat this procedure
until al113 wires have been attached.
Double check all your connections for
solder bridges, and to see that every-
thing is wired according to the
schematic.

Attach the interface to your
parallel port by whatever method is
convenient. Put a fresh 9 volt battery
into the cordless controller (only the
battery seems to be able to provide
enough current for the transducer).
Set the cordless controller down such
that the command console can
receive the signals. All that remains
todo is turn on the computer and see
if it works.

If your port has -12 available but
not -9, you will need to build the
optional zener regulator shown in the
schematic. If you're building the
S-100 version, this part of the
schematic is duplicated in Figure 4.
Don't build it twice.

Circuit Operation

At this point I'd better explain how
the hardware works. This will help
you understand the software require-
ments, which I'll get to later.

Refering to the interface sche-
matic in Figure3, you will see that the
eight outputs of the multiplexers are
tied together. This would cause a
problem except that the outputs are
turned off if the Inhibit input (pin 6) is
high. The select inputs (pins 9,10 and
11) are also tied together. The select
inputs are connected to the lowe,
three bits of the parallel output port.
Thus, the code on these bits select
which of the eighlt outputs will have
the input signal (pin 3) switched to it.
Each of the multiplexer outputs is
connected to one of the row inputs of
the processor in the cordless con-
troller.

The inhibit inputs of the three IC's
are left separate and are connected to
the next higher three bits of the
parallel port. Thus, a low level on one
of these lines will select one of the
three IC's to be operable. With these 6
bits of the parallel port we can select
one of the three IC's and one of the
outputs of that IC.

The input to each multiplexer is
connected to one of the column
outputs from the processor in the
cordless controller. The proper 6 bit
code will allow the switching of the
column outputs to any of the row

inputs. This is exactly what happens
when a key is pressed, which means
we have successfully emulated the
key presses with the computer.

The Software

Now, onto the software. Basic-
ally, all the software has to do is to
output the appropriate 6 bit code to
the parallel port to cause things to
happen. There are a few minor
wrinkles, however.

If you look at the table of codes
(Table 1), you will see that there are 23
separate codes: 16 numeric codes, 6
command codes and 1 null code. The
null code is very important. We must
send this in between each command
code. This simulates taking your
finger off the key. It should also be
sent after each sequence of codes to
preserve the battery life in the
cordless controller, as significant
battery power is only drawn when
keys are pressed.

Table of Command Codes

COMMAND HEX CODE DECIMAL CODE
NULL FF 255
1 D8 216
2 E8 232
3 D9 217
4 E9 233
5 DA 218
6 EA 234
7 DB 219
8 EB 235
9 DC 220
10 EC 236
11 DD 221
12 ED 237
13 DE 222
14 EE 238
15 DF 223
16 EF 239
ON F1 241
ALL LIGHTS ON F2 242
BRIGHT F3 243
OFF F5 245
ALL OFF F6 246
DIM F7 247

Table 1.

The other wrinkle is that the
computer can send the codes out to
the port much too fast for the pro-
cessor in the controller to respond.
So a delay must be added after each
code is sent. This is most easily
accomplished with a "delay loop" in
software. This is also why the parallel
port must be of the latched type. The
delay time should be V2 to 1 second.

The software sequence should go
Iike thls:

1. Send null code.
2. Send numeric code.
3. Delay for V2 to 1 second.
4. Send null code.
5. Delay.
6. Send command code.
7. Delay.
8. Send null code.
9. Done.
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The easiest way to play with the
system is to use Basic with an OUT or
POKE command, or with a machine
language monitor using OUT instruc-
tions. Start by using the direct execu-
tion mode of your Basic (that's when
you type Basic command statements
directly from the keyboard, not in
program lines). The time it takes to
type should be enough delay. Be sure
to send the null codes or the next
command will be ignored.

Writing a Basic subroutine to take
a command value and output it with
the necessary nulls and delay should
not be difficult. A Simple for-next
loop should be adequate for delay
purposes. The number of iterations
(times through the loop) will depend
on the speed of your Basic.

Summary
Well, there you have it. An inter-

face to all your home lights and appl i-
ances. What can you do with that? I'm
sure you've thought of/several uses by
now, but the best way I've found to
come up with uses is to sit around
with some friends and brainstorm. I
though the perfect use would be for
an intelligent security system. Not
necessarily for alarms but to simulate
people being in the house when
you're away. With the computer in
control you can make it look like
someone is walking around the house
by turning room lights on and off in a
logical sequence, along with the TV,
stereo and other devices.

Other uses might be to turn on the
coffee pot a few minutes before your
alarm goes off in the morning 'or the
room heater.

There are a few things we left
uncovered in this article: 1.) You can't
change the house codes with the
cordless controller. 2.) The computer
should have a real-time clock to be
useful in most of these applications.
3.) A software command processing
system is needed to work with the real -
time clock. 4:) We promised to show
you connections for some of the other
popular computers.

In the follow-up article we'll.show
you how to solve all this unfinished
business but for now you have
enough to get started. Good Luck! 0

NOTE: The contents of this article are pre-
sented for personal use only. Permission is
granted by the author to individuals to con-
struct the circuits in this article for their own
personal use. Any commercial use of the cir-
cuitry is strictly forbidden without the author's
prior written perm ission.
Entire Contents Copyrighted © 1979 by Mark
Garetz.
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Computer Design Labs zea DiskSoftware
We have acquired the rights to all TOL software (& hardware). TOL software has long h~d the reputation of being the best in the

industry Computer Design Labs will continue to maintain, evolve and add to this superior line of quality software. . .
. . - Carl Galletti and Roger Amidon, owners.

MACRO i these features and more add Lipto give you
a very powerful development tool. Both
Debug I and. II must run on a Z80 but will
debug both Z80 and 8080 code. $88.95.

ZAPPLE
A Z80 executive and debug monitor.

Capable of search, ASCII put and display.
read and write to I/O ports, hex math, break-
point, execute, move, fill, display, read and
write in Intel or vinary format tape, and
more! Disk $19.95. Also available in 2Kx8
ROM with initialization for the 5MB I or II
(3 ACIA's and 1 PIA) $34.95.
5MB II bare board $49.95.
One PIA and four 74LS244's

All of the software below is available on
any of the following media for operation
with a zeo CPU using the CP/M" or slmllar
type disk operating system (such as our
own TPM').

for TRS-BO." CP/M (Model One)
for 8" CP/M. (soft sectored single density)
for 5'14' CP/M (soft sectored single density)
for 5'14' North Star CP/M (single density)
for 5'14' North Star CP/M (double density)

BASIC I
A powerful and fast Z80 Basic interpreter

with EDIT', RENUMBER, TRACE, PRINT
USING, assembly language subroutine
CALL, LOADGO for "chaining", COPY to
move text, EXCHANGE, KILL, LINE INPUT,
error intercept, sequential file handling in
both ASCII and biriary formats, and much,
much more. It runs in a little over 12 K and is
ROM able. An excellent choice for games
since the precision was limited to 7 digits in
order to make it one of the fastest around.
$69.95.

BASIC II
Basic I but with 1.2digit precision to make

its power available to the business world
with only a slight sacrifice in speed. Still
runs faster than most other Basics (even
those with much less precision). $99.95

BUSINESS BASIC
The most powertul Basic for business

applications. It adds to Basic II with random
or sequential disk files in either fixed or
variable record lenqths, simultaneous
access to multiple disk files, PRIVACY
command to prohibit user access to source
code, global editing, added math functions,
and disk file maintenance capability without
leaving Basic (list, rename, or delete).
$159.95 ..

ZEDIT
A character oriented text editor with "26

commands and "macro" capability for
stringirig multiple commands together.
Included are bidirectional search with
optional replace and a complete array of
character move, add, delete, and display
functions. $49.95.

ZTEL
Z80 Text Editing Language - Not just a

text editor. Actually a language which allows
you to edit text arid also write, save, and
recall programs which manipulate text.
Commands include conditional branching,
subroutine calls, iteration; block move,
expression evaluation, and much more.
Contains 36 value registers and 10 text
registers. Be creative! Manipulate text with
commands you write using Ztel, $68.95.

TOP
A Z80 Text Output Processor which will

dO.text formatting for manuals, documents,
and other word processing [obs. Works with
any text editor. Does justification, page
numbering and headings, spacing,
centering, and much more! $68.95
•Z80 is a trademark of Zilog
'TRS-SO is a trademark of Radio Shack

NOVEMBER1979
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A macro assembler which will gerierate
relocateable or 'absolute code for the 8080
or Z80 using standard Intel mnemonics plus
TDLlZ80 extensions. Functions include 14
conditionals, 161isting controls, 54 pseudo-
ops, 11 arithmetic/logical operations, local
and global symbols, chaining files, linking
capability with optional liriker, and
recursive / reiterative macros. This
assembler is SO powerful you'll think it is
doing all the work for you. It actually makes
assembly language programming much
less of an effort and more creative. $49.95

MACRO II
Expands upon Macro ls linking

capability (which is useful but somewhat
limited) thereby being able to take full
advantage of the optional Linker. Also a
time arid date function has been added and
the listing capability improved. $68.95

LINKER
How many times have you written the

same subroutine in each riew program? Top
notch professional programmers compile a
library of these subroutines and use a
Linker to tie them together at assembly
time. Developmerit time is thus drastically
reduced and becomes comparable to
writing ina high level language but with all
the speed of assembly language. So, get the
new CDL Linker and start writing programs
in a fraction of the time it took before. Linker
is compatible with Macro I & Ii as well as
TDLlXitan assemblers version 2.0 or later.
$68.95

for 5MB II
$12.95

8080 version of Zapple - disk $19.95
on 2516 $49.95

TPIW
A NEW Z80 disk operation system! This

is not CP/M'. It's better! Youcan still run
any program which runs with CP/M' but
unlike CP/M' this operating system was
written specifically for the Z80' and takes
full advantage of its extra poWerful instruc-
tion set. In other words its not warmed over
8080 code! Available for TRS-80', Tarbell,
ICOM, Xitan DDDC, SD Sales "VERSA-
FLOPPY", North Star (SD&DD), and Digital
(Micro) Systems. $49.95.

PAYROLL
The Osborne package. Requires C Basic 2
2 disks $74.95 Book $15.00

ACCTS REC/ACCTS PAY
By Osborne, Requires C Basic 2 $99.95
Book $15.00.

GENERAL LEDGER
By Osborne. Requires C Basic 2 $99.95
Book $15:00

C BASIC 2
Required for Osborene software $99.95
Manual included.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Visa, Master Charge and C.O.D. O.K. To

order call or write with the following infor-

DEBUG I
Many programmers give up on writing in

assembly language even though they know
their programs would be faster and more
powerful. To them assembly language
seems difficult to understand and fbllow, as
Well as being a nightmare to debug. Well,
not with proper tools like Debug I. With
Debug I you can easily follow the flow of any
Z80 or 8080 program. Trace the program
one step at a time or 10 steps or whatever
you like. At each step you will be able to see
the instruction executed and what it did. If
desired, modifications can then be made
before continuing. It's all under your
control.. You can even skip displaying
a subroutine call and up to seven break-
points can be set during execution. Use of
Debug I can pay for. itself many times over
by saving you valuable debugging time.
$69.95.

mati on.

1. Name of Product (e.g. Macro I)
2. Media (e.g. 8" CP/M)
3. Price and method of payment (e.g.
c.o.b.) include credit card info. if
applicable.

4. Name, Address and Phone number.
5. For TPM orders only: Indicate if for

TRS 80, Tarbell, Xitan DDDC, SD Sales
(5'!4' or 8"), ICOM (5V4' or 8"), North
Star (single or double density)or Di-
gital (Micro) Systems.

6. N.J. residents add 5% sales tax.

DEBUG II
This is an expanded debugger which has

all of the features of Debug I plus many
more. You can "trap" (i.e. trace a program
until a set of register, flag, and/or memory
conditions occur). Also, instructions may
be entered and executed immediately. This
makes it easy to learn new ihstructions by
examining registers/memory before and
after. And a RADIX function allows chang-
ing between ASCII, binary, decimal, hex,
octal, signed decimal, or split octal. All
'TPM is a trademark of Computer Design Labs. It is not
CPIM' 'CP/M is a trademark of Digi1al Research

United Software Applications 609-599-2146 or Otto Electronics 609-448-9165

For Phone orders only call toll free
1-800-327 -9191 Ext. 676
(Except Florida)
1-800-432-7999 Ext. 676 (Florida)

computer Design Labs
342 Columbus Avenue I .
Trenton, N.J. 08629 ~ ~
Dealer inquiries invited. ~ ~
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Computer Aided Manufacturing
.Part II: DataBase &
Reporting Activities

In Part I we discussed the Manu-
facturing Operations environment
and concluded with a promise to
continue with development of Data
Base Contributors (and several re-
lated topics). Let's start there and
follow CAM to it's conclusion.

Contributors To The Data Base
Manufacturing Bill of Materials -

This is the key, most significant
element for establishing the product
assembly environment. The bill of
material represents the engineering
drawings for the product. Bills of
material (or Parts Lists) become the
basis for:

Inventory Control, purchasing
and stores
Assembly Instructions
Work stations
Labor standards
Product Cost
Manpower Planning
Packaging
Quality, Receiving and In-
process

Developing a computer controlled
manufacturing operations system
will start with the bill of material.
Everything that happens to the parts,
once they are in your plant, will
become value added to the product.
The overheads for storage, the hand-
ling and assembly efficiency, loss
and attrition of material all contribute
to the cost of the product. Or, even
more significantly, the final profit is
affected by how efficient the flow of
material is handled. Lack of efficiency
shows up as off-standard cost and an
increase in the operatihg overhead
cost. Listing 1 illustrates a manufac-
turing bill of material and includes
significant information for data base
development. (Figure 1 represents a
part numbering technique. This tech-
nique reduces the amount of infor-
mation needed to describe and define
an item.) .

Chuck Carpenter, 2228 Montclair PI., Carroll-
ton, TX75006.

ChUCk Carpenter

lC)A234E 4.1

i
2
~;
1
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128E,7:::8 ~:i
12867:::8 ~:J
12RE,7:::A ia
12 A6 7::;8 ~=1
12A67e8 ~"7.:
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15P9B7F HCc!~<EF.~
61P543R BUZZEF:
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21F'109E l::IriDEF:
77P234f! JRrif'iEF:
34P140B HUr'ir'iEP
'?:;P673R i'~CEBLEF
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2.6:::

.is

.15

Listing 1A Manufacturing Bill of Material.

List of Material used
Elements of assembly instruc-
tions
Assembly tools used
Work station configuration
Special methods information
Standard Assembly Time

Configuration and cost data bases
are developed from the Ai. The
material needed to build a production

This system reduces the amount of
information needed to describe and
define a part. Less Computer Memory
and fewer report lines are used. Visual
part identification and correlation is
also easier.

Assembly Instructions- This is
the most significant document to be
developed from the bill of material.
The Assembly Instruction (AI) is an
interpretation of engineering docu-
mentation and represents the
methods used to build the product.
The intent of the design criteria is
accomplished through the techni-
ques implemented by the AI. The
following information should be
contained in the AI:

PART NUMBERING TECHNIQUE
Part Number Significance

xx~ ,p ~ R

I

L-Revision-A,B,C,Detc.

'--------- Sequential No. for Category

L. • P = Purchased Part (buy)
A == Assembled Part (make)

Category of Part
'---------------- E.G. Gears, Shafts, Brackets,

Hesistors, Capacitors, Diodes, IC's.

If more categories or sequential
numbers are needed, increase the
number of digits in that field.

66

Figure1 Part NumberTechnlque.
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CAM, con't ...
lot can be determined from the AI.
Production control scheduling and
work-in-process inventory are con-
trolled, through the AI, and the
amount of space needed and the time
it takes to do the job can be deter-
mined from the AI. A typical assembly
instruction is shown in listing 2a and,
2b. The assembly instruction draws
heavily on the data base information:
bills of material, labor standards, and

product cost being significant contri-
butors. As much detail as is required
to meet the intent of your engineering
design and establish the manufactur-
ing cost should be included as part of
your total AI package.

Work Station Development - Total
facility requirements needed to effi-
ciently build, test, package and
transport the product during the
manufacturing cycle are developed
from individual work station design.
By assembling each work station into

FFfT l+: 12A6:=::(ADC=::C:FF'IZhAFI:=::
U:ill on #: 18R2:34E

TCiOL #

iC GET FF'Ot,! FPF'T LoeAT TOrt=::
R ::;lP:::A2C:
1:- :=::lP123r;
Ii E,lF'54:3A

2D:34:::?
ES1652

P:=:SEr-1BLETOGETHEF' l,~ITH
F'PF'T:=::FF'm'! LOCPTlm'j:=::

C 2 15F"3:=::7F
F 2 21Flli9E C: TCiFOUE TO ::; lh. LE:::;.

C:
F

U:::;I r"iG TCCiL:::; FFOf'1 ELE. 1 ~~"\
cE:::Ef'lELE TC!GETHEF~ ~,~I TH
F'PF'E: FF'Cf'1 UX:PT I crt=::

Listing 2A Assembly Process Example.

FFFT #: 12RE,::~7ADE:::;C:F~:IZnh~~I::;
U:il~ Gt·~#: 10H2:::~4E

Listing 2B Inspection Process Example.
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an integrated production line, you can
develop a product flow concept. The
flow you design should include
enough detail to minimize the areas
where excessive costs would occur. If
your product is material intensive,
then consideration of material waste
may be your major goal. If the goal
you are after is labor intensive, then
look for methods to reduce the time it
takes to do the task.

Labor Standards - Why does a
small company need labor standards?
The more accurately you want to
know the cost of building your pro-
duct, the more accurately you need to
measure the labor content of the
product. Additionally, overhead
analysis and profitability need to be
calculated and measured from an
accurate direct labor base. Estima-
ting costs for a bid package will be
more accurate and with less error
margin if labor is measured and not
guessed at. This holds true whether
you're running a job shop or a high
volume production line.

Everything that happens to
the parts, once they are in
your plant, will become
value added to the
product.

Incentive, non-incentive and mea-
sured day work are assembly environ-
ments where labor standards can be
used. Work measurement includes
stop watch techniques, pre-deter-
mined labor standards and standard
data. Stop watch techniques require
more manpower to administer and are
highly subjective in the area of level-
ing and effort determination. Pre-
deterrnlned standards range from
complex for detailed assembly to
simple for tasks that are less labor
intensive. Predetermined standards
can be established in advance of
actual assembly and need only to
have a detai led process and method
to insure accuracy. Factors related to
the personality of your operating
environment can be included to
adjust the final labor cost. Some of
these factors are:

Personal, Fatigue and Delay
allowances (PF&D) - Includes
breaks, personal hygiene, start
up and clean up and slowing of
pace due to tiring
Absenteeism
Utilization
Balancinq delay (progressive
line)
Material Shortages
Structural Complexity



CAM, con't...
Once these factors are accounted for,
a true value of labor cost can be
established. Any technique of labor

. measurement; stop watch, empirical
or predetermined will yield the
desired end result. The degree of
accuracy needed will influence your
choice.

The intent of the design
criteria is accomplished
through the techniques
implementedby the AI.

Figure 2 illustrates a labor stan-
dard developed from predetermined
time standards. Once the standard
data is developed, it is an easy step to
computerize the generation of labor
standards -and costs based on work
content description.

Product Cost Estimate - At this
point, with the various costs estab-
lished, the COst of your product can
be estimated. Accuracy of your esti-
mate will depend on how many of the
values are educated guesses. With
actual values such as data from pur-
chase orders, accurate quotes from
suppliers and measured values for

material and labor overhead, the esti-
mate will be quite accurate. Improve-
ment of accuracy will occur as your
product agestoward end-of-life. Data
developed to estimate product costs
can become part of your data base for
future cost development tasks. Add-
ing factors to historical data to ac-
count for economic and other
changes (inflation, etc.) will keep
your data valid. A computerized
summary is easily generated from the
system data base.

Manpower Planning - Direct labor,
your main manpower requirement,
can be determined from the labor
standards. With all the factors in-
cluded that affect your absoluteeffi-
ciency, the number of people needed
is the hours it takes to do the job
divided by the hours available in a
work period (shift, day, etc.). Listing
3a is a sample RUN and 3b is a utility
program to calculate direct man-
power. Indirect manpower, such as
material handlers, inspectors or any
others that don't directly add value to
your product are harder to establish.
Your best estimate is needed here.
Indirect work measurement studies
can be implemented later. But these
more sophisticated methods take
manpower to support. Outside help is
a viable alternative and you may

Assy No. Desc. Page Pages
PROCESS XXAXXXA Conduit Coupling 1of 1
ANALYSIS
CHART OpNo. Special Items Analyst

10 None Carpenter

Line Part No. Assembly Step No. Code Time

1 XX PXXXA GetThreaded Bodywith R.H. / Ha32 34
2 Position in L.H. Large End Out TA6 7
3 Regrasp in Hand to Reposition. TA6 7
4 XX PXXXA Get Insert to Body Round End 1st. HB32 48
5 Push in Place TA6 7
6 XX PXXXA Get Large Bushing HB32 48
7 Start on Threads. TA6 7
8 Run Down One Full Thread. 2 HA6 36
9 Tighten Finger Tight TA6 7
10 Turn Part in Hand to Small End Out. 2 TA6 14
11 XXPXXXA Get Pipe Nut HB32 48.
12 Start on Threads TA6 7
13 Run Down 5 Full Threads 10 HA6 180
14 Tighten FingerTight TA6 7
15 Asideto Bin TA32 16

473 + O/OPF&D- HASI C 1473+ O/OPF&D_MIN/PIECE Total = 473x 10-3 - I 1666.67 - Time
Figure. 2 Labor Standard USing Predeter-

mined Time.
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Listing 3A Direct Manpower Calculation.

choose to get temporary help from a
consulting organization. Be sure to
find one that can realistically relate to
your situation. Again, the consultant
fee, similar to hiring a programmer, is
typically $20 to $35 an hour.

Packaging and Shipping - Here's
another area where outside help may
be your best choice. If your product
can be damaged in shipment to the
point of sale, then adequate packag-
ing is a must. All your effort to pro-
duce a saleable item, that you expect
profit from, is lost if you can't sell it.
Your potential customers aren't inter-
ested in buying obviously damaged
material or finding latent damage in
the product when put to use.
Anything you ship, regardless of how
pretty you want the package, should
meet the requirements of the National
Safe Transit and Handling Standards.
These standards, if met, will insure
safe arrival of your product a high
percentage of the time. Preventing
the loss of goodwill is more effective
than trying to overcome it after the
fact.

Progress and Efficiency - Now
that you have established how the
product will be manufactured it's time
to measure how well you're doing it. If
you have established the profit you
want to make and the cash flow that
profit will generate, then measuring
your progress on a real time basis is
necessary. To protect your profit
position, waiting for a periodic finan-
cial report may be too little too late.
Use of progress curves and progress
curve measurement techniques is a
practical approach. Progress curves
are used extensively by several
national and multinational firms
(IBM, Texas Instruments, etc.). How-
ever, the techniques are simple
enough and use in a small company is
very practical. The benefits derived
are well worth the effort to implement

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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d theSe Plan

This full graph.ics, real time game is full of fast
exciting action! Exploding photon torpedoes and
onasers fill the screen! You must actually

nav~9ate the enterprize to dock wi t n the gian~ space stations as well as to
avoid klingon torpedoes! Has snretos , galactic memory reacou t. damage
reports, long range sensors, ete! Has 3 levels for beginning, average, or
expert players!

GRAPHIC-TREK
"2000"

INVASION WORG TIme, 2099 Place, Earth's Solar
System Mission: As general of earths forces. your Job is to stop the Worg
invasion and destroy their outposts on mars, venus, saturn, neptune,
ete! Earth's Forces: Androids - Space Fighters - Lazer Cannon -
Nuetrino Blasters! Worg Forces: Robots - Saucers - Disintegraters -
Proton Destroyers! Multi level game lets you advance to more complicated
game as you get better!

STAR WARS Manuever your space fi qh t er deep in t o the
nucleus of the Death Star! Drop your bomb then escape via the only
escape route. This graphics game is really fun! May the force be with you!

SPACE TARGET Shoot at enemy sh;ps wi t n your lazer gun. If they
eject in a lifeboat vehicle, capture them, or if your cruel, destroy them!
Full graphics, real time game!

SAUCERS This fast action graphics game, has a time limit!
Can you be the commander to win the distinguished cross! Requires split
second timing to win! Watch out! The saucers fight back!

Pac~age One - $12.95

CHECKERS 2.1 Ff nally! A checkers program that WIll challenge
everyone! Expert as well as amateur I Uses 3·ply tree search to find best
possible move. PickS randomly between equal moves to assure you of never
having identical games. Computer also makes sly remarks about the game!

POKE R FACE The computer uses psychology as well as loqic to
try and beat you at poker. Cards are displayed using TRS-80's fult graphics.
Computer raises, calls, and sometimes even folds! Great practice for your
Saturday night poker match!

PSYCHIC Tell the computer a little about yourself and he'll
predict things about you, you won't believe! A real mind bender! Great
amusement for party's.

TANGLE MANIA Try and rorc e your o op on en t Tnt o an irnrn obite
posjt ion , But watch out, their doin q the same to you! ThIS graphics game is
for 2 people and 'has been used to end stupid arguments. (And occasionally
starts t neml )

WORD SCRAMBLE Th;s game IS for two or more people. One person
inputs a word to the computer while the others look away. The computer
scrambles word then keeps track of wrong guesses. Can you make less
mistakes then v our adversary?

Package Two. - $12.95

POETRY . This exciting and sometimes funny program lets
vou choose the subie c t as well as the mood of the poem you want. You
gIve TRS-~O certain .nouns or names, then rnooo, and he does the rest!
T.RS-SO will write di f f eren t poetry about one subject forever if you "te t
turn. Has a 1000 word + vocabulary of nouns, verbs, adjectives, aover os !

ELECTRIC ARTIST Written by a work;ng ar tts t and a computer
an qmeer to make drawing on the Video SCreen easier then piCking up a
cencu: (Less messy toot) Manual: Draw, erase, move as well as, Auto:
Dra w, e~a~e. m~ve. Uses graphics bit's not bytes. Graphic face in ad done
uSIng nus IOgenlus program!

·GALACTIC The Swmeu s enemy have l o nq range phasers but
BATTLE cannot travel at warp speed! You can, but only

. . have short range pnaser s ! Can you blitzkrieg the
enemy WIthout qet tm q destroyed I Full graPhICS - real time!

WORD MANIA . Can you guess the computers words usin q your
human in t uitive and logIcal abili tie s? You'll need to, to beat the computer!
He keeps score and gets mad if he loses!

AIR COMMAND Real ttrne. glaphlcs Ff iqn t Si m u+ate r ! Land,~~~~~:~s~e~le~~th~~dae~P~?I~t~ecareful not to stall I Watch your fuel gaugel

Package Three - $12.95

~~r:1lJTEK
Exceptional Software thru Research & Imagination
Send Check. Money Order or Bank Card No. to:
SIMUTEK ENT.
P.O. Box 35298
Tucson. AZ 85740

Please Add 1.75
Postage & Handling

Graphic
Drawing
Done
On
The
TRS80
Using
'The
Electric
Artist"
Program!

·LI FE This Z·80 rnacrune language program uses full
graphics! Over 100 generations per minute make it truly animated! You
make your starting pattern, computer does the rest! Program can be
stopped and changes made! Watch it grow!

REAL TIME
LANDER

ThiS full grapt1ics sf muteter lets you pick what
planet, asteroid or moon you wish to land on!
The "Live" keyboard gives super response that

gives you the feeling of being in command! Has 3 skill levels that make it
f,un for everv one.

GREED II Mutti-tevel game ;s fun and challenging! Beat the
computer at this dice game using your knowledge of odds and luck!
Computer keeps t rac k of his winnings and yours. Quick fast action. ThiS
game is n at easy!

THE PHARAOH Rule the anctent cuv of Alexandra' Buy or sell
land. Keep your people from revolting! Stop the rampaging rats and
locusts'. Requires a true political personality to become good!

ROBOT HUNTER A group of renegade robots have escaped and are
spotted in an old ghosttown on mars! Your job as "Robot Hunter" is to
cestr ov the pirate machines before they kill any more set trer s! EXCiting!
Challenging! Full graphics!

Packaqe Four - $12.95

SUPER
HORSERACE!

Make your bets just like at the real racetrack! 8
horses race in this spectacular graphic display! Up
to 9 people can play! Use's real odds but has that

element of chance you see in real life! Keep-50track of everyone's winnings
and losings. This IS one of the few computer simulations that can actually
get a room Of. people Cheering!

MAZE MOUSE The mouse wit h a rnin d ! Computer generates
random mazes of whatever size you specify then searches for way out! The
second time tn ru he'll always go fastest route! A true display of artificial
intelligence! Full graphics, mazes & mouse!

AMOEBA KI LLER You command a one man subrnartne that has
been shrunken to the siz e of bacteria in this exciting graphic adventure!
IhJected into the presidents bloddstream, your mission is to destroy the
deadly amoeba infection rampaging his bOdy!

LOGIC Th;s popular game is based on rnaster rnin d but
utilizes tactics that make it more exciting and challenging! Has 2 levels of
play to make it fun for everyone.

SUBMARINER Shoot torpedoes at the enemy snios to get point s.
Fast action qrap hic s, arcade type game is exciting and fun f •.H everybody!

Package Five - $12.95

20 HOME
FINANCIAL
PROGRAMS

Did you ever get a loan and wonder if they
figured interest or payments correctly? Or did
you ever want to see what your payments would
be if you borrowed x amount at x% interest over
x years! Figures amortization, anutt vs ,

depreciation rates, interest tables, earned interest on savings and mucn,
much more. Ttu s program will get used again and again. A must for the
conscientious, inflation minded person.

Package S;x - $12.95

Home Computer
Software For

Everyday
Applications

24 HOUR HOTLINE ~
(602) 882-3948 -

Same Day Shipment on Bank Cards & Money Orders
•

All Programs Require a Minimum of 16K Level 2
Packages Available on Diskette (32"K System) $5.00 Extra

TRS-80 IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP.
2 or More Packages Get 10% Discount
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(~~"ij(1 HCi['lt.: FS:~I HT ; j-'P I !'1T : F'~~It'1T : F'F: I [-iT 1Ai: ( i
c! H****: HRHPC~'~EF: F'PCGPi'i :+::+::+::+: ,;
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Listing 38 Program Segment for Calculating
Manpower.

and maintain a progress curve sys-
tem. Computer aided systems makes
th is task even more practical.

But, what is a progress curve?
Listing 4 (a, b and c) illustrates a
typical curve (slrnpl ified) as it appears
on log paper. The slope of the curve
represents the improvement rate or
progress of your manufacturing sys-
tem. The curve starts with the time
needed to build the first unit and ends
with the last un it; the end of Iife for
the product. Standard cost of the pro-
duct is tt,e horizontal line. This repre-

sents the estimated or predetermined
labor cost of the product. The area of
the curve prior to the standard cost
point is learning cost. The area of the
curve after the standard cost point is
payback resulting from increased ef-
ficiency. (Efficiency is determined
from the ratio of planned versus
actual manufacturing costs.) The
slope of the curve changes with the
effort expended to support manufac-
ture of the product and the slope will
be different for the type of product
being manufactured. The amount and
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Listing 4A Exam pie of a Progress Curve.
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skill of labor needed to build the pro-
duct influences the rate of progress.
Light electronics assembly typically
progresses on an 80% slope. This
improvement is somewhat mislead-
ing. The progress is actually a 20%
reduction in assembly time each time
the quantity of product (produced
continuously) doubles. I included
'produced continuously' because
products produced other than contin-
uously affect the learning rate and
increase the standard cost.

I've covered the subject rather
briefly and this area deserves a more
thorough treatment. The subject of
progress curves is fascinating and

Once the standard data is
developed, it is an easy
step to computerize the
generation of labor stand-
ards and costs based on
work content description.
provides an effective way of predict-
ing and measuring manufacturing
productivity. Here are a few of the
things you can do with progress
curve techniques:

Predict: Direct Labor Hours
Learning Cost
Rework Cost
Downtime
Material Cost

Establish Actual Progress
Indicate Efficiency
Determine: Product Cost

Profit
Line Balance
Manpower
Management
Support

Product Life
Thereareanumberof calculations

possible that determine characteris-
tics of these curves. Simply drawing a
curve on log-log graph paper and
making predictions on several alter-
natives is possible, too. Such calcula-
tions can also be included as part of a
computer program. In this case, your
predictions on several alternatives are
made quickly and automatically.
Actual data, developed over product
life, can be input and adjustments
made to the support of the product as
determined by the results. Profit
goals are thus kept in line on a real
time basis.
More Data Base Users

Quality Plan - In most small busi-
nesses a quality plan is often minimal
to non-existent. If your business is
with the government, then a quality
plan is a requirement (with few
exceptions). Again, to prevent loss of
goodwill and customer acceptance of

CREATIVE COMPUTING



THERE· ARE SEVERAL WAYS
TO BUY A SMALL COMPUTER.
HERES WHY BUYING FROM US

MAI{ES MORE SENSE.
We offer you more and
better choices. Sunshine
Computer Company sells the
best selection of small
computers available
including DEC's 11/03 and
11/23, Cromemco's Z2-H and
System Three, the new
TI 99/4, plus the best of
Apple North Star, and
Vector Graphic. From
personal systems with
floppy disks to full-
fledged business systems
with as much as 60
megabytes of on-line
storage. We can help you
find the right software,
too. We feature powerful,
field-proven packages for
general business
applications by companies
like Structured Systems
Group, Serendipity Systems,
and Professional Systems
Development, Inc. We also
offer packages for
specialized applications
like property management,
word processing, and data
base management.

Better support than the
little guys.When you buy a
system from us, that's just
the beginning. We stand
behind every system we
sell. Completely. Our
factory-authorized service
personnel can handle any
hardware woes. Our expert
programming staff can help
you develop new applications
or modify one of our proven
off-the-shelf software
packages to fit your special
needs. Try getting that
kind of support from your
local computer store.
Better prices and delivery
than almost anyone. Price a
system from one of the
other big computer
companies. Find out how
long their lead time is.
Then talk to us.We can
sell for less because we
buy in volume and pass the
savings on to you. And,
since we have most models
already in stock,
delivery is prompt.

We're nearby. We're
freeway- close to\all of
Southern California,
located midway between
L.A. and Orange County, just
off the San Diego Freeway.
Come in and look at our
demo systems. They're
up and running in their
optimum configurations so
you can see exactly
what you're getting. If you
are out of the Southern
California area, try our
mail order service. Many of
our customers have found
it more convenient than
going to their local
computer store. For more
information, call
(213) 327-2118.

1 J ~. l-

. . .
. ~ , ~

T ~ • u

SUNSHINE COMPUTER COMPANY
The Sensible Alternative.
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CAM, con't, ..
your product, a quality plan is desir-
able. Three major areas of your pro-
duction cycle should be considered:

Incoming material quality
Inprocess assembly
Outgoing product quality

The Quality Control Handbook QY
Juran contains a wealth of informa-
tion. The material covers many sizes
and types of manufacturing environ-
rnents. Any quality environment must
be designed with your profit in mind.
Quality can be controlled and made to
pay for itself. It's very easy for rejec-
tionitis to creep into a quality'
organization. Organizing your quality
plan with an ACCEPTANCE philo-
sophy keeps the attitude positive.
You want to ship everything you
should but keep below-standard
items from getting into the market.

Report and Controls - Your job as
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Listing 4BSample Progress CurveCalculation.
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Your predictions
several alternatives
made quickly and
matically ..

Listing 4C Program Segment for Calculating
Progress Curves.

a manager has only started with the What Did HeSay?
development of a manufacturing
plan. The tasks of measuring, inter-
preting, reporting and implementing
any required corrective action will
now become the major activities.
Timely input and reaction capability
will be necessary if you want to avoid
panic responses to real problems.
This is the most likely area for com-
puter aided reportlnq. With all your
data in a computer data base it
becomes asimple matter to report the
status of any (or all) of the various
parts of your manufacturing plan. By
designing the system to generate
output on an exception basis the
paper flow can be kept to a minimum
too,

on
are

auto-

Don't let the generation of reports
become an activity trap. Generate
only the information needed to
support your decisions and avoid
letting the computer make decisions
for you. Computers can compare
alternatives on a cold calculated
basis. But computers can't make
judgments. Refer back to the rules of
thumb by Robert Townsend. This
inSight into the potential of strangu-
lation by computer output is signifi-
cant. Let your computer (or auto-
mated) system work for you.
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A lot of information has been
covered in this article. Some of it in
detail. Some of it glossed over pos-
sibly a little too much. All of the
information needs more detail, es-
pecially the section on progress
curves and manufacturing efficiency.
This section would be well placed at
the beginning of an extended treat-
ment of computer aided manufactur-
ing. Progress curves are not really
complicated and the benefits derived
from their use in planning and
measuring are invaluable.

Specific points nave been made,
here and there, that I think computer
aided manufacturing is a desirable
direction to go. I have also tried to
make the point that you need to
beware of over-extending the use of
computerized automation. It's quite
easy to wind up with computerized
trivia. Especially if your manual
system wasn't effective to start with. I
believe in letting the computer only
help to make the decisions.

Computer automation of all the
tasks and activities described in this
article is feasible. I havewritten some
of the programs I think are needed.
Utility versions have been included
with this article as examples. A com-
plete small business CAM system is
the intended end resutt. Detailed
expansion of each section will in-
clude these programs as part of future
articles on Computer Aided Manufac-
turing. 0
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Creative Computing can help you select
your next computer and get the most out of it.
What are you Loo~ing for in your next

computer system?
Most people say, "more memory,

more speed, more disk capacity, higher
resolution and better software." We dis-
agree. In fact, we don't really think you
should buy a computer system any differ-
ently than you buy a TV set.

When you buy a TV set you're really
buying family entertainment - golf
matches and football games, soap operas
and movies, news and drama, Mork and
Mindy. Aren't you doing the same thing
when you buy a computer? Aren't you
buying simulations and games, data
analysis and word processing, graphics
and rnuslc synthesis and some dreams of
new applications?

Unbiased, in-depth evaluations

In the not-too-distant future you will
be able to buy dedicated micros for
hundreds of different applications. These
devices probably won't even be called
computers. Today, however, putting
together a system is pretty much up to
you. But maybe we can help.

At Creative Computing, we obtain new
computer systems, peripherals, and soft-
ware as soon as they are announced. We
put them through their paces in our Soft-
ware Development Center and also in the
environment for which they are intended
- home, business, laboratory, or school.
We published the first in-depth evalua-
tions of the Texas Instruments 99/4,
Radio Shack TRS-80, Ohio Scientific
Challenger, Exidy Sorcerer, Apple II disk
system,Heath H-8, and APF PeCos I.

When we say unbiased reviews we
mean it. More than once, our honesty has
cost us an advertiser - temporarily. But
we feel that our first obligation is to our
readers and that editorial excellence and
integrity are our highest goals.

The TI-99/4 has excellent color graphics and
costs $1150 including colorTV monitor.

Sorting: A Key Technique

While evaluations are important, the
main focus of Creative Computing maga-
zine is computer applications of all kinds.
Many of these require that data be re-
trleved or sorted. Unfortunately, most
programming texts focus on the bubble

sort (or straight insertion) and, very infre-
quently, another technique (usually de-
layed replacement) and let it go at that.

Yet, except for comparison counting,
the bubble' sort is the least efficient.
Tutorials and articles in Creative Com-
puting demonstrate that the Sheil-Metz-
ner and Heapsort are from 50 to 13,000
times as fast as the bubble sort! Consider
a sort of 100,000 items 0[1 a DEC System
10:

Bubble sort 7.1 days
Delayed replacement 3.8 days
Heapsort 17.3 minutes
Shell-Metzner 15.0 minutes

Needless tQ say, on a microcomputer, a
bubble sort of even 1000 items is
agonizingly long.

Free Sorting and Shuffling Reprint

Because sorting and shuffling (mixing
a list of items) is so vital in most program-
ming, we are making available a 20-page
reprint booklet on Sorting, Shuffling and
File Structures along with our May 1979
issue which has several articles on writing
user-oriented programs and making the
most of available memory space. The
reprint booklet and issue are free with
12-issue or longer subscriptions.

Word Processing: For HOmeor Business

Word processing is one of the most
talked-about small computer applica-
tions, but what does this really mean?
Fourprirnary areas are served by an effec-
tive word processing system: 1) data or
text entry, 2) data storage and file
manipulation, 3) text editif")g and 4)
formatting, printing and reporting. In our
evaluations at Creative Computing, we
found that the twelve widely-available
micro-based systems vary widely in their
capabilities.

We have prepared a 20-page reprint
booklet which we will send free to new
subscribers along with the sorting book-
let. Between it and the free May issue,
eleven micro-based word processing
systems are discussed along with points
to consider when purchasing such a
system.

At Creative Computing, we believe
that computers can be of benefit to
virtually every intelligent person in the

Free reprint booklet and issue with a new sub-
scriptiontoCreativeComputing. '

Contributing editor Ted Nelson (L) is author of
"Computer Lib/Dream Machines," Publisher
David Ahl (R) is a pioneer in computer models,
simulations and games,

country. We do not believe that the
"Computer priesthood" should confuse
and bully the public. As Ted Nelson stated'
in the Computer Lib Pledge, we db not
treat any question as a dumb question,
since there is no such thing. We are
against computer terms or systems that
are oppressive, insulting or unkind, and
we are doing the best we can to improve or
replace such terminology or systems. We
are committed to doing all we can to
further human understanding and make
computers easy to understand, inter-
active wherever possible, and fun for the
user. The complete Computer Lib Pledge
is contained in our May 1979 issue which
we are furnishing free to new subscribers.

Computer literacy to everyone

The Creative Computing Software
Division is participating with Children's
Television Workshop in an important new
venture, Sesame Place. These theme
parks are being designed to bring inter-
active computer games and simulations
to young children (and their parents) and
remove the mystique of computers from
the youngest segment of our population.
In addition, we are participating in pro-
jects with several school systems and
museums to write reading comprehen-
sion and ecology simulations software,
We are also involved in a major college-
level computer Iiteracy project.

As a subscriber to Creative Comput-
ing, you will benefit from all of these
activities. Creative Computing is the
Number 1 software and applications
magazine. Subscribe today c-- 12 issues
for $15 ($9 saving over the newsstand
price). Or, beat inflation and get 36 issues
for just $40, Money back if you're not
satisfied. Send payment or Visa, Master
Charge or American Express number to:

Creative Computing
P,O. Box 789-M
Morristown, NJ 07960

Save time, and call your order toll-free to:
800-631-8112

(In NJ call 201-540-0445)

GPcatlv8 Gompntlug
To start your 12-lssue subscription to Creative Computing, circle reader
service no, 219 You will be billed $15.
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A natural alliance in the "Energy War"

Car Pooling and
Personal Computers

John Craig

Several years ago I was asked if I
would be interested in joining a car
pool. I rejected the idea because I
liked the "freedom" of having my own
car available during the day. I've
changed my mind since then. Several
years ago we weren't paying a ridicu-
lous $1.00, and more, for a gallon of
gasoline. Furthermore, the "freedom"
and convenience of having a car
parked outside each day while I'm
working is something I can learn to
live without. The day of the car pool
has arrived... and we, the personal
computing community, can help
make it a reality. It makes sense as far
as inflation and those absurd gas
prices are concerned (i.e., saving
money), in making a real contribution
toward energy conservation and re-
ducing air pollution.

Hawla
pickup
intelligent
Iriends.

President Carter made an urgent
plea in a recent speech for all
Americans to pull together and work
toward making our country energy
self-sufficient. Whether or not you
like Carter isn't very important.
Without a doubt, what he said is
true ... we do have to start' pulling
together and get things moving.

There are tens of thousands of
personal computer systems in small
and medium-sized towns around the
country which could be used for
establishing car pools. Through

Stan Broadway, WNCI's News Director, opera-
ting the WNCII Radio Shack Car Pool System.

pleading, coercion and monetary
inducements I'm hoping I can get
enough owners of those systems
interested in this idea to make a
significant dent in the problem of
energy conservation. It's all very pos-
Sible, and I'd like to share some ideas
on how we can do it. I must admit,
however, there is a secondary,
ulterior motive for wanting to get
personal systems involved in this
problem. We can get some good
press out of it. The newspapers in all
of those small and medium-sized
towns will probably help with the
effort but in addition will give some
good media exposure to personal
computing. Eventually the wire ser-
vices and national magazines will
pick up the stories, too. I want to see
us do what we can to help with the
energy problem but I also want to see
personal computing grow and pros-
per. This kind of exposure can only
help meet that end.

Commuter Computer

This idea resulted from a trip I
made to Los Angeles recently to do a
story on a non-profit corporation
called Commuter Computer. The
organization was. formed during the
energy crisis of 1973 under the
concept of a regional car pooling
system supported by government and
private industry. They offer, free of
charge, ride-matching services to all
residents of thefive counties of Los

Angeles, Orange, Ventura, San Ber-
nardino and Riverside. They currently
have 5.6 million people registered
with the system.

I visited the Ventura County
offices of Commuter Computer and
spoke with Tricia Price, the branch
manager. She said the entire project
was financed primarily by the Cali-
fornia Department of Transportation
(CALTRANS). Additional funding is
provided by the five county govern-
ments from their Federal Aid to Urban
Highway Projects funds (FAU), the
City of Los Angeles, Southern Cali-
fornia Association of Governments,
ARCO, Security Pacific bank and
others. The annual funding comes to
approximately $1.5million.

When asked what kind of com-
puter was used for the system she
replied that she didn't have any idea.
She said the Los Angeles City com-
puter serves the system and Com-
muter Computer is provided free pro-
cessing time and keypunching. Reg-
istration information phoned into the

. five county branch offices is trans-
ferred to a form, shown in Figure 1,
which is then forwarded to the LA City
computer. Figure 2 is the ride
matching information mailed to
registrants.

Commuter Computer in Los
Angeles is just one of many rideshare
systems which have beenestablished
in major metropolitan areas around
the country. It's obvious from the
numbers that big cities are best left to
the big systems and large organiza-
tions. I hope to make it just as
obvious that small communities can
be taken care of by microcomputer-
basedcar pooling systems.

Some Of The First Steps

In January of 1979there was a fire
in the Bay Area IrtapidTransit (BART)
tube which goes under San Francisco
Bay. The fire shut down BART, a
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Send to Commuter Computer, 3440 Wilshire Blvd .. Suite 610, Los Angeles, CA 90010.-------------------~--------------------------------------------Send thiS application for your free personal Ridesharing Matchlist. It costs you nothing.

Figure 1

computerized rail system, and as a
result the freeways coming into San
Francisco became quite congested.
RaySchlitzer, Chuck Orr and Bernard
Stone of Computerland/San Fran-
cisco came up with an idea to help
alleviate the problem. They set up an
Apple computer with disk, Hitachi
monitor and Trendcom printer out on
the sidewalk in front of the store and
invited passersby to fill out car pool
information forms. The forms, which
had been run off on the printer, asked
for the person's first name, home
telephone number, zip codes at work
and home, working hours and if he or
she preferred to drive or ride. They set
it up outside the store because it was'
felt in order to make something like
this work it had to be accessible to
. people. Apparently they had the right
idea because withih several days the
system contained almost 300 names.
The service was free and the regis-

trants were able to get immediate
feedback. After entry of their data into
the computer it printed a list of other
people from their area who were
interested in car pooling. The pro-
gram was improved to provide more
accurate information to each person
by using a sort of phone prefixes
within zip code areas.

This free community service was
quite rewarding for the folks at
Computerland. They managed to get
several hundred people together for
car pooling and their enthusiasm was
further rewarded by getting some
good publicity. The Oakland Tribune
did a story on their efforts and Chuck
Orr was interviewed for three tele-
vision news spots, one radio news
show and was on a morning radio talk
show.

The program has since been dis-
continued because the Bay Area has
an organization similar to Commuter

Computer, called RIDES, which is
better equipped to handle the growing
data base the store was faced with.
The Apple system was using a data
base program from the local Apple
user's group which was limited to
only about 500 entries because of a
RAM-resident sorting technique.
Needless to say, that wouldn't be
adequate for most of the applications
we'll be considering.

When transportation workers
went on strike against the Central
Ohio Transit Authority earlier this
year approximately 30,000 customers
found themselves stranded. Radio
station WNCI launched a ridesharing
program to get people with cars
together with those who normally
used the transit system. Stan Broad-
way, WNCI's News Director, realized
after 24 hours that the pencil and
paper method of keeping track of
people calling in wasn't going to
work. Hecalled the local Radio Shack
store and manager William Louden
loaned them adual disk TRS-80with a
modified customer mailing list pro-
gram to put the car pool program into
operation. The program did a home
zip code to work zip code search and
matched up people according to their
working hours. Everything was done
over the phone. Questionaires weren't
sent out to participants nor were lists
of the people from their areas. The

Share
A

Ride
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--- COMMUTER COMPUTER CARPOOL LIST ---

8008001-112
11/11/74

EMPLOYER.ID: 11623
MAIL LOC.: 1769

KNOUSE WORK ADDRESS: 100 TEMPLE ST HOME MAP SQUARE: 55-145CHARLES

* 716 CHELSEA RD WORK HOURS: 8:00AM - 4:30PM
,

WORK MAP SQUARE: 45-151

CAR AVAILABLE: YESREDONDO BCH CA 90287 PHONE: (213) 378-8652 X Home

WORK CAR
NAME HOME ADDRESS WORK ADDRESS HOURS AVAILABLE PHONE LOC/E>

FROM YOUR HOME MAP SQUARE:
FISHER RONALD J 4136 ANDREWS PL 100 TEMPLE ST 8:00- 4:30 NO (213) 860-4545 HOMI
GLOVER MARY 155 N LOS ANGELES ST 8:30- 5:0{) NO (213) 482-6895 HOMI
GLORIA LARRY 1'4123 SEPULVEDA BLVD 155 N LOS ANGELES ST 8:30- 5:00 NO (213) 376-8952 HOMI
GNANN WAYNE 155 N LOS ANGELES ST 8:30- 5:00 NO (213) 482-5339 HOME

FROM OTHER MAP SQUARES NEAR YOUR YOUR HOME:
OREAR ROBERT 100 TEMPLE ST 8:00- 4:30 YES (213) 860-3435 HOME
KNIGHT DAVID 135 THIRD ST 7:45- 4:15 YES (213) 378-9895 HOMI
FLEER LILLIAN 3323 W ARTESIA BLVD 300 BROADWAY 8:00- 4:30 YES (213) 456-8877 HOME
SIMPSON ARTHER 215 S LUCIA AV 200 N SPRING ST 8:00- 4:30 YES (213) 485-3325 HOME
KNOX JOHN 2911 GIBSON PL 300 BROADWAY 8:00- 4:30 YES (213) 456-9873 HOME
KNOWLES SIDNEY 822 W 173 ST 220 TEMPLE ST 8:00- 4:30 YES (213) 456-2323 HOME
FLORES GLORIA 1611 GOODMAN AV 100 TEMPLE ST 8:00- 4:30 YES (213) 532-6161 HOMI
KNAPP RICHARD 220 TE~IPLE ST 8:00- 4:30 (213) 532-1092 HOME
BUCK MARTHA 525 SAPPHIRE AV 200 N SPRING 8:00- 4:30 YES (213) 378-6648 HOME
KNUDSEN TERRY 532 HELBERTA AVE 125 TEMPLE ST 8:20- 4:45 NO (213) 620-1970 554
SIGNER A J 802 S CATALINA AV 155 N LOS ANGELES ST 8:30- 5:00 YES (213) 482-5522 145
BUNYARD JIM 649 26TH ST 155 N LOS ANGELES ST 8:30~ 5:1)0 NO (213) 482-666G HmlE
KNOTTS ROSEMARY 155 N LOS ANGELES ST 8:30- 5:00 NO (213) 482-7538 HOME
MARTINO LARRY 200 N SPRING ST 8:00- 4:30 YES (213) 485-5028 HOME
GLASS CHARLENE 87214 PICO BLVD 200 N SPRING ST 8:00- 4:30 NO (213) 482-9310 HOME
GLOYNE ELVIN 1512 MONTEREY BLVD 200 N SPRING ST 8:00- 4:30 YES (213) 485-2323 HOME
GLISTER JOSEPH 5421 VICTOR DR 250 MAIN ST 8:00- 4:30 YES (213) 456-1237 HOME
STENEN SHARON L 703 EARLINGTON AVE 200 N SPRING ST 8:00- 4:30 NO (213) 456-8873 928
GLEED ROBERT 7852 N OARK RD 300 BROADWAY 8:00- 4:30 (213) 372-5258 HOME
GLOWA DONALD 125 TEMPLE ST 8:20- 4:45 NO (213) 620-8585 HOME
GLEASON SUSAN 5542 N SANDS DR 125 TEMPLE ST 8:20- 4:45 YES (213) 620-7889 HOME

* AT YOUR REQUEST, YOUIt'HmIE ADDRESS DOES NOT APPEAR ON THE MATCH LISTS OF OTHERS.
--- SEE OTHER SIDE FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS

I '
INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION

FORMING A CARPOOL DELETIONS

The information on your list is provided to help you form a carpool.
It is up to you and the others on your list to make carpool arrangements,
Here is how you might use Litis information in selling up or adding to
your carpool.

• Examine your list and identify those who would be the best
auto-mates ior you. Check home address, work address and
work hours. Even though the hours listed may be slightly
different than yours, adjustments in scheduling may make
carpooling more convenient.

Call potential auto-mates. Check to see if the phone number
is a home or work phone and call at an appropriate time.

If you wish your name to be removed from the carpool data file, check
the appropriate box above, detach the upper portion of this page and
mail it to Commuter Computer.

NEW LIST REQUESTS

If you feel that the match lrst from your initial request is not
satisfactory, and you would like to re-apply, do not till out a new
application form, but check the appropriate box above, detach. and
mail to Commuter Computer. A second list will be sent to you,
which might contain additional names not available when your first
request was answered. Your request for a second list should not be
made immediately after receiving the' first list, because time will be
needed to get other people into the system. Thus, you should wait at
least a month before submitting a new request.

CORRECTIONS AND REVISIONS

The people on your list were matched With you using the information
you provided. If the matching information is incorrect, or you WIsh
to change some of the data. check the appropriate box above, and make
the change directly on the reverse side by crossing out the Incorrect
information arid printing the correct data. Detach the upper portion
and mail it to Commuter Computer.

INSURANCE COVERAGE

•

•

Make specific arrangements: who will drive and what days,
where you will meet, time of departure, and expenses to be
shared.

Agree on: what will happen if someone IS late, what should
be done in case of illness or change of plans,

Discuss other considerations: the type of car, the route to be
traveled, adequacy of insurance coverage and personal prefer-
ences such as smoking, type of music, etc.

Save your list for future reference. You may want to add
others to your carpool in the future. Also, you can use the
top portion of this list to make deletions, request new lists
and to make corrections.

Please check with your individual insurance agent to see if you are
adequately covered for carpooling and if your insurance coverage will
be affected in any way as a result of carpooling.

•

•

REMEMBER those on this list are also interested in forming a carpool.
So go to it. JOIN A "7' POOL"!

Figure 2
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system was capable of handling ap-
proximately 600entries.

With the settlement of the strike
the system was eventually retired but
the success of the program has en-
couraged the city of Columbus to set
up a permanent car pool system to
help in conservation and traffic
reduction. An interesting side note is
that Bill Louden has received re-
quests for copies of the program from
several sources, including the Michi-
gan Transportation Authority, who
wanted to adapt it to a larger system.
The idea of someone actually doing
that seems farfetched but it does
indicate a real interest exists.

Population and Area Considerations
I only wish that I had had acar pool

system in operation for a period of
time and could relate the actual
problems encountered in setting one
up. Unfortunately, that's not the case.
I have, however, put together some
examples (using a dummy data base)
which should provide some ideas on
how to attack the project.

Our primary "model" will be based
on a section of the Central California

Coast consisting of the cities of Santa
Barbara, Solvang, Lompoc, Vanden-
berg AFB and Santa Maria. We'll
assume the system is somewhat
centrally located, in the town of
Lompoc (population 25,000). Figure 3
is a diagram of the cities illustrating
the possible "commuting paths."

Lompoc is a city with two or three
industries which attract few people
from other cities. Most of the people
working for those companies live in
Lompoc. A large number of people
from Lompoc work at Vandenberg Air
Force Base which is 15 miles away.
There are also a couple of hundred
people from Lompoc who work at the
Federal Correctional Institution (FCI).
Several companies in Santa Maria,
Solvang and Santa Barbara also
attract people from Lompoc. The path
between Lompoc and Santa Maria (30
miles) is bi-directional but is pretty
much one way from Lompoc to Santa
Barbara (50 miles). This is because
the cost of living and housing is so
expensive in the Santa Barbara area
that many people live in Lompoc,
which is somewhat lower, and com-
mute. These people are prime candi-
dates for car pooling. Santa Barbara
also attracts people from Santa Maria
and the town of Solvang. Solvang is a

Figure3
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Danish -"tourist" community, also
with a high cost of living, and many
people working in the stores and
shops come from Lompoc and Santa
Maria. Someof the people living there
commute to Lompoc, Santa Maria
and Santa Barbara for work.

There we havea simplified look at
the demographics of the area. You
should start thinking about the same
things with regard to your community
and neighboring towns. The next step
is to get a map of the area and break it
up into grids. The map in Figure 4 has
the area broken up into 21 sections (A
thru U). This is fine for getting the
"big picture" but maps of the indivi-
dual towns will be needed to identify
exactly where people live and provide
identification of boundary lines. It's
important to break each community
out in a grid by itself so that one area,
or grid, doesn't try to encompass too
large a populat ion.

Perhaps your reaction, after look-
ing at Figure 4, is that the area and
population is too great for a floppy
disk-based micro to handle? I don't
think so. Keep in mind that many of
the small communities being served
are in fact fairly small communities.
According to Commuter Computer,
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the percentage of a community's
population which registers for a pro-
gram such as this is usually difficult
to determine. Some cities might have
as much as 70% of the population
commuting each day and others
might have 70% of the population
working in that city. However, for our
purposes we need to come up with
some kind of "guesstimate"so we'll
havean idea of whether we're getting
in over our heads or not. With that in
mind, let's assume that 10% of the
total population will register for the
system (and as gas availability de-
creases, that percentage increases).
The folks at Commuter Computer told
me that was a realistic figure for the

As an example of a much smaller
"model" let's consider the small town
of Tularosa in southern New Mexico.
Tularosa has a population of 3,500.
Many of its residents work in neigh-
boring Almogordo, a distance of 12
miles. Some drive up into the moun-
tains to work at the race track and
other industries in the city of
Ruidoso. Others commute to Hollo-
man Air Force Base and White Sands
Proving Grounds (40 to 50 miles). A
very small system could handle the
task if only 350 residents (10%) of that
sleepy little town registered for car
pooling ... and there would still bea lot
of gasoline saved each day. With
these samples in mind, let's take a
look at some of the data requirements
and the kind of software needed for
the job.

JOIN THE
GASPAYERS' REVOLT
maximum estimate. The total popu-
lation of the area we've been discus-
sing is approximately 101,500 (which
doesn't include Santa Barbara since
most of the commuting will be into,
that city). This meanswe can expect a
maximum of approximately 10,150
people to register for the program.

System Requirements

Without a doubt, the system must
have a minimum of dual floppy disks
or high-speed cassettes for external
mass storage. For some applications
a mini-disk system will be adequate.
Others will require a standard 8" disk

system. Going beyond th-at we have
double-density, quad and perhaps
evenhard disk systems.

Before we get into the various
storage systems, and their capaci-
ties, we should define the data we'll
be dealing with. The-heart of this
whole system, particularly because
it's micro-based, is going to be the
mass storage. People aren't going to
takethis idea seriously unless we can
come up with some sound figures on
just what a micro system can do. And,
as we'll see, convincing "them" will
become important when it comes
time to try to obtain financing.
Because most floppy disk systems
are relatively low in capacity (relative
to hard disk systems) it's important
that we define our data in a frugal and
miserly fashion ...with the objective'
of getting as many records as
possible onto a diskette (one record
being all the data from one regis-
trant).

The big systems, such as Com-
muter Computer, aren't as concerned
with storage requirements as we are
and as a result are able to offer their
"customers" more than we can. Our
objective should be to come up with
the least number of characters pos-
sible for a single record. With that in
mind, refer to Table 1 and we'll see
what can be included ... and what can
be left out.

Table 1 defines the fields for a
complete record, with the objective of I
coming up with a maximum length of .1
64 characters. There were a couple of I
things which had to be deleted in I
order to meet that objective. The ~
home address and major intersec- I
tions near the registrant's home along
with the work address were the main
things to go. A person Signing up for
the ride matching service is primarily
interested in getting phone numbers
of other people in her area. Most of
the coordination is done over the
phone...and there's no reason why
the party at the other end can't provide
a home and work address.
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Field
Number of
Characters

Last Name 17
First Name 11
Phone Number 10
Home or Work Phone? 1
Work Starting Hour 4
Word Ending Hour , 4
Daysof Week 1
Category (Drive, Share, Ride) 1
Home MapGrid 1
Work MapGrid 1

Field & Record Separators 11

Total Characters 62

Table 1. Field lengths and specifi-
cations for a 64-character car pool
registrant record. .

17 and 11 characters for last and
first names, respectively, are more
than adequate. Inclusion of the area
code in the phone number would be
advisable since some places border
on two different codes. The program
could convert the work starting and
ending hours to military time, saving
two bytes to specify AM or PM. The
days of the week can be stored as a
single, encoded byte. The home and
work grids could be deleted and the
person receiving the information
would have to assume that the data
dealt with someone from his area.
However, the grids probably should
be included as a good psychology
measure. (It would bea good idea for
the person to have a map, such as the
one in Figure4, to refer to when filling
out the application forni, and for later
reference.) The field and record
separators bring the total characters
per record to 62.

Table 21ists the storage capacities
for various single-density mass stor-
age systems avallable for personal
computersLrstnq the 8" CP/M entry
as an example, the figures were
arrived at by multiplying the number
of tracks by the number of sectors to
obtain the total number of sectors.
This was then rnultiptled by the
number of data bytes (i.e., a for-
matted diskette) per sector to obtain
the total bytes per media. The first
drive usually contains the operating
system, directory and the car pool
program (arbitrarily set at 4K - either
assembly language or BASIC) which
are totalled up under "1st Drive Over-
head." This overhead is then sub-
tracted from the total capacity to yield
the "t st Drive Capacity." That figure
is added to the "2nd Drive Capacity"

to obtain the "Total Capacity." The
total is then divided by 64 (the length,
in bytes, for each record) to provide
the "Total Number of Records." The
various media have been listed {n
descending order and the Radio
Shack TRS-80, partly because of its
tremendous overhead, comes in last.

The purpose behind this exercise
has been to provide data for deter-
mining the type of micro system, and
mass storage, for different popula-
tion level car pool systems. The 10%
figure arrived at earlier for the
California Central Coast area (10,150)
would require that we look ala system
capable of handling that amount of
data... and provide for future expan-
sion. An important point to keep in
mind is the cost-effectiveness of
adding a third, and some cases
fourth, drive for increased storage.
More importantly, however, is the
absolute necessity for having a car
pool program which allows for such
expansion.

There are a number of systems on
the market using the 8" version of
CP/M (and also a few 5" mini ver-
sions). The Beta-1 and North Star disk
drive can be adapted to several
systems. The table isn't ail-encom-
passing, especially since it doesn't
include prices, but should serve as a
guideline in system selection.

One of the objectives of this
article is to call upon the readers of
Creative Computing to develop car
pool programs for 'various systems
and submit them for publication. We
would like to see as many systems
established around the country as
possible and sharing such programs

printout, which would be sent to an
applicant, of some dummy data using
the CP/M version of WHATSIT. The
data is based on the California
"model" discussed earlier and uses
map grids from Figure 4. This parti-
cular data base wouldn't be the most
efficient for most applications ... but
would certainly work for some. One of
the biggest problems in implement-
ing it would be the necessity for the
operator to use great care in entering
all of the information (the entries are
lengthy). The overhead for the CP/M
version is also fairly steep; 2 bytes for
CR & LF for each 128byte sector plus
18 bytes per entry for pointers along
with a startup overhead of 4K on the
1st drive. On the other hand, WHAT-
SIT uses variable length fields, rather
than fixed, and is efficient in that
respect. If you implement a car pool
system using this data base, or
something else, we'd like to hear
aboutit.

Funding: The Unanswered Questions

My original idea was to appeal to
schools, computer stores and indivi-
duals to form car pools with personal

Huwlagel 10
·milis per gallon.

through the pages of Creative will
help accomplish that goal. Suggested
specifications for the program are
listed in Figure 5. A most important
consideration is that the data entry
portion of the program have a lot of
human engineering and be very for-
giving (which is actually important
criteria for any program). The printout
of data, shown in Figure 6, should
also beeasily read and understood by
those using it.

There are some exlstlnq data base
programs which could be adapted for
this application. Figure 7 is a

computers as a public service. In
some cases, that will be possible.
However, a lot more people will get
fired up about the project if they can
receive funding for their efforts. (I'd
really like to see "Grey Power" get
involved in this. It seems that such a
project would be quite lnterestinq for
retired and/or elderly persons in
hospitals, homes and retirement
hotels and communities.)

On the matter of funding we havea
slight problem. If this was some kind
of a welfare program we could very
likely get funds from the federal and
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Da.ta Bytes/ 1st Drive 1st Drive 2nd Drive Total Total Number
Systorn Tracks Sectors Sector Ov,erhu.d Capacity C•.p•.city CapAcity of Records

Beta-l Hi-Speed 2 Hl00 256 5, 120 506,880 51O,976 1,017,856 15,904'
Cassete (MECA)

Radio Sha.ck 77 26 256 7O,60'" 425,"'00 480,0"'''' 905,"'0'" 14, 136 *
Model II

Micropol is 77 16 256 16,384 299,008 311,296 610,304 9 ..536
Mod II

8" CP/M 77 26 128 12,800 248, 152 247,552 495,704 7,745
Ver 1.4

Commodore 67'" Blocks 256 4,096 167,424 171,520 338,944 5,2~6
PET

Compu-Think 40 16 256 8,192 155,648 159,744 315,392 4,928
(PET>

Hicropol is 35 16 256 16,384 126,976 135,264 2612,240 4,097
Mod I

Appla 35 13 256 17,408 99,072 113,152 212,224 3,316
Dbs 3.2

H.ath CP/M 40 2'" 128 11,776 90,624 94,720 185,344 2,896
( Lt f eb o•.t>

North 'Star 35 10 256 7, 168 82,432 89,600 172,032 2,688
Relea.s. 4

H ••.th H8 4'" 1O 256 27, 187 75,213 94,208 169,421 2,647
HDOS

R •.dio ShACk 35 10 256 30,000 55,000 85,000 130,000 2,031
'l'RS-80 (DOS 2.2)

Notes: '

!.) The Bet •.-l requires 1,024 bytes for directory. OperAting system is in EPROM. (t\ccess tim. for this system is 34
seconds worst case a.nd 10 seconds averAq~.) Double density option ~vaila.ble~

2.) 8" CP/M - Tracks 0 8< I er-e reserved for DOS on All d isket t es, Double a.nd qu ad dens ity vers ions ava i I•.ble.

3.) North Star - DOS Re I.as e 4.0 occup i es 3,072 bytes. Doub Ie •.nd quad dens ity vors ions avo.ilab Ie.

4.) Apple - Track. 0, I and 2 are d.dica.ted to the DOS •.nd tra.ck 17, on all d iske t t es, is reserved for directory.

5.) Both the Compu-Think and Commodore systems have the operating system in PROM. The directory overhea.d has •.Iready
been subtracted from the G70 blocks Ii.t.d for the PET and 1 track is used'for directory o.n the Compu-Think.

* G.) TRS-80 - Model II is ave t labia only in double density version. The overhead for Model I and II is quit. high because
the BASIC and severa.l utilities are included along with the DOS •.nd the 4K car pool program. Rounded off figures were
supplied by Ra.dio Shack and hi-ve stight discrepencies:

7.) TheY'e are Ii. number of systems with m i n i+-d i s c drives •..v a i l ab Le on thtii! market which will have c ap ac Lt i e s similar to the
other mini drives listed.

6.) REMEMBER: C•.pacity isn't avery thing. Some of the systems 1 is t ed above arf quite ea.sy to use, both from the
programmer and end-user standpoint, a.nd some s.r-e very poor. In addition, some systems ha.ve much more softU,!ar~ a va i t ab l e than
others.

'Table 2. Data capacity for various single density personal computer mass storage systems. 1st drive will contain overhead, consisting of the DOS, directory and the car
pool program (assumed to be 4K in all cases) with remainder allcicated to data storage. 2nd drive for 'data storage only. Total number of records is based on 64-character
records. Ail values are expressed In decimal. In most cases, double density and quad density values can' be determined simply by multiplying the single density "Total
Number of Records" figure. That approach is not always accurate, particularly with standard 8" CP/M systems, due to varyin~ formats from one manufacturer to another
and the lack of standards.

state governments without any prob-
lem. If it was to study a problem,
rather than offer a solution, we could
probably obtain funding, also. I've
never had any dealings with the self-
perpetuating bureaucracies of the
federal government and after the
experience of trying to get some
answers to my questions on this
matter, I'm not sure I'll ever want to
again. In all fairness, I did run across
some conscientious individuals on
both the state and federal levels who
were very helpful. Unfortunately, the
people I thought could provide the'- ' '

most help were the least helpful. For
example, a Mr. Lew Pratsch, with the
Department of Energy, is in charge of
Car Pool and Van Pool Programs. I
tried calling him several times ...
couldn't get a return call ...and was
finally told that he was "tied up with a
project for the White House." His
phone number is (202)376-4436. .

Things weren't much' different
with the Department of Transporta-
tion ...which is where I was hoping to
finally find some light at the end of
the tunnel. The Department of Trans-
portation, through the Federal High-

80

way Administration, has divided the
country up into 10 regions. There are
offices in major cities in each of those
regions and district offices in each
state capital. The counties and cities
in each state which have populations
exceeding 200,000are required by the
federal government to establish Met-
ropolitan Planning Organizations
(MPO). These MPO offices may be a
starting point for us... 1 hope.

Oneof the major objectives of this
article was to provide guidelines and
exact procedures for going after
funding for a car pool system. Unfor-
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~I:"~';';R::" i...!Ji':!'{' E hu[·RESS' s :::277 L')HPC'C-':ASMHLIA R')A[I. LOMPOC 9343E.. PH 333-7000.
HO"ARD LUKK'. MORK ADDRESS' 5 BENDIX, 8LOG 540, VAFB 33437. PH 455-1234. HOURS, 4PM - 12,01AM.
HOWiiRD LUKK'. PREFERENCE's RIDE ONLY ,
Tha.t· 'S i.ll!

?ETE BI,:r:ERDIKE's h[,(iRESSls 58 N. A 5T, LOMPOC 93436. PH 554-7777
PETE BI':KERDIKE'.5 W':IRK hl)DRESS' 3 SAt1TE':. BL[":: 7000. rlk~B '?,34::,7. PH e.00-66~E·. Hi)UR'; eAH TO 4: 30FY..
PETE BICKERDIKE's PREFERENCE' 5 DRI\}E ONLY
Th s, ~'! .;.i 1 '

w~'.'ID BRYANT's iiODRE55' 5 556 5. FIR ST. LOMPOC 93436. PH 555-3333.
[.AVI[J BRYANT':: H,:'RY. HDDRESS' ~ B',)EING. BL[d:. 4S!l'0. '..'AF'B 93437. PH 800-6777. H0UR~.· 8AH - 4' 30PM.
Dii'JID BRYANT'. PREFERENCE' 5 SHARE DRIVING .
Th~,t',; all'

Figure7. Sample printout using dummy data
and WHATSIT data base system.

DOUBLE DENSITY DISK SYSTEM

Over 200K bytes on one
drive for under $700,
assembled only.
Triple Drive
available for
SOOK bytes.
Optional
Software: CP/M*, FORTRAN, Microsoft Disk BASIC, BASIC-E.

Priced at under $400,
assembled and tested.
High Speed - Direct
Access, 720K Bytes
on standard unit.
(1.4 Meg Bytes per
drive as an option.)

Itet:~:.,~ Quad Drive Units
~ ----- available ..

Ask for details on our Double Density DEL TA-1.

Over 1Y,Meg
Bytes on double
Drive Tape Sys-
stem for under

$850. Get 3 Meg Bytes
on our Quad Drive System.

Optional Software: Microsoft 8K and Ex-
tended BASI C, Electric Pencil, and Pro-Type.

Ask for details on ALPHA-l.

BETA-1 plugs directly to a stan-
dard 8-bit parallel or an RS232
serial port. Contains its own

8035 microprocessor and on-board EPROM.

Write MECA for details.
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Car Pooling, con't ...

Data Entry

1. All entries should be preceded by self-
explanatory prompting messages to minimize
operator training and system documentation.

2. Program should have a menu for select-
ing the following operations:

(1.) ADD NEW ENTRIES
(2.) DELETEOLD ENTRIES
(3.) CHANGE OLD ENTRIES
(4.) SORT DATA
(5.) SEARCH FOR MATCH
(6.) PRINT RIDE-MATCHING INFO
(7.) MAKE BACK-UP COPIES OF

DISKETTES
(B.) EXIT SYSTEM
3. Incorrect entries or failure to mount data

disc should not cause system to crash. Error
trapping techniques should be employed
throughout.

4. Instructions for initializing system,
sorting data, making 'backup copies of
diskettes and performing orderly shutdown
should be displayed on screen, whenever pos-
sible, and clearly described in user's manual.

Data Processing

1. Program should be designed for accept-
ing data during the day, sorting the data at the

end of the day, then performing the necessary
ride-matching searches followed by the gener-
ation of printouts to be mailed to applicants.

2. Searches should be from home grid to
work' grid and also search the grids passed
through by the applicant going from home to
work. Searches should also be performed in
grids surrounding the applicant's home grid to
provide an even higher number of potential
matches.

3. It shouldn't be necessary to search for
compatible work starting and ending hours
since the person using the list will.be able to
eliminate those not matching.

4. System must be designed for expansion
of external mass storage (l.e., adding addi-
tional drives).

Data Output

1. Optional vertical or horizontal output
formats would be desirable so that standard
BO-column printers can be used or inexpensive
40-column printers.

2. Data should be easily understood and
accompanied by explanatory messages, if
necessary.

And ... it will undoubtedly be larger than 4K.

tunately, I haven't come close to
meeting that objective. Several fruit-
less attempts have been made to get
in touch with the people in the
Department of Transportation who
could provide that information. Once
again, it's a matter of someone not
being in (on several occasions),
leaving a rnessaqe: ..and never hear-
ing from them. The completion of this
article was held up for days on end
while attempting to get that informa-
tion. However, I do have some sug-
gestions on who to contact on this
matter. Needless to say, we would be
very interested in hearing about your
successes (and failures, if they're
constructive).

Ms. Barbara Reichart is Chief of
the Ride-Sharing Transportation
Branch in the Federal Highway
Administration (HHP-33, Washing-

RIDESfor Bay Area Commuters, Inc.
100Van Ness Avenue, 19th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102

CarShare Program
Metropolitan Transit Authority
P.O. Box61429
Houston, TX 7720B

Commuter Computer
3440Wilshire Blvd., Suite61 0
Los Angeles, CA 90010

Table 3. Addresses of three of the larger,
metropolitan car pooling organizations.

Figure5

ton, DC 20590). Her phone number is
202-426-0210.Another person in that
office who might be of assistance is a
Mr. Radman. They should be able to
give you information regarding the
Metropolitan Planning Organization
in your area and, hopefully, the steps
to take in applying for funding
through the Department of Transpor-
tation. I don't honestly know if they'll
beof any help because Iwas unable to
get through to either of them (or they
were unable to get through to me).
Another avenue is going directly to
the state level to see what is available
there. There are also city and county
governments which might be willing
to fund such programs. Corporations
and private institutions are other
areas to explore. Many of the readers
of Creative are knowledgeable about
going after such funding. Hopefully,
they'll share the tricks of the trade
with the rest of us.

Work map grid is H

Summary
It's one thing to develop a pro-

gram, but another matter to suc-
cessfully market it. And, anyone
applying for funding will sure have to
demonstrate they can handle the pro-
motion. The public can be made
aware of this kind of program through
newspaper ads, radio spots and high-
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Patti Fortenb~ugh

Home phon@ number is (805) 555-3434

Eegins work at 8000 AH

Ends work a.t 4030 PH

Works H.T. W.TH,r
Dr i ""~E

Home map grid i~ F

Figure6. Sample printout of a single record of
the car-matching data sent to people
registering for car pool program (based upon
data from Table t .

way signs (which have been very
successful). Oneof the most effective
methods has been to enlist the aid of
corporations and provide application
forms for their employees to fill out.
(Actually, there is probably a "mar-
ket" for selling this idea to a company
for in-house use.) Therewill bea lot of
public relations and marketing in-
volved in such a program; people
need to be made aware of the advan-
tages, need to overcome the fears as-
sociated with joining a car pool and
much more. Different ads and radio
spots should help accomplish that.
Getting to know the demographics of
the typical car pooler will be impor-
tant and much of this information can
be obtained from the larger, estab-
lished systems (e.g., CarShare, in
Houston, has found that almost 70%
of the participants are female). The
newspaper published by Commuter
Computer in Los Angeles contains a
wealth of ideas. Table 3 lists the
addresses of three of the larger
systems.

The price of gasoline won't be
coming down. People are surely
beginning to feel guilty about driving
around in those 2-ton gas-eating
monsters by themselves. Plus, they
must befeeling prettydumbspending
all that money. We have the tech-
nology to help bring ride-sharing pro-
grams to every corner of the country.
Let's do it. 0
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Expansion interface - gives
your TRS-BO the disk capacity
it needs, and much, much more!

LOBO DRIVES' new family of disk memory
products provides you with a choice of memory
capacities you need to effectively execute the
complex business software you've developed
for your TRS-BO*. LOBO DRIVES' selection of
readily available, software compatible drives
permits you to expand your inventory, payroll,
customer list, and accounts receivable files as
your business grows.
And LOBO DRIVES brings you more ... a new
plug-in expansion interface that provides an
easy way to add hardware enhancements,
communications capability, and programmable
features ... and it comes with the LOBO
DRIVES famous 1 year, 100% parts/labor
warranty.
Call or write for the complete LOBO DRIVES
story. Find out just how competitively priced a
family of high capacity drives can be ...

935 Camino Del Sur Goleta,
California 93017.
(805) 685-4546

"CAN YOU REALLY AFFORD
TO PAY LESS?"INTERNATIONAL

Quantity discounts available-
Dealer inquiries invited~------------------------T~
I Yes, Iwant to know more about LOBO Drives I
I

and what they can do for my TRS-80. Send me
information on: I

I 0 51/4-in. Floppydrive 0 8-in.Winchester hard I
I

disk, 10 Mbyte drive I
o 8-in. Floppy drive 0 Double density

I Single sided expansion interface I
Double sided

I Name I
I Company___ I
I Address I
I

City State Zip I
Phone No.

I If dealer. provide resale no. --_. IL- ~
*TRS'80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Company.
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Computers As Media At
Westlake Gallery

"So, the computer is taking over
art," was the first testy remark of
many visitors who had never before
seen such work. The problem voiced
by a small and sophisticated group of
collectors was, "which works are
suitable for the best investment?"
Two unusual responses to an art
show, but then the exhibition of com-
puter generated art at Westlake
Gallery at 210East Post Road inWhite
Plains, New York was an unusual one
for a profit making gallery in the
metropol itan area.

Untitled acrylic hooked wall hanging/rug
designed by William H. Apgar and handcrafted
by Sybil Watts.

The responses are significant. At
the annual "Wood" show, no one
suggested that art is being taken over
by wood. When a group of innovative
clay and paper wall constructions all
but sold out in the spring, none but a
few of the unsuccessful artists
growled that painting is dead. The
curator and the artists were pleased
with the sales of the computer related
art. In gallery terms, they were ade-
quate. On the other hand, with
seasoned collectors being joined

Cathy Westlake, 210 East Post Road, White
Plains, NY, 10601.

Cathy Westlake

Frame from the film "Graphic Music" oy HerbertW. Franke.

daily by hundreds of new collectors,
all eager to demonstrate the kind of
insight into innovative art that will
beat inflation, the fact that more col-
lectors did not buy deserves to be
looked at.

"COMPUTER:ARTIST - ARTIST:
COMPUTER," as it was called, was an
exhibition of works by fifteen artists,
installed in the spacious main gallery,
sixty feet long and sixteen feet high.
Curator Carl Machover, computer
graphics expert, selected many of the

most prominent artists to show in this
relatively new field, His aim was
toward presenting the widely varied
field of creativity possible with
computers. The installation went
international with contributions from
William Apgar of Canada with two
colorful wall hangings; Tony Long-
son of England brought two unusual
wall relief sculptures and several
series of drawings; and Herbert W.
Franke of West Germany sent an
elegant series of abstract graphics.
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Contours inside and outside scattered boxes, a graphic by Ken Knowlton.
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Computer Media, con't ...
Works from the United States

ranged from intricate graphics by Ken
Knowlton, to a bold, four part ab-
stract acrylic painting by Ruth Leavitt
and Richard Helmick's hand printed
colorful, rhythmic, sllkscreened land-
scapes. Everyone enjoyed the humor
in William Kolomyjec's "Banana
Cone," a drawing in which the
computer provides transitional visual
steps of recomposing the image of a
banana into an ice cream cone.

The critics approved. Kathie
Beals, Arts Editor of the county-wide
Westchester Gannet papers, wrote,
"This is legitimate stuff: witty on oc-
casion, striking in form, brilliant in
color. You can relate to it exactly as
you do to any other nonromantic work
of art." Connie Winkler wrote in
Computerworld, "It's a fun display of
intense Iines, bright acryl ics, geo-
metric weaving and a formica sculp-
ture designed especially for the show
and gallery."

"Sculpture by Solid Photo-
graphy," a firm using a unique
computerized system to "replicate" a
person's head in sculpture, arranged
a graphic visual display to help
answer the hundreds who asked,
"How can they do it?" A representa-
tive, Walter Dygus, presented an
evening talk and discussion on the
sculpture and other applications of
Solid Photography.

Full size sculpture of Telly Savalas in bonded
marble by Sculpture by Solid Photography with
graphics by William Kolomyjec in the back-
ground.

These sculptures and their instal-
lation are central to the direction
exhibitions should take to overcome
the resistance of the public, both
naive and sophisticated, to this
medium. The artist, Robert Mallary,
of the University of Massachusetts,
was well establ ished as a profes-
sional before he began working with
computers. He is also a teacher. To
compliment his sculpture, he con-
structed eight panels of verbal and
visual material explaining "process."

"Group Theory Grid," a perspective sculpture byTony Longson.
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In this presentation, he achieved a
careful balance of information under-
standable to the lay person and inter-
esting to the hundreds of computer
users who live and work in West-
chester.

The evening was one of nine
special programs presented in the
Gallery during the exhibition. Each
was organized with the enthusiastic
and generous support of specialists
involved with computers in many
areas. There were three evenings of
computer related music organized by
Elias Tannenbaum, prominent com-
poser and teacher from Westchester,
and by the members of SONAVERA
Studios for the Sonic Arts in Haw-
thorne, NewYork, Lejaren Hiller sent
tapes and records of his composi-
tions from the State University of New
York in Buffalo; Carl Machover
orchestrated a program of video tapes
and films from throughout the United

"WESTLK 4," computer generated modular
formica sculpture by Robert Mallary. In the
background are wall sculptures by Tony
Longson, and "2 x 2," painting in acrylic by
Ruth Leavitt.

States. A local audio-visual firm sent
advanced equipment for projection
and sound of the works under discus-
sion. Hewlett-Packard sent their
Desktop Computer System 45B and
four color pen plotter, the 9872A and
William Kolomyjec translated several
of his programs for that equipment.
Hal Shair of The Computer Corner of
White Plains made a valuable contri-
bution by demonstrating the graphics
of Apple II with SOL, a small
computer running the Electric Pencil
and an accounts receivable program
from Peachtree. Through the juxta-
position of a graphics oriented
computer with one that does the
verbal and mathematical functions
affecting our daily lives, the audience
gained an understanding of both.
There was also a heated discussion
on "Computer Coping" and a thought



Computer Media, con't ...
provoking round table on the art
itself. Through the combination of
elements, a fearful curiosity was
transformed into enthusiastic fascin-
ation.

Throughout the exhibition, indivi-
dual viewers and audience members
expressed a real fear of computer
"takeover" of the artist's field. The
fear is predominantly based on frus-
trating billing errors in which a
company is blamed, rather than the
programmer, for mistakes. Rumors of
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A portion of "Birds," a plotter graphic by William Kolomyjec.
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"Herringbone Variation III," a serigraph by Ruth Leavitt.

vast banks of personal information
stored away somewhere, with the
threat of a controlling and manipula-
ting "Big Brother" computer, also
contri bute to th is fear.

Relaxation was evident as people
read Robert Mallary's essay or heard
that, while the design for Apgar's
hangings were computer generated,
the hangings themselves were made
by hand. Seeing the process of selec-
tion and aesthetic judgment exer-
cised by an artist as the operator
stopped and started Kolomyjec's
programs on the Hewlett-Packard
plotter, was reassuring. Hearing
visual artist's such as Ken Knowlton
and musicians, such as Dary John
Mizelle agree that the computer is a
tool or medium that is only as
aesthetic, or as ethical, as its pro-
grammer, was soothing. The show
and the programs not only gave
people an understanding of the art
involved, they also gained insights
enabling them to cope with the

impact of computers in their daily
lives in amore relaxed way.

There were related problems for
the collector. The computer as
medium conjures up the image of a
person in business dress pushing
buttons, ensconced in an ivory tower,
far from the world of art. Will that
artist blossom, or are these works
only a temporary experiment? Can
lines on a plotter be compared to a
drawing? And, with the infinite repro-
ductive talents of the computer, will
the graphics artists stick to numbered
editions which give graphics their
value, or will the same spurious edi-
tions appear in this field that have in
recent years done great damage to the
graphics market in general?

The seriousness of the works on
view helped to dispel these doubts.
The inclusion of artist such as
Mallary, Ruth Leavitt and Colette
Bangert, well established as profes-
sionals before the advent of com-
puters, helped. We also offered for
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sale the book "Artist and Computer,"
edited by Ruth Leavitt, which con-
tains essays by many of the artists in
the show. In each, clearly, is a drive to
succeed, an enthusiasm and an
integrity that leave little room for
doubt.

The remaining question is price.
Those artists sold whose work was
comparably priced with other graph-
ics, drawings and sculpture on the art
market today. The greater the reputa-
tion, the higher the price, as is true
with art in general. However, any
computer artist who is so zealous as
to feel that his computer generated art
is more valuable than art in another
medium, will not succeed. As com-
puter generated art gains more popu-
larity, it will beas art that is innovative
in technique and style and important
in statement. Great talent and under-
standing will continually expand the
boundaries of new media offered by
computers.

We were hesitant about this
exhibition until Carl Machover
showed us the fine art created by his
computer artist friends. Our enthus-
iasm has grown to the extent that we
are convinced of the commercial and
aesthetic value of staying involved.
Our reaction to a summer with this
new art form is that we will definitely
doitagain. 0

"Contained Contours I," a plotter graphic by
Colette and Charles Bangert.
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SoftlNare for 'the TR S- B0

FIFTEEN NUMBERS $6.95

ANYSORT 3 $29.95

.PENTOMINOES $9.95

THE I-CHING THING $6.95

NOVEM BER 1979

TRS-80 TIELINE

TRS-80 TIELINE is an extended smart termi-
nal program. Functions supported with this
package are the ability to send and receive
BASIC data and programs. A fully supported
set of timeshare ASCII control keys are soft-
ware selectable. 'ESC' and a 'BREAK' key
function do not require any handware mod-
ificatrons. Smart functions make it possible
to jump from mode to mode with communi-
cation prior to program transmission or recep-
tion. Half and full duplex modes as well as
line feed transmission or suppression, baud
rate, parity, word length, stop bits are soft-
ware selectable and can be changed while run-
ning. A printer can be connected for hard
copy of communications as well as LLiST at
baud rates that include 134.5 baud for
certain serial printers. A special host or source
mode allows other computers to use the
TRS-80 TIELINE as a timeshare style com-
puter. Programs can be run as well as disk
files loaded, saved or transmitted by
control from the distant computer. Char-
acter echo-back is supported. Host overide
of forbidden commands is possible. An
additional feature allows testing of the
TRS-80/RS232 hardware. The program is.
available for DOS 2.0 - 2.2 machines with
32K memory, RS232 board and modem.
Additionally, the package includes a free
copy of 'THE TRS-80 DATA COMMUNICA-
TION HANDBOOK' by Stephen Gibson.
The handbook is a compilation of terms and
in depth explanations of data communication
from the standpoint of the user, the hardware,
and the phone company. Various phone line
services are detailed. Baud rates, bits and
codes are explained at hobbyist level. How
a Bel! 103 modem works and how to connect
it is covered with emphasis on originate and
answer frequencies, duplex, half-duplex and
RS232 conventions. The E IA standards are
given with ASCII control character set infor-
mation.

TIELINE
TRS-80 DAT ACOMM
HANDBOOK

$24.95
$ 5.95

TIELINE $24.95

lJUJ., D
D~a.rt
C En mrt.,
In m

All orders include 3% postage and handl ing.
TRS-80 is a registered trademark of
Radio Shack.
California residents add 6% Sales Tax

VISA & MASTERCHARGE accepted.

MACHINE TO BASIC $6.95

TRIBBLE TRAP II $6.95

CIRCLE 190 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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DIR $14.95

ASTROLOGY II $15.95

PROGRAMMA
INTERNATIONAL, Inc.
3400 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010
(213) 384-0579

384-1116
384·1117

Dealer Inquiries Invited



MUMPS is affecting a lot of people
these days. No, I don't mean the
disease. I mean an easy and enjoyable
programming language. Th!3 MUMPS
language is used mostly for dialogues
between the computer and user during
which the computer displays data to
the user and collects data from him.
Dialogues can capitalize upon
MUMPS' strengths in checking entered
data for format, length, numerical size
and so on. Language features of
MUMPS can check the users' entries
immediately and request a correction
when an error is fou nd, thereby im-
proving the quality of the stored data.
The medical flavor of the name

"MUMPS" is due to the language's
origin in the medical environment.
MUMPS began in 1965 at the
Laboratory of Computer Science of the
Massachusetts General Hospital,
Boston. It was created to speed the
development of medical applications
for clinical laboratories, medical
records and so on. Its merits were soori
being applied to more personal
applications such as games, letter
writing and other composition tasks,
check-book balancing, and teaching
one's children (and/or friends) to spell
and do mathematics.

Implementations of MUMPS are in
progress for the IMSAI 8080 (running
under CP/M) by Dr. Richard Walters (at
the University of California, Davis), for
the Z-80 by Richard Zapolin (at the
MITRE Corporation, Bedford), and for
the Motorola M-6800 by Dr. E.
Strasbourger (at the Technion, Israel).
There are plans for the micro-Nova, the
LSI-11 and others. Many MUMPS
implementations have been made for
mini-computers, particularly Digital
Equipment Corporation's PDP-11 and
PDP-15, Data General's Nova and
Eclipse, Prime's Prime-300, Philip's
P800 and Artronix's PC-12 and
Modulex.

MUMPS is standardized. Standard

Joan Zimmerman, Tandem Computers, 19333
Valleo Parkway, Cupertino, CA 95014. ,

MUMPS was developed by the MUMPS
Development Committee (MDC) led by
Ted O'Neill, Peter Ericson, and Jack
Bowie. It was recently accepted by the
American National Standards Institute
(ANSI). There is an active users' group,
the MUMPS Users' Group (MUG), with
a developing application library and.a
quarterly newsletter. MUG publishes
documents on MUMPS programming
and the MDC has published a series of
monographs describing MUMPS and
how to implement it.

Two Examples
In view of the growing use of

MUMPS, its acceptance by ANSI and
the entry of MUMPS into the personal
computing world, the following in-
troduction to MUMPS is presented. It is
illustrated by two examples of MUMPS
code. First, a complete MUMPS routine
for estimating the value of your exer-
cise isshown in Figure 1. Interaction by
a user with the routine is shown in
Figure 2. As you can see, you are asked
how much you have run, swum and
cycled. Based upon your replies, the
program calculates exercise points for
the day(s) you indicated. The code for
performing the calculation was written
by me. It is based upon the "Point
System" given by Kenneth H. Cooper,
M.D., in his book Aerobics, published
by Bantam Books, Inc. in 1968. (The
revised and expanded point scheme
given by Dr. Cooper in his 1970 book
The New Aerobics is slightly more
complex than the earlier scheme used
for Figure 1.)

The second example of code, shown
in Figure 3, is part of a larger program
that teaches people interactively how
to program in Standard MUMPS. A
sample interaction with a student is
shown in Figure 4. The teaching
program displays text, asks each
question, and evaluates each student's
answer. If the answer is correct, the
teaching program asks a new question;
if it is incorrect, the teaching program
gives a longer and simpler explanation,
and perhaps asks a less complex
question or two before returning to ask
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If you like PILOT, you're
going to love MUMPS!

A Touch
of Mumps

Joan Zimmerman

again the question that the student
couldn't answer. The MUMPS code
that directs the teaching program was
developed by Chris Brigham and me.
The explanatory material and
questions to teach MUMPS program-
ming were developed by me, with help
from Bob Stimac.

The Components Of Mumps
The major components of MUMPS,

as for most other high-level languages,
are:

-Data to be manipulated.
-Commands. These define the

types of action to betaken, such as
the assignment of a value to a
variable (by means of the SET
command) or the display of text
(by using the WRITE command).

-Operators. These designate
manipulations of the data. They
include the greater-than operator
(" >") to find if one number is larger
than another, and the pattern-
match operator ("?") that is
available for checking the format
of entered data.

-Functions. These provide a simple
and compact notation for describ-
ing diverse often complex
manipulations that can be per-
formed on data. They include
$DAT A for determining whether or
not a datum is defined,. and
$PIECE for pulling one set of
characters out of another.

There is only one type of data value in
MUMPS: a string of up to 255
characters. A value is often
represented as text surrounded by
quotation marks, such as:

"MUMPS: IT'S CATCHING BUT IT
DOESN'T HURT"

A special case of a MUMPS string is a
number, such as 1066. Numbers may
be quite large, up to 1025, with nine
digits of precision.

Each MUMPS command is followed
by one or more arquments that further
specify what the command does. An
argument is composed of data,

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Mumps, con't ...
operators and functions. Let us look at
the examples to see MUMPS in action.

Aerobics Example
Aerobics is exercise that lasts long

enough to cause a considerable in-
crease in your pulse rate and your
oxygen consumption. Examples are
walking or running, swimming and
bicycling. In practice aerobic exercise
should last for at least 12minutes. The
further you run,swim, or bicycle, and'
the faster your rate of exercise, the
more aerobic exercise you give your
body. Dr. Cooper's aerobic point score
reflects the amount of aerobic exer-
cise. For example, if you run 1 mile in 9
minutes you get 4 points, but if you can
do it in 7 minutes you get 5 points.
However, if it takes you 20 minutes or
more, you have taken too long for the
exercise to have an aerobic effect and
you score no points. As you increase
your distance, you get more points,
even if you are quite slow. A reasonable
goal for a week is a total of 30 points.
This could be achieved by running 1.5
miles in about 14 minutes on 5 days out
of the week, or in many other ways. For
more facts and ideas, see Dr. Cooper's
books. (Sedentary workers such as
computer programmers: by the way,
should take particular care to obtain
enough aerobic exer cise.) And
remember that the Aerobics Institute
Research Society charges $24 a year
for keeping an automated monthly
record for exercisers of their
achievements: you could provide such
a service on your microcomputer.

General Code Structure
The MUMPScQde {or calculating

your aerobics points isshown in Figure
1. 'It illustrates all the major MUMPS
features. First of all, the code is a
sequence of lines. Any line may have a
label or name, shown in the left-hand
column. In practice, only a few of the
lines are labeled so as not to clutter up
the code. A labeled line usually in-
troduces a segment of code to which
execution will branch from elsewhere,
or code that will be invoked as a
subroutine. This selective labeling
helps the programmer to partition his
code into logical segments. Also, the
programmer's choice of mnemonic line
labels (such as RUN, SWIM and BIKE
in Figure 1) can remind him of each
segment's purpose. This is particularly
helpful if he wants to modify the code
some time after he wrote it, when he
will have forgotten almost everything
about how it works.

Code may be further documented by
.means of comments, indicated in
MUMPS by an initial semicolon. The
first line, ZEX, in Figure 1 is acomment
line. Actually, it adheres to theconven-
tion used by many MUMPS
programmers of indicating in a rou-
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lEX ;ZIt1;4 OCT n;COOPER'S AEROBICS POINTS SYSTEM (1970)
KILL SET SUH:=O,DAY=SPIECEUHOROLOG,",",l)

READ!! ,"IS YOUR EXERCISE DATA FOR TODAY? (YES OR NO) ",X,!!
IF X"11"Y".E READ "HOU MANY DAYS AG.O? ",X,II SET DrH:::DAY-X
IF SOATA{,'ZEX(DAy)) IJRITE "CHANGE FROM ","(DAY)," POINrs-~ " READ X,! IF X'

C "r" QUIT
RUN READ "HOlrJ MANY MILES DID YOU RUN? ",MILES,! IF ·'MILES nOTO SWIM

IF l'IILES>100 IJRITE "~MPOSSIBLE",l GOTO RUN
If tlIlES>2 URITE" VERY GOOD".!
READ "HOU tlANY MINUTES DID THAT TAKE'~ ,MINS, I
IF 'MItiS DO ZERO GOTO RUN
SET T=HINS/HILES IF T<8 lJRITE "THAl~S FAST I", !
IF HILES<2,T>19.99 SET POINTS=O GOTO ERUN
SET POINTS=$SE~ECT(T<6.5:6, T<8:5, T-(10:4,T<'12:J, T<14.5:2, T<20: 1,1:.5 HHILES

ERUN DO SET GOTO RUN
SUIM READ "HOU MANY YARDS DID YOU SUIM' ",YAROS,' IF 'rAROS GOlD BIKE

IF YARDS>SOO URITE "UELL DONE",!
READ "HOU MANY MINUTES DID YOU-TAKP ",MINS,! IF '-tUNS DO ZERO GOTO SUIM
SET T=10€ltMINS/YARDS
IF YARDS<300, T>3.3 SET POINTS=O 60TO ESUIM
SET PO!NTS=$SELECT (T<1 .66?: 1 .25, T<2.5: .85, TO .333: .625, 1:.2) *'tAROS/IOO
IF POINTS<! SET POINTS"O

ESUIM 00 SET GOTO SUIM .
BIKE READ "HOU MANr MILES 010 YOU CrCLE? ",NILES,! IF "NILES GOlD END

IF HILES)6 iJRITE "6000", I
READ "HOI.! HANY MINUTES DID YOU TAKE? ",H1NS,' IF 'MIttS DO ZERO GOTD·BIKE
SET T"MINS/NILES
If HILES<S,1>5 .•99 SET PDINTS=O GOTD BIKE
SET POINTS='SELECT n <3: 1 .5, T<4: I, T<6: .5, 1:.22 HI1ILES

EBIKE DO SET GOTD BIKE
EHD URITE:DAY=+$HOROLOG "TODAY'S " URITE "POINfS = ",SUIi, I

SET ·'ZEX(DAYJ=SUH URlTE "GOODBYE",I KILL QUIT
SET SET SUM=SUM+POINTS

URITE "YOU JUST ADDED ",POUTS," POI~T" IF POlNTS"=1 URITE "5"
URITE "AND YOUR TOTAL IS ",SUM,I,"EHTER MORE"," nun

ZERO URIT£ "YOU CAN'T DO THINGS IN NO TII1E",! I Q~1T
URlTE "ZEX" ZSTORE ZEX o

1. MUMPS routine for estimating in
"aerobic points" the value of your run-
ning, walking, swimming, and cycling
exercise. (Line ZEX+4 is so long that the
code ["Y" QUI Ttrom the end ofthatline is
printed on a new line.

tine's first line who wrote the routine,
when and for what purpose.

Variables
Variables are very important in all

computer languages. A variable is an
entity whose value may change. A
variable name usually consists of up to
eight alphabetic characters. Each
variable may have a value of a variable-
length string of characters,including
the special case of a number. There are
three types of variable:

1. Local variables. Each local
variable is stored in the core of
your computer and is unique to a
user. The value of a local variable
may be changed only by that user.
Examples are SUM and DAY in
line ZEX+1 (the line below ZEX).

2. Global variables. Each global
variable is stored on a disc or other
long-term storage medium. It may
have its value inspected and
changed by any user Signed on to
the data base. A global name is
designated by a leading cir-
cumflex symbol ("»."). An exam-
ple is /\ ZEX in line ZEX+4. In
practice, global variables take
subscripts in parentheses after the
global name, so that many values
can be stored in different locations
under the same overall global
name. In our case we use the
subscript DAY, and we store at
different locations of /\ ZEX the
different numbers of aerobics
points earned for the different
values of DAY for which data are
entered.
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3. Special variables. The value of a
special variable is assigned by the
MUMPS system and cannot be
changed directly by a user. The
name of a special variable is
designated by a leading dollar
("$") symbol. An example is
$HOROLOG in line ZEX+1.

Commands
The second line in Figure 1 shows

two common MUMPS commands. That
line begins with the

KILL

command, which removes all existing
local variables so that the user's work
space does not become cluttered with
unnecessary data. On the same line
(yes, you may put many commands on
one line) is the'

SET

command. This command is followed
by "SUM", which is the name of a local
variable to which the value of zero is
assigned by:

SET SUM=O

Another example of the SET command
appears in the line labeled SET (four
lines from the end) and contains the
code:

SET SUM=SUM+POINTS

Here the value of the variable SUM is
incremented by the value of the
variable POINTS, thereby gradually
building up the value of SUM from zero
to the total number of exercise points
attained for the day.

Line SET +1 (the line below SET)



Computer Bum - black
design by cartoonist
Monte Wolverton on gray
denim-look skirt with
black neck band and
cuffs.

T-shirts available in adult sizes S, M, L, XL; and in chil-
dren's sizes (Bionic Toad and Spacewar) S, M, L. When
ordering, specify design and size. Made in USA. $5.00
postpaid in USA; $6.00 postpaid, foreign.
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shows another common MUMPS com-
mand:

WRITE

This command allows you to display
text and the values of variables. In line
SET +1, the computer is instructed to
tell the user:

YOU JUST ADDED

and then show the value of the variable
POINTS, which will be a number of
zero or (hopefully!) more. The com-
puter adds the word "PO INT" after the
number. At the end of this same line
(SET +1) is the

IF

command. It determines whether the
variable POINTS has the value 1 by
means of the code

IF POINTS'=1

This means that if the value of the
variable POINTS is not (not is signified
by''''') equal to ("=") 1 then an "S" is
written to make the displayed "PQINT"
plural: "POINTS".

Another frequently used command
is:

READ

Creative's own out-
rageous Bionic Toad in
dark blue on a light blue
shirt for kids and adults.

IS YOUR EXERCISE DATA FOR rODAl? <YES OR HO) YES

HOU MANY KILES DID YOU RUN! 3
VERY GOOD

HOU HAtH MINUTES DID THAT TAKE? 27
YOU JUST ADDED 12 POINTS AND YOUR TOTAL IS 12
EHTER ItORE

HOU /1AHY rillES DID YOU RUtn
HOU I1ANY YARDS DID YOU SWIM,?
HOU KAliY tliLES DID YOU CVCLE'r 3
HOU tlANY MINUTES DID YOU TAKE? 15
YOU JUST ADDEO 1.5 POINTS AND YOU TOTAL IS T3.5
ElifTER HORE

HOU ItANY HILES DID YOU CYCLE'~ J
HOU MANY IUHUTES DID YOU TAKE? 20
YOU JUST ADDEO 0 POINTS AND YOUR TOTAL IS 13.S
EHTER MOVRE

HOU f'lAtH tHUS DID YOU CyelP
rODAl'S POINTS = 13.5
GOODBYE

IS roUR EXERCISE DATA FOR TODAP ('/ES OR NO) NO

HOU KANY DAYS AGO? 2

HOU "ANY su.ts DID YOU RUN? 2
HDU "ANY "INUTfS DID THAT TAKn 18
YOU JUST ADDED B POINTS AND YOUR TOTAL IS 8
EHTER HORE

MILES DID YOU RUN?" to be dis-
played as does the WRITE command.
The difference between the two com-
mands is how they handle variables.
The instruction:

WRITE X

causes the computer to display the
value of the variable X. On the other
hand, the instruction

READ X

causes the computer to wait for the
user to type in a value to be assigned to
the variable X. SO, in line RUN, the READ
command prompts the user by asking
him how many miles he has run and
waits for him to enter a value for the
variable MILES. (The exclamation
mark ("!") after the variable name
MILES is a formatting operator. It
causes a "carriage-return/line-feed" so
that a new line is started for subsequent
text. )
The last three commands discussed

here are DO, GOTO and QUIT. DO
invokes a subroutine. For example, in
line ERUN:

DO SET

causes execution to branch from line
ERUN to line SET and to continue
through lines SET +1 and SET +2, until
finally the QUIT command atthe end of
line SET+2 is encountered. QUIT
signifies the end of the subroutine, and

Plotter display of Pi to
625 Places in dark brown
on a tan shirt.

ive ng -
Albert Einstein in black on
a red denim-look shirt
with red neck band and
cuffs.

In a Hurry?
Call your Visa or Master/Charge order in to:

800-631-8112 (In NJ, call 201-540-0445)

GP6ativ6 GOmpntinfi

Creative Computing T-Shirts
P.O. Box 789-M

Morristown, NJ 07960

HOII MANY HILES DID YOU RUN'?
HOII I'IANY YARDS DID YOU SUI"?
HOU "ANY MILES DID YOU CYCLE?3
HOU MAtH MINUTES DID YOU 'TAKP 16
YOU JUST ADDED 1.5 POINTS AND YOUR TOT~L IS 9.5
EHTER HORE I
HOII HANY HILES DID YOU CYCLE? j
POIHTS 0 ~.S
GOODBYE

~----------------------------
2. Interaction by a user with the "aerobics"

routine shown in Figure 1.

rather be playing
spacewars - black
with white spaceships
and lettering.
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execution returns to line ERUNat the
position after:

DO SET

where we see:

GOTO RUN

Accordingly the computer next ex-
ecutes a GOTO command causing
transfer of execution to line RUN. The
difference between the DO and the
GOTO command is that the DO com-
mand specifies a temporary transfer of
execution that will return to the instruc-
tion after the invoking DO command
once the subroutine is completed.
(That completion is signified by a QUIT
command.) On the other hand, the
GOTO command specifies a perma-
nent transfer of execution.

Operators
MUMPS contains the usual

arithmetic operators of addition ("+"),
as in line SET:

SET SUM=SUM+POINTS

subtraction ("-"), as in line ZEX+3:

SET DAY=DAY-X

and multiplication ("*") and division
("/"), as in line SWIM+3:

SET T=100*MINSIYARDS

The language also contains the "\"
operator, which causes division but

with the result truncated to a whole
(nonfractional number), and the "#"
operator, which is the modulo operator
and yields the remainder of a division.

Three arithmetic "relational"
operators are available. First is the
equals operator ("="), as in line SET +1:

IF POINTS'=1

(The equals operator is qualified by the
negation operator (''''') so that we are
actually determining whether the value
of POINTS does notequal one.) Next is
the greater-than (" »") operator, as in
line RUN+1:

IF MILES>100

Similar but opposite in effect is the
less-than ("< ") operator, as in line
RUN+6:

IF MILES<2

The above operators all manipulate
numbers. Other operators manipulate
strings, and two such operators appear
in Figure 1. The simpler one is the
contains ("[") operator, which is useful
for determining whether one string
contains another, as in line ZEX+4:

IF X'["Y" QUIT

LOST ;CRB,J:Z;2? JtJN n;PAfH OF "fAKE IJIJESTIONNAIRE" FOR CREATIVE CONPUTING
AN WRITE I ,sPtECE(""NUtlBER M~ANSUER:"YES!NO?",""",Tn," "

SET RTS=SPIECE( SHOROlOIJ,",", 2) READ RN:.300,!
SET RT=SPIECE(tHOROLOG,",",2)-RTS
ELSE WRITE "1 STOPPED BECAUSE I THOUGHT YOU HAD GONE AUAY",I SET RI'I="END"

eur r
IF RN="?" WRITE "ENTER ",SPIECE("'-A NUMBER"FREE fEn--YES OR NO"," ",Tn,"

OR ""END'''''' GOTO AN
If SlENGTH(RN)95 URITE ',"1' BRIEFER t:" GOTO AN
IF SEXTRACT(RN,l )':" I" aUI T
IF RLF'T'C" URITE I ,"COMMENTS ARE Nor RECORDED" GOTO AN
DO eH SET DI1Y:-'IWA(CN,fR,OJ
WRITE 1,"THANf(S. ENTER YOUR ANSLJER NOU~ nun

CI1 URITE 1 ,"ENTER COMMENTS (END &'1' PRESSING ONLY THE -ENTRY' KEY)"
FOR A=Z:l READ I,": ",X GOTO N:X="" DO:SLENG'TH(XJ>100 CLONG SET 'QUB(CN,ID

S,2000+A)=FR ") " X
Ii SET ~QU8(CN~LDS,2000)=A-l,Z=A QUIT
CLONG SET X=SPlECE(X,l,HIND(HXTRACT(X,/O,999)," "-2)

URITE "REMEMBER TO PRESS ENTRY KEY AFTER EACH UNE. LJE HAVE STURED:", 1 .x

QUIT
URITE "ZOST" ZSTORE lOST OUIT

3. Part of a MUMPS program that teaches
people interactively how to program in
Standard MUMPS. (Lines AN+3, AN+4,
and CM+1 are' so long that each is
continued on a new line.)

Want to
REALLY UNDERSTAND
The BASIC Language?
From the author of the highly acclaimed TRS-80 Users/
Learners Manual comes the book you've been asking for! The
BASIC Handbook is THE definitive reference and "idea" book,
explaining in detail the BASIC la"guage as used in over 50
favorite micros, minis and mainframes.
It's not a dictionary, and not a textbook, but a virtual ENCYCLOPEDIAof the
BASIC language. In it is everything you need to know about the most
important BASIC statements,functions,operatorsand commands,explained
in a way that you can put them right to work.
This HANDBOOK is written to be used!
With the BASIC Handbook you can finally make those programsfound in
magazines run on your computer - or know the reasonwhy they can't.
If there is an alternate way to write a programusing other BASICwords, the
Handbook shows you how. If there is a function neededbut your machine
doesn't have it, the Handbookgives you a subroutine that accomplishes the
same thing. About the only thing it won't help youwith is an additional 16K of
memory.
Is TRS-SO Level II covered - YES!
Is PET covered - YES!
Is Apple covered - YES!
Sorcerer, Altair, Imsai, Etc.
YES .... and over 50 more!
COMPUSOFT '. PUBLISHING
A Division of CompuSoft. Inc.
8643 Navajo Road
San Diego. California 92119
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Mumps, con't. ..
The operator is qualified by the nega-
tion (""') operator, so that this code
reads: if the val ue of the variable X does
not contain the character "Y" then stop.

Also illustrated is the pattern-match
operator ("?"), which appears in line
ZEX+3 as:

IF X'?1"Y".E

Again the operator is qualified by the
negation operator. The code means
that if the variable X does not have the
pattern whose format is defined by the
code:

1"Y".E

then do whatever comes next (i.e. find
out how many days ago the exercise to
be reported was done). The code
following a pattern-match operator
comprises . a series of particular
characters sought (in quotation marks)
or the code for the types of character
sought (such as A for any alphabetics,
N for numerics, or E for anythinq): each
pattern code or set of characters in
quotes is preceded by a digit denoting
the number of instances looked for.
The code in our example means that we
are looking for a format of one letter Y
(1"Y") followed by any number
(represented by".") of characters of
any kind ("E").

Other string operators are the string-
eq uals ("=") operator, which looks for
equality of strings, the follows ("]")
operator mostly used for determining
whether one string follows another
alphabetically, the catenation ("_")
operator used for joining two strings
together to form one, and the indirec-
tion ("@") operator, which allows data
values to be executed as MUMPS code.

Functions
Standard MUMPS contains 13 func-

tions. The example in Figure 1 shows
three of them:

$PIECE

in line ZEX+1

$DATA

in line ZEX+4, and

$SELECT

in lines RUN+7, SWIM+5, and BIKE+5.
Consider $PIECE. It appears in line

ZEX+1 as:

SET DAY=$PIECE($HOROLOG,",",1)

$PIECE manipulates the items that
follow it between parentheses. The first
item in the example is $HOROLOG, a
system variable whose value is a string
of digits signifying the day followed by
a comma and then the number of
seconds that have elapsed since mid-
night. After $HOROLOG comes a
comma and a string contained in
quotation marks:

HI THERE I

H UARNING :~.•
fHE TEACHING PROGRAM WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE AFlER FRIDAY 21 Af'RIL.
HOPE YOU CAN FINISH ALL YOU NEED TO DO BY THEN.
If NOT, SEE JOAN.

ENTER YOUR LAST NAME: lIMMERMAN
ENTER YOUR fIRST tHIIlE: JOAN

DO YOU NEED A LIST or LESSONS? YES
LESSON 1. OUTLINE Of THE STANDARD tHJ/1PS COUR.SE
LESSON 2. BACKROUHD ON MUMPS
LESSON 3. CONCEPTS
LESSON ~. COMMANDS
LESSON 5. FUNCTIONS.
LESSON 6. OPERATORS
LESSON 7. FURTHER COMMANDS
LESSOtl 11. DIRECT HODE COMMANDS (DEC, POP-II)
LESSON 1~. HOT URITTEtI (TO &E PDP-l0/RRC DIRECT HODE)
LESSON 13. HOT URITTEN !TO BE B6700lDAVIS DIRECT N.)
LESSON )4. NOT WRITTEN (TO BE S360/NLH DIRECT MODE)
LESSON 15. NOT WRITTEN <TO BE PRIME DIRECT HOOE)
LESSON 21. GLOBALS
LESSON 22. INPUT/OUTPUT AND SPECIAL VARIABLES
LESSON 23. CONDITIONAL COI1t1ANDS: INDIRECTION
LESSON 98. AUTHOR'S AIDS
LESSON ~9. GUIDANCE ON aUESTIONNAIRE USE

LESSON If 4 COMMANDS

LET t1E BEGIN UITH SOME MUt1PS CODE. HERE n IS:"

WRITE "HELLO, UHO ARE YOU? " READ X URITE "HELLO, ",X

THE FIRST UORD ON THAT LINE Of CODE IS THE URI rE COtltlAtW.
JUST TO t1At:E SURE YOU IOIOU UHAT A COHHAND IS, PLEASE SELECT
AN MlSUER FROM THE fOLLOUING:
1. A COt1MAND IS AN INSTRUCTION GIVEN 1'0 THe COMPUfER
2. I AM NOT SURE; PlEASE REFRESH IIY MEMORY
NUMBER It 2

" THE UORD "COHMAND" IS USED IN MUMPS TO VENO"fE A UORD OF IHSTRUClION
'TO THE CQMPUlER. UHEH YOU UANT THE COMPUTER TO DO SOMETHING fOR YOU,
YOU GIVE IT THE APPROPRIATE COMMAND. fOR EXAKPLE IF YOU UAlf[ THE
COMPUTER TO URITE SOMETHING FOR YOU, YOU USE THE "URITE" ·COMMAND.
IS THAT CLEAR?
YES/NO? YES

GOOD

THE URITE COMANO LETS YOU DISPI.AY STRINGS OF CHARACTERS.
WHAT IS THE RESULT Of THE FOLLOUING MUMP~l CODE:
URI TE "HELLO"
1. THE COMPUTER URlTE5 HELLO, RIGHT IN fROHI OF YOUR E1ES.
:1. THE COHPUlER IGNORES YOU.
J. THE COMPUTER SAYS HELLO OUT LOUD.
4. I OQtVT KHOU·.
NUt1BER It 1

4. Sample interaction between a student
and the Standard MUMPS teaching
program, part of which was shown in
Figure 3.

The third function is $SELECT. This
is a powerful function. It is a little
complex, but after you have mastered
this one, you will find the remaining
MUMPS functions very easy. Consider
what we want to do with $SELECT.
Basically, we want to determine how
many aerobic points we have earned
for our exercise. Look at running. We
calculate in line RUN+5 a value for the
variable T that is equal to the number of
minutes for which we have run divided
by the number of miles we ran. This is
calculated by the code:

SET T=MINS/MILES

In line RUN+6 we weed out the guys
that run under 2 miles and take more
than 20 minutes per mile, by assiqninq
them zero points and branching to the
line ERUN. For the more successful
exercisers, the $SELECT function in
line RUN+7 assigns points depending
upon the number of minutes taken per
mile. (The numbers of points come
from the tables in Dr. Cooper's book.) If
you took under 6.5 minutes per mile,
you are a really speedy guy and you get
6 points for each mile you ran; if you

CREATIVE COMPUTING

That string specifies the characters (in
this case a single comma) by which the
first item in the parentheses ($HORO-
LOG) is to be broken apart. Finally
there is another comma and the
number:

before the closing parenthesis, show-
ing that the group of characters before
the first comma in $HOROLOG is to be
taken as the desired PIECE. The
resulting number signifies the day and
is assigned to the variable DAY.
The second function is $DAT A. This

appears in line ZEX+4 as:

IF $DATA(/\ZEX(DAY))

$DATA determines whether the
variable following it in parentheses
already exists. The variable in
parentheses is the global variable
I\ZEX(DAY). It will only be defined if
data have already been entered for the
date represented by the present value
of DAY. That value is either today's
date or the number.of days previously
specified by the user in line ZEX+3.
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Mumps, con't. ..
took 6.5 minutes or more but under 8
minutes you get 5 points per mile run.
And so on until if you took 20 minutes
or more per mile (but ran over 2 miles
and so were not rejected in line RUN+6)
you get a meager 0.5 points per mile.
You could express this as a series of IF
commands taking seven lines:

IF T<6.5 SET POINTS=6*MILES
GOTO ERUN

IF T<8 SET POINTS =5*MILES GOTO
ERUN

IF T<10 SET POINTS =4*MILES
GOTO ERUN

IF T<12 SET POINTS=3*MILES GOTO
ERUN

IF T<14.5 SET POINTS=2*MILES
GOTO ERUN

IF T<20 SET POINTS=MILES GOTO
ERUN

SET POINTS=MILES/2

But all this can be done in a single line
(RUN+7) by using one command and
the $SELECT function. The $SELECT
function contains in its parentheses a
sequence of pairs. The first item in
each pair is a "truth-valued expression"
(such as T<6.5), which is evaluated to
determine if it is true or false. This is
followed by a colon and the second
member of the pair (such as 6),
denoting the value to be assigned to
the $SELECT function if the truth-

valued expression is true. Thus the first
pair of items in the parentheses is:

T<6.5:6

meaning that if T is less than 6.5 then
$SELECT is to have the value of 6. The
next pair, separated from the first pair
by a comma, is:

T<8:5

Now, if T is not less than 6.5 (causing
T<6.5 to be false) the truth-value T<8
is evaluated and if T is less than 8 then
$SELECT has the value 5. The function
built up thus far with these two pairs is:

$SELECT(T < 6.5:6,T < 8:5

The function is completed as shown in
line RUN+7. Note that the last pair of
items is:

1:.5
The truth-valued expression here is
simply 1, which by convention means
true. Accordingly, if evaluation
progresses this far, $SELECT is forced
to have the value 0.5, thereby ensuring
that a value for $SELECTwill always be
defined no matter what the value of T.

Discussion
From the information given you

should be able to see how the rest of
the code in Figure 1works. LinesSWIM
to ESWIM collect data on how far you
swam and how long you took. In line
SWIM+3, the mean time taken per 100

yards swam is calculated as the value
of T, and the result is used in line
SWIM+5's $SELECT function to deter-
mine the number of points earned.
When no more swimming data are to be
entered, execution moves to line BIKE,
where data on cycling are collected.
Finally, lines END and END+1 are
executed in which the total points
scored are noted and the result is
stored safely away in global 1\ ZEX
(DAY). With what you have learned you,
could now write a MUMPS routine that
scans through the data stored in 1\ ZEX
for the last 7 days and that tells you
whether or not you achieved at least 30
points during the week.

Teaching Program Example
There are many aspects to the

teaching program shown in Fig. 3 and
4, including the authoring and editing
of the text and questions, the student's
use of the teaching program, and the
subsequent inspection by a supervisor
of how correctly and quickly the
student has passed through the course
work. The example shown in Figure3 is
part of the code that prompts a student
to answer a displayed question, as
indicated in the documentation line,
ZQST. Questions can be of four types:

1. No response required.
2. Multiple-choice, for which a

number is to be entered that

Omikron transforms TRS-SO·
into apowerful business system.

STANDARD DRIVES 8" Drives give you 5
times the speed and 3 times the storage of your
mini drives! Our system provides a standard
Shugart interface so you can use either your
8" drives or ours.
SOFTWARE CP/M* is the most popular oper-
ating system for microcomputers. But many
high-level languages and advanced business
programs cannot run with the special CP/M*
designed exclusively for the TRS-80~ The
Omikron MAPPER with standard CP/M*
allows you to expand your software capability
to go beyond the few available TRS-80 com-
patible packages. TRS-80* with Mapper out-
performs systems costing $1000 or more.
The MAPPER I and
MAPPER II are plug-in
modules.

They don't require any circuit changes, are
easy to install, and they don't interfere with the
normal operation of your TRS-80~ All your
original software will still run properly. Omikron
products require a minimum of 16K memory
and the TRS-80* Expansion Interface.

* * *
MAPPER I is a memory management unit
which adapts your TRS-80* to run standard
CP/M~ The user can choose either CP/M* or
TRS-80* DOS through keyboard control. The
package includes CP/M* software on 5" disk-
ette and documentation. Specify memory size
when ordering. $199.

MAPPER II is a disk adapter module which
enables the TRS-80* to run both 5" and 8"
drives. It will interface to the MAPPER I for
CP/M* operation, or can be used alone with
our modified TRS-80* DOS software. Files can
be transferred between the different size drives.
Specify cable requirements when ordering.
$99, plus $10 per cable connector.
SYSTEMS-Omikron's complete systems fea-
ture Shugart 8" drives mounted in a dual
drive cabinet with heavy duty power supply,
MAPPERS I and II, cable and CP/M* software.
Dual drives-$1795; Single drive $1195.
WARRANTY-6 months parts and labor. Satis-
faction guaranteed. Dealer inquiries invited.

Can for details on Omikron's TRS-80* DOS package.
'CP/M is a TM of Digital

Research. TRS-80 is
a TM of Tandy

Corporation.



Mumps, con't. ..
corresponds to one of the dis-
played alternate answers.

3. Free text, where a student may
enter an answer with no con-
straints.

4. Yes/no, where a student is to enter
either yes or no.

The variable TY has the value of 1,2,3,
or 4, depending upon which type of
question is being asked. If a response is
required, the $PIECE function in line
AN causes the appropriate prompt to
be displayed. (Note that here the string
'used as the divider is "/\" instead of the
"," used in line ZEX of the aerobics
example.)

Line AN+1 sets variables RTS equal
to the value of the present time by
taking the piece of $HOROLOG after
the comma. (We used the first part of
this system variable in the aerobics
example to determine the date.) This is
done in order to measure how long the
student takes to answer the question,
and read his answer into variable RN
by:

READ RN:300,!

The ":300" after RN is called a "time
out." It places a limit upon the number
of seconds that the computer will wait
for a response: if the student makes no
response within 5 minutes, the system
proceeds to the next code. The "!" is the
carri age-retu rn/I i ne-feed format
operator once again. In the next line,
we calculate the number of seconds
taken to respond to the question by
subtracti ng RTS from the present time.

Line AN+3 introduces a new com-
mand:

ELSE
which may thought of as the opposite
of IF. ELSE has no argument and
therefore has two spaces after it. It
makes use of a system variable called
$TEST. The value of $TEST can be
changed indirectly by various causes.
Of relevance to our example is that the
value of $TEST depends on whether
the value of RN is entered within 5
minutes (in which case $TEST is 1) or
whether it is not entered in time ($TEST
becomes 0). When $TEST has the value
0, the code following the ELSE com-
mand is executed. Thus, if the answer
was not entered in time, the computer
says:

I STOPPED BECAUSE I THOUGHT
YOU HAD GONE AWAY

and sets the value of RN equal to "END"
and stops.

Usually an answer is entered quickly
enough and so execution moves to line
AN+4, where the value of RN is
checked. If it is equal to a question
mark ("?"), indicating that the student
is not sure what to do, a brief explana-
tion is given of the desired type of
answer before the system branches

back to line AN. RN is checked in the
next line (AN+5) for length by means of
the

$LENGTH

function, which yields the number of .
characters in the value of the variable in
the function's parentheses. If the
response is over 95 characters long, we
req uest a briefer response. Our final
check on the value of RN is in line AN+6
and makes use of the

$EXTRACT

function, which pulls out from a string a
group of characters. The example:

$EXTRACT(RN,1 )

means the fi rst character of the answer,
RN. If the first character is not an
exclamation mark ("!") we stop this
subroutine. However, a leading ex-
clamation mark means that the student
wants to enter a comment; if the
variable RLF contains a "C" denoting
that the author wants comments they
are entered using lines AN+8 and
AN+9, and the comment subroutine
starting at line CM. The reader may
figure out how this is done with the
following hints:

1. The FOR command with the
argument "A=Z: 1" means that A is
to be set equal to the value of the
variable Z (a counter that holds the
total number of comment lines
entered by the student while
taking a lesson) and the rest of the
line is to be executed; A is then to
be incremented by 1 and the line
again executed; and so on. This
stops only when no line of com-
ment is entered, so that X has the
value "", at which point the code
"GOTO N" is executed.

2. /\QUB(CN,IDS,2000+A) specifies
the part of the global variable
/\QUB where this particular line of
comments is to be stored. CN is a
number that specifies the chapter
being learned by the student. IDS
is a unique number designating
the student. CN and IDS are used
as subscripts of II QUB, as is
2000+A.

3. The-comment is recorded as:
FR_")"-.X

where FR is the particular frame or
question number for which X is a
line of comment.

Resources For Further MUMPS
Information

Information on MUMPS and the
MUMPS Users' Group may be obtained
from Mr. Richard E. Zapolin, MUG
Executive Director, The MITRE Cor-
poration, P.O. Box 208, Bedford, MA
01730. Among the documents you
might like to purchase are:

-Standard MUMPS Pocket Guide, a
concise summary of all the
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features of the MUMPS language.
$1 per copy.

-Book of MUMPS, a review of the
MUMPS language and its
applications, including a list of the
15 machines upon which MUMPS
is implemented, and the sources of
the implementations. $2 per copy.

-MUMPS Programmer's Reference
Manual (developed by the MDC), a
detailed reference work on the
language. $5 per copy.

=Aovanced MUMPS Techniques, a
text on all aspects of writing'
powerful and effective MUMPS
code. $9 per copy.

Information on the MUMPS Develop-
ment Committee and further develop-
ment of the MUMPS language may be
obtained from Dr. Richard F. Walters,
MDC Chairman, University of Califor-
nia at Davis, Medical Learning
Resources, Davis, CA 95616. 0
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The CODlprint912 printer.
Noone else can match
OlJrspeed,oorprint
qualiq,oorqlJiet
operation, or 01Jr
reliability. Not ior
$660 theycan't.

Speed.
At225

characters
per second
(170LPM)
the Com-
print 912
is up to 4

times faster
,,,- than impact

~ ~ printers costing hun-
~.. dreds of dollars more.

With our printer you
don't waste time and
money waiting for your
print-out.

Print Quality.
Our 9x12matrix pro-

vides sharp, crisp
characters. Compare
that with our competi-
tion. Their very best is a
9x7matrix, which
rneans no lower case
descenders and
cramped letters. With
the Comprint 912you
don't have to put up
with the irritation of
fuzzy hard to read
computer printing.This

Our Comprint 912is
the best printer for
the money.
Period. Any
printer
that can
match our
price
can't
even begin
to match our
performance.
And any printer
that boasts perfor-
mance like ours doesn't
even come close to our
price. Nomatter what
your application; com-
puter reports, listings,
CRThard cOp)jmessage. receiving, scientific/

...•••..•industrial data4 logging, or any-
~ thing you can

think of, the
Comprint 912
is the perfor-
mance leader in
printers under
$1000:
First consider
ourperfor-
mance.CRThardcopy is an excellent

application for the Comprint 912.

''1H'' ~ ~•••.'"

., '~;::" f~•. t::~,':'~':''':!: ",:':.'.';',.::
" \ '1d' 'f"~'" .!' i' '! I·.', ; ~ • ,I,... ·1", t' •

The Comprint 912prints nearly 3
lines every second.



offer a 6month warran-xceptional pr~nt qual ity in
-Iy b~ the Compr int 912 in 7 t)1J twice the industry
n less re I iab i I i ty, 6 month standard. The key to all
rallel I/O and 8 1/2" wide this superior perfor-
been sh ipped to happy custo manceis our special

,
The superior print quality provided
by the Comprint 912 is obvious in this
actua(size sample.

means increased prod-
uctivity.And because
the Comprint 912makes
better originals} our
originals make better
Xeroxes.

Quiet Operation.
Most computer

printers are irritat-
ingly noisy. They can
disrupt concentration
and reduce the effi-
ciency of anyone work-
ing near them. They're
noisy because they're

Fewer moving parts in the Comprint
912mean greater reliability.

paper. This aluminized
« silver paper" works just
like ordinary paper. It
won't fade or discolor
and actually costs less
than plain paper and
one time ribbons. For
the vast majority of
printing applications
it's just plain better

than plain paper. Espe-
cially when you con-
sider the hidden costs
of plain paper printers
due to their inferior per-
formance compared to
the Comprint 912.And
on those rare occasions
when you really do

The Comprint 912is quiet because it's
electronic not mechanical.

impact. The Comprint
912has no mechanical
print head banging on
the paper. It's elec-
tronic. It's quiet.

Reliability.
Since the Comprint

912prints electronically
rather than mechani-
cally like ordinary im-
pact printers, we have
fewer moving parts and
less vibration. The
Comprint 912has fewer
things to go wrong and
less wear. That's why we

need a plain bond
papercop)1Jjustrun
your Comprint 912
printout through your
plain bond copy ma-
chine and you've got it.
Even though our paper
is special, it's available
everywhere; from your
dealer or distributor, or
from us.
Now consider our
price.
The Comprint 912.
$660with parallel

interlace, $699with
serial interlace.
We could talk about

pur other advantages,
like our 80-character
lines on 8-1/2;1wide pa-
per}or our compact,
light-weight size}and
the fact that the Com-
print 912has no ribbons
to mess with, no chemi-
cals, nothing to add but
paper.
But you have to see

for yourself. Beforeyou
buy any printer, insist
on seeing the Comprint
912,the performance
leader, at your local
computer store or in-
dustrial distributor. Or
contact us for a de-
scriptive brochure, a
sample print-out, and
applications literature.

The performance leader,

CIRCLE 129 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Computer Printers International, Inc.
340 E. Middlefield Rd.

Mountain View,California 94043
415 969-6161



Build Your Own Joysticks
And Other Analog- To-Digital Devices

Gary Sabot

Most computer hobbyists would
like their computer to be equipped
with an ~nalog- To-Digital (AID) con-
verter. Such a converter allows a
system to respond to input from joy-
sticks and slide pots (perfect for
games), serve as a digital voltmeter,
along with other similar applications.
Many hobbyists, however, have shied
away from AID converters because of
their high cost. .

This artlcle will present an eight-
channel AID converter for which parts
can be purchased for less than $10. Its
abilities and uses are far more
numerous than its simple design and
low parts count imply. .

Circuit Operation
The AID converter (Figure 1) may

be divided into two functional parts: a
ramp generator and the two 339 quad
comparators. In electronics, a ramp is
a portion of a waveform that changes
linearly with time. This particular
ramp gen~rator is composed of 01,
02 and their associated circuitry.

02 and R4 form an "electronic
switch" that is controlled through
software. 01 and R1-3 form a con-
stant current source. This source
attempts to charge C1. At TO(Figure
2) the electronic switch was closed
and was acting as a short across C1.
At T1 the computer "opened" the
switch by grounding R4 through an
output port. The constant current
source then began to charge C1 at a
linear rate, producing a ramp. At T2
the computer "closed" its switch by
sending a logical "1" through a port
and this ends the ramp. The relation
between ramps and AID conversion
may be unclear at this point, but it will
be explained later.

Each 339 IC contains four com-
parators. Each comparator has a
+ input, a -input and an output. If the
voltage on the + input is greater than
the voltage on the -input the output
will be a logical "1." If the voltage on
the -input is greater than the voltage
on the + input the output will be a
logical "0."

Gary Sabot, 38 Woodland Rd., Roslyn, NY
11576.

Following is an 8080 version of the
conversion software for the Northstar
Horizon. Itis as follows: (Assembled
for01 H:

n~Wl ;STOR"GE FOR MASK ."ND RETURNED
(J(l01 PUSH PS\~

COUNT
flflW, PUSH H
'1WP PUSH B
01104 MVT H,00 ;LOAD HL WITH STOR"GE LOCATION
Wl0~ MV1 L,00
O~f'8 "IVI B,elJ ;CLEAR COUNTf';R
M0/\ XRII A ;CLE!\R ."CC\JMULATOR
000B OUT (1~ ;START R"MP
('000 IN 01' ;CHECK STATUS
"'lIJF A'J." M ;"I!\SKOUT
0010 JNZ !WIA ;EXIT ,,,HEN BIT=1
0(J1] 1 TNR B ;TNCRE"IENT COUNT
(1<'14 MOV A,B
(j(J1S CPI FF ;TS COUNT OVER 25~")
(J"17 JC (Jfl0D iNO, LOOP
",0111 "IVI !\,R0H
(l(J1C OUT (10 jRESET RAMP
(1illE "I0V "I,B ;S.I\VECOUNT
"01F POP B
(J1J?0 POP H
(1(121 POP P9f1
(1022 RET

The following is a Northstar
BASIC routine that will FILL the con-
version software into memory:

1 FOR K=(l TO <~
? REIID I
3 FILL K,I
4 NEXT K
S DATA A,245,229,197,lR,n.4~.A.~,0.17~,211,A,219.~.J~~.lQ~.2~
() DATA [l. 4 •12 fl •251\ •255 , 21 q , 11 •{], ~2 •128 •211 •{]r 1 12 •1 01 r 22": 24i.;>01

To use the AID converter, after
running the previous routine, you
FILL location 0 with the appropriate
bit mask. (1,2,4,8,16,32,64, or 128).
You then CALL location 1. The value
of the requested analog input will be
in location O. (Retrieve it with an
EXAM statement). .

v+

Output to Computer port

R2

10K

Bitl Bit6 Bit5 Bit4
R12 Rll Rl0 R9
lK lK lK lK

Bit3 Bit2

Rl

lOOK

'\ R3
\ 10K Trim Pot

Analog
Inputs

Output
Bit
from
Computer

Figure1. Schematic diagram of AI Dconverter.
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ramp would have to be increasing for
some time before it becomes greater

,-----------------1 than the analog input voltage. The
time interval, then, would be compar-
atively long.

In Figure 3, the reason the ramp
terminates almost immediately after
it surpasses the analog input is
because the computer has' "closed"
its switch. That is, the computer had
already recorded the time interval and
it no longer required the remainder of
the ramp. A consequence of this
process is that, unless the software
compensates (through delay loops), a
lower voltage will take less time to
convert into a digital value than a
higher voltage.

Joysticks, con't. ..

Figure 2. Timing diagram of control bit from
computer and ramp from AI D con-
verter.

To convert an analog signal to a
digital Signal, the analog signal is
applied to the -input and the output
from the ramp generator is fed into
the + input. The computer, through
software, records the time interval
between the closure of the electronic
switch and its sensing a logical "1,"at
the output of the appropriate compar-
ator. The length of this interval is pro-
portional to the magnitude of the
analog voltage. If the analog voltaqe
is 0, as soon as the ramp begins to
increase, it will be greater than the
voltage and the comparator will
output a logical "1." The time interval
would be quite short. If the analog
voltage applied is 5V, however, the

Construction
As a result of the low parts count

in the converter, almost any con-
struction technique can be used,
including perfboard , PC board and
wire-wrap. Parts placement is not
critical. (I used a solderless bread-
board to construct the prototype). In
any case, note that the pull-up resis-
tors (R5-R12)will be connected to the
host computer's 5V line, not V + .

Testing and Interfacing

If a triggered, oscilloscope is
available, follow the testing proce-
dure detailed in Figure 4. When you
complete this, it is time to interface
the AID converter to your computer.
First, connect the computer's ground
to the AID converter's ground and

Not To Scale.
interval to be measured

cIB
~t~~~uter Comparator Outputs
ramp T1 T2 + 5V signal T1 T2 T1 T2,. ------------n--------------- -----------T-r---------- --------------r----T-----

5V -------------40-~-------.:.------- ..--- --------------~-----+------------ __.._~~ ! ... ..J.' ---__
i!) ! i. I

i i 2.5V ! 14/// I:
: : I $''";~./'

.4V 11, ! 11i ! / !
gnd. '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~'"~. t ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,••l : ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''~~~~""""""""""""".",,,,,,,,1I : ~~~'~~~......--- ..-- ....---r ..I •••------ ••••----- ••••--- --- ••----- ••••.---, ••----t------------ --------------t----------- ..r-------
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~:"";::~,:~"~'''',~,,+jR,,~,~,=,~,~,,~JJL=,,,,~,~,~,L~Jt
gnd. , ' , r "
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A

Ramp
and
analog
Signal -

Figure 3. Timing diagram of ramp, analog input
and output from comparator.
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1. Power up the converter. (Through
batteries, power supplies, etc. The pull-up
resistors R5-12 may be connected to V+ for
this test.) .

2. Apply a 200 Hz square wave to the base of
02. (If you do not have a signal generator, a 555
pulse circuit will suffice.)

3. Connect the oscilloscope's vertical input
to the collectorof 02.

4. Connect the oscilloscope's "external
triggering input" to the square wave source.
Adjust fora stable display.

5. The oscilloscope should display a saw-
tooth waveform. (R3 may have to be adjusted to
achieve this.)

6. Connect the arms of a potentiometer to
V + and ground, and attach its wiper to the
input of a comparator.

7. View the signal at the output of the same
comparator.

S. As you adjust the knob on the potentio-
meter, the width of the displayed square wave
will vary. At the knob's two extremes, a straight
line may appear on the oscilloscope. This is
normal.

9. If time permits, repeat steps 5-7 for the
remaining seven comparators.

Figure 4. Triggerf;ld oscilloscope testing
procedure.

connect the + 12V line from the
computer to V + of the circuit. (If you
would prefer not to utilize the
computer's 12V supply, connect two
9V batteries, in series, between
ground and V +.) Then, connect a
wire from the pull-up resistors to the
+5V supply of the computer. Now,
connect the eight output bits from the
converter to an eight bit input port on
your computer. Finally, attach one bit
of an output port to the unconnected
lead of R4. The converter is now elec-
trically interfaced. Software, how-
ever, is necessary for its operation.

The Software
Due to the many different proces-

sors and programming languages in
use,. the conversion program is
presented in the form of a flowchart.
(refer to Figure 5). Normally, this
flowchart would be implemented in
machine language. A BASIC program
would utilize the converter through
the USR function. If the BASIC
program requires a scaled value
between, say, Oand 15, the followjng
type of statement is used: LET
S=INT ((VALUE/255)*15) + 1.



/

Joysticks, con't. ..

Figure 5. Flowchart of a machine language
conversion program.

(VALUE represents the number re-
turned by the conversion software,
and S is the scaled result).

If you are not adept at machine
language, there is an alternative
method: By greatly increasing the
value of C1, the ramp's rate of
increase will slowdown. This will
allow a BASIC version of the conver-

"... To every vendor who lowers his
price I'm awarding this official bumper
sticker ... "

©Creative Computing

sion software (using the INP and OUT
functions) to operate. I do not recom-
mend this technique because it might
take several seconds for the BASIC
conversion program to convert a
voltage, as compared to only micro-
seconds for a machine language
program. Interestingly, a zao owner,
programming in machine language,
might have to decrease the value of
C1, due to the high speed of his
machine.

Once the speed of the converter is
approximately equal to that of its
companion software, R3 is used to
precisely match them. First, set up a
temporary routine that will call the
conversion program, display the
value of the analog input at channel
one and then loop back and repeat.
Thenapply +5V to the corresponding
input, input one. Adjust R3 to its
minimum resistance, then begin to
increase its value. Note that the dis-
played conversion value is increas-
ing. When the displayed value passes
200, begin to slow down the rate at
which you are turning the knob. When
the value reaches 254, continue
turning the knob on R4, but only
enough to make the value 255. Then
stop turning. the AID converter is
now operational. In conjunction with
its associated software, it will convert
an analog input voltage between 0and
5V to a corresponding number from 0
to 255.

mostat. If the converter is uti Iized in
conjunction with some type of
moisture-sensing circuit, the com-
puter could alert you when your base-
ment floods. If you are not present, it
could activate a sumppump.

The AID converter can, if accur-
ately cali brated, act as a test instru-
ment. It could measure voltage or
even capacitance. To measure capa-
citance, the computer would monitor
the charge rate of the unknown capa-
citance in series with a known, fairly
large, resistance. Using this data the
computer could determine their time
constant. Dividing the time constant
tnseconds by the resistance in ohms
would yield the capacitance in
Farads.

An AID converter enables a digital
computer to observe the real world,
which is analog in nature, on its own
terms. Information that was pre-
viously inaccessible to computer
analysis can now be utilized in an ever
increasing number of varied applica-
tions. The AID converter is a tool
whose value depends, like all other
tools, upon·the skill and imagination
of its user. 0

Applications

The most obvious application of
this AID converter is to digitize the
position of a slide pot (paddle) or joy-
stick(two-dimensional paddle). To do
so, attach one arm of the potentio-
meter to + 5V, one to ground and
hook the wiper to an input channel.
Since a joystick is made up of two
potentiometers, two input channels
would be used for it.

Many other applications are also
possible. For example, the computer
could use a thermistor to monitor the
temperature. It could then record the
temperature over a period of time, or
perhaps act as an "intelligent" ther-
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RADIO SHACK COMPUTER OWNERS
TRS-80 MODEL I AND MODEL II

•

•PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
•BUSINESS
•GAMBLING. GAMES
•EDUCATION
•PERSONAL FINANCE
•BEGINNER'S CORNER
•NEW PRODUCTS
•SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
•MARKET PLACE
•QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
•PROGRAM PRINTOUTS
.... AND MORE

MONTHLY
NEWSLETTER

PROGRAMS AND ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN OUR FIRST 12 ISSUES
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

• A COMPLETE INCOME TAX PROGRAM (LONG AND SHORT FORM)
• INVENTORY CONTROL
• STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS
• WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (FOR DISK OR CASSETTE)
• LOWER CASE MODIFICATION FOR YOUR VIDEO MONITOR OR PRINTER
• PAYROLL (FEDERAL TAX WITHHOLDING PROGRAM)
• EXTEND 16-DIGIT ACCURACY TO TRS-80 FUNCTIONS (SUCH AS

SQUARE ROOTS AND TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS)
• NEW DISK DRIVES FOR YOUR TRS-80
• PRINTER OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR TRS-80
• A HORSE SELECTION SYSTEM*** ARITHMETIC TEACHER
• COMPLETE MAILING LIST PROGRAMS (BOTH FOR DISK OR CASSETTE

SEQUENTIAL AND RANDOM ACCESS)
• RANDOM SAMPLING***BAR GRAPH
• CHECKBOOK MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
• LEVEL II UPDATES***LEVEL II INDEX
• CREDIT CARD INFORMATION STORAGE FILE
• BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO MACHINE LANGUAGE AND ASSEMBLY

LANGUAGE
• LINE RENUMBERING
• AND CASSETTE TIPS, PROGRAM HINTS, LATEST PRODUCTS

COMING SOON (GENERAL LEDGER, ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND
RECEIVABLE, FORTRAN-80, FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS PACKAGE,
PROGRAMS FOR HOMEOWNERS, MERGE TWO PROGRAMS,
STATISTICAL AND MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMS (BOTH
ELEMENTARY AND ADVANCED) ... AND

WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (Cassette or Disk)
For writing letters, text, mailing lists, etc., with each new subscriptions or renewal.

LEVEL II RAM TEST -
Checks random access memory to ensure that all memory locations are working properly.

SEND FOR OUR 36 PAGE SOFTWARE CAT MOG (INCLUDING LISTINGS OF HUNDREDS OF TRS-80 PROGRAMS AVAILABLE
ON CASSETTE AND DISKETTE). $2.00 OR FREE WITH EACH SUBSCRIPTION OR SAMPLE ISSUE .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••

Box 149 New City, New York 10956

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION

TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION

SAMPLE OF LATEST ISSUE

$24
$48
$ 4

START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH ISSUE _
(#1. - July 1978 • #7 - January 1979 • #12 - June 1979)

NEW SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL _

HOUR24 ORDER
LINE

(914) 425-1535

CREDIT CARD NUMBER . EXP. DATE _

SIGNATURE --:- _

NAME ~ _

ADDRESS ~

*** ADD $6/YEAR (CANADA, MEXICO) - ADD $12/YEAR AIR MAIL - OUTSIDE OF U.S.A., CANADA & MEXICO ***

NOVEMBER1979
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A simple telephone dialer BASIC program for the North
Star, TRS-80 and other popular systems.

Telephone Dialer

Gene Christianson

Have you ever wished you owned
one of those fancy phone dialers
which store 32 numbers? Do you find
yourself redialing the same busy
number over and over again until your
finger is about ready to fall off? How
would you like to store several
hundred of your favorite phone
numbers by name or number? For
about three dollars in parts, one bit on
a parallel port and the program
included in this article you can do just
that!

Software

The program is written in North
Star BASIC and with a few changes,
described at the end of the article, it
will run on TRS-80 or similar BASIC.
The program uses an if-then lookup
table to convert a name label to a
number. On input the computer will
take up to 11 digits or characters.
Starting at Line number 63 the
program converts the input string to a
number and pulses a small relay (see
Figure 1) to do the dialing. You will
have to play with the timing loops at
line numbers 70, 83, 87 and 102 for
your computer's speed and local
phone system. My timing works well
with an 8080-A running at 2 Mhz. and
a very fast touch tone phone system.
Line number 89 will wait for long
distance dial tone if the first number
in the dialing sequence is a "1." When
you hearthe tone, just hit 'RETURN.'

Hardware

A 6-9 volt SPOT relay from Radio
Shack sells for $3.00 and is the only
hardware needed. Almost any low
voltage relay will do the trick. Make
sure the current rating does not
exceed the rating of the port. Most
latched ports will sink about 50 mA.
Use the LSB (bit 0) of a latched
parallel port. Hook one leg of the relay
coil to the + 5 volt supply on the
board that the parallel port is on.
Hook the other end to the first bit (bit
0) on the port. The relay contacts are
in series with the phone line. I broke
Gene Christianson & Associates, Box 267,
Santa Barbara, CA 93102,

--- TO PHONE OUTLET

I

I
I[-----,

I
I
I

I I
~+5VDC

li-.BITO
IL -.l

t 5VOLTRELAY

the red wire and spliced the normally
open contacts between the break.
You will want to put a SPST switch
across the relay contacts. This over-
rides the relay when the computer is
off so you may use the phone
normally. Check local phone restric-
tions, you may needa OAAto connect
the relay. You can check your instal-
lation before running software by
sending OUT statements to the port
the relay is on. In the immediate mode
type 'OUT(port #),1'. With the,override
switch off this will turn the phone on.
Type OUT (port#),O and you should
hear the phone hang up. Set P1 in line
number 18to the port address you are
using for the relay.

3 F(EM
4 REM
!5 REM
6 REM
7 REM
8 REM
9
10
11

COPYRIGHT 1979 BY
1 REM ****** PHONE DIALER *******
2 REM

GENE CHRISTIANSON
BOX 267
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93102
PHONE 805-682-5693

REM
REM REVISION 6/15/79
REM

THIS PROGRAM MAY BE USED FOR NON COMMERCIAL USE

i'z f(EM
13 REM ***** LIST OF VARIABLES *******14 REM
15 REM F= ON\OFF HOOK
16 REM 1= LOCAL VARIABLE
17 REM Pl= PORT OF DIALER
18 Pl=110
19 REM M= AIIPOSITION)
20 REM N= NUMBER IN QUE BEING DIALED
21 REM T= PORT OF CONSUL
::!2 T=7
23 f(EM
:?4 REM
'25 REM
26 REM
:U REM
28 DIM A$ll1), 1'1$(11)
29 GOSUB 114 \ REM CLEAR SCREEN
30 GOSUB 106 \ REM MAKE SURE LINE IS ON HOOKI
Jl INPUT 'NAME OR NUMBER TO DIAL " AS
32 IF LEN(AI)=O THEN 30
33 B$=CS
J4 IF A$ll,I»'9' THEN 120\ REM LOOK UP STRING
35 REM
36 REM THIS IS THE RE-ENTRY POINT FROM ASCII LOOK UP
37 REM
38 GOSUB 114
39 IF F=1 THEN !'***** 0 F F H 0 0 K *****'\1
40 IF F=O THEN! '0 N H 0 0 K '\!
41 FPR I=ITO LENIA$)
42 PRINT AIII,I)t' "
43 IF LENIAS)=7 AND I=J THEN 1'_
44 IF LENIAI»8 AND 1=1 THEN ! '-

AI= NUMBER BEING CALLED
1'11=LABEL ASSOCIATED WITH PHONE t
ZI= LOCAL ONLY

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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',BS \ REM PRINT LABEL WITH NUMBER IT FOUND

Using the system

Just add your names and phone
numbers to the IF-THEN list starting
at line 123 and you're ready to go. The I

list will only be limited by the amount
of memory your machine has. Re-
member to resave the program as you
add more numbers and names.
Slrnply type a name or number and hit
RETURN. The software checks to see
if you are giving it a name or a
number. If it gets a number it starts
right into the dialing loop. If it is
trying to match a name you have
typed in, it goes to the lookup table at
line number 120 and tries to find a
match. In the event the software finds
no match with the name you submit,
it will just return to the input loop in
line number 31.

Dialer, con't. ..
45 IF LENCA$»8 AND 1=4 THEN
46 IF LENCAS»8 AND 1=7 THEN
47 IF LENCA$)=8 A~D 1=1 THEN
4S IF LENCA$)=8 AND 1=4 THEN
49 NEXT

51 F'RINT
52 PRINT
53 FOR I=OTOLENCAS) \ ! ,- " \ NEXT
54 IF LENCAS»8 THEN !'- • "
55!' OK? CR= DIAL / KILL N= NEW
56 ZS=INCHARSCT)
57 GOSUB 114 \ REM CLEAR SCREEN
58 IF Z$= 'N' THEN 106
59 IF F=1 THEN 106
60 1=0 \ [1=0
61 GOSUB 97 \ REM PICK UP PHONE AND HOLD A MOMENT
62 REM
63 REM THIS STARTS THE DIAL SEOUENCE
64 REM
65 I '[II A L I N G S TAR TED' \ !
66 FOR M=1 TO LENCA$) \ REM CONVERT STRING
67 N= VALCA$CM,H» \ REM TO NUMBER AND DIAL
68 !N,
69 (1=0
70 FOR O=ITO 250\ NEXT \ REM THIS WAITS BETWEEN PULSES
71 IF LENCAt)=7 AND M=3 THEN
72 IF LENCAS»8 AN[I
73 I~ LENCA$»B AND
74 IF LENCAS»8 AND
75 IF LENCAt)=8 AND
76 IF LENCAS)=8 AND
77 IF N-O THEN N~10
78 REM
79 REM THIS IS THE PULSE SUBROUTINE
BO REM
Bl FOR [1= 1 TO N
82 OUT Pl,O \ REM OPEN CONTACTS ON RELAY
B3 FOR I=ITOI0\NEXT
04 REM
85 REM
86 OUT Pl,255 \ REM CLOSE CONTACTS ON RELAY
87 FOR I=IT020\NEXT
B8 NEXT [I
89 IF M=l AN[I N=l THEN INPUTI ' ',Z$ \ REM THIS HOLDS FOR LONG
90 REM DISTANCE CALLS USING
91 REM 'I' AS THE FIRST DIGIT
'72 NEXT M
93 PRINT CHR$(7)
'74 GOSUB 114
95 GOTO 39 \ REM ENn OF SEOUENCE
96, REM
97 REM THIS IS THE PICK UP SET
98 REM
99 F=l \ REM THIS FLAGS OFF HOOK CONDITION
100 I' PIC KIN G U P L I N E ••• ' \ !
101 OUT Pl,255 \ REM PICK UP LINE
102 FOR 1= ITO 200 \ REM WAIT A WHILE
10:1 NEXT
104 RETURN
105 REM
106 REM KILL CALL IN PROGRESS
107 REM
lOB OUT Pl,O
109 F=O \ REM THIS FLAGS ON HOOK
110 GOSUB 114
111 IF Z$=CHR$(13) THEN 39
11.2 GO TO 31
113 REM
114 REM THIS CLEARS SCREEN ON SORROC
115 REM
116 ! CHR$(27),'*','
117 !CHRS(27), '=', '*',' ,
118 RETURN
119 REM
120 REM THIS IS THE LOOK UP TABLE FOR NAME TO NUMBER CONVERSION
121 REM
122 BS=AS \ REM THIS CLEARS LABEL STRING
123 IF AS='HELP' THEN AS='911'
124 IF AS='TIME' THEN AS='9660611'
125 IF A$='DOCTOR' THEN A$='6879444'

M~1 THEN
M=4 THEN
M=7 THEN
M=1 THEN
M=4 THEN

!, -' ,
!, -' ,
! - ,,
!
, .- ,,

I , -' ,
I .- ,,

Changes for TRS·80 style BASIC

The short form for PRINT in North
Star BASIC is an exclamation mark,
which will have to be changed to "?"
(or something else if your BASIC uses
a shorthand for PRINT). Change the
following Itnes to read:

341F LEFT(A$, 1) > "9" THEN 120
42 PRINT MID$(A$,I,I) + ":".
56 INPUT II ",Z$
76 N = VAL(MID$(A$,M,M))
130IFLEFT$(A$,1) >"9"THEN
B$ = C$ \ REM CLEAR LABEL

131IFLEFT$(A$,1) >"9"THEN
. 31\REM GO HOME IF NOT
FOUND

For those with an aversion to
keying in programs from magazines,
the phone dialer is available for $10 on
North Star diskette from Gene Chris-
tianson & Associates, Box 267, Santa
Barbara, CA 9~102.

The more adventurous program-
mers might consider modifying the
program to log phone calls (for ac-
counting purposes) and to provide an
interactive method of entering and
changing numbers. D

"DEAR COMPUTER"

126 IF A$='LA INFO'
127 IF A$='SF INFO'
128 IF A$='SB INFO'
129 IF A$='KABC'
130 IF A$Cl,I»'9'
131 IF ASC1,1»'9'
132 GOTO 36

THEN A$='12135551212'
THEN A$='14155551212'
THEN A'='1~551212'
THEN A$='12135205222'
THEN B$=CS \ REM CLEAR LABEL
THEN 31 \ REM GO HOME IF NOT FOUND

Dear Computer:
I recently ordered a female robot

from Texas Robotics. In most ways she
(it) performs satisfactorily. However,
the other night she (it) went out
without asking my permission. I later
learned that she (it) had gone to a
N.O.W. meeting. Does she (it) have
the right to do this?

- Disgruntled Bachelor

Dear Chauvinist:
Tough break old chap. Women's

lib is here in spirit as well as in fact. You
might try an inflatable doll.

Steve M. Aldridge
NOVEMBER 1979 103



Teacher-Made Tests:. .

Debugging & Evaluating
Douglas W. Green
Dr. Jeffrey Hering

Using the classroom computer for
administering tests is in fairly
widespread use today. Now teach-
ers will be able to evaluate the
effectiveness of those tests ... and
find out where and how to improve
them. .

In theory, student evaluations
determined from teacher-made tests
are supposed to show how well each
learning objective was taught and
how well each student is performing
relative to the entire class. In practice,
tests composed by teachers are used
to generate necessary grades and, if
the scores are acceptable, forgotten
until the next time. One reason for
this is the vast amount of time
required to do the type of statistical
analysis necessary to locate the
"bugs" in one's lesson plans as well
as the tests themselves.

The lesson plan "bugs" may be
spotted by the results of an item
analysis of the test. This may be
nothing more than a list of how many
students missed each question. In
the case of multiple choice tests, it
can also include the frequency of
selection for each of the available
answers. Armed with this information
the instructor can then try to deter-
mine if the questions missed most
often were a result of inadequate
teaching of the objective being
tested, or if the concepts involved
were beyond the mental maturity level
of the students being tested.

Findingthe bad questions in a test
is another, more complex problem
from a statistical point of view. A
bad question can be defined as one
answered correctly by students pos-
sessing less understanding. It is
desirable to have test questions that
will be answered correctly more often
by the students who understand the
material than by those who do not.
Unfortunately, this is not always the
case. To find the "klunkers" among
the questions on a test, a statistic
known as the point bisereal coeffi-
Douglas Green & Dr. Jeffrey Hering, Cortland
Junior-Senior High School, Science Dept.,
Valley View Drive, Cortland, NY13045.

cient can be used.
The coefficient can be determined

for each question on a test using the
equations presented in Figure 1. The
values of r will vary from + 1 to -1
without ever reaching these ex-
tremes. If the students answering a
question correctly have a higher
average score on the test than the
students missing the question, r will
bepositive. From the viewpoint of the
test maker a positive r value is desir-
able, although it may not be signifi-
cant if it is too low. A t-test, using the
formulat = r(N-2)/(1-r2), can be used
to test for significance by referencing
a standard t-test table. In this
equation, N is the number of tests,
N-2 is the number of degrees of free-
dom and the sample distribution is
considered to be two-tailed. This
t-test is not a part of the program
presented here, however.

Equations Needed To Calculate The
Point Biserial Correlation Coefficient

r bl :: (Xp-Xq) V;;;
p I S.D

thing that any test-maker does not
want is the poorer students answer-
ing correctly more often than the
better students. This is what a nega-
tive value of r indicates.

The Program
The program presented here has

been designed to generate an item
analysis along with the value of the
point biserial correlation coefficient
for each question. It was written
using a Wang 2200 with 8K bytes of
memory, and makes use of Wang's
version of BASIC. It can analyze the
results of any exam where the ques-
tions have answers that are either
correct or incorrect. Specifically,
however, it was designed for exams
composed of multiple choice type
questions having four choices each. It
also allows for exams that are com-
posed of two parts in which the
second part of the test is composed of
several optional groups of questions.
This is the type of exam given by the
New York State Board of Regents in
all of its science courses. The
chemistry exam, for example, con-
tains 60 questions on Part One that
every student must answer. Part Two
is composed of nine groups that con-
tain five questions each. Here each
student must select any six of the
nine groups for a total of 30 ques-
tions. The program was designed
specifically to allow for the variety of
answers such an exam presents, but
it works just as well for shorter tests
that haveonly one part.

The program contains nine sec-
tions that each perform an integral
part of the task (Figure 2). The first
part involves setting up or dimension-
ing the data tables. Matrix A$ has
been dimensioned to contain up to
120answers for each of 30 students,
along with the correct answers. The
statement DIM A$(120,31)1 means
that the computer saves space in its
memory for a table of alphanumeric
data composed of 120 rows and 31
columns, and that each piece of data
is limited to values composed of a
Single character. The table is alpha-

r pbi :: point biserial coefficient
Xp :: the average grade of the students

answering a question correctly
Xq :: the average grade of the students

answering a question incorrectly
p = the fraction of the students answering a

question correctly
q = the fraction of the students answering a

question incorrectly
S.D. = the value of the standard deviation that

can be found using theequation below

S.D. =JI(x-xllN
X = the test score for a given student
X = the averageof all of the scores
N = the numberof students in the sample

Figure 1.

The more positive the value of r,
the better job the question did in
separating students who know the
concepts being tested from those
who do not. An r value of zero implies
that the question did not discriminate
at all, which is the case when every-
one gives the same answer for a
question. Negative values indicate
that the question did just the opposite
of what it should have done. One
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numeric variables, the data must first
beconverted to numeric form before it
can be operated on. This involves the
use of the CONVERT function. If a
statement reads CONVERT C$(N) to
X, it simply means that the Nth value
in the alphanumeric Iist called C$ is to
be converted to the numeric value X.
This must also be done during the
item analysis segment of the pro-
gram.

As processing continues, the
,------------------, program contains statements that

Program Flowchart involve several user defined func-
tions. These make use of the DEFFN
statement and are used to make sure
that the output of the program is
properly rounded off and that the
number of students selecting each of
the available choices is converted to a
percentage of the total. Next the
statements that do the item analysis
for Part One are encountered. The
program instructs the computer to
evaluate one question at a time by
making use of nested loops with an
inner loop that evaluates each ques-
tion and an outer loop that advances
the analysis from one question to the
next. After the answer for a student is
converted to numeric form, it is
evaluated by an ON...GOSUB state-

-S:-u-'-b-ro-u""'"t:---in-es-f"'-o-r7:"ite-m-'ment. The numbers after the word
analysis, rpbi and GOSUB are the statement numbers

output that contain subroutines to be called,
,A----'----' depending on the value of the variable

being evaluated. If the value is one,
then the subroutine beginning at the

I"::::==============~ __ -=- ~ first statement number is called and
so on. In this manner, the number of
1's, 2's, 3's, and 4's are counted up by
the four, short subroutines found at
the end of the program. This part of
the program also contains a state-
ment that calls the subroutine that
determines the value of r.Finally, the
results of the analysis of each ques-
-tlon are printed out. To do this, a
PRINTUSING statement is used. If a
statement reads PRINTUSING, 40,X,
Y,Z, the computer would print the
values for X, Y and Z according to the
format given in statement number 40.
Statement 40 in this case would be
called an image statement and might
look like this: 40 % ###.# ###.# ###.#.
The percent sign tells the computer
that it has encountered an image
statement. The number signs (#) are
used to tell the computer how the
values to be printed should be ar-
ranged in the program's output.

The item analysis for Part Two
proceeds in much the same way with
a few exceptions. First, the number of
each question is determined by an
equation using the variables that were
input to describe the number of ques-
tions in each part of the exam and
assigned to the variable K. Second, if

Teacher-Made, con't. ..
numeric so that it will take up less
space in the memory. A comparable
data table composed of numeric
values would occupy 13 times as
much space. In addition to the A$
table, there is also a list called C$ that
contains the scores' of each student
and a list called C that contains the
number of students that select each
of the groups of questions on Part
Two of the exam.

Input exam characterisitics
and sample size

Input answers for students
in the sample and correct

answers

Calculate the mean and the
standard deviation forthe

test

Define functions for rounding
and finding percentages

r;:o---c:-;:;~,J....---'-:I
Part One item analysis '
and determination of
rpbi for each question

Figure 2.

The next segment of the program
contains the input statements that
provide the computer with the exact
nature of the test. The number of
parts and the makeup of each are
supplied by the operator when these
statements are executed. This is
followed by the sections containing
the input statements that ask the
operator for the answers of each of
the students in the sample of tests
being analyzed, along with the correct
answers. After the final pieces of data
have been entered, the computer en-
counters the statements that lead it
through the processing of the data
and the production of the desired
output.

The first portion of this task
involves the calculation of the mean,
or the average score on the test and
the standard deviation. This is a
measureof how far the scores tend to
be spread from the mean. The larger
the value of the standard deviation,
the farther the scores are spread from
the average score. Since numeric
operations like addition and division
cannot be performed on alpha-
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a question was not selected, it must
beskipped over and this is done by an
IF... THEN statement that looks like:
IF A$(K,M) = " " THEN 860. If a
question was not answered, the value
stored for it in the A$ matrix will be
equal to a space. An IF... THEN state-
ment of the form given does nothing
more than look for. spaces so the
computer will not be sending out an
error message when it tries to unsuc-
cessfully convert a space to a numeric
value.

The final part of the program is the
subroutine that determines the value
of r for each question. This is com-

Variables Used In The Program
And Their Meanings:

A counter for the number of 1's in Item analy-
sis A$( ) 120 by 31 matrix that holds the
answers given by the students along with
the correct answers

B counter for the number of 2's in item
analysis

C counter for the number of 3's in item
analysis
C() list that counts the number of students
who select each of the groups on Part Two
of the test.
C$ () list of the scores for up to 30 students

D sum of the grades for the students who
answered each question correctly
01 number of students who answered each
question correctly
D2 average grade of the students who
answered each question correctly
D3 counter for the number of 4's in item
analysis

E sum of the grades for the students who
answer each question incorrectly
E1 number of students who answered each
question incorrectly
E2 average grade of the students who
answered each question incorrectly

F sum of all of the grades
G number of the group being input and a loop

counter
G2 number of groups on Part Two of the
exam
G3 number of groups on Part Two that each
student must answer

H loop counter
I standard deviation
J counter used in the determination of the

standard deviation
K question number for the questions in Part

Two
L mean of all the scores
M loop counter
N loop counter
P fraction of students answering a question

correctly
o fraction of students answering a question

incorrectly
01 number of questions on Part One of the
test
02 number of questions in each group on
Part Two of the exam

R number of students selecting a given ques-
tion
R1value of the point biserial coefficient for
each question

S numberof students in the sample
W dummy variable used in the user-defined

functions
X numberic variable use to hold individual

grades and choices during determination of
the mean, standard deviation, item analy-
sis, and point biserial coefficient

Figure3



Teacher-Made, eon't. ..
posed of a loop that compares the
answer given by each student select-
ing each question to the correct
answer. After this is done, the stu-
dent's score is either added to the
scores of the students who missed
the question or to the scores of the
students who answered the question
correctly. The number of students in
each category arealso counted before
the loop is finished. Next, the average
grades of the students in each group
are determined, along with the
percentage in each. With all of the
preliminaries out of the way the equa-
tion for the calculation of r is finally
reached. To help follow the meaning
of the program the variables used are
defined in Figure3.
Sampling The Population

Ideally, the classroom teacher
should use a random sampling
procedure to select the sample of
tests for evaluation from the total
population. If the members of the
population are listed in a grade book,
they can be numbered consecutively.
When you have determined the
number of students to be sampled,
divide the total number of students by
this number. If you get a decimal,
increase the value to the next highest
integer. This integer will tell you
which students to pick from the list. If
the integer is 5, then choose every 5th
nameon the list. This method, known
as systematic sampling, will produce
a sample that can be regarded as
random for most practical cases.

Other methods of selecting the
sample could involve entering the
student numbers on slips of paper
and drawing them from acontainer, or
reading the numbers of the students
to be used from table of random
numbers which can be found in most
statistics texts. If time is a factor and
the results are not being prepared for
publication, a number of student
papers can be selected from each
class as long as the papers have been
well shuffled.

For the statistic being used, the
distribution is approximately normal
for samples of 30or more. This means
that there is little value to be gained
by evaluating more than 30 samples,
especially if entering the data is a
time-consuming process. If the pop-
ulation is less than 30 then the entire
population should be used. If 30 tests
are used, then the value of r is signifi-
cant at the 0.5 level if it is equal to or
greater than 0.36.
Entering Data

For the user of this program the
process of entering data is rather
straightforward. The computer will

10 REM • SET UP DATA TABLES •
20 REM •••••••••••••••• ***.**
30 DIM ASlI20,31)I,CSI30)3,Cll0)
40 REM * ENTER DATA DESCRIBING EXAM *
SO REM .**************.*********** •••
60 INPUT "HOW MANY STUDENTS? MAx 30",S
70 PRINT "THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF QUESTIONS ON THE EXAM IS 120"
80 INPUT "HOW MANY QUESTIONS IN PART I",al
90 INPUT "HOW MANY GROUPS IN PART II",G2
100 IF G2 = 0 THEN 150
110 INPUT "HOW MANY QUESTIONS IN EACH GROUP",Q2
120 INPUT "HOW MANY GROUPS MUST EACH STUDENT ANSWER",G3
130 REM • INPUT DATA FOR EACH STUDENT •
140 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
150 FOR N = 1 TO S
160 FOR M= 1 TO Ql
170 PRINT "STUOENT";N;"QUESTION";M
180 INPUT ASIM,N)
190 NEXT M
200 IF G2 = 0 THEN 300
210 PRINT "STUDENT NO.";N
220 FOR M = 1 TO G3
230 INPUT "CROUPM",G
240 CIG) ~ CIG)+1
250 FOR Q = IQ2.G+Ql-Q2+1) TO (Q2.G+Ql)
260 PRINT "QUESTIONM";Q
270 INPUT ASIQ,N)
280 NEXT Q
290 NEXT M
300 INPUT "ENTER GRADE",CSIN)
310 STOP "ENTER ANY CHANGES FOR THIS STUDENT IN IMMEDIATE MODE."
320 NEXT N
330 REM • ENTER CORRECT ANSWERS •
340 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••
350 FOR N = 1 TO Ql+G2.Q2
360 PRINT "ENTER CORRECT ANSWER FOR QUtSTION NUMBER";N
370 INPUT AS(N,S+l)
380 NEXT N
390 STOP "ANY CHANGES"
400 REM • MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION •
410 REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
420 FOR N = 1 TO S
430 CONVERT CSIN) TO X
1+1+0 F = F+X
450 NEXT N
1+60 L " F/S
470 FOR N = 1 TO S
480 CONVERT CS(N) TO X
490 J = J+(L-Xlt2
500 NEXT N
510 I = IJ/Slt.S
S20 REM • DEFINE FUNCTIONS *
530 REM ••• *.***.***.*******
S40 DEFFN1(W) = INTIIW*100/SI+.S1
550 DEF~N2(W) = INTCW*100/CICI+.SI
560 DEFFN3IW) = INTIW·l00+.5)/l00
570 DEFFN4(W) = INT(W*100+.5)
580 REM • ITEM ANALYSIS FOR PART I •
590 REM ****************************
600 GOSUB 1360
610 FOR N " 1 TO Ql
620
630
6/+0
650
660

A,B,C,D3 = 0
F[)f( M '" :[ TO G
CONVERT AS(N.M) TO X
ON X COSUB i280,1300,1320,1340
NEXT ~1

670 COSl.l[<9'+0
680 %MMM NMM MM" MNM MMM MMM M.NM ~MM
690 XMMM MMM MMM MMN MNM MMN MMMU MMUMMMMM
700 PRINTUSINC 680,N,FN1(A),FN1(B),FN:[(CI,FN1ID3I,ASIN,S+:[),FN3(Rll,FN4(Pl
710 NEXT N
720 REM * ITEM ANALYSIS FOR PART II •
730 REM *****************************
740 IF C2 = 0 THEN 1230
750 FOR G = 1 TO C2
760 PI,O,C,D '"0
770 PRINT HEXIOAOE); "GROUP";G;"SELECTED OY";FNIIC(G»
780 COSLJr:!1360
790 FOR H = 1 TO Q2
800 A,B,C,D3 = 0
810 FOR M = 1 TO S
820 K = «C-11.Q2+Ql+H)
830 IF ASIK,MI = " " THEN 860
840 CONVERT ASIK,M) TO X
850 ON X COSUB 1280,1300,1320,1340
8.',0NEXT M
870 GOSllO 940
880 PRINTUSING 680,K,FN2CA),FN2(0),FN2IC),FN2103),ASIK,S+1),FN3(Rl),FN4(P)
890 NEXT H
900 NE:XT G
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91.0 GOTO :1.2;,0
920 REM • Rpbs ANO Z CO~RECT •
930 REM ***********~E**********
940 E,El,D,Dl,R = 0
950 FOR M = 1 TO S
960 IF K = 0 THEN 980
970 N = f(
980 IF ASeN,M) = " " THEN :1.080
990 R = R + 1
1000 IF ASeN,M) = A$(N,S+l) THEN 1050
·1010 CONVERT CS(M) TO X
1020 E '"E + X
1030 E1 = E1 + 1
10'+0 GOTO 1080
1050 CONVERT CS(M)TO X
1060 D = I) + X
1070 01 = 1)1 + 1
1080 NEXT M
1090 IF 01 = 0 THEN 1170
1100 IF El = 0 THEN 1170
1110 02 = 0/01
1120 P = 1)1IR
1130 E2 = ElEl
1140 Q EI/R
1150 Rl = CC02-E2)/I)·C(P·Q)t.5)
1160 GOTO 1220
1170 Rl = 0
1180 IF 01 = 0 THEN 1210
1190 P =, 1
1200 GOTO 1220
1210 P = 0
1220 RETURN
1230 PRINT "MEAN = ";FN3(L)
1240 PRINT "STD. DEV. = "; FN3( 1)
1250 GOTO 1390
1260 REM. COUNTERS FOR ITEM ANALYSIS •
1270 REM ••••••• *••••••••••••••••••••••
1280 A = A+l
1290 RETURN
1300 B = B+l
1310 RETURN
1320 C = C+1
1330 RETURN
1340 03 = 03+1
1350 RETURN
1360 SELECT PRINT 215
1370 PRINTUSING 690,"NO.","Zl","Z2","Z3","Z4","ANS","Rpbs","ZCORRECTn

1380 RETURN
1390 END
print the number of the student and
the number of the question prior to
the input of each piece of data. For
this reason, it might be a good idea to
number the tests in your sample.
Even though the user needs to make
two consecutive mistakes to enter an

erroneous piece of data, it does seem
to happen. To correct such mistakes,
all the user need do is continue on
until the last piece of data has been
input for that student. The computer
then encounters a STOP statement
and puts the system into immediate

Sample Output
NO. %1 %2 %3 %4 ANS Rpbs % CORRECT
1 20 10 10 60 4 0.45 60
2 6 57 19 20 2 0.21 57
3 0 5 90 5 3 -0.11 90
4 75 10 10 5 1 0.39 75
5 42 35 13 10 2 0.54 35

GROUP1 SELECTED BY80%
No. %1 %2 %3 %4 ANS Rpbs % CORRECT
6 100 0 0 0 1 0.00 100
7 50 25 25 0 4 0.00 0

GROUP2SELECTEDBY60%
NO. %1 %2 %3 %4 ANS Rpbs % CORRECT
8 72 5 5 18 1 0.67 72
9 15 5 7 73 4 0.02 73

GROUP3 SELECTED BY60%
No. %1 %2 %3 %4 ANS Rpbs % CORRECT
10 82 3 4 11 1 0.54 82
11 5 10 54 31 4 0.74 31

MEAN = 5.54 STD. DEV. = 2.54
This is the output for a two part multiple choice test where each
student answers all five questions on part one and two of the three
groups on part two. By looking at the column labeled Rpbs, one can
tell: that question 3 was missed more often by the better students,
questions 6 and 7 did not descriminate at all, and the Rpbs value for
question 9 is very low. These are the questions that should be
considered for revision the next time the test is given.
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mode. Now the operator types in the
corrections. For example, suppose
the operator gave the wrong input for
question 15 for student 7, and that the
answer that should have been input
was choice 3. By typing A$(15, 7) =
"3" and executing, the error has been.
corrected. Once this has been done,
the operation of the program may be
continued and the answers of the next
student can be input.

For systems that are not inter-
active, the program can be revised
with little difficulty so that data can
be supplied by READ statements
rather than INPUT statements. Some
operators of interactive systems
might even consider this a more
desirable method for supplying data
for the program. Better yet would be a
system composed of some sort of
mark sense reader that could read the
student's choices directly from their
answer sheets. Although such sys-
tems exist in the larger computer
centers they may not-be as available
to most teachers as the smaller
systems· similar to the one this
program was developed for.

If there are true/false, fill in the
blank, or other non-multiple choice
questions, they can be handled by
assigning an answer a 1 if the ques-
tion is correct and 2 if it is incorrect.
Although the item analysis for such
questions will provide less informa-
tion, the value of r will be just as
meaningful.

Interpreting The Output

This is where the actual debug-
ging takes place (See Figure 4). By
looking for the questions that were
missed more often than not and by
looking for low or negative values of r,
a teacher can serve to improve the test
itself as well as the lesson plans that
lead up to it. The questions having
low, percent correct values show
where further teach ing time should be
spent. The wrong choices selected
most frequently may point to com-
mon misunderstandings that can be
addressed during future classes.
Questions having negative values of r
should be discarded or written again.
They are usually questions where too
much knowledge proved to be a
dangerous thing. Teachers do not
usually intend to construct tricky test
questions but somehow they seem to
show up no matter how much time
you spend preparing them. By using a
computerized analysis such as this
one, you can improve your overall
teaching effectiveness while doing a
better and fairer job of discriminating
between the students who have
reached your teach ing objectives and
those who have fallen short. 0



Adventure is one of the on~y
classic computer games to develop a
legendary reputation solely by word-
of-m.@uth.··The original version (b.y
Crowthers and Woods) exists in
various FORTRAN incarnations on
timesharing systems, but unfortun-
ately these are not easily transported
to a personal computer because the
game runs entirely in memory and
won't fit in 64K.

However, there have been conver-
sions of Adventure to mini and micro-
computers. The version published
here is in HP3000 BASIC and uses
disk files to store descriptions and
messages. Conversion to a micro-
computer is probably possible but
will require a fully expanded machine.
(48K of memory and at least 128K of
disk storage would be a good start).
Naturally, you can scale the game
down or add your own features once
you've figured out how it works.

If you don't want to do al/ the
typing and modification, Adventure is
available on cassette and floppy disk
from several software companies
(including Creative Computing Soft-
ware). There is a bi-Iingual version of
the original Adventure written in
SAM76 language, and several dif-
ferent Adventure-style games written
by Scott Adams. The Adams games
(see Creative Computing, August
1979) are actually one very general-
ized Adventure in terpreter. and then an
Adventure database, which allows for
the creation of many different games.
[In comparing the Adams Adventures
to the Crowthers and Woods original
the original game has longer descrip:
tions and seems a l5it more awesome
but the Scott Adams Adventuie~
require more thinking and the themes
are more sophisticated (or at least
different than) the original.] - SN

Adventure Background
I originally played Adventure on

one of MIl's timeshare computers.
One day last year I decided to try to
write a BASIC version of the game. I
played MIl's game so much that I
mapped most of the game and had
lists of room names, directions in
which to move and names of objects.
Ben Moser, Rt. 2,~Sox 283-0, Stanley, VA
22851.

Using my data, I wrote a HP2000ver-
sion that was tull of bugs and was
generally a total flop. Last fall
(November 1978) I gained access to
HP3000 BASIC, which allows a
program approximately four times as
large as the HP2000.Also, I had useof
a large amount of disk space. Since
HP3000BASIC is a superset of that of
the 2000, I was able to write a very
good imitation (in my opinion) of
MIl's game.

The game of Adventure was origi-
nally conceived at MIT by DonWoods
and Willie Crowther. I've taken their
game layout and created a program
that does most of the things their
program does, and I have added little
in the way of innovative ideas (l.e.,
new rooms, objects, villains, etc.).

The latest version of Adventure/
3000 seems to work very well.
However, it may still contain some
bugs. Unfortunately, I can no longer
use the school's HP3000, as all the
disk space is now full of FORTRAN
files belonging to other students.
Therefore, this is the final version
unless someone types it into anothe~
HP3000 and hacks around with it
some more.

Adventure/3000-Generalldeas,
Layout and Purpose

Adventure is a fasclnatlnq fantasy
game in which the player first starts
out near a small house. He is allowed
to use various English commands to
move himself and to manipulate
objects. When he enters the house he
finds objects such as food, water, a
lamp and a set of keys. Armed only
with these items, he sets out to
explore the surrounding countryside
in search for the entrance to a
mysterious cavern. Inside the cavern
are all sorts of goodies (and "bad-
dies," for that matter!)-more ob-
jects, treasures and various entities
that attack, steal, or otherwise
impede the player's explorations.
USing his intellect, the player must
figure out how to manipulate certain
things in his favor. For instance he
brilliantly deduces that to unlock
something he should use his keys.
When the player finds a treasure he is
supposed to put it back in the house
so he will receive the maximum

Ben Moser

number of points for it. The explora-
tion of the cave can take hours of real
time, and often an inexperienced
player is stymied by seemingly insur-
mountable obstacles (how does one
cross awide fissure?)

Adventure/3000-Explanation of the
Variables and Their Uses

Arrays:
S(x) "Stuff" array. Keeps track of

the locat ion of various objects used in
the game. X ranges from 1 to T2 (the
total # of objects). If X = 0 then it is not
currently used in the game; if X= -1
then the object is in the player's
possession; otherwise X = the code
# of the room in which the object is
located.

K(x) The keyword array. Used to
store keyword code numbers of any
keywords found in a command string.
If the user entered "GET BIRD," then
K(124) and K(31) would both be
set = 1.

V(x) Indicates whether a person
has visited room X before. (Tells
whether to print a long or a short room
description if user wants "brief"
descriptions.) Also used in scoring.

0(15) Stores relative skill values
forfi.nding each treasure. Usedonly in
sconng.

Simple numeric and string vari-
ables:

T1 = total # of locations (rooms)
T2 = total # of items (or objects)
T3 = The number of the highest

keyword code #
L1 = Current location of player
L2 = Previous location of player.

(Not used in my game...
would be used if "GO BACK"

G
were in my game)

= Status of Grate. (0= locked;
1 : unlocked)

BO = Contents of the Bottle. (0=

S
empty; 1= water; 2=oil)

= Snake. (1= blocking the way;

D1
0= gone for good)

= Status of Dragon. (1= block-
ing the way; 0 = dead and
harmless)

T = Troll. (0= gone; 1= demand-
ing treasure; 2 = lurking un-
der bridge; 3 = paid for the
moment)

B1 = Bear. (0= ferocious; 1=
friendly but captive; 2 = freed)
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Adventure, con't ...
B2 = Status of Crystal Bridge. (0=

absent; 1= present)
P1 = Size of Plant. (0= dinky; 1=

half grown; 2= full grown and
climbable)

D2 = Status of rusty iron door. (0=
closed, locked; 1= opened)

DO = Flag for degree of detail when
giving descriptions. (0=
short; 1= long; 2 = brief)

L = Larnp.tu e otf ; 1=Iit)
C = Status of Chain. (0= locked to

wall, bear; 1= unlocked)
D3 = Dwarf flag. (1= dwarf has

thrown (given away) the axe,
otherwise D3= 0)

B3 = Bird flag. (0= bird is loose;
1= he's in the cage.)

RO = # of times the player has been
reincarnated after dying.

CO = Flag to indicate if player has a
loaded game. He is only
allowed to load once. (= 1 if
game was loaded from a save
file; otherwise = 0)

Z's = Are trash variables used
mainly for returning values
from subroutines, temporary
storage, etc.

Adventure 3000- Description of
Major Segments of The Program
10 to 260 Initialize the variables,

print instructions.
270 to 550 For each turn, describe

room, list objects there,
GOSUB for dwarves and
pirate, input command
string (C$), do each
"sentence" (substring
A$), keep getting A$'s
until LEN(C$)= O.

560to 1100 Pull keywords out of A$.
Each keyword encoun-
tered is recorded in K(x).

1110to 1930 These do the moving of
the player. Checks are
also made for special
move conditions / re-
strictions. If a dwarf was
in your room, he would
followyou.

1940 to 2110 See if player wanted a
command (not a com-
pass direction). If so, it
branches to the given
command (in line 2100).

3590 to 3910 (GET)First it checks for
"ALL" (K(47) would = 1)
The program checks for
all items specified in
K(x) and acts accord-
ingly (i.e., it "gets" the
requested goods if
special "get" conditions
are met). If K(item code
#)= 0 then that item is
skipped over.
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3920to 4150 (DROP)Similar in struc-
ture to (GET), this rou-
tine "drops" the re-
quested items if they are
being carried.

4160 to 4420 (THROW) This com-
mand has several uses.
One is to kill dwarves by
throwing the axe at
them. Another is to toss
a treasure to the greedy
troll. If none of the
above are applicable,
then the specified item
is simply dropped.

4430 to 6400 These are shorter rou-
tines to handle some of
the other commands.
Most routines here may
be easily deciphered by
consulting charts de-
tailing room, object and
location codes and
names.

6410 to 6640 The "score" command
plus a subroutine that is
called by Score (line
9760). Score returns two
variables: SO ( = current
score) and Z9 ( = total #
of rooms visited so far).
Player gets some credit
'for simply finding a
treasure, and gets an
equal additional amount
for placing it back in the
house (L1= 7). See loop
from 6540 to 6590. Line
6600 simply gives the
player additional points
for his ingenuity (i.e.,
give him 10 points for
opening the grate, in
which case G= 1).
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6660 to 6770 List items at current
location (L1). Items are
stored in file #1. There
are T2 items to worry
about.

6880 to 7360 This segment of code
makes sure that all con-
ditions are met to get
a particular item. For
example, it checks to
see if it is legal to get the
bird, bear, chain, etc.

7370 to 7610 Checks for special
"drop" conditions. Si-
milar to special "get"
conditions, except not
all the restrictions are
identical. Example: one
may "GET MING VASE,"
but if you "DROP MING
VASE" and there is no
pillow on the floor, the
vase will shatter into
worthless crockery.
(7550-7610)

7620to 7780 A quasi - ingenious
method of outputting
textinthegame. Through
the use of a multiline
function, I need only
specify a code number
and the corresponding
message is printed from
file #3. Example: Z9 =
FNA(402) will print Ad-
venture's instructions.
This is used in lines
60-90.

7800 to 7980 Checks to see if addi-
tional descriptions are
needed, depending
mainly on location. Ex-
ample: tell player
whether or not grate is
locked if he's at location
#7.

7990to 8230 These two routines print
out a description of the
player'Ssurroundings.

8250to 8380 Look for first item men-
tioned in command
string.

8390to 8450 Finds first item in room
(if any).

8460 to 8540 Makes sure player has
item #Z3. Returns Z5= 1
if he has it; Z5= 0 if he
does not.

8550to 8790 Controls placement and
attacking for dwarves,
Randomly puts dwarves
in a room, or makes
them attack.

8800 to 8960 The pirate decides
whether or not to rob the
player. If he does steal
his treasures, the pirate
places them in his hide-
out (L1= 100).

8970to 9070 Saveagame.



Adventure, con't. ..
9080 to 9210 Load an old game. You

can only do this once, to
avoid cheating.

9220 to 9320 A silly routine to read a
maqazlnetcurrently use-
less).

9330 to 9530 Allows users to report
bugs. Bug file may then
be read by programmer
at a later time.

9540 to 9770 Reincarnation routine.
Playeronly goes through
this if he fell or jumped
into a pit (fatal) or got
knifed by adwarf.

9780 to 8950 Check to see if player
has fallen into a pit.

9860 to 9940Get a YES (ZO= 1) or NO
(ZO= 0) reply from user.

Addenda
Adventure/3000 makes use of

several weird functions which are
probably unique to Hewlett-Packard
BASIC. More information may be ob-
tained by reading one of HP's esoteric
BASIC manuals.
(line 30) FILES. Open the disk

files. Files are subse-
quently referred to by
number, i.e., #3 is for
"AMESSAGE." A • re-
serves buffer space' so
that a file may be opened
later using the ASSIGN
statement.

(50) INTEGER. Declares vari-
ables to be 2 byte inte-
gers. This is optional; it
simply saves a little'
memory space.

(420) LlNPUT. Like INPUT, but
accepts an entire line
which can contain
blanks, commas and
quotes.

(9350) ASSIGN(file/name), (file
number), (return vari-
able) Example: ASSIGN
"BUG," 5,R tries to open
file #5 named "BUG."
The r is a return variable.
If it's not 0 then the file is
not open for read/write
access. In line 9500 AS-
SIGN· ,5 closes file #5.
(This must be done be-
fore assigning a new file
to#5).

Crazy Functions:
(500 & 860) POS(A$,B$) returns a

number indicating where
B$ occurs first in A$.
Example: POS("CPU,"
"P") returns 2 since "P"
is the second character
in"CPU."

(440) UPS$ (string). Changes
any lowercase letters to
uppercase.

(20) DAT$ (1,27). Returns a
string with current date
and time.

(460) NUM (string). Performs
the same function that
ASC does in Microsoft
BASICs: returns a deci-
mal value of an ASCII
character.

(250, 9180) MAT READ. Read a
matrix from data. In 250,
0(15) means to read 15
numbers into O(x). A
similar statement in line
9180' (MAT READ #)
reads arrays from a disk
file.

(6680) READ # (filenumber), 1.
This statement rewinds
a file to its first record
(start of file). Read #
(filenumber); (data list)
reads data values from a
disk file.

(9030,9040) PRINT #. MAT PRINT #.
These are used to store
data in adisk file.

(9380) ADVANCE. In my pro-
gram I use this to go to
the logical end of the file
so that new data may be
written to it.

(530, 7700) CONVERT (string) to
numeric variable, [(op-
tionalline # to branch to
in case of error)]. This is
used in line 530 to see if
player entered a room
code#.lf hedid, then the
computer makes it his
new location. Otherwise
A$ is treated as a normal
command. In line 7700,
this function simply
converts a string to a
number.

COMPUTE.R
5ALE.S
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(170, 180) MAT (name) = ZER.
Sets the elements of
(name) array to O. FNA
(X). In this program, you
specify a x for a specific
message, and the func-
tion prints the cortes-
ponding message out of
a file. This is explained
elsewhere. ON END #
(filenumber) THEN.
Transfers control to a
given line # when an end
of file is reached.

Additional Notes:

In string literals one may en-
counter strange expressions, as in
line 410, which reads. PRINT '7'27.
This means to print a: bell and then an
escape character. '(number) repre-
sents an ASCII character, i.e.,
'10= CHR$(10).

Line 410 prints a" >" prompt in
inverse video on an HP2640 terminal
(optional).

Lines 520 to 540 can be deleted.
These were used for debugging the
game. (A player could type a room
code # and he would be popped to the
appropriate location. Obviously, if
this is left in, it will allow cheating).

I

For Those Trying To Understand
How The Program Works

Adventure/3000 can be divided
into several parts, as I haveoutlined in
my description of the major segments
of the program. The main parts are
(not necessarily in order): Initializa-
tion, command input loop, command
interpretation, command execution
and data statements.

Moving is done mainly by entering
compass directions which have
values as follows: 1= North, 2=
Northeast, 3 = East, 4= Southeast,
5 = South, 6 = Southwest, 7= West,
8 = Northwest, 9 = up, and 10= down.
In mygame I have 100 locations, each
with a total of 10 possible directions
in which to move. I chose to store 100
strings, each of ten characters in a file
called "AMOVING." When the player
wants to move, the computer finds
the L1th string in this file (i.e., indi-
cating the ways he can move from his
present location), takes the decimal
of the D'th character (corresponding
to the direction the player intends to
move), looks at this value and
decides: (1)that the player can't move
that way (= 0); (2) that he can move
that way without restriction (in which
case the number = the new room
code; or(3) the number = 255 which
means that the program should check
that the player can move legally and in
which direction. 0
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A New Type of Game
Welcome to an astonishing new experience! ADVENTURE is

one of the most challenging and innovative games available for
your personal computer. This is not the average computer game ih
which you shoot at, chase, or get chased by something, master the
game within an hour, and then lose interest. In fact, it may take you
more than an hour to score at all, and will probably take days or
weeks of playing to get a good score. (There is a provision for
saving agame in progress).

This game was inspired by the huge Adventure game which has
appeared on large mainframe computers the last several years. But
there are important differences. Not only will ADVENTURE fit into
a relatively srnau computer, but the 'interpreter' is designed so that
different Adventures can be created by changing the data base. So
look for more Adventures in the future ...

In playing the game you wander thru various 'rooms' (loca-
tions), manipulating the objects there to try to find 'treasures'. You
may have to defeat an exotic wild animal to get one treasure, or
figure out how to get another treasure out of a quicksand bog. You
communicate thru two-word commands such as 'go west', 'climb
tree', 'throw axe', 'look around'.

Six Different Adventures
ADVENTURELAND (by Scott Adams) - You wander through an en-
chanted world trying to recover the 13 lost treasures. You'll en-
.counter WILD ANIMALS, MAGICAL BEINGS, and many other
perils and puzzles. Can you rescue the BLUE OX from the quick-
sand? Or find your way out of the maze of pits? Happy Adven-
turing .....
CS-3007 TRS-SO16K Level II (Machine language)
CS-3506 TRS-SO32K Disk (Includes Pirate Adventure)
CS-1009 PET 24K (Includes Pirate Adventure. In Basic)
CS-5003 SORCERER 16K (Machine language, available Nov.)
CS-9003 S" CPI M 4SK Disk (Includes Pirate Adventure

In Microsoft Basic

$14.95
$24.95
$24.95
$14.95

$24.95

PIRATEADVENTURE (by Scott Adams) - "Yo Ho Ho and a bottle of
rum ... " You'll meet up with the pirate and his daffy bird along with
many strange sights as you attempt to go from your London flat to
Treasure Island. Can you recover LONG JOHN SILVER's lost trea-
sures? Happy sailing matey .....
CS-300S ras-so 16K Level II (Machine language)
CS-3506 TRS-SO32K Disk (Includes Adventureland)
CS-1009 PET 24K (Includes Adventureland. In Basic)
CS-5004 SORCERER 16K (Machine language, available Nov.)
CS-9003 S" CPI M 4SK Disk (Includes Adventureland.

In MicrosoffBasic.

$14.95
$24.95
$24.95
$14.95

$24.95

deentura

ORIGINAL ADVENTURE (by Crowther, Woods, Manning and
Roichel) - Somewhere nearby is a collosal cave where others have
found fortunes in treasures and gold, but some who have entered
have never been seen again. You start at a small brick building
which is the wellhouse for a large spring. You must try to find your
way into the underground caverns where you'll meet a giant clam,
nasty little dwarves, and much more. This Adventure is Bi-Lingual
-you may play in either English or French-a language learning
tool beyond comparison. Runs in 32K CP/M system (48K required
for SAVE GAME feature). Even includes SAM76 language in which
to run the game. The troll says "Good Luck."
CS-9004 S" CP 1 M 32K Disk $24.95

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE ADVENTURE (by Scott Adams) - Good
Morning, Your mission is to ... and so it starts. Will you be able to
complete your mission in time? Or is the world's first automated
nuclear reactor doomed? This one's weil named, its hard, there is
no magic but plenty of suspense. Good luck .....
CS-3009 TRS-SO16K Level II (Machine languaqe)
CS-3507 TRS-SO32K Disk (Includes Voodoo Castle)
CS-5005 SORCERER 16K (Machine language, available Nov.)

VOODOO CASTLE (by Scott Adams) - Count Cristo has had a
fiendish curse put on him by his enemies. There he lies, with you
his only hope. Will you be able to rescue him or is he forever
doomed? Beware the Voodoo Man.....
CS-3010TRS-SO16K Level II(Mach ine language)
CS-3507 TRS-SO32K Disk (Includes Mission Impossible)
CS-5006 SORCERER 16K (Machine language, available Nov.)

THE COUNT (by Scott Adams) - You wake up in a large brass bed in
a castle somewhere in Transylvania, Who are you, what are you
doing here, and WHY did the postman deliver a bottle of blood?
You'll love this Adventure, in fact, you might say it's LOVE AT
FIRST BITE.....
CS-3011 TRS-SO16K Level II (Machine language, available Nov.)

To order; send payment plus $1.00 shipping or bankcard number to Creative
Computing Software, P·.O. Box 7S9-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Or call toll-
free800/631-8112 (In NJ 201/540-0445).

CP8Btlv8
computlnd
softwBPft

$14.95

sensational
softlllrape

$14.95
$24.95
$14.95

$14.95
$24.95
$14.95

Apple II Adventures coming in early 19S0!
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For a free catalog of over 400 programs, circle 224 on inquiry card.



DUMP AITEMS/FOOBAR
There i~s a larae soarklina flUqqet of Qold here!
There ore bars'of ~ll~er ~ere!'
There is precious ,jewe:lry here!
'J'here are Many· coins here!
l'here are several d.ioMOI'lds her0!
There .i!~ a del.icate~ precious Min(~ VDlse tle,re!
T() one !;ide lies a gllsteninc! pearl.!
Tb e r e is (] nc s t h e re , full of q olden 1.:.~-q(.:.IS!
Th e r e i!;~ (.1 jewel-"enc:rus1ed l,·i .••.jclent. her-e·!
There is an eMerald the size of a plover}s egg here!
Th e re is 0 p lo t Ln u ev pyroi"llcl he re , l:!.iqht J nc h.es
l'hera is 0 Golden ctloin here.
There are rare sP.i(:cs here!
l'hera i!~~a valuat)le persian T'IJq I'lara!
There i~~ a chest tlera, full of var'iOl!S tl'9aSul'9l;!
There 1!; a bottle ()f wo-ter 11er'c,
There is a SMall [)oo:1 of oil here,
TI,ere is a brass lantern here,
There is a set of keys here,
There ,ts food here.
There is a glass bottle tle~e,
There is a siMall wic!cer. cage here,
'fhere i!& a 3-foot t):LQck roc! here,
Ther'c is an enOrMOIJ!~1 C:LUM her'e wl·th its shell ti(~I·)·tly ShlJt,
T~lere is a recent issue of "Speluflker' Today" here,
There is Q bear nearby.
There is a little axe here,
There is a olJrple velvet pillow here,
'[here are shards of ~)ottery scotterecl Ohout
There is an enOrM()US oyster hcr'e w,ith its' shel:L 't,iqtlt:i.y';i·)u·t,
l'here j.s a little bird here,
A burly tr()ll staflds in fr()nt of you,
A huge fler'ce green dragon bar's ttle way!

~h:~~ei~i:r~~r~:~:~1~~O~7t~~:Sd:~~fW7~!the rOOM wj.th you!
)DUMP ADESCRIP/FDDBAR
YOII)re J.n forest,
You)re .irl forest,
You)r'e .tn forest,
You)re .in forest,
You)re at hill at end (If roa~,
You Ire at road near' I'louse,
¥oulre inside hous~,
You)re beside a s·trcoM in a valley.
You're near' the s:llt .in the s·treQMbec!,
You're directly above a orate in a dry
You are below th~ (~r\ate,'
You're in cobble crowl"
You)r'e .irl ·the (1ebrjs rOOM,
You are in an awkwor'(~ slooirlg e/w canY()I').
¥ou)re j.n tDe bird t:.tluMber.
¥ou)re at too of SMQ~.l pit.
YOU)"8 in tlal:l of M.ists.
YOIJ)re in ·t~le nuqq~t ()f go:!.d r'(I()~I,
You~r'e ()n ea!~t s.i.(:le ()f f.issu:'c.
You)re Ofl ttl8 west ~.;iIJa of the f.i!s:~ur·,~,
"';-'ou Gr'e (1'1: 'th(: l...ll:.~~;t e n d of ·th•.:.'hnJ.:: oP t':j ..;;;.:,~;),

You or'e irl the tloll ()f tile MG\JI'I'!'Qirl, KJ.I'lq.
You)re in the sautt) ~haMber
You)re .in the wes'r chaMber.

...•.
I\)

You are at a N/S oGs;sage at a tIO].e in· the floor. ~
~
:I
C
~
no
~.

You t re at "Y2" ,
You are near a window overllolcinq the pli,
fhe 'pass0qe tlere is b:locked by a recen'r cave'-in"

~~~;~:~:~:~~~:~~~~l~~:~~~l~.
Y()U are at a cr()SSGver of Q 11.ii:ltlN/S ear)Y!)11 and a :low E/W ene,
D(~~{.1d e n d,

You are in a dlrtv t)roken ~)assage,
¥ou)re at brink of SMull it.
You 07'8 in a little pit which as a streaM flowing through it.
You are in a rOOM full of dusty rocks,
You1re Q't a c0Mp:Lex ,it,nctlol'l,
YO\) al'e .ifl'tne anteroOM,
You1re u't Witt's Erl(:I~w.i·th pa~s;Qqes of·r in *** AI_L. *** dlr'ec:tiorl~i.
YOII are in the she:!.l r()OM.
You are in an archeel hall,
You are ill a steeD ~~loDj.ng corrjdor,
You are in n cul-de-sac abo~t 8 fee't acrbss.
You are in bedouil't·.
This .is 'ttle swiss (:tleese rOOM,
Y()U are .ill the suf·t OOM,
You o't ea~~t end of twop~f rOOM.
You ar'e u·t the wes·t ~ll(:1of ·the twoplt r'OOM.
You)re .in cast p.it.
You~re if) west pit.
You are ifl the slab rOOM,
This is the orien~al rOOM.
You cir'e .in a large :L!,w rOOM,
You are if) u sloo.iflq c()rFld()r.
You are u·t a dead efl(:1()f the crowl,
You,are in a Misty c,avern.
~~~~~:i~~~2Q~~::~:~ r'~o~~eerl gl()w C()MES frOM ·t~le east
You Ire in dari( rOOM,
You are on the SW s.ide of the troll)s bridge,
You are ()n the N~~ slcle of the tro:Ll)s bridge,
You are .in an E/W corr'i(jor,
Y« o ~rt:.~ (1'[" Fni"k in o nrn . You'
You are .i.rl n N/S li~c!;~one lJQSsaqe,
Y()ulr'e at .juflc·tior) wl'th warM WQlls,
You ar8 jfl the chaMt,2r' o·r boulders,
You're UT a ~reQth-takll'fq view,
Yau are outside a barrell rOOM,
You are ins.ide a bQrr~G r00M,
Yi)U are J,n a long I'~arr()w E/W (:ol'r,i~or.
Y()ulr'ee.i.f)the (:ll0n·t rl)0M.

~~~ ~~:§;~~eo~:~:n~S()~l~~I(~~M~~S~ ~;~e~~~;~~~:=~~:
You)re J,ll 0 cav€r'o with a wGterfall,
You are at the top ()f Q steeR incline above G large r'(~OM,
~·ou are in a secret N/S conY011 above c s;zahle I)ossage,
You)re (11 10P of :stalact.itc.
Vou are a·t the jUf\ctiofl of ·three secret cany()ns
Vou 0r'e .if) Q secret N/S ca~VGn above Q lc.rq~ r'OOM,
You Ql'e In the car~y()rl w.i·tI1trlc M.Lrr()r,
Y()U ora u·t tt)C underaround reser'voir,
(()U are .1.1') Q seer'at CQ)':yon Wi·ttl ex~ts '[0 N 0!1(~ f.
;ou nre .In Q s~c:re~ E/W CUfluon otJove Q t.iatlt ca~~0n.
'(ot! Q('e ut •.1 t,Jide oJ(lc:e in Q ve r v ri q ht N/G C:1.11·1~'c:n.
Ttle canvofl beCOMes 'too 'tigh·t to contlllu~,



CONTINUOUS BUSINESS FORMS

• PAYROLLNOUCHER
CHECKS

• STATEMENT/INVOI<:;ES
• CONTINUOUS

LETIERHEAOS

• CUSTOM IMPRINTED FOR YOUR COMPANY
• ORDER AS FEW AS 250
• LESS THAN CUSTOM PRICES
• SPACED TO FIT STANDARD #10

WINDOW ENVELOPES
• ALSO-COMPLETE SELECTION OF RIBBONS FOR

YOUR PRINTER.
• FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL OR WRITE:

(213) 882-9818

cx,lphc1llulllll~ (OIDpc1In~

9625 MASON AVE., CHATSWORTH, CALIF. 91311
'---- CIRCLE 107 ON READER SERVICE CARD

HUNGRY?!

Feel The Need For Some Delicious, Nutritious, Organic Software For
Your Apple Computer?

r a z HARVEST IS IN!!
The Apple Orcnard Has Taken Root, Blossomed, And Is Now Har-
vesting A Choice Crop Of Softwares.

* VOLUME I IS NOW AVAILABLE *
(At least 17programs in each volume.)

GAMES
SOUND

GRAPHICS
UTIUTIES

EDUICATION
OPERATION IDNTS

Fully documented with YOU in mind.
APPJ.,E COOKBOOK How to get the most from your computer.
APPLESAUCE Tasty tidbits of software fully documented for

your pleasure.
SPICED CIDER Information on fu~re releases of software.
Magazine also comes in cassette. (Please specify if you want cas-
sette.) Price: $15.00.

APPLE ORCHARD
131 RIG HLAND, VACAVILLE, CALIF _95688

707-448-9055
CIRCLE 110 ON READER SERVICE CARD -,-_ ••••

NOVEMBER1979 11

BANDITO

Take the gamble.
Pull the arm on Bandito, the graphic TRS-80* slot

machine with sound effects.
Hear the Bandito's arm creak as it moves. Wait anx-

iously as the spinning and clicking wheels slow to a
stop. And, if your luck holds out, you'll see your win-
nings pile up!
Bandito will provide hours of fun and entertainment

on your TRS-80 microcomputer. The fast graphips are
excellent animation and the sound effects give the feel-
ing of actually playing the slots. Bandito is good for
demonstrating your computer to friends, a great party
program, and enjoyable entertainment at any hour.
Sound effects on Bandito, as on all Acorn programs,

are made through the cassette cables. You just plug a
small speaker amplifier into the AUX cable and you'll
hear the arm creak, the wheels spin, and the winnings
pile up.
Acorn produces several programs with sound

effects. These include Star Warp and Lunar Lander,
Alien, Star Trek, Ting- Tong, Music, Codebreaker, Word
Challenge and more. All available for $9.95 for a 16K,
Level II TRS-80. Ask for these quality programs at your
local computer store.

•TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

Acorn
Software Products, Inc.

634 North Carolina Avenue, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003

CIRCLE 104 ON READER SERVICE CARD --J



You are in a tall ['/W (:anYCln,
'fhe canyon runs into a Ma~s of boulders-'-dead end.

J.n a Maze of twisty little tunnels; all alike.
Ln a Muze of twisty little t u nn e Ls , ,]11 o Lik e .
in a MOle o·r 'tw.isty :ll'ttle tIJI1ne:ll;. a:Ll a:Like,

You
You

nr- e
o re
nr ~:.!...•( (1,..1

You are 'in '0 MOle ()f twisty li·ttJ.e tl)I'lrlcls, all a].j,j<e,
You are il' Q MQZe of twisty l.ittle tunnels, all a:I,J.I<e.
You are ifl a Maze (If tW.is·ry little tllnne:Ls. all ulJ.ke.

~:~~~:f~ ~ :~~: ~~::!:~~~~~~l:~'~~~:l~::~~~~l~::
You are In a Moze of twisty little tunnels, all alike.
You are irl a Maze o·r tw.istv ll~tle tunnels. all alike.
You are a D huge orange st~loctite in the ~Qze,
You are .i.n a Maze of ·tw.isty little tunnels, all al ..ike,
You are at a (jeocl end,
>:OUI1I" ,'1ME:SS(,GE/FDClHAI<
IH
You can't Move that way.
42
No t h inq ho op e n s .
:jj:;? , 1. ~ ,

Notl,ing seeMS 'ro tIQ~pen.
,!~:~:~, ;.~
:[ (jon't think that 1'lUd any affec'r ()n anyttllng.
12.3
I don't 'tnow how t() apply tl·IO·t wor'd .irlttlis s.it\)at.i~n.
12.4
That had littl~ eff~ct, if any at all.
13
The fissure .is tC)O wide to ,jllMP,...•

"'"
'II"!
You are ot 'rtls bO't't00 ()·r Q pit WJ,tll Q broi(en rlec:k.
ii:S
The bottle is alreu(iy 'Pllle(1!
16
The bear eagerly wol~s down the food and b~coMes cal~ and friendly.
n

The olan·t Drows exp:L()sj.uely, QIMo~;t ·PJ.:L:I.~:
of ·the ~)it,
19
You overl~Qtered ti1e plant, YOII fc)ol!

thf.~ b ott or-

'fhe plarlt £urges IJpwarcls, react)in~ tlal.·fwoy 'rri the ~lole ab()ve you,
,:1·':;
"l .•.

jl'i. 0
The grate is locked,
#il
Ttle gra're j.s unlocke(~.
:~i2
The bear j!~ qu te fcro(::iou~;) ~lrl(i wi:I.:L fIe) lioubt
!;hreds J,f vou aplJrOQC~i .L·t!
113
The chain .i!; unlocked and the b~Qr'is fr'ee.
~F:i.4
A c:rystol briejqe rl(l~! spans 'rtle i,LSS\Jre.
1:15
TM2 br,i(:iqe vun.isl·II~S,
ii:1.6
l'r ,is tlevOfl!:1 your DC,wer to (io that
H7
Tile claM opens MOMer~1arily} ond a gl.istcllinQ pea~J, 'Palls a~Jt
and l'olls away. Goodne~;sl thl~ Must reu}]y be an ()vster.

(1 never' W(1!3 any gO()(~ at Ident.i·Pying bivalves? aflyway.)
~'18
I can't close that!
·'t:'L9
'[tIe oil ha!; freed-up the t,j.llges1 Gnd wit~l a slJ.gl·lt pu!;h
·the (joor s(~,)aks opel'l,
'11';"- a
I cun )"t \;~ur ,
:I!:;~l
How can I (~rink ttlot1
122
"C]U.q, ql uu , 911Jq) l+c Lc hl '
'11'23
It d o e sn vt l;.J(]nt to cot onvth.i,nci (I'~XC\~p1: j"li]~JI:l(~ y o u ! )
11'<'4
You Pool! O"Jnrv(~s only en"\" cooL! Now y o u r v e Mnc!\':!: h.Ll"l

*** REALLY MAD ****'
'11';.".5
Trolls are brothers of tl18 rocl(s and have skin like that
oF u r hin o c e r o u s . He fends off vo ur blows ,~ffortlessly,

~
!c
~
8
~

:fI:26
The t ro Lt cfJtc:he'!:; thc OX·I:!. l~~):Qi'i.i.nt:,~s ir .• n nd tO~:;Sl~':~ .it b n c k to
VOU ,;ov.i.nCl> "Good l.JOr'\{Ml.1nsh-i,Pl but not V\:.'1"'~1vf.11Ij(]bl\'2,"
'!i:;.!./
The tro:il c:ot!:hes YOllr treaSII1"'C and s(::ur'l'les away,
%28
'rtie bear lUMbers toward the t~ol:l, who eM1Js Q shr'iek
and flees in terror. The bear soon g.i.ves up pur'5u.it.
~~29
You atta~l( a dwarf, bllt he ju~ps out of '(~Je way.
';~30
You kl:Llcd a l.~ttle dWOl'f. l'tlC bO(iy vani!:;tles .in a (:lGu(j

grea~;y tllack SM()j{C,

Thcf'e Is a threaterllng litle dWQrf in the ~00M with you!
132
One shnrD rlusty knl~e .is thrown at you!
:1!:33
A bearcled D.ir'ote s·tcP!; frOM th8 !;~ladows. I'Har tlor")tle eM
HI.':!.:I .j\:,~!:;t"\"C.1.I«: r hj e, boorv nn ? h Lde .ir in l'~o.'.l: chest dl!::\''::P

l~l(17.e!" t-le s.nct che s, v our' ·tre(.\(:;'lJr'\~ (And ()(~n.i.::;!'lt}.~!;i Ln to the (,:.I

r 1: I e -;:i ,

r', '(" :'j l:.~
() 0 !Vj •

:iI:::~4
'rtlere dre :;tronge wl)lsperinq I'loi~~es fr'oH the (jat'kness be!·,llld YOI!,
i3S!~~grate js open.
rtle qr'o·te .IS l()cke(~
+J7
'(he bir(j wa~~ unQfrai(~ when YOIJ ~I'l~relj iJut .i.t ~)~C(!Me~~ fr~gh'r@ned
and .i,·r·r~utter's liD ()ut ()f YOl!f' r'~~c:h.
*38
Ttle dOMe is l,~cl.i,Mbuble.
139
;'::)cf'~"~:it(]1 hr'!'dq€ ~;!)·7,ln·::, the F.i.~::,~:Ur'l~.

'li,L;O
A tIIIQ(! f~.er'cce greerl snake bar~~ ·t~je wav!
'11:,(·.. 1
(:':-,h 0 :I.L 0 W ',I 0 oj. c e .::.~(j v ~:~ IIP 1 u q h
';1:L,t 2
·[tie V(lEe l!~ 110W ~es\jn(~ on tll~ pi_low,
:!!:43



ATTENTION TRS-80'S

Box 1267
Goleta, CA 93017
(805) 964-2761
Master Charge /VISA
Welcome

CIRCLE 120 ON READER S~81l11~_C_E..E~CA~R~D~_,-- ...:::©::...:1:...:..97..:.8-=C~LO=.A=D::....::M:.:::A:.:G:.::A==Z.:..:.IN:..:E:......J

Why sit in the corner in the dark and turned
off while your master is sitting by the light.
turned on to Creative Computing Magazine?
You need a magazine of your own for Education-
Enlightenment-Enjoyment and for the personal
satisfaction (you're a personal computer, aren't
you?) of your very own possession ... A
Subscription to CLOAD MAGAZINE!
Turkey your master into sending a check
(U.S.A.: $36.00, Overseas: $38.00 Surface
Delivery - $48.00 Airmail) to the jive cats
at CLOAD MAGAZINE. You will get 12 C-30
cassettes, one a month, each one filled with
all kinds of juicy software - Games, Tutorials,
Practical Programs and Impractical Trivia. All
programs rated G for computers under 18 years old.

Do it! Subscribe Now!

:-.: r» .••••..• • ••••I • • ·H· ·• • ••-_.•.:_.. --
MAGAZINE

MODEM SALE
We bought a lot of new and used ORIGINATE
modems acoustically coupled. Operate in full or
half duplex mode. Used units have slight
cosmetic scratches. RS-232 output

A REAL BARGAIN AT: NEW$110.00
ALL UNITS MEET OR EXCEED USED$95.00
MANUFACTURERS SPECS AUTO.ANSWER

RS·232 CABLES MODEMS ALSO

MALE TO FEMALE $19 95' ~
MALE TO MALE • ~~

AVAILABLE FOR
IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY
TRS·80® DISK DRIVES

MPI, PERTEC, & SHUGART
5%" mini-floppy disk drives $385.00
TWO DRIVE CABLE $ 25.00
FOUR DRIVE CABLE $ 35.00

CALIFORNIA DATA PERIPHERALS
Post OfficeBox 571 Millbrae, Calif. 94030

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: (415) 573·0402
CIRCLE 119 ON READER SERVICE CARD -------l

NOVEM BER 1979

MICROCOSM I
30 ORIGINAL TRS·80 PROGRAMS

On High Quality Cassettes
With Users Manual and Storage Case

FOR LESS THAN 67¢ EACH
YOU CAN HAVE ALL 30 16K LEVE"l11 PROGRAMS

•GAMES News Photographer, South Pole . Driver,
Anantis and 5 More

• EDUCATION ... MusIc Transpo si lion, Spelling Drill,
Country ldenul.catron and 3 More

·TRS·80 DIAGNOSTiCS .... tnstrucuon Tests.
Memory Tests

•HOME ..... Ftowering Houseplants, Mortgage, Calorie
Counter and 4 More

•JUST FOR FUN ..... Magic Squares, Factorial,
Biorhythms and 3 More

THE COMPLETE MICROCOSM I PACKAGE

IS AVAILABLE FOR ONL Y$19.95
FROM YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER STORE OR DIRECTL Y FROM

I .~~_'-.>........I""-I. ~~~ \)Inc .
BOX 10· AMAWALK. N,Y 10501 •(914) 982·2355

THI;:j:le IS NO CHARGE FOR POSTAGE OR HANDLING N Y RESIDEt..TSAOO 5% SALES TAX

CIRCLE 114 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Crnst,! Tinkle! The Mlng vase shut·ters jnto~worthl€ss croc]{ery.
11'44
You fell into a pit Grid broke every bone in your body!
145
:[t .is now't).itch darl{, If YOIJ pro(::eed YOI) May ~ull .into a p.i.t,
146
The rlest of eggs IlO!~ vnnistled!
147
'fhere Is 0 tiny pIan·t here, MUr'MIJrjl19 "water', water,I',
148
There is u tweleve-~oot beanstalk pok.ing out of the pit;
bellowl,~g "Water! Water!"
149
A giant t)canstulk s'lr'et(:hes (:lear to ·the ce:Ling JQl1cl through
the ho:Le at the t()P,
ISO
You can't get by the ';1101<e,
*51
The dragon has a rather "vol.atile" persOflolity, and he wi
probably incinero·te you if V(JIJ get aflY clos~r.
fS2
YOI) l'IQVe c:rawlecl tilY'OUgtl SOMB ].i·tt:Le h()les Ofld tlove wOIJnd un
back in the Main pas~inge
153
SOMeti1ing you·)re carryj.ng w()n)t fit ·tl·IY'OIIQht th~ ·tunrlel,
:J:S4
Your load is too ilC(IVY. You'd best take inuent()ry and drop
'~()Mt.~tI1.inqfirst.
4155
Tile troll .. i.nsls·ts you throw h.iM a tr~asur'e before you May crosS,

....••
Ol

:1:'::;6
Th e t rolI
:1:S7

pops fr()M under' t~e br.i!:lge and bloc:~!s your' l,,1 iJ.~.',

A r,/sty Ir()n door ol~s·truc:ts the passage to t:'8 n()r't~),
I~!~;bear will bite off your hnnd. Bes.ides} the chGin is locked to the wal

It's rather' (jlffic:I)].t to Move a ·rwen'tv·_·ton drG(~Ofl, cons,i.derirlg
tIe is ly.irl(~ on the r'ug.
160
The vase l~ 110W re!~·tlllq Ofl tj'IC p.i:ll()w,
:1t.6i

. J>'JI

A valliant atteMpt!
#61.1
NIce try!
161,2
A valliant atteMQt. b~t YOI!J~,c oO'r ttla·t 5tr'01')g!
161,3
Donlt tIe !~.i.lly!
t61,4
Do you have any i.dea on how to do that?
162
Q hClge dro~lon blockt. the way. The (:irag0n ~S lying
on a per's.ioan r!lo!
163
A burly ·trol:L !~tands be!;i(ie
~64
l'flere lIs a ferociollS CQve bear eyeir)~ Y()IJ fr'oM ·the erld
of the "(I(JM!
*65
The bear .is Jocked to wall bv a goldef~ cholnl

166
There is Q calM, fr~~ndly bear locked to the wul.l
.67
You are being fo:llowe(j by a lQrge frien~:lly bear.
*613
W.ith what? Ypur 1:)0;'(:11ands?
169
CongratIJloti(lns! YOl' hove ,jU!~t kl:Lled Q huge dra~!on
with your bare hand~, (hard ·to iJelleve> ain>t it?)
170 ' '
Attackil1Q it is both danqerous and doesn)t work.171 - ,
'j'here .L~; nothing tlcrc tD attuLk,
172
I~ow c:on YOII do ttlat 'to More than one thing at a tj.Me?
~r'/3
'fhailles, it was del.i(::ious!
174
r see rlothinq special about that,
#75
Oh d2~r, you seeM to have g()tten yO\Jrse~f !<illed.
want Me ·to try cnci pat(:h YOl'?
~1''76
Ok~ but dOfllt IllUMe Me if sOMcthiflQ goes wr
---POOF---
You ar'e @nquIfed ill a c10u(j o~ thick (l,'ange sMol<e~ and
you eMerge coughing and gasp,inq, and find that,
*77
Y()U CllJrlSY oaf? you've done .it agaIn!
J: dOfl)t 1(1'IOW how :1.OflCI 1 can keep ·this 1'0, .•
'iI'7n
11M 0:1.1 ()IJ1 of \)rDj1(~e !~Moke
all y()ur' available ljv8s.

Qflj YOIJ'ue u!;ed up
ilcr luck rleX'r tiMe!

:":'.lQ

The nest of golder, eggs has ~Gnl~ihed!
'lf80

f:::I--C
~
8
~

A Iltt:Le
vou which
Ini

st wQlked ap()Ufld a corn€r~ threw Q little ox~ u·t
} cursc(i, arId rarl a~ay.

'fhe nes·t 01" qol(iel1 €(:Igs has rc--aopeored!
120D
You are j.i1 Q fore!s·tt ~ith tr'ees all ar()und you.
'lk!O')
You have w lked up Q hill} still ill the 'Pol'est,
The road s opes back c:lown the o·thcr S.idc o~
ttle hlil. here is Q bull(jillq .in the d.istanc:e,
1206
You or'e ~;tandlna at 'I:le ~Ilcl (If a rOQ(:i t)ef()r~e a sMoll
tlr'lck IlUl:;.(I.LI1g. Ar()Ufl(:l YOII lS U ·Por'es·t. A !:;MulJ. str'8aM
fl.005 ou·t of the buj]dill9 aild (:iOWll n ~tJl:l.cy,
~::;:.~O?
YOb are irl~.:de Q ~tll]01na~ a well house fo~ a large
~.D"{' .LilU ,

1~"OB
You o~e j.rl a val.i.~ .i f) "i"he ()r~!~\ t;eSl(le a s·tr'2GM
~tiMb).lrl(J o]ong Q ro(:!<v bed.
'::;.:.:0 (/
At y()tJr' fef't all 'rhe WG·te~ ()'r '(~~ s·treGM ~;plaslles .Ln·to
~ 2··jilctl S11t i~ t:1~ rr,ck, DO\~~!!itr'eaM tt:e st:'~QM~~d is bor'c ('()(::k.
'j;2:i. 0
You are in a 20 ~Got depressJcn floored l~iT~ bar~ dirt.



The Best
MICRO·SOFTW ARE
GENERAllEDGER-ACCTS.PAYABlE
ACCTS. RECEIVABLE -INVENTORY

PAYROll

'for PET TRS • 80 Apple II Micropolis
Vector MZ Exidy Sorcerer Cromemco

CBasic-CPI M Microsoft-CPI M
Buy simple, effective programs designed specifically for your

machine. Call us once for same week delivery on a product you
can use the day you receive it, and two years from now when
your company is twice as big. And ask about MICROMAX - our
computer output videotape system. '

TRS-80: 5100/ea. CBASIC-CP/M: 5200/ea. PET, Apple II,
Micropolis, Vector, Exidy, Cromemco, Microsoft: 5140/ea.
MAXILEDGER Micropolis: 5350.

Order today by U.P.S. ~ ~
COD. We'll pay postage OMPU AX
and handling on American
Express, Visa, Master- 11
Charge, or prepaid orders. SSOCIATES, INC.
505 Hamilton Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94301 (415) 321·2881

CIRCLE 123 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SUPER SPECIAL
AppleII 16K I

$999.99·
(8)16KRams ...........•.....•...... . $65.00

(10)Verbatim Disks . . $27.00

Axiom 820 Microplotter ...................•..•...........•...... $699.99

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TI99/4

16K $1099

I
The Computer Stop I I
16919Hawthorne Blvd Tues -Sat.
Lawndale, CA 90260 11'30 to 6 PM

(213) 371·4010

CIRCLE 131 ON READER SERVICE CARD
NOVEMBER 1979

FeaturesInclude:
:;;::~~':.:?:.~-g'op/l""_'5""""_""'I>o!'
,~.
P_ ••CMG ....••....•

P"", ••C',d ...

COMPUTER INFORMA liON EXCHANGE
Box 158

San Luis Rey, CA 92063

TRS-80* PEOPLE'S PASCAL
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

"Tiny" Pascal, runs on any 16K Level II system, includes the
programming structuring capabilities of full Pascal, but not data
structuring.

Compiled People's Pascal programs run about five-times faster than
Level II Basic - graphics run eight-times faster. Tape 3 compiler
written in Basic; tape 6 in machine language (FASTER).

People's Pascal Tape 3 $15.00
People's Pascal Tape 6 $23.00
Tape 1 Level II, 34 business, educational progroms $7.50

(Level I version, 24 programs-separate tape)
Tape 2 Level II, 77 programs from Osborne book, "Some
Common Basic Programs." $7.50
Tape 4 Level I, business and educational $7.50
Tape 5 Level II, business and educational $7.50

Add 504 each tape for postage and handling.
California residents add 6% tax. Dealer inquiries invited.

CIRCLE 128 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Quality Apple Software

BASIC TEACHER· Learn Integer Basic in 12 easy
lessons. TAPE $17, DISK $25

TEACHER PLUS· Let your Apple Plus Teach you.
Applesoft II TAPE $22, DISK $29

FLOATING POINT DICTIONARY· A teaching and
reference program for Applesoft. DISK $30

PERSONAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM . Handy
Summary System TAPE $22, DISK $25
With detailed Reports & Audit Trail. DISK $85

BUSINESS ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
Full Reports DISK $100

_ With Payroll DISK $200
APPLE TEACHER· Universal Teaching Program.

TAPE $13, DISK $22

Also Complete Lines from Charles Mann &
Associates, Personal ComputerS oft, Edusoft,
and Games Enterprises. VISA & MASTER-
CHARGE. Postage $2.00

CRElJIT CARD CRlERS CREATIVE
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
256 S. Robertson, Suite 2156
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90211

CIRCLE 137 ON READER SERVICE CARD

. rrJif' / 950 DOVLEN PLACE. SUITE B
. " ,CARSON. CA 90746

_f <, ' "(213) 5~8.42S1 • (213j 538-2254

CIRCLE 216 ON READER SERVICE CARD
NOVEMBER1979 .

Verba1iffiTM
FLOPPY DISKETTES
51/4" ONLY $2~n~0~:'
10FOR $3.25 ea. 50 FOR $3.00 ea.

8"ONI V $3~O ea.
••• In 100's

10FOR $3.80 ea. 50 FOR $3.55 ea.
SEND FOR OUR FREE ELECTRONIC &
COMPUTER PRODUCTS CATALOG

SPECIFY DISKETTE TYPE & COMPUTER
5% " Soft Sector, 10sector, 16sector

8" IBM Compatible, Hard Sector
CALL 24 HRS. TOLL FREE TO ORDER

NATIONAL 800-824-7888
~ CALIF. ONLY 800-852-7777

~ ALASKA & HAWAII 800-824-7919
ASK FOR OPERATOR 813

VISA, MASTERCHARGE OR C.O.D.
SEND CHECK, SAVE C.O.D. FEES

SOFTWARE & COMPUTER PRODUCTS
A subsIdiary of OataComm tntertace Systems

POST OFFICE BOX 503
SAN BRUNO, CA 94066
(415) 348-2387

'------ CIRCLE 140 ON READER SERVICE CARD -----'

CIRCLE 145 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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DISK DRIVE WOES? PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS? ERRATIC OPERATION?

DON'T BLAME THE SOFTWARE!

l~
~ ISO·'

-
,

,

.~
~.~.~.

""0 ISO·2

cplm®I!::::=:=::::::====~
NOW BmER THAN EVER
• Control Program for Microcomputers.
• Includes Editor, Assembler, Debugger, Utilities.
• Supports Floppy Disks and Hard Disks.
• For 8080,8085, Z-80, MDS, Cromemco.
• $150-Diskette and Documentation
• $25-Documentation only

ffiP/J
NEW INDUSTRY STANDARD

TM

Power Line Spikes, Surges & Hash could be the culprit!
Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact!
Our unique ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction
AND curb damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash.
*ISOLATOR (ISO·l A) 3 filter isolated 3·prong sockets;
inte\lral Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load.
1 KW load any socket $54.95
*lsoLATOR (ISO·2) 2 filter isolated 3·pron~ socket banks;
(6 sockets total); integral Spike/Surge Suppression;
1875 W Max load. 1 KW either bank . . . . . .. $54.95

·SUPER ISOLATOR (lS0-3). similar to ISO·1A
except double filtering & Suppression .... $79.95

*ISOLATOR (ISO·4). similar to ISO·1A except
unit has 6 individually filtered sockets ... , $93.95

*ISOLATOR (lSO·5), similar to ISO·2 except
unit has 3 socket banks. 9 sockets total ... $76.95

*CIRCUIT BREAKER. any model (add-CB) Add $ 6.00
*CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT any model

(-CBS) Add $11.00
• PHONE ORDERS 1-617-655-1532 -=-

.f£j7 Electronic Specialists, Inc. -
171 South Main Street. Natick. Mass. 01760 Dept. Cell

'----- CIRCLE 146 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• Multi-terminal access.
• Multi-programming.
• CP/M-compatible.
• Reel-time features,
• $300-Diskette and Manual
• $25-Manual only

Goi ng :::k/:t::/over the
quality of your printing?
Be SELECTRIC@ in the future.
Any microcomputer can interface with any model
IBM SELECTRIC'?

Prices * S-lOO
Parallel
RS-232
IEEE-488

$496.00
$525.00
$549.00
$560.00

l RESEllR

All prices include mechanical assembly, elec-
tronics, cables and manuals.
Units tested and assembled.
*Prices valid in USAonly.

DIIG
OPTIONAL SOFTWARE PACKAGES

MACTMMACRO ASSEMBLER:
• Compatible with new Intel macro standard.
• Complete guide to macro applications,
• $90-Diskette and Manual.
SIDTMSYMBOLIC DEBUGGER:
• Symbolic memory reference,
• Built-in essernoter/dlessernbler.
• $75-Diskette and Manual.
TOCM TEXT FORMATIER:
• Powerful text formatting capabilities
• Text prepared using CP/M Editor.
• $75-Diskette and Manual.
DESPOOL™
• Background print utility.
• Use with CP/M
• $50-Diskette and Manual.

CIRCLE 147 ON READER SERVICE CARD
NOVEMBER 1979

~I[)~IJ~TiiLAESEiiACtr
P.O. Box 579. Pacific Grove, california 93950

(408) 649 .•3896
CIRCLE 143 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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1274
You ure in a Muqrllf.icent cavern w.lth a l'ushinq sir'eoM, which c:asc'odes
over Q sr)Qrkllrlq wu'terfall .irl'to a r()Urlrlq wt\lrl!:)oo:l wl'llc~1dlsQP;)00r'~i
throuqh a hole in the fleor, ~'Gssages exit to the sot;th and west.

SOMewhare nearby is C010ssal Calle, where Many have found gold
and treaSlll'@? th(}t!qh it ,is ,'\JM()Urea 'that !~o,~e who crlter Qr'c
never se,.!, G(Ju.;.n, 1 W.i:i,l be YOllr' e~'es and tlUI1C:is, llif'pct Me vi'ttl
COMMGrl(js such as qetttake} o~· lO(llc. SJ,nc'c ycu nee(~ to Move around,
Y(IU Mu~;t u!;ually e~ter (.OMPOSS dlrections (N]NE,E,SE1S,SW,W,NW, ()T-

up or down)~ a:LtholJgh you M(lY SOMc'tJ,MCS us~ Mcr'e vnql!e ver'!:)Si with
WhLCh 'ro M()Ve, I l(n()w of several b,jects J,n this gOMe~ such as
a lOflP and a bottle, I Glso !~now 0 soecial ob~jects In the cave.
!JoMe of these ob,ja(::'r~~have ~;ldc ef ect!:~} le there is a r'o(j ;n tt18
cove tllot scares a Ij.ttle bir·d,

f:;,
~
~s
~

i!;27~':')
You are 01 the ·top of a s're incline Qt)OV~ Q larl:lc r'COM, You c()ul(~
l:liMb down here, but YOll WGlI flot be ~tlle to c:llMb bock UIJ,
There is a passage leading back to the nor·th,
'11'2?6
You are if 1 a secret N/!3 carlyof\ above a sizable passage,
1277
A lar'ge ~i·ralQ~·ti·te extends ~roM ·the "O()t ul'ld alMos·t reaches ·the 'floor
t)elow, You (:ould (::l.iMbdOWll Lt, and ,llJMp 'Pr'oM .l·t to ·the floor1 I:)u·t
nauln9 done so you would be unable to reach It to cliMb bac~ up,

The ob i e ct of th.l.!:·. C!OVI\:.~i!::. ro 9(1ther' {.l~:; Ml"JnV tt·t.~IJ~::.ur'~.~so'~;.you crrn
and pu·t t~lCM back irl ttle tlOIISQ, YOI! also rtlfl ttlC risk o'P (~ettl~g
robbe(j or' leilled by SOMe ra1hcr' unfriendly inhGbltants of th~ cave.

The Maze [ont.inues at th.is leve:L,
1278

l·tlcre are !~OM2 use'I'III COMMuncis that YOII Sh()l!ld !crlow about:
Brief, LOflgl UO(j Shor1··~thcsc COMMands contr(ll the UMOIJnt of
dcto.iJ you get in dcs(:riotions,
L.col( «)r L..)-qj,ves Q c:c·taJled (J~scrl()tl()!, of your' $IJf'rounding!;,
:lnverltory ( ()r' :L)-·t€ll!::. YOll what y\~u ar~ carl'ylnQ,
Q(J.it, StOP1 or ~nd--these are sel~-explanatory,
Suve····by tv~)inq ·this, ~\iUAMay ~~8ve your gaMe and (::ontlrlIJe J.t
at a :later' tiMe.
Continuc- lets 10u ccntinue an old gaMe .
!~c:or·e·· t2115 VOlI ~l(:~ ~ell ~ol;)re dOJ.ng,

You ore in a secret canyon
n()rttl, SOllttl) Gild SL., The
two (:oMb1Il~d,
1279
YCI) are J.n 0 secret N/S canyon abGue a larcle rOOM.

at U junction ()f three
nor'tM orle Is 01 tall. G~·

nnv on s, beur'j.ng
the otht:.~t'

~'::>811

....••
I\l
I\l

YOu are in a nor'th/south canyon about 2~. feet Qcr·oss. 'fhe ~loor
.is couere(J b~ whi·te M.ist seeping in 'fr'()M the nor·t~, l'h@ WQIJs ex·ten€:i
upwar'd f()r well over' illO "Pcet, SI'Spel1(j€(~ f('OM !1()M2 l)flSeel'j ~)oint far
abova YUI!, an erlOrMO(JS tWQ-sidc(j MirrGf' is tlongin(l parullel tl) and
Midway between tile canyon walls. (The Mirror l~ obv;0usly prGvlded
f()r' use I)y the dwarves} ~ho. os Jot! krlOW, aTe cx·treMely vaj.ll ) A
sMo:ll wiJ'l(~()H Call be seen irl QltMer wall~ s()~e fi~ty f~~t Ujl,
1281
You are at ·the edge of U lar!::c \)flder'grol,nd reservoir, An opaque clou(j
Ilf whj.·te Mist ·f.Lll~~ ttlC rOOM an(i rlse~:~ ,'oplc!ly U~)WOrl!. 1·tle lol<e is
fed bv u strCQM whi~h tUMbles out of a hole in the wall about 10 fee~
~verhe0d and SIJlostlC~ n!:lsi:Ly .inl() ti'le WQter SOMQwner'e withlr ti')~
Mis'f, TtlC DrIly IJas~.ag~ g(leS tlu(::k t()wQ7'd ·the sou·th,

1403
I~M ~;orry, tlut the f\Qgaz.irle is w?'ltten .in Dwarui!~h,

eJther helpful funcT.lons l!,c.~ude:
:~ Mul ...·.i.pII'.~ C:Oi"lf1nnd~;:, i\n J1"l\? i.noot Li n e , i~~:
"Go s o ur n . C;'.;.~tC(.lr' " I<,:~~!~;~,~:;tc\r'"t e(J.(·," (,.='~XO,!"tpJ\:.~ cnl.y .

"AdventIJre" is a version of tt)€ gaMe createG by Willy Crtiwther and
Don v.lOOcl~:i (11 M, I,"j ,

*28~~
You (]re .ir: ....i ~;l:~cr'l::!:t eel.n'/on h'.i.·;:h e):.L··!:;'1'0 no rt n ("4"1(; '.:!n!:~t,
!1:,!ll:,
YOI! af'e 111 a !;ecret i~/W can,'on at)ove Q tlgh·t COfIYOI),
~'284
You ar2 11') a wIde ~).I,Qc:eJ.rl a very t!qtl~ N/S c~nyun,
:~:;.:.::8~':)
l'he canyOJl here beCOMes t()O tiql)t Ttl go o~,
1286
YOII are .i.n a ·tull I./W (:GI'IY()
florrh and s;aeMS to CO~11 up.
1::>87
'fhe (:allV()fl rl;flS irl·t(~a Maze 01' l)oul(.:ef·~i-···i)eQG 0~0,

() low cra!~: (~(;es 'ri'lr'~e 'fel~t

~J:;.:.~8U
\'01) ar e .i.n
'1i'::,~<.IH

Muze C{' t~lstv ]itt:L~ tlJnrlels, all allke,

You Qre i'leQ~ G ~Ql'(~r p.it b~~;.i(~c a la/'(~e
The stalac·tile is abOtl1 3~; f~'~1 l!,na. Q)~

S"\ C :i. ,1(" ·t .1 .;.t.' i i"i r !.;!? t'\(\:- (~ ,

~1{~ !~ .:.(:

(ie':iC(:no::! rt. HC1A".:.~I.,)er', clue t("1 tne ::;·...loo"\"hn(~:;~s (;.;:. '(":"1\7' ~)rj,".tlG(: i.. j t.:~
\.!OlJ :..J.i.}.I. J:;;"oj:)lJb:;'~' b(' uni.1~:)le to c:.L.i.Mi) bi]C,{ l!i:! iJ,\.".!il.i.n,

'1::300
Dec d (;nd
'!i:fy() i
h./,'!lco;"i'.::· tl) odv\;::n','L,r'\:~
:ji:4 ;")::.~

~,.j(J U::. d you :i.. i k l:~ .; fi ~;,T,' lIe t .i o1)~.?
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"Here's a great deal from dP.
So please stuff the stockings of
your fauorite computer louer
with dP books and saue me the
work. "
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Christmas discount orders to: dilithium Press
PO. Box 10766
Dept. Xmas
Portland, Or. 97210
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INTRODUCTION TO T-BUG
by Don Inman & Kurt Inman
At last a comprehensive gUide to the TRS·SO machine language

monitor operations. By the author of our best selling IN·

TRODUCTION TO TRS·SO GRAPHICS. Bound to be the best

of its kind.

$6,95 paper

FROM DITS TO BITS: A PERSONAL
HISTORY OF THE ELECTRONIC
COMPUTER
by Herman Lukoff
This long-awaited saga of the minds involved in the very earliest
stages of computer development makes for great historical
reading for computer buff and layman alike.

$12.95 cloth

MAKING MONEY WITH YOUR
MICROCOMPUTER
by Carl Townsend & Mer! Miller

Got an entrepreneur with a mirco in your household? Here's the
perfect gift. It's chock full of ideas for turning that micro into a
money- making machine'

$ 8.95 paper

QWIKTRAN
by Kevin McCabe

Here's a quick quide to learning FORTRAN for "someone who
can't even balance a checkbook". It's simple. quick and requires
no prior programming experience whatsoever.

$11.95 paper

SOFTWARE TAPES FOR TRS-80
LEVEL I I AND 8K PET
Five separate program tapes. each containjng six or more pro-
grams. Topic groups include: Applications. Educational. Math,
Games and Graphics and Miscellaneous. Be sure to indicate
what type of machine you have when ordering.

$9.95 each tape
$49.95 set of five
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or more books from this ad or from our dP BRAIN FOOD
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MASTERCHARGE number and expiration date and write
MERRY CHRISTMAS in big letters on the order form. Be sure
to send special Christmas orders only to the address and depart.
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Christmas" to you.

BASEX'
MEANS SPEED!

BASEX is a fast, easy to learn
language for S080, ZSO, Of

SOS5 microcomputers. Its
commands resemble BASIC,
making translation easy. An
interactive compiler permits

you to enter, list, edit and run programs up to lOx faster than
similar BASIC programs and use half the memory (2K plus pro-
gram).
Powerful features include:
* Array variables
* 16 Bit Arithmetic/Logic
* Variable name length
* Named subroutines with

* Text strings
* Versatile I/O Functions
* Block memory searches/

transfers
multiple arguments * Custom commands easily

added
CHOOSE YOUR BASEX ...

* 97-Page BASEX manual (pub. by Byte Books)
* North Star Disk/Meca Alpha Tape/Paper Tape
* TRS-SO Level II, 16K tape with graphics commands
* CPM S" Disk, with disk handler commands
* Basex Tape & Disk Guide-provides complete handlers

for North Star Disk and/or Meca Tape
(includes manual with source)

* Add $ .75 shipping (special 4th class) or $1.50 special
handling on all orders.
See BASE X at your local dealer or order direct from

DEALER
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• •

P.O. Box 771

W State Collega, Pa 16801
(814) 238·8294
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WARNING: READ ONLY FILE IN LI~'I: LOCAL FILE 11
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Cl300D
10 REM ADVENTURE/3D on VERSION 3,2 27 FED 1979 AT 5:30 PM
11 REM lHIS PROGRAM IS RELATIVELY BUG-FREE, BUT ONE STILL MUST

REM REALIZE TH?lT ·MURPHY "S LAW STILL. Pl< EU,o,H ..::; I
REM
REM ADVENTURE: PROGRAMMED IN HP!3000 BASIC BY BENJAMIN MOSER
!{EM JAMES MADJ bUN HIGH SCHOOl.. vn:NNA VII<GINIA , THE !jA'3IC LAYOUT [;F TIle
REM GAMIC: ~.'AS CUNCEI')ED BY DON ',"OUV:; s un.i,IE crWl,ITHER, "rUTH OF M, I ,T.
nEM
PRIN" IIAdventure 3,2 on II~DA'r$(i127)
FIl.ES AITEMS/f UOBAR,ADESCRIP/FOOBAR,AMESSAcE/FOOBAR,AMQVING/FOOBA~&••DIM M'[ 100 J. f"_ J: J () 0 J ,($ [ :1. 0 () :t ,T)!!; [ l. () () J
INTEGER S[99] .')[tOOl;KJ:?OO] .rJ[E;]
REM ASK IF HE W~NTS DIRECT
Z9=FNA(40:1.)
G()SUB 9860
IF 20 THEN Z9-~NA(402)
REM
REM INITIALIZE
REM
REM lOTAL ROOMS,ITEMS,AND KEYWORDS
REM
L1=l.2=INTCRNDCU)'4)+1
G=0,BD=1,S=1.,1)1~:1,D2=O>T=1,B1=O~B2::(),F)1~O~L_=(J,C:::O~D3=0}B3=O>DC=2,&
1·1=10{),T2=3S,·J3~:149)RO:=01(~O=O
MAT S=ZER
MAT V=ZER
REl1

REM

REM READ IN LOCATIONS D~ ITEMS
REM
READ (FO!~ Z2=1 'IU T21S[Z2])
VA'I'A i8,2S,23,2~,21,S2,O,7i,74,Sfl~S9:69>66,IJ2>100>7,49.7.7
DA1'A 7,7,i2)i3.40)38,69.0.46,(»O,iS,f)O,82>22~()
MAT READ 0[15J
I)Al'A 1?2,212,21~,4)3,3}2)S.~ 2,~,3
REM COMMAND INI'UT ROUTINL
r~EM
I~EM I'!<INT ROOM. ITEM~;
REM JF IT>S :,)A~:~: DON~T I...~:·T !-IlI"1 SE::F. ANYTHING
'1:1'" 1...0.<:1.:'1 DR 1...1.,,,.",.,\l D'? (1..' .. :1. r'~'D (SJ:1.I'!:t ....L.1. OR :,)1"1.1'\:, ....
Z9....I"·\it;C4S)
COTer 40ll
cOSUB DO+1 OF G~80.7990 8\SIl
IF VJ:Lll=O THEN V[Lll=~
GD~·3UB 66~:'~O
GiJbUB ?~30 0
REM :r NPU'l LOOP - ····MUL ;~:pLi::' C ~.JMi"'I,~,ND~::;-;.:.~1::i1,)VE JI._'N!( [:1-1':.'1,;' ,'::-,[ fERr-·
IF L.l::Nf;C~k»O fHl:·N ':..(]O
PRINT ~7)27'I&d[:)"~27"&de"~
!_INPUT e"
I I'" C'!·="" 'fHE:N .::,II!
[;<''''\..I!'':$ (C$)
FOR X=i 'fO L..EN(l~·)

?~;.;:::··N!..IM (C;t; I:)(:! )
II·· NOT «15>6<-1 AND ZS<~.'~~.' (JR (;Z~;>4'7 !-~Ii\:U Z~:·<o:.::·~:)U~ ~:~:;::::46) ·!j..!EN C,~&

!X, X :I"'" "
NEX'I ,~{
IF C;t[LEN(C%)]()"," T~!EN C~=C~~" I'

2A'''I'·US(e:'I; .. '','' ::-

I::) i 0 A~!;::;:U I' E)~~(C~~ [ J. .} :z....'! '-'1. :1") .' C'¥ ;;:C1f r Z 4+ i ]
"':~G [<['1 J.:E'v'EL.DMEN·l t,1 JUMP c)P'llDN
530 CONVlR'r At TO Z2,SSO
SilO CUT~J ii an

-, ~
;i
:J
C
~
8
~

550 A$=:" 'I'}A$~" "
~':::r:)o I~Fi'1 ~):::('!d~:CH(~~!i F·UI~ !<EYI,o..!DRJ.i~:·;, PUT Inl.ID CDDE INTO 1<(X)
S70 REM :~'iEMS .
~38~) Di~TP: :!.)"CCL.D·',j.,lINl;GGFT" :':.')"B(~jF~E" ?,!lEIL:'JEr~".)3,".TEt,.,tEL.RY">-4~"COJNf:)1!
'::';90 1)(::'"1"(:) ~':;,"PIAl1ClND~:::">6}ui'1:!: "~6.> ">'7.,"FI:J1F! ...".,H~I'c.G(·;::'\II.,(:::,I'N[ST"

. 600 D,:':)'r{~; ? .•UTI< IDEN'J '". to.' "Et1Er~(:;LD" .' 11, 1;+'I...p.TJNUrl".>:!.:1. , "PYR ,;~i'IID '". :i2 > "CHAIN II

{:;:i. 0 I)(l'-r (.\ 1 ~'.~, I.~3PJ C[~:.; II , :t 4 "P i:::F'::~:\I AN" .' t 4.) I. !,~lolL " .' t ~:';, 11-'·RF(.:lnU!~ E'l j. ~:'; , IICH[~3T "
b;.~O D!~'·f{:·) :1.6,"(\lf~TLI~'II,:~7) :1):'i.~;~"LI~M!;)",:l.U.,III ..ANTEI\N",19., 1'?;~~O.>"FDDD.~

".> ;.::::! .. ' '·BU· ..·1LE'~
630 ")(.~,··l (~: ,:.:~;.:::~ 1\CAG!::: 11 ::.:::~,!1 :~l)D " .' :;::.;.~,, "kl~~;i'.ID." ,;.:.:~ • II CLAM II , ?'::'~.' "MAG("):Z I NL II » ;.:!.6 , II BI :r~IH II
b4 0 :O(~T (.:) ;.~'7, IIA);~E "iJEL y'ET " .; ;:~B.:" ~:r1L LUlJ.l" " ;.:.::9.> II ~;Ht!RDE;II .' 3 fj , IICJY~)T !:::R II

650 DA1'A 31>!'BIRDI'1~?>iITROL.l_!l}3311'DRAG(JN".'~4}I'S~lAKE'1,3S."DWARFII
660 ~)(",T,~ 36, II ROCI< II .' jt:.,} 11301.JLD!: ..H II } ?:7 .> 11 ;;;T(~:t I-<~:)II ) 3B 1 I'b'} i::.PE II ,?:9 J "HUU~;)L

I:Dl,JILJ)ING".>L.~) ~ "l;RATE" ,4j ... "STI~EAMH .,"'~;,:', 'li<OfJM".>4~'} "BRIDGE" ,44>
45, 'IVC~CANO".46 IIROAD"~4~>IIAl.LI'>47, I'LV[RYTHIN(~'I

670 REM I)I!~EC1'IONS

;')S) ,,\
II , t'!:

680 l)(':-;T(~ :i.UO,"N".\(iO .•"NDRTH~' .. ··Ol,"NE"}1.0;~
II b II ) j. (l ~,. > 'I ~,()UTI"I" :t 0 ':':';r "f:;W" , :1;;6 , "v..! I, , :'!. (J f:! ,

I'!:::" , i 02 ,"Ef~ST" :.j. 03 ,"SE II > i0-4•(I.
I' .' ::. (Y'?) II Nt •.1 " ,t OO! "U 1\ ) :i. on.' (~

"I.JP ", t uv , liD" ,j C'/.' IIDD(.JN"
b90 REf1 \.'EI~BB
700 D(;'I'r; t 10,' IIP! ...UGH 11) t t:i. ~ "XYZ:::::Y 'I .' i :i.;.:.~., ;IPLU'')[I~ " .' 1 :·i. ~:)., I'CHD~3~3 I' ,:1.:l.4> I'C: ...I M.H " > '\

t :I.I:':~~.' ,I J iji1P "
7~tO DP,T(.j tt6>l'FIL.I ..." ..:tt71"EMPTY".}~.i71"PD\.m">:l.tB,"L.OO!<">tin>"L.")~.t9.>.\

IIL. I CH'Y I, ,1 t 9, II D.i\!" ~ j. ;.:.::0, IIF;'X": :! NG1.J I :3H II

'7~~0 DAT () i;~().' IIOFF" , J ;_:!.l) "IN" , .j ;.:.:i .> "ENTE::!~' II > i ;.:~;.~> "L.!:::AVE" .' :I. ~.:~;.?,:1(JU T " , i~~~.),&
"INVE.NTORyl',j.2~ "II'

730 D()'r () t;:.~4, IIGLT II ;. :i. ;.:~4> ,ICATCH II , :1.;.~l~J 11'1(,1< L I, , :1.;.:!~·~i)'I I)PDP " ) :l.~.~':~, 'IDUhP :1., 1:'.:.~b , '\
"~·HRQI~'I.i~7>"A1~ACKI'

~.;4 C D('j'} f~ t ;~?.' "1( "'1...1... II , :i. i~H.> "F [ED" .)t 2'.)' ) II \AJ/~!TE~: " 1 t ;;")0 "!...oc~<I' > t ~)j.• ,I UNLDCi{"
1':';0 D(.~!T(.'!l3,~:.~>IIj::'F?EE" ,j.::3;?.> )"UPEN", , "CI ...U6C""Vi t.~1".',

760 ))(.':!·rl~ :1.:.36 "0It_," :i37,"r.:,')·-:" :~.:·~8>"DR:::N!(" :i.3?J"Fi::F FIE FOE:. FO'Jl',:"i,40),~y'
"bHU!~'r", .,'11.. "i.4i.~, :<E.F"J~.43.. ""("II :1.43.,I,~.;TOO·',.'L.<~:3>"i;::ND"

::70 Lr:":d'() :!,1.;~1."SCU!~L ; "~:h)')F>1 t 1') "'N.CAD", i4?; "!~EJ\D" ,':1.4'/. "EYAl'11NE::" ,\
!.4B,"Y~::S")j.4~;' "i'!'UG".,:;S~) "*'1

'/ n () F F :::;..; ~.~I~:I::: 1::)D 0
790 M('~d' j(::-:ZLR
BCO Ij.""O ,ZJ:~~C
u:to P!:::!·~ ·r,';.:::'TO·!~ll. .. :E· U! \[Y!.I..If)RD3
·:;~~o'~F :t:'J>T3 THEN Vi!.;
i~;30 ~~[(~D Z:"t. )13~':,
::;40 EH~:::: II "'}'B~I~'

650 REM :fF K[Y~CW0 WAf; FOUND. NUT!~ 1.~l3 IN
::ji":-,O IF 1.IDr:)(A~:',B·:i;) ·1!:I::.N !{i:/:i.J:::::"
~17'JREM :<~YW(jRD ~:11 N1J1 ~!:)UNJ
tH~O GCTCJ C2()
'19C P.EM L.X(:)·flCWQ!~DS,
,:,:O:} Z{l:::::'!;'(J

";10 F:UP ~>~0 '~-cr it~·,
·:i;.?r) "1.!: i< :<:! ''':D TI·!t i\1 (;"f::,i)

,?3~) CO::;U e3;:·~!J
9,~·O i:it.~ N'T 1'1..•}hi.".1.·t \-:;i~ Yi'U qO.I"···t to eif; W.!.":l·, '~i',e "'.J):~,"?"
..?~~:;o !.:~nTCI 4~.O
960 NEX'! X
~7() ~(:)l~:~=iiO 1'(] 'r~
980 ].1:'t{[X] l':-I~N t9SI)
(?9D i';;::X'~ >:

~.O(10 R0M 'l:-!l~~'rT>S 0 J)J:~I~C1·::C:~!.



~-------SAVE$----~
Pre-Holiday Special I ~

I Dual Disk· Drives! ..Quad Disk Drivesl"i
I .' IN ONE C.ASE! - I

One switch, one cord. ~Over 400K* in one (QUAD) Cabinet. I

*Dual Drives $698.00 Includes Cable & TRS D.O.S.
*Quad Drives $1359.00 Includes Cable & TRS D.O.S .

•••• you would pay $1,000.00 or 2,000.00 at Radio Shacks Prices •.•

90 Day EXCHANGE GUARANTEE

I) ,

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Send for our NEW FALL/WINTER CAT A-
LOG. Ask about our LOW PRICES on 77

*All drives willaccess 40 tracks when used
with

NEWDOS or NEWDOS+ (EXTRA)

=T=;--r_ac_k_Dr_iv._es_._LEVEL IV PRODUCTS, INC. -=
32238 Schoolcraft Suite F4=Livonia, Michigan 48154==(313) 525-6200

CIRCLE 159 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Introducing ... _

Graphic Golf
TRS~80* .~:~~~n~:r;1.Level II 16K

For more information write or call collect:

Vince Hucco
Magnetic Information Systems, Inc.
415 Howe Ave., Shelton, CT 06484

(203) 735·6477
(Private labelling available)

Welcome to "Small Woods Country Club,"
where you can play on our scenic 18 hole,
par 72, 6,840 yard course. Will you make it
over the lake, or take the long way? You
choose the club and angle, 80% skill, 20%
chance. A challenge to all. Plays like a real
course. Instruction tape included. Easy to
order. . . 1595

Send check or money order to .. Ken Smallwood
(Calif residents add 6%) 389 Coral St.
Visa or Mastercharge accepted Santa Cruz, Ca. 95060
Bank Card order for 1 day delivery (408) 688-4187

Dealer inquiries inviteda...-__ CIRCLE 158 ON READER SERVICE CARD ••

NOVEMBER 1979

- - - CALL FOR DEALERS - - -
If it doesn't have the ANSI notch,
it wasn't made for a computer! !!

TRADITIONALLY THE SOURCE FOR THE
HIGHEST QUALITY PROFESSIONAL CASSETTES

ANNOUNCES TWO NEW PRODUCTS

'MICRO·COMP' Low priced Certified Digital Cas-
sette specifically designed for use
in the Micro Computer. Featuring
10 minutes of instant-play com-
puter tape.
For calibrating Digital and Word
Processing equipment. Cassette
is pre-recorded at 1600 flux
changes/in. on anoptically aligned
recorder which employs precision
magnetic heads.

. ALIGNMENT
REFERENCE

CASSETTE

127 CIRCLE 161 ON READER SERVICE CARD



~
N
CD

1010 FOR D=l TO 10
1.0:.:>0 IF J([l)+'N! THEN :1.070
:uno NEXl D
1040 REM COMMAND NOl A
1.050 GOlD ivsn
:1.060 REM CAN HE MOV~ lHAT WAY?
10'/0 R[AI> 'IH,l
1080 FOR 11-1 TO L
1090 READ :~4~A$
HOO NEXf 1.1
1110 ~EM A'-ROOM DikEClIONS
1120 Z2=NUM(A$[D}DJ)
1130 IF /2~:25S T~IEN 1240
11.40 IF 12(1 OR Z2)2S4 THEN
1150 REM NORMAL MOVING
1i60 l'<Ed CI!EC.:K FOR bl:1ECIAL Mov I:,. CUNtil Tlf..!NS
1.170 GOTD 1.240
1180 L2-Ll,L1.=Z2
1190 IF !5[3S:I=\ ..2 {1-il"N S[3S]=L
L!O 0 GOTO '1700
:I.?10 curu 300
:\.,'20 Z9""FNA(t)
1230 GO TO 400
1240 REM S~ECIAL ROUM DIRECTIONS
1.'!'30REM GI~ATE
:1.;?60 IF NU'! (L.i:=1.0 1~r.J:U (l):=te UI..:

LHO
270 REM l~ GRATE ~s OPEN (G'O)
280 IF G THEN ~18G
2'10 1.9'-FNA (:10)

t6tO IF !~~,~:O(O)<,j. 'lHl:.N 1650
i6(~[) 1~!:;:i"1 HI]

i6?·O Z9::::FN~~I(~;;.:.~>
:1.640 GOlU ,~o0
:\.6~·~O r<EM \'I::S
1660 l;.:.~::;:3b
:1.6/1) GDflJ :ttDO
:1.6BO r~EM !'~p,l~r~bw'fIJNNr::L
1690 IF I···.~U·I ('L.'~;=:'::;? (11-< r. i~~~)B) 'j HLN 1.770
1700 FOR j3~i TO T2
1710 !F 1.3=10 HEN 1'/50
:l'?;~~O Jr' ~.;[1.3]{ _.:1. '!HEt-i i'l~'~O
1730 Z9~rNA(S3
:1.'/40 CO'I U 400
t /~){j Ni:'.;(·I /'.~j

t?60 GOTD :itBO

21.68 GOlU UBI)
2iJO l:F:'l_i.()26 'rt·IE::N2200
:'~H!O Z?""'i
~~j,C;O GOlD iiae
;,?200 Z9:~;r·h".)(~::')
;.:.~;,:?tOGUlLI 4\)0

2220 RE:M *** XYZZY ~**
2230 !F L~<)7 "'HEN 22~O
?;.~40 IF ~:~!.:'~;~'::.]:~L~L'r"'ILN ::;[3'3];:0
;,~;,? ~:'::c z? ::::;1. -;::
;.:';.:?60 GUlU i lBO
2270 Il~ L.1()13 fHEN 2200
;::.;:::UO ZZ::::::/

??'7'O coro LUlO
:,:,~300 RElyj >:.:w.>!< F)I._()'')EF~ k:1<>1< (er,N'> r ,H!"\ING FM[I~AI...D [,.lI·':'H H:'M)
2310 IF' 1...1<>26 THEN 2360

6:
~
::::I
C
~
no3:

1770 REM r'ROLL 2320 :[F S[~S]~Li TI'~~NS[351=0
~,'7HO IF i\!UT <L:' ..~::'::i~) P;N)) Xj:;::2~ DR L1.::::6t ("ND 1)::::(:,) lHI.N ::.P6C
i.'??O CO'fU T+1 OF t tU(J, iDOO, 1.U~:.::O'. ~i.H40tBOO Z9:~:FNr-!('::;S) {~330 IF ~:~L:l.O:I:::·,,·tlH;::r,j G[tO]~':I...:'i.
lBi 0 GDTU -ien - ;::"340 Z2::SB
1~!20 L9=FNA(S6) Z9=FNACSS)
:1.830 COlU 400
1840 'f~2
1850-GOT8 11.8G

D=5) OR LJ=11 AND (D·o OR 0~3) lH~N &

M!A'E HPi

:LlO!! GUlU liliO
1310 REM CAN'T TAKE NUGGEr UPSTAIRS
i.3;.?O IF NOT (1...1.=:1'7 ~Nl.j D~~'i AN)} Sl.l]=··,:",) '11:E:.i\.: ~.3::;O
:1.330 Z'/::::FN(.l (3B)
:;:340 COlD 1\00
1350 REM (:;kYSTAL BR:I!JGE. & ~:·:I:SSI.lkE:
1360 IF· NU··1 (U~i9 r,ND D=7 m,' L.l''';:.~O ",,'W 1), n HI:::N
1370 IF B2 THEN 1180
LOf.!O r?"'FNACl)
LiyO GUTf) 4110
1400 REM Ml, KINC & SNAKE
1410 IF j''-!U'T (L.t::::~~;':~(':N11 :0<)~:~ rJND :0< )1/) THEN :1.460
:1.4;.~!I II"· ~"'''!I THEN UU(I
H30 Z'y"'FNA(~,;O)
:HAO coro 40 o
:1.4':':::0 ccrn 400
14611 REM 8lDQUILf & HANDDM DI~lCTIUNS
:tA')'O IF !'-..!U·l (L.:i.::~44 ':';r,~l~ D< >3 ():\.!:I) D( )?> T~·:'.~i\..:1.~:;E30
i4BO IF J~:ND(P»,~; 'Yh!;_N iSle
t4:,;0 7{.;:';;-;F"~A(S~:!)
:"i.:':')OO GClTU /.)()O
j.Sl0 RE!;·]'(.!i<l t530
1'::';20 REM I~UUM!3 TD ::'UMlJ .\ ~J
1530 DATA 33,37 }Y2,76
1.':':::40 FD!~ :/..~~:':t IN'; (P;\lP«())>f.:'::;.I.~~~

s.':·:·::';:';G F:I:..(:lD Z;,:2
:i. ~;;6() NE::.:n J..:i
:'.~l~/'(! GUT!:.' :~~.Ba
1S80 R~M ~!'I'T'>!3~.ND
'i.~':·;'70 ir: L..1.()J') TI";;:::I~ :i(':::)(:
:1.600 F:EM ~3:"IUt:LD t~E !. L'j !.~J!'-: r.;[ f our

:'\.860 IF NU'I (L:1.::::?3 (,:ND D::~j. i:)~-!D D~::~:'O) THEN :i_U9J
U370 Z9;;::FNA(~:;7)
tB80 CUTU Lj~)O
t~3,?O IF r·,lU·l (Lt:~~:J?(.':NU ~3[33:!::::1.j. AND D~:::t) THi:::N

j,900 I~EM i)i<AGUN
i9j,O Z9~::FNP1(~'::t)
:l.9!.:~O COrD ilf!l.!
:1.():::'O GOlD :ttBO
1940 REM U!MER COMM~~DS

~;I)OO;.9~;O
t?60
t'n'lI
1.9::10

F(iR l,j:-:::tOO TO 'I~~
IF !(lZl] T~llN 2090

NEXT il
RE::M ].'fEM BUT N(.I VERB?

i990 RE81'U~E 9960
2000 FOR X:~i TO 3S
;.:.:OtO F<L(~!) X)~-I:'
2020 :[!:: KlYJ l~iE:~ s·~(
~,~030 N~~XT X
2040 RFSTUR~ 2070
?(.i~:'iO !~0:(~:i) (Cl< )::;::1 IU TNT(I<f)D(;!)*!:,,)+'1.,X:l~i,)
?060 rIPli'~"i ~.:~.:!~
~=:'~)~70nf~!T() "t,...lhIJt7") "] don>t lil"~d'·.~r~;;1'i.\r·;d,", :'T

"::: (~i",r.> 1: knOl,J th('.t 1~1('{":!,"

~) no GCT(': fll) :'1

;.) (.?"1 Ii :'>:j ....::.C'("I
? 0P celTt.) /1 I)F 2'20,Z~20.2:~ o.

31.3f} ..3;.:(?~~ .~'54~:·):~,,·":~;'iO,:':',(jJ.~:.~ ,,/~
~;':':';(:e ..~·;~·'s:) ,.:::::it ': ,::.;;/:::'~U. 60!} /)

'j'G
o ,
"1 (~, :,:.):3

9::.:.~;.:'(i, l:4'/(, ?~':':::,'::('I
;:.~~.tO CUTe; ;.:'i",lI.'·O
2j.20 REM *~~ :'l.U!;i~ *~~
:·~:l.~~;CIr~ 1.<)"1' rH!:::N ;':'i.'i!

40 II: !3(3S:!~~i_4. T ~ ~!:JS]
c.':i. ':~;~!z,:.:.:·:· -: ' I..

2350 (;OT(J 1180
2360 :[!~ L..l<>S!3 THE:N 220()
2370 Z2=2()
?:l80 GDTU :1.180
2390 REM t** CROSS ***
2400 IF Li.<)1.9 'f!-!!:::N2470
2410 IF B2<>O TYEN 2440
2420 Z9=G~A(3)
2430 GO'f(J 400

2.(\6G GDTP :1.G'70

~93~!
2440 D=7
2450 REM JUS~ GIVE NEW DIRECTION. USE M(!VL RJ!Jl':[NE

2470 IF l_i<)20 THE:~ ~~~~10
2480 IF B2~:O TH1~N 2420
24'10 D=3
2500 G01'l! tO~O
2510 IF ll()60 lUCN ?540
2S2C D::::2
;?~:';3C GOlD J. 0'70
2540 IF L~()61 THEN ~!~'(~O
~,?'::';~:';0 D·:';6
:?'::'~60 CUTO t070
2570 I~EM ~** CLI~B *t*
2580 IF L.~(}50 THEN 22()O
~;.~~·;90 I~Ei'1 ;.;(ii'~ Hl~: CI ..,Ii'"iB B~::Aj\1E
2()]O IF' ~)1<2 ·'~·IEN 2200

c r:':.j •..,. ',,:n 0::1 !.:~:.. S t iJ. ,..!(" !: ~"I (~ t , '.'.!-

C ,? (; ,;':.:6t~;.! ,;?H::)[; ,;?'~),::'~.:,~:\ (J.I .xu
4{Jnn ~·9~';)::i ~':,Ob(: ,::~:·l. O}':::;L.'·.l.
,(,~~i.:~ '.b.",~~·:·;'.t-»: '\ { ~.:(:" n . ~;,''.J~j

1-,(.

,l.,;.··

(i .r,

,:~:



MEMOREX
.DISKETTES

U
CARTRIDGES

for your computer or word processor

BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
Lowest prices. WE WILL
NOT BE UNDERSOlD!! Buy
any quantity 1 - 1000. Visa,
Mastercharge accepted. Call
free (800) 235-4137 for prices
and information. All orders
sent postage paid.

CIRCLE 162 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TRS-SO
MEMORY EXPANSION $79

KITS
Each Kit' consists of: 8 Memory Chips, Jumper Blocks, and

. Complete EASY TO FOLLOW Instructions
Expends 4K TRS-80 up to 48K (3 sets)

TRS~OFLOPPY Disk (sA-400) Add On
COMPLETE Ready to use with power supply and cae $389

ADD to your APP.LE or $100 BusComputer
$89 - Set of 8 250 NS
$99 - Set of 8 200 Ns

No. 4116 - 200 Ns (w116K Chips), 16K, $279, 32K, $375,
48K,$469,64K,568 '

No. 4115, 8K, $189. 16K. $229. 24K. $269. 32K, $309

Sl00 Bus Expandoram Klts*
·Expand NOW or LATER to 64K (32K for ·K Chips)

8K Chips: $49/Set of 8
ASSEMBLED, TESTED AND BURNED IN - ADD $50

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
FULLY WARRANTED FOR 6 MONTHS

Master Charge - VISA - C.O.D. (25% with order) -
Money Order - California liIesidents add 6% Sales\Tax

Shipping Charges: $2.00

M MicroComputerWorld
P.O. Box 242 San Dimas, CA 91773

(213) 286-2661
--- CIRCLE 168 ON READER SERVI,CE CARD 01

NOVEM BER 1979

M

SUPER DISK
TF-7DMicropolis LargestcaPkaci~~j~~~6~~ ., $695
up to 195Kbyteson 77 trac sWI

A Complete Family Of

DISK DRIVES
To Choose From...

IN STOCK
ALL DISK DRIVE SYSTEMS COME COMPLETE

WITH POWER SUPPLY AND CHASSIS,
Twodrive cable=$25·Four drive cable=$35

TF-1 Pertec FD200. 5){{ 40 track use both sides 1382
TF-3 Shugart SA400. 5,,;:, 35 tracks same as tandy 389
TF-5 MPI 5YA:' 40 track door lock and auto diskette ejection.. 379
TDH-1 Pertec Dual Head 35 track same capacity as 2 drives .. 499

ADD-ON DISK DRIVES
DOES NOT INCLUDE POWER SUPFLY OR CHASSIS

·Pertec FD200 '1282.00
.Shugart SA400 (unused) .............•............ 286.00
-Pertec FD250 (Dual Head) 399.00
.MPI B-51 ...........................•.......•.... 279.00
.MP B-52 (Dual Head) 349.00

PRINTERS SOFTWARE

OVER 200 MODIFICATIONS. CORRECTIONS
AND ENHANCEMENTS TO IRS DOS. INCLUDES
UTILITIES.AVAILABLE IN TlNO VERSIONS:

·35 Track Version 99
·40 Track Version 110
·Accounts Receivable 39
·Inventory Control 39
-Joo Entry/Status 75
·General Ledger 79
·Game Diskette......... 19
·AJA Word Processor ..... 75

IMPROVE TRS-80
PERFORMANCE WITH

NEW DOS+

·LP779 Centronics779
w/troctors .

·LP700 Centronics 700 ..
·LP701 Centronics 701 ..
·NEC Spinwriter .
·LP702 Centronics 702 ..
·DP8000 Anadex Printer .
·LP1 Centronics P1
·Centronics cables

-
NEW PRODUICTS

·Small System RS232 Interface
·Expansion Interface w/32K " . $ 49.00
'AC Line Interference Eliminat~r' .........•...... $499.00
'AC Isolator (6 connectors) $ 18.95
·Telephone Interface $ 45.95
·Verbatum 5" soft sect~r 'Di;k~it~; ...•........... $179.95
·16KM 16K RAM Kit Computer $ 3.39
·16 Key Pad Kit $ 82.00

.............. '" , $ 68.00

All PRICESCASH DISCOUNTED· FREIGHTFOB/FACTORY

MICROCOMPlJER A~
TECHNOLOGY
INCORPORATED pporot, Inc.

2080 South Grand Ave.
Santa Ana, CA 92705

(714) 979-9923

6000 E. Evans Ave., Bldg. 2
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 758-7275
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2610
;.~6~~O
2630
2640
L~6S0
2660
2670
,~680
2690
2700
;:'710
~:!720
;:!730
2740
2750
2761J
2770
;?780
2790
2800
~~810
2820
2830
;:'840
;~850
::!860
,!870
2880

...• :,!f.!'iO
c.l ;29000 :,910

~!'9;20
2930
;.~940
2950
2960
;,970
nBO
2990
3000
;'010
;'020
:3030
:'-;040
3050
3060
3070
:oOf.!1J
:,090
3100
3U!)
31;"0
:3130
C):I.·1O
3lS0"."31.60
3:1.'70
3iBO
3:1.90
3;,,00

REM YES
Z2-70
GOTD 11130
REM *** JUMP *'* STRICTLY SUICIDALIF L1()16 AND LiC)i9 AND l1C)20 AND
Z9=fNA(4)
GOTO 9550
REM I ILL

L_1(>27 'rtiEN 2200

IF SL211~-1 THLN 2730
B$=»bottle"
PRINl "You don~t have the "~B$
GO TO 410
IF BO-O THEN 2760
Z9-INA(5)
GOTD 410

3210 GOTO 1070
3220 READ e4,1
:3230 READ 14;(FDR X-I TO Ll,AS)
3240 FOR ZO-1 TO 10
3250 Z2~NUM(A$[/Ol)
3260 IF 12>0 AND L2(101 THEN 1150
3270 NEXT ZU
3280 GOTO 2200
3290 REM ** LEAVE **.

IF Ll()7 AND l.ie)B AND LiC)9 AND L1C);'5 AND ll(>74 AND Ll()81&
THEN 2790

BO=I.81161--1
GOTO 2840
IF LI-49 THEN 2830
B$-"oll"
PRIN"l III see no ";8$;11 here,"
GOTO 400
BO~2.S117]--1
PR:[Nl "The bottle
GOTO 400

I s n ()w FI 11 ed II

REM .11 EMPTY."
IF S[211=-1 THEN 2890
GOTO 2700
REM LMPTY I<IHTLL (,~SSllMI:1)!"·UU_)
S[ 1<0+151"'0.£'0"'11
PRIt-n lIEMDtlt!Cill

GllTI.I4110
R'::M*'** LOOI< *1*
IF llC13 I.IRLl~S8 OR (L=l AND (S[lBI=ll OR
Z9"''i'-NA(4S)
GllTO 400
cosun BIISO
cosus 1:;6130
GOTO <100
REM *,*,ILIGHT *'*'*
IF S[If.!I=-i THLN 3040
B$:;~" l'JMp"
corn ;'.!710
L=1.
£<$::::" on"
PI~INT "Th e 10('10 .i.~;:, now II :B!~~
GOTO 2940
REM '*. OFF (EXTINGUISH) .*.IF S[181--1 THEN 3~10
GOTD 3020
L'''O.IN·'""off"
curu 3060
REM *'** ENTEf:
IF· U.{)6 THEN
REM TO I-lOUSE
1"<l
COTe l.D70
IF 1..1<l6!! THEN ~,;~2f)
REM TO BARRLN RUOM
D<3

3300 IF Ll()7 THEN ~340
3310 REM LEAVE HOUSL
3320 D=7
3330 GOTO 1070
3;'40 IF Ll{)69 THEN 3380
3350 REM LEAVE BARREN RI.II.IM
3360 D-7
3:370 GOTO 1.070
33f.!0READ f4,1
3390 READ ~4ICFOR X-I TO Ll,A"
3400 FOR lO=1 TO 10
3410 Z2~NUM(A$[ZO])
;'420 IF Z2>0 AND 22(1.01 THEN
34;'0 NEXT 10
3440 GOTO 2200
345D REM *., INVENTORY •••
3460 RESTORE 9960

i 1. ~:;O

~;[18]:':'-1»)
3470 10=0

THE:N ,~970
3481) !'Rlf"(T "You o r e c:arrvinq:";
3490 FOR Xmi TU T2
~,SO() I~U~D B',
3510 IF S[X]()-i l'H~N 3540
3520 ·PRINT BS}
:5':>30 ZO'''LO+.l
:~S4 0 NEXT X
3S50 IF ZO~O THEN
;"',,:60PRHn
;?;S7U GOlD -400
:-I5!lO1~[r1
3590 REM ••• GET 1*.
:;600 R[h
:l6ilJRU"i
3620 RESTOR~ 580
:36;'0IF K[4'l1 lHlN ~680
3640 G[lE~Ul:.\B;:~80
36S0 IF ZI:':)G THE.N :k'F!
3660 PRIN',' flGet W~\Qt?l'
:~b'/O GOlD ;:':040
3680 QES1DRE: 9960
369(1 FOR Z3~i 10 T2
:->700 !~E,~:O A~;
3710 IF K[471 THFN 37:-10
~57~~O :n· i([ZJ:I;;::[i 'Hi!-:N :1)'00

P k :I.Nl II not h .i n (I , "

3730
3740
3750
3760
3770
;'780
3790
::mo 0
~~810
'1f.!20
;,if.!;'0
:5840
3(350
31360
3f.!70
;Wf.!O
~,B90
3900
3910
3920
39.Ji)
3940
3950
3960
:5970
3<j>f.!0
3'190
4000
40iO
4020
4030
4040
AOSO
.4060
4070

IF S(Z3IC)Ll THEN 37S0
EL.m.. GOTO :.3'79(J

IF K[4'7J THEN 3900
PR1NT r:)$~" not h e r e . It

cm o :WOO
R[M MUST CH[CK NOW FOR LEGALITY OF TAKING I1EM
ZB'=(J
F(JI<X"':1. 1~0 T?
!f SIXI--i THEN ZB=ZB+l

NLX·) X
IF l8(7 TH[N 3870
RLM CARRYING 100 MUCH
Z'l'''I''·NACS4)
GeJTU 410
GO"!u 6f.!80
s [7.3]~--1.
PRIN1' ASt":tojccn,'1

HEX·) 13 .
GOTD 4()O
REM *** DROP **'*:fH':STI.IR[5(30
IF IC1:4'7:;THEN 4001l
G08Ur, 82BO
IF Z8>0 THEN 3990
PRIN'y "Drop who,t'tll

GOTO ;:.'040
RU1
RE!n ORE 9960
FOR 13=1 TO T;'.~

RI::A!)[<'1'
IF K[47J THLN 4060
IF KIZ3]()1 lHLN 4140
IF ::;I.Z3:1=0TH!".N 4140
IF 8I.Z3]=-1 lH~N 4100
IF K(471 THEN 4140

f
2'
ji

!

4080 PRIN'J' J'Y0Y don)t have "tt!e ";B5
40'10 GOTU 4140
4UIO
41~.0

I'C·M ("··1··1·1L "1·1·\1ru E·' Al··(·,pA'·I···rl" ') ....(..p '1"<"1·'>X·.[" (·'A(··c· ··'(·'T'fLr-)'~[: .. ,;~ .. - ,,,! ;;.: .. , .... L. ..... ' .. ~ ~-'j ::. ,..r-~ t!\ ..' \,", ... , l .." " ..n:,) t." c;

GOlD 73f.!O .
4120 PRINT B$;":drc)oped,"
4j.:~O ~::;I.!..~·)]::::L.:t
4140 NEXT 1.3
4i~i!) COTtI 400
41.bO REM *I*,TYROW *.*
4!.7(JGDSUB 13;::8'1
41130 IF Z8)0 THEN 42)0
4190 PRIN"' "Thr'ow ~!hat?"
4200 GOlD ;.~0.10
4210 IF 81.23]()-1 THLN 2710
4;:::20 IF NOT (Z3<: 1.6 (.;ND !H3;.:'~:I :::1..j) ("j-P::N ·t.:·;:.~(:.O
4230 REM ThROW TREASURE 1'0 TROt.L ..
4240 Z9::I:'NA(27),S[Z;~:I~O.T=3
4i,~:;O GOT(J 4~IU
4260 IF NtJT (23=27 ~~l) S[3Z]=._~) l'HEf~430')
,'t;.:.~7nIx:;::p'i '11< ING ro r-:·!.!TCI";F!~: ·l·i~!)Li._?
4280 Z9=:~NA 26)~S[2~)=L!
42?O GOTO I( n
4300 II::' NO'1 (l.?::~:;,:.~',>' (If\~) ~:;l:;'~::~;:~::::L:t) THeN 4:3BO
4~'51 0 REi": or R [N(;i r« :<:; L ;',t-!P,i'<F
4;3;.~O IF F~Nn C) >, I::'> .~. HI:· 4.,;:;(;0
4330 Z'·Y::::j=·N(,: ;~~?)



North Star+ and
PASCAL Users:uUAAdoo9

g
announces

Hard disk and 8" drive interfaces to North Star
DOS and BASIC and PASCAL.

TIMESHARING
for the Horizon-

((OMrllCOMPUTERPRODUCTS"
5-100 •TR5-S0 ~
APPLE. PET ~

ADD-ONS
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER

Quality, Intelligible natural sounding COMPUTALKER
Speech Synthesizer, a proven superior product since 1976,
comes complete with Load'N'Go software, user
documentation and source programs.
CT·1 S·100 Bus Plug·ln ............................... $495
CT·1T TRS·SO add on w/inlerconnecl 10 self contained

enclosure ....................... .............. .595
CT·1A Apple add on w/inlerconnect 10 self contained

enclosure ... ............ ,. . ... ................. 595
CT·1P Pet add on w/interconnect to self contained

enclosure ............ : ..................... .... 595

FLEXIBLE DISK DRIVES
Quality single or dual headed single or multl·drlve
configurations. Interconnects to self contained enclosures.
Load'N'Go software and cable Interconnects available
when required.

Flip Sided 35/40 TRACKS Dual Sided
40FI Single Drive $400 40Dl Single Drive $500
40F2 Two Drives $700 40D2 Two Drives $SOO
40F3 Three Drives $990 40D3 Three Drives $1090

ALL PRODUCTS

Fully Warranted - Sold Direct - Shipped Direct from Stock.
Please contact us for prompt, personal, professional service.

DIAL (714)

NO.1 OMNI
(714) 661-6664

32422 Alipaz St., San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675

CIRCLE 180 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Interrupt-driven, bank switching
timesharing software; supports
North Star DOS and BASIC and
PASCAL.

131

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •: Safl;ware far I;he Apple II :~: :· "';~:'" .
Il~iJ I

.'

: SCORE ·18e SCORE 10S :

• DYNAMAZE-I dUllinll new r"l·time 91me. You ~~!rR:.r~~~C::~~- Mm:::;;:::: in;:~\:::~ •
• move in I rectangular i'me grid, drawing or 'rlSing .ct.', superb combination of fl1t action !don't be •
• willi to reflect INIII Into your gOiI (or to d,ffeet the one who crllh,s) and Itrategy Ith, key is •

• ~~~;'~7,=~~~~':i~~, :~'~c!~=a~~~ ~:~~~bl~:::no~=;~~i~~~ y;=~~h:'~~~; •
• for each unit of elapsed time Ind lnother point for pelion or the computer. Naw high r.solution •
• 'lCh time unit you .r. moving. Control the speed grlphicl lets you I" how you filled in an Ir,,-or •
• :it~!r:~:,r:,!~~,rv·:, ':::::. :!c: ~:lkn'J rO: use rev.uibility to review a pme in Ilow motion •

• pl.y any time you w.nt to; it'l I r.wenibl. ~me. :m:t t~~~ ;:,ed~~,t:!:n y:: =~.~.~i~~! i~; •
• By Don Stone. Int.ger B.sic (plus machin. Iln· Don Stone. Integer Blsic (plus machin".~uage); •
• guege);32 K;$9.9S. 32 K; $9.95. •

• WtlIt i•• REVERSIBLE GAME? You can Itop the pllY at Iny point, b«k up Ind then do an "inllant •
• r.pllY", analYli~ your .trltegy. Or back up Ind resume the !JIme It In earlier point, trying out. different •
• Jtretl1lY· Renr.ibility mikes IlIrning a chillenging n.w !pml more fun. And helps you become I .killed •·--- .• •• WORLD OF ODYSSEY_ new Idv.nture gam. utilizing the full power of Di.k II, which enebles th. pl.yer •
• to .xplore 353 rooms on 6 difflr.nt lev.ls full of dr"llons, dWlrf., orCl, goblin',gold and jewels. Appl••oft II •
• 48K; $19.96 includ" diskane. •

•• PERQUACKEY-In lI(citing vocabullry gem. which pits the pllyer 1geinll the clock. The obj.ct of the _.
game il to form word. from I group of 10 I.tters which the computer choosel at random. The words mUlt

_ be 3 to 10 e"'rlCte,. in le~th with no mon than 5 wordl of any particular length. E.eh pllyer hll only _
• 3 minutn per turn. The larger thl words the higher the leore. Applnoft II 16K; S9.95. •

• APPLESHIP-is I naval gam. in which two pl.yers enter their ships in respective OCllns. Phiyers take turns •
• trying to blast th.ir OPporMtnt'1ships out of the wlter. Th, first pllyer to destroy th.ir opponent'l mips •
• mlY win the gIIme.A grell low·, ••"Iphics v-tTM. Applnoft II 32K; $14.96. •• •• AVIIIIIX. It your Progr.m. Av.iI.bl, on Di.kfrlf _

• loe-I computer store I DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED I .r S5.00Addiriofl#l •

•• Call or wr;~ for our frH : ~nllc~~ea~~;~~rO'der •

SOFTWARE CATALOG POJITEH§OFT, INC. 'hippiflglfld~lfldllng •

: Appl.II i'.'ovinertc! P. f ••BOX 157 : ~.~;~;~~~::::·~.,~.,gel :

• APPI~~:::::~~e~~Inc. ~~~~:~.~~:, IF.RSH 08071 • ~:'~·r:::~~~d.fltI.dd •

• 5"1.18$1." ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••CIRCLE 188 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Complete business systems starting at less than
$5,000. Eight inch and hard disk drives available.

A complete selection of business application soft-
ware is available for North Star+ systems.

Write or call for descriptive literature.

Micro Mike's, Incorporated
905 South Buchanan * Amarillo, Texas 79101 * USA

(806) 372-3633

CIRCLE 170 ON READER SERVICE CARD

RECYCLE(D)
COMPUTERS
BUY * SELL * SWAP
Hardware & Software

NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENTS
32 pagt~ or mort

Mailed 1st Class every 3 Weeks

1yr. (18 issues) * $3.75

ON LINE
maUt Jiltttlt,l}ubli~btr ~~tabli~btb
24695 Santa Cruz Hwy .•LOB Gatos, CA95030

THE tEST WAY TO DETERMINEIF ON_LINE CAN 8E OF VAlUE TO YOU IS TO rev A

CIRCLE 181 ON READER SERVICE CARD
NOVEMBER1979



..•
~

4340 GOSUl< 86S0
4:~'iOGOTI) Hi 0
4360 Z9-FNA(30},S[35J-O
4370 GOTI) 4410 .
4380 REM NOTHING SPlCIAL,JUST DNOP ITEM
4390 IF S[35J=L1 THEN GOSUl< 85S0
'1400 PIUi'n "Thrown,"
4410 S [z:3 J =Lf.
44;,'0GOTO 400
4430 REM •• ** ATTACK '*****
4440 GOSLlE< 8280
4450 IF NUT (Z3-33 AND S[Z31=Ll AND Ll-82) THEN 4520
4460 REM HL CAN KILL DRAGON
4470 Z9'"'I'NA (6<))
4480 GOTD 4:1.0
4490 IF L:lC)82 THEN 2040
4500.Z9-FNA(69),S[3JJ·O,Dl=D
4510 GOTO 400
4520 IF S[32IC)Ll THEN 4S60
4530 REM TRYING TO MUNGE TROLL
4540 Z9""FNA (2S)
45':;0GOy'1J 400
4560 IF NUT (Z3=26 Ok Z3)30) THEN 4600
4570 REM DANGE~OUS TO ATTACK THESE
4580 Z',,,,+ NI" (70)
4590 corn 40 [I

4600 REM NOTHING
46:1.0Z9"'I'W,(71)
4620 GOTe) 400
4630 REM *** ~EED *t*
4640 GW';UV i320D
4650 IF z:« US THE:N 4(.'.10
4660 REM CAN'T FE:ED DWARF'
4670 Z'J""FN,) (24)
4600 GOTD 4'10
4690 IF S[;0'0] "'···1 ~'"
4700 ft~;"''':·'·UOD''
471.0 CCrrD ~,1'10
472D IF Li~69 THE:N 4760
4730 PI'lNT "I c'1n' t feed
'~:/'40 Z9::::F:NA(:~3)
47':;0 GOTD l~OO
4760 IF SI2UJ=Li THEN 7600
4770 B1.=1,S[2C]=0
4'780 Z9"'lo,,(., «(;,)
4790 [;OTO 1;(1 ()
4000 REM ~~* WATER ~*I
4810 IF SI16J=-1 THEN 4840
4B:'.~O I-(~I;::::Hh'f]t(~r·1I

4t!30 GOTO ;,:'i10
4~340 IF i_1()SO THEN ~!20()
4850 GDTD F~.+:~ OF 4b6{J ,4890 ,-4S>;?O
4860 Z9;:::FNA(7)
4870 P:I."'l., ~::L1.6.I~BO'"
<1UB0 GDlD /.~.0 0
4U90 Z9::::FN,-:) (B)
4900 Pi=2,~[t6]=BO:::
4'?lO GC)TO 'lOG
49<!O Z'?",FNA(9)
4930 P1=O.S[16J=BO:=O
4940 GOTO ,HI D

495~ REM ••• LOCK **.
4960 IF L1~10 CR Ll-ii THEN 4990
4970 REM NDTHING LOCKABLE
498U GOTD ;.~200
4990 IF 8[19]=-1 THEN 5020
',000 I<$="I{cy,,;"
,:;OiO GDTO ;.~'il0
5020 G:~O
';030 Z9=[· N,~(1 0)
5040 GOTD '1()0
5050 S[Z~:,];:~Li
S06D REM *** UNLOCK ***
~;0'l0 IF S[19JO··1 TI-II::.N SOD!)
S080 II'· L).Oil! AND UnIt TI··II:N ',;,120
c; 0'10 G"':I.
Si. 0 0 Z'l""FNA (i 1.)
':;i.i0 GOTD 400
5120 IF Ll()69 THeN 2200
5130 IF B1)O THEN 5160
5iAO Z'J'=FNA(:l2)
SJ.50 GOlU "Ion
5160 IF c-o THEN C~1_Vl-2
""11'0 Z9""I::·N~,(13)
s iau GUlD liDO,
51'10 RE:M t** FREE: *~*
5200 IF l(l:~1]l'HEN S240
5210 REM CAN'l FREE ANYTHING DUT BIRD
':':~220 Z9;::;FN{~(Z:)
S~?'30 GOlD ~:1.(j
5240 IF SL~1]<)-1 ·T·l-i~:.N S220
5250 S[31]:=L.i,B3:::0
526(1 PR:[Nl "Free(j, II

5270 IF L1(>22 THEN s~so
5280 IF 8<>1 THEN 4DU
S?90 F.:~p::;:"£.r"I'"1I(€ "

5300 PRINT "TI)e 1.itt:te bi r-d utr oc k s 'till:': o re e n
~:;2;:'l.O IF L.1.::·8;:'~ THE~'~ ~·...:·:sEiO -
5320 PRIN"j "dr'lues jt off"
5330 ~;=O ,S[3A]=O
~·:·;3·40GDlD 40 n
1:';)3~:;OIF 1...1 < )B? THEN 400
5360 B$:::;"draaon"
53'70 GOlD ~:)2}O0
~,:)380 PRIrrJ "(!cts b urnc d -to (1 crisp, '.
'0;:';90 >;[3). )'''0
!,i400 GOTD 400
""410 REM *** WAVE ***5420 If~ Nell'KL231 'rHI:~N 2200
5430 ~F S[23]=--1 'fHEN 5460
':::44 () 1:'" ",.. ';, 0 d "
~;4S0 GDTO ~.:~7:1.0
S460 REM 18 H~RE N~AR FISSURl
;:;470 I!:" L.;;.<>:~.{.J AND ~.. :i{};:':O T'!!;::i\' ;·.:::;';'00
::)4BG I~!:::M YE~.,
54?!) (;O"f() B2+i OF S~:,O(!,SS31)
~:i~:';;)Q ./.:(,")::::1" N(.·) (t/;)

~:'::':':):1. 0 ;3;':) :::::t
;:;~':';~._~0 GD r n 4 {) ()
:;"::SJ o Z'):::·FN(.·j ( :'i. '::))
~::;54D I~;:'):::·C
ssso C.:OTU .~ 0 0

~560 REM *** IJPEN *~~
~j570 GOSUl-: 8280
5580 IF Z3 THEN 5610
SS90 PRlrn "Un e n ";
S600 GOlD ;:'040
5610 IF 23=40 THEN 5070
5620 IF S[Z31=Ll ·l·~'I~.N~;650
':';630 PI~:[/"·n "I ~:i-~!t'? no t!rH$.;1I I"H!rl:!.1I

5640 GOTU 400
5650 IF ZJ=24 THEN S6t!0
S660 PRIN'I u:C don ~t l(not'Ll how to o n e n n ., ;f::~~
S670 GOTO ,100
5680 IF 8191=-1 THE:N S710
S6?D 7.'Y'''I'N(', (16)
',:;700 GDlc!~[!O
5710 IF S[Z3]=0 THEN 2200
572D REM HL'S OPE:NED CLAM, SO ~R1NT DES~RIPTION
~·;73G REM I'UT PEARL 1N CI.JL-IH>SAC
5740 S[7]=43,S(24J=O.S[30]=Li~~9=FNA(i7)
S7S0 GOlD ."')00
5760 RE:M *** CLOSE ~~~
~:';770 GUGUH B;~B0
S7t!O IF ZJ~10 THE:N ~Y60
~':')7t;lO Z9;:;:FN(~!( :to)
~':';BOO GOTU 400
,;Sl.O I~EM UIl.
5820 IF Kl171=[1 THEN 2200
5830 IF S[11]=-1 TH~N S860
':;fJ40 I".,,,"oil"
sasn GDTD ~;630
5860 IF El()'l3 THE:N 2200
';·;C711 RE:M no; !)(JOll nTJ!: «usrso
r:::B80 IF 0::::':'"j . "1H[~~ ;.:~;.:.~0 0
5890 D2~~1 .!~[i7]=BG!;:O,l9=F"NA(tY)
'5';00 GOTU 400

II ,:.1:':1; t' and!'

5910 REM *** EAT ***
5920 IF KL20J THEN SYSII
~':::Cf3() :/9::::;:: Nt'! (i~(])
':840 GUlD "1.0
S(?~1() 23::::;.:-:0
5'160 GI.!SUB <34?0
5970 IF zs=o l~iEN410
5980 Z9=FNA(73)~S(20]=OJBO~~0
'::";99(; GDTCJ ··:~·O0

6000 REM *** DRINK ***6~10 IF K[l~J lHEN 6040
;:)0 ;:.~0 'l? ::::Fr·!PI ( ;.:.~i )
61130 r:;UT':; -<,to
6040 Z:!,:::::th
bO'iO GO~:)u,J 0490
6060 IF" 25=0 THEN 410
607e Z'?"'·FW'(:.'~;') _,:1: j /:·",';,1«(1·"
60BO GDTtJ -400
6091) R~M *** F·EE F·rE: ~!:!E r~OQ ~»:*
6tOO I!::· L:l.;·;'?~. It··IEN 6::::"lC
6 j. :i. 0 Z (? :~; ;::.H ('1 ~ ;:.: .)

6j. ae ':;CTC.I I~·t0
() l3 (I I F f::~I: !.:- :I < ) Lt ·r p t: ~\l ,:.:~j. 8 0
6:: 4U 1\1::::--1 N('!I<E:. NE!:,T I...'(',!\~~:t;!-!
/1:t~:~O~~9:=:~··n!\':79)

fc
~s
~

DF r-n s



rea Iso f f~E PROGR~lY~3~1q~~
4200Wisconsln Ave.NW POB6x9609 Woshlngton DC. 20016

T R S - 80 T R S - 80

A D V ENT U REG A M E'
Adventures are 1 i ke no other programs you

have ever seen. They are "electronic novels" or
"role-playing games." Whatever description you
hear, it is inadequate until you "p lay" one.
But here's an attempt.

In any version you move from one .locat+on to
another. The 1ocati ons can be as vari ed as
caverns, is 1 ands, or rooms in a house. You take
or use objects in these locations either
immedi ate ly, or carry them with you for 1 ater
use. For example, a key found in one place may
unlock a door in another. By collecting and
using these items you strive to accomplish your
mi ssi on whi ch differs with each adventure.

Also, you interact with the program using
short sentences 1 i ke TAKE KEYS, THROW AX, etc.
Part of the fun is fi guri ng out what words the
program unders tands.

The "adventure" is figuring out the mystery -
how to complete your mission. This makes
adventu re 1 i ke a crossword puzz 1e, a mystery
novel, and more. All requi re 16k, Level I1\.~Rt

~ad ve n tLU r e~\~i\"
from Adventure International Itd,YJI,1
Scott Adams has authored seven dl fferent mac~ine-
language Adventures for quick responses. They
support the optional lower case hardware, have a
unique screen video driver with blinking cursor
for easy reading, and have over a 100 word
vocabu 1ary. They a re hi gh ly recommended by
80-US, insiders, and 80 Software Critique.

1. ADVENTURELMID: Most 1 i ke the ori gi na 1
wi th caves, maze of pits, magi c words and the
dragon. $14.95

2. PIRATE'S ADVENTURE: "Yo Ho Ho and a
bottle of rum ... " Go from your London flat to
Treasure Is 1and sea rchi ng for the pi rate's
buri ed treasure. $14.95

3. MISSION l~lPOSSIBLE: "Your mission is ... "
Will you be able to complete your mission in
time? Or is the reactor doomed? $14.95

4. VOODOO CASTLE: Count Cri sto has had a
fi endi sh curse put on him by hi s enemi es.
You're his only hope. $14.95

5. THE COUNT: Somewhere in Transylvania you
awake in a large brass bed. Guard your neck.
And watch for. the postman. $14.95

6. STRANGE ODYSSEY: At the edge of the
ga 1 axy you fi nd the rui ns of an anci ent a 1 i en
culture and its treasures. $14.95

7. MYSTERY FUN HOUSE: Try to make it
through the strangest Fun House before the park
closes. $14.95

1&2 or 6&7 on di sk for $24.95. 3,4&5 for
$39.95. Other combinations available.

80-0 d ve n t u r e
from t1ad Hatter Software
Greg Hass e tt; has created a
adventuret. While they are
the resporse time is qui ck and
40 rooms. t·lost enjoyable.

1. HO~SE OF 7 GABLES: Ring the bell, but
you'll hf,ve to deal, with the wi tch to 1 eave.
Check you score. 9.95

2. ~OURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH:
Escape af er you fix your earthdigger, but watch
out for t e bugs. $9.95

3. KING TUT'S TOMB: A true treasure hunt
inside the cursed tomb. You'll be lucky to
escape with your life. $9.95 "

4. SORCERER'S CASTLE: Kill the-ev i l , wi cked
sorcerer before he captures you. Then try to
leave the castle. $9.95

All four on disk for $35.00

dog star adventure
by Lance Mickl us from TRS-80 Software Exchange
Aboard an enemy battlestar you try to rescue the
princess, find the plans, retrieve the treasure
and blast off. $9.95

treasure dungeon 2
by Davi d Hhi te
Fight with the Savage Hi nat aur , ghouls, trolls,
and other monsters to get the i r guarded'
treasure. But know when to withdraw. $7.95

seri es of four
written in BASI C,
they have about
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by Roy Soltoff from Misosys
Thi s machi ne 1anguage program modifies your

copy of the Radio Shack Editor/Assembler for use
with your mini disk and disk operating system.
You can save and load both text source and
assembled object files. You can read the
directory and the space used and available while
in the EDTASM. You can also kill files. It is
a complete disk modification for one or more
dri ves.

Other capabilities are also added. The block
move command relocates a section of text to any
other area. The 9 1 oba 1 change command permits,
for example, changing a label throughout the
text. The pagination feature provides hardcopy
on 8 1/2 by 11 pages on either single sheets or
continous paper. In addition, high memory can
be reserved, 1 i ke in BASIC, for machi ne 1 anguage
rout i nes 1 i ke pri nter dri vers. You can a 1 so
display the amount of memory remaining.

The <CLEAR> key is funct i ana 1, the symbol
table is sorted alphanumerically and output
5-across, the scroll up/down allows 15 lines on
the screen, and the 'bEFt.1' assembly is improved.
Lower case input is now permitted. Pl us, you
can branch to any address.

llpqrade your Editor/Assembler today. $19.95

ATERM
by Tom Stibolt from Acorn Software

The complete ASCII terminal program with the
features you need and want: truly full duplex,
comp1ete ly compat i b1e with Radi 0 Shack's RS-232,
all 128 ASCII characters from the keyboard,
support of lower case if a modification is made,
and BELL sound on AUX 1 i ne from the computer.

You can set baud rate, parity, word length,
and number of stop bits from the keyboard, even
while receiving. Output to the lineprinter is
buffered in the computer's remaining memory so
printers slower than the RS-232 can be used.
Completely compatible wi tb Radio ShaCk's
communications package. Level II with modem.
$19.95

G SF
from Racet Computes

A collection of fast, easy-t o-usejnachine
language routines: in memory sort with multiple
variables and keys, array read/write to tape;
compress, uncompress and move data, screen
scro 11 i ng in any di rect i on, save screens, and
more. Thorough documentati on and two BASI C
programs with multiple examples on the tape.
Specify 16, 32 or 48k when orderi ng. $24.95

Credi t card callers may phone us 24chour a day.
Or c 1 i P the coupon and mail your order today!

OUOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
8 0 YES, pl ease send me these TRS-30 programs:
8 title price
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
oo name:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

THE PROGRAM STORE
4200 WISCONSIN AVE NW
PO Box 9609 DEPT RED
WASHINGTON, D,C, 20016

TO TAKE YOUR ORDER.

ACT TODAY.

MAl LI FILE
from Galactic Software

A professional mailing list
program requi res support and
thorough documentanti on by the
publisher. Galactic Software
provi des 30 pages of docurnent at ion
in a three ri ng bi nder and updates
to registered owners. And the file
interfaces with their line of
bus i ness packages.

The program will sort over 600
records on a single diskette in
seconds! Not mi nutes. Not hours.
Retrieval is in either alphabetic or
zip code order plus other criteria.
Labels are printed in either
standard or uni que user defi ned
label formats. And an optional
message line is available. Also, it
supports both company names and
international addresses.

Each record consists of name,
address, phone, and category codes.
With the proper codes, thousands of
sublists are possible. And, editing
is simple.

Mail/File is excellent for
customer bi 11 i ng, news 1etters,
direct mail, collection agencies,
clubs, and many other organ i zat ions.
A complete package on disk for
$99.00.

temple of opshai
from Automated Simulations
This first in the DunjonQuest(tm)
series lets you take your hero into
a magi ca 1 and ,mythi ca 1 1abyri nth of
over 200 rooms. You can encounter
over 30 kinds of fearsome monsters
who guard over 70 varied treasures.
Some of the treasures are magi ca 1
and can he 1p you in exp 1ori ng the
underground comp1ex, but look out
for monsters and traps that spring
at you from the wa11 s and shadows of
the rooms and passages you traverse.
The Book of Lore fi 11sin the
background and descri bes the
appea rance of the temple as you go.
You combat monsters I, move, and grab
treasure in real-time. Bring in
characters from other fantasy role
p1ayi ng games, or 1et the innkeeper
find thee a hardy fellow. Test your
mettle against the servants of evil!
For serious garners. $24.95 with

133

postage: $ 1. 00
total:

card number:
signature:
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6~:!iO F:E(l!:\ :r2,~.
()020 FOR Zl~:i TO 1_.

6830 READ t2:A$
6B40 NEXT i j .
6B5C i.}r.L.,~.]~:,:t
hB60 PRIN'~ ():I)

hB,/O i~'FT!.Jh'·N
6880 REM SPECIAL "GL"·S
bB(?O IF NO', ("l~'5::~24 u,·~ /.~~::~:30 {)I:';: Z:":~>3t T!";FN 69:'10
690 0 F~[iVI C(.~N"·i CE"!' '1i':~Ei::: ~:UI~ SCME REi;~3U:\;

t h \;~ f' 0 'I M .in ~)\:.~.:.,:~i:; + h I? '~:.I.r- :;'. '1: "t" .!. ,....l() .

b~,40 GOlD 400
63'~D R~M **~ QllIT ***
{,360 PI~I~h 11::)0.'.12 OIJf')(~H:

63'70 GC)~:)UI~'j060
6380 l!~ Z(I T~{~N 8970
6J\?O 1:::L.:.)i::L·;UTU 9)".':';0

6400 REM u** SCORE ***
641 [1 GOS!..!}) 6430
6420 GOT() /1-(10
643Q RE~ PRINT Oll'l SClJRE J)ATA
6440 CDSUJ::~t)~:)i\)
64:';;0Pl~IN'l "You r ~:~co~'\:.: ir. now ":'::::)\~if /i..·:~I1·'{;.\\ ..'

.~ '1% of r he C(]',JC:, "

6460 REs·r(.;!~E 6470
/:)470 Df;TA "b e c Lrme r- 11, "ncv Lce " .."e y.Der.i.enc\;~c·".> "Ill ""rJ··,;:,:.~'j " "c X1:ip.!"·t"

6480 I:('EAX) (FOR :!:O,.~.,OTO :U'..tT;:(~~O"~.)/1.00) .D:r.·>

6i~;O SULI=f,!
6170 GOlD 4()O
A1BO IF Sf81=O THEN 61~D
6:t 90S I: 8:1 ::.01.. .!.
6200 REM MAKI~-NE:rl'I' qC"-A~i~EAR
i<'?'J. II 1'1"'1" Nt) (:3.l)
6;?20 GUTLI 400
6230 REM *** S!~(IRT***
f.:.240 PHIN'1 "~~h",,"t descr.i!:.,"t.i.Dn~.~':
b2S0 DO:::CI
6260 corn /,O()
6?70 REM tt* LON'·; **»:
6280 PRIN'l "L.ong (jescr'jr)tl()ll~:I'
6290 DO:::1
630() G01'() ~OO
631() REM *t* ERIE~i:~ **t
6320 PRIN'l "OK, 11:~'lonly (jescrib~
6330 DO:::;:

~
~

('4'JC PR I 1\)"1 "-ihut i""r:.•I<,.:'~~:.v c u iJ. ".~rH... " -:1Ci'.}en~·t}c2J "

b:~~)O0 RETiJI·{N

6510 REM (~l!MPUTECUI~~~Nl' S(:;CJRE
6520 RI~~5TURE 230
I::~'::';3 () l.(!::::~:)("I ~:: 0
654r FOR IOml TO 15
f~\~:":·:·::I) I~[AD z i
l:..':::61J IF Zj::~n THEi\! 6~:';90
6S70 rr \,'!.2.:'i.J ';HEN hO:~:::;(:+/·,j(C·i./.O]
/~)S8e 11: f;[:z.n]:=~"" T~..:'::~'>! E:iG=;:~~!+·q.:K(:!~"l·:·
.':)~;'Y'O NEX";' zo

6750 GOSUB 8800
6760 PRIN'{
6770 RET~kN
6780 REM
6790 :~Ef'i ["RJNT Si'!i::I\~'l HOUr·,\ DEECI<i:I)','JON
f)HUO !=<Fr--i

69:t I} Z,}~::Fr'£I~(61)
6S-'20 [;C)'1'(; I~UO
6'7'30 IF NO" ':Z3 ::L.::: (.;ND C>O) T1·1I:0.N 6'?1'0
6(;.'40 (~EM LllAJN
~:~9~:;O Z.9::::FNi~(:·:·)O)
6960 GOlD ~~S)OD
6970 REM BrAl~'-IS ~!1~:j··lD? UNL,()(:;KI~D1
6980 IF NUT (l.3=~:~~:),~I"'.!l) r:~~<>;.:o~) '1HLt,1 70j.(!
6990 Z9::::Fi\'I~(6t)
7000 GOlD :;S'OO
'70tO I~:- Nuol (Z;3=t4 (IN)) D:1.::-~j.) THr::.I'-! 7nSO

~':r:, ,,: .:? ,:.~ xc .1. f) i" ~;~("! I' :. (zr:;.1 T :1. ) :1.<: T t '\

7020 REM DRAGON & I~U~
7'J;::0 'Z(/~:rN(:'I(:':)~l)

'7040 GO'fU 39(JO
'?(!~~;O IF NC,l'l (/.:3:~~~./· Ul< /.·.~::·:t7~1 Tl~l::p.: '?1J9r;
70bO !~Er'j (,.II. t;~ l'.:(.y1"i::.;·i-:. l.)\.! ;~Mi:E (.lH i,
7870 :~RINT I'WtlY ;)O~ sa~1 ·fi:L~.1?0'
?O~30 GO'fL! ,~)';'(lO
709(1 IF ''.:(I''j ,~I.::·)~;?Z (~\':).~ 73:,1) ·fl··iEi",.l /:1 /~P
'?:t!JG REl'ij '!"J:)!zl;: !:i~F~) ... JN~:;!.:. I"!'-'~; ::r-; ~:;(.·-G·~.
'/t:t!.: f:'L}::t :i:~:·~·:t
'/,l;~~UF'~Il'.;·! "B.i rd cn!~: I' ~

1':(E~~.:.~:·::i );.+ (;.:.~0 *,; J.! j. :.~:;.:.~;.) -I- (;.:.:: 0 ::.::(:O;.:.~:~;:i.) ) + :: ;.:::(. >;<.: '.;::·:t) )

660 0 ~:>O::::::;O'f(:i O)i;:-: c. :::: ::.) >.) (~.":(~~ (~:~:::: (l) ) .(.(.50>:< (D~.:,,:d ) ..,. i ;··;C··):~.·l :,::(! ':: ;. .t. ': ;:.:0:":": (I-~:~. :".?") ) ;. (:?P,\

6610 f~()R j =i 'ro .(.,
6b:;:.~() Ii:' rzoi TH!:·.N ~:;O:'::~:\D';'~'.:./,/:.::';::"?'+:i.
6630 NE:X'r I)

:.':,t...<1 (l I~ETU:<
6b~'}r) i'~:::3':
6668 REr~ LIST ITEMS AT LrJC~'r (IN L.1
66'70 R'::'1"1
(,bUO 1~:Ei~~):l:::1. :1
b69!j FD!~ :t.. .\.:::'\ 'In T:?
6700 _F'Ef·~:;.! t;~.;A<~;
6'7i0 1F ~·:;.~~i]':::L.:t '. !;LN Fk.u",:·r ,~'1;

{:)/20 NEXT Z:!.
6730 REM CHE~K ~OR t)l·:n~r~p:~Al·E
:;?~(~

'7:1.;'::;0 GCTJ ~~,!:~BC
'~'j.",;,C :':r:: ../".:..~< >:'1\ THLr,! '/;:,Io.!~
~'iSO f![~ (~LT'I'ltJG B~'~J)
~~6~ IF B~<)~ ':N~~ 'i2~.(1

7170 REM lAKL :;~G~. S.INC~ B:RD T(

;180 ~R:[NT "!;Qge
./ :. \.) G ~; C ;.:.:'~:::1 :. '0 •• 1.
7?O::,I CU'":"~:.! ,:',f:I,UO
/~.:~. 0 ';. F :.; 1. :.:.::':!. :: :. · .. ·:1 ....Hi:: \; '.f;'=:: 40
>":.~;.:~0 Io;;t, :.: "
"7;0~~10 GCiTf::
72~O IF ~~L2~;~-~ l'Ht~ Y?~O
/~S,} RLM u:~ 1'0 l·~K~. :)Er'~
~',!60 S'3. ]~. ~ ~H~=t

I:N IT

7270 GOTD :,:,fj'/C 6:
=:::Ic:
~s
~

7280 REM l~U[ :JGARES nII~D
'/';:?90 Z?::::FNA (:~7)
'/:50 f) GDlU ;,\10 u
'7310 RE~~ B:J'rrl_E: f·LJL..l_? l~' !50~ (~I:.·rCON1'EN'1'S
:13~:.~eI;~: HOT (l.;'~::::::.::j.tIN!> Be) THloN ,?~~bO
?3~:;O P!~:!:N'i "I.;()n"t\:.::n·~·;::. (\ncl rh e
7340 S[BC'+lS]~:-!
:;;350 GOrD ~':)f:80
'7360 GOl'U ::'')B~30
"1'370 RJ::i'i ~.;PI::r:.:JAL "~H.u.J:·"
7380 IF 23{>31 T~!ErJ ~~40
7390 REM f:lRD IN CA(;~:.
7400 S[31:i:"Li,~;[22]~t..i1B3=1
7410 J:r 73=31 'TH[::N ~'W1Nl' "t:Q(~e and I',

,?4;.~n I':: z::~::::;::? Tl'IEr,1 i"!'~lr-,:T I'D.i.i"c! O.rl'.:! ".~
i43C l;u-r'J /l,::.;.:.'li
7440 IF .i3·~22 PND B~ lH!~N 7400
7450 IF Z~(>21 lHE~N IS2u
74(,0 REM :C:(.lTTLE
747r IF BOm" lHEN 4:2U
'74BO l~t;:M :HU'l T!...E: rs 1·L~L.L.i SD l!1~1]F) CONTLNT~:) TU!.]
?41;,O PRIi· ..!Oj uC~)nt\:.~I·j·t;:·. (1:1C; II~
7S()O S[iS·fBO]:=!._1
'7:')10 GUTt) 4:tZ~O
7520 IF NQ" (23=16 U~~ /3=17) 'T~~~_N7550
7530 PRIN°, "Tr~ sa!jr~q 1~Mnty!'1
'7:;40 GOTLr lli40
7SS(! ~~. Z3{)6 lHEN ~120
7560 IF !~1.28:I=l_1 ·Y·Hl.N 71)00
,?~:';,/() PE,"l t-.;OClVHYE l F:'H(~C;11 E Iv\t'~:;E\
'71:·:.:8~~:Z'?::":' N~(4,:,) .f;;:?;::;:l: 0 ,!:)f;.:?? .1·'·:1...1
:;".::",90 GUTC! 40t)
,?60f~ Z·:.;·~~!:Nf~';bO)
76:1.0 GO":D ,....: i;~)(J
7b2C D(F ~~lA(i5)
703() q~'M F'RINT t1~~~;SAGE
'7640
'l6S(
766(\
7670
~683
7690

I~' LS~2 'T~iC~l~:~2+IN'I'(RN()(U)*S)/iO
I:: Z~:>:··:(,:1. TH!.N :(·.~:;::::Z~·~~·I~i·l(r\i\~"C'<e);l<~o:·;)/tO
P [(';}) :!!:3.' i
ON LND ~3 l'~"I~N7760
!;::[(',X) :1:'3~:8$
IF' NUT (POS(B~."~"» TH~N 7680
t~(!r~;~RTB$[2J ·~OZ4~'~68077JO

~71G
7720
7730
~740
;'·7S!!.
'/700

IF: Zll{ >2'.', ~ J .. ~~:.i··.~,"/1::'0(1
!:.; ! . r. 1) :~::~ ~ D ~!;
Lr ~:~~;;ri.,~.:I;:::":I::"THEN i;;·[·llJI...:N. fl
p ,< > 1<:'1 1':~!;
c.; D'~ U '/~,. ;.:.:.0

!)['<:, :j; 'I ~Z ':':)~ " >,' FlU,' 4"P'~~:rVI "HQ
~'7?C :;::;~.·1tll~t;'~
?7~i~~ FN :::t-n:'
'/ 7'/ i) i.::i'\'~)
',7 ~;; (j;,! P ~:::;'1
?f:: t t! P I;;:h :::,J": l.J(IT:::CJ(\! .'.!1: '3!';!~' I:) ::.T 1 Ui"-!b
>"":;:.::0 ~~~.::?j
,.'~:);;:;e '~F(j C;\:f-:TI:.
7J>~U ~~. 'j:01,;.\ D'~ L .~.~; '1Hi::t< Z'·;"o:·~:""\··l'. .. ·!·"";.~I)
:.;'80:::;(1 Eh (.;l':::;·:{-'!... t:P. .,:
:J:J~.'{,l i: (; ..:·.:::t~r D~~ :;:. ::!\ (~i\.~.:) :~2 ",:t::;·o.l "~~::·:·'·-.!(:l(·'i.~~

·/'."l~:'() Er'~ ;/t.i.:~:ih fID::'



MICRO-BACKGAMMON 1.5

CHALLENGES YOU!
It's you and your wits against a sophisticated backgam-

mon playing program. Will you be able to beat it? Micro-
backgammon 1.5 utilizes modern strategies to playa chal-
lenging, exciting game. Features include 3 levels of play,
set up or .adiust any position, watch the computer play
against itself, and more! A deluxe instruction book and
easy to load cassette are included. It's written in Z-80
machine language.
Levell and Level II, 4K (& up) TRS-80 $19.95
Send check or money order to:

Questar Software
P.O. Box 723-C, Wichita, Kansas 67201
CIRCLE 192 ON READER SERVICE CARD

STOCK MARKET SYSTEM
ForTRS·80 With Disk

• INDIVIDUAL HIGH-LOW CHARTS
• COMPARISON CHARTS (IN COLOR ON APPLE)
• RUNNING AVERAGES PLOTTED/ERASED
• RESISTANCE/SUPPORT LINES PLOTTED/ERASED
• MAINTENANCE PROGRAM MAKES IT EASY TO
UPDATE DATA, HANDLE STOCK SPLITS, ETC...

• ONE YEAR'S WORTH OF WEEKLY STOCK DATA
(HIGH, LOW, CLOSE & VOLUME) ON YOUR CHOICE
OF ANY STOCKS ON THE NYSE OR AMEX

• PROGRAMS & MANUAL $79.95
STOCK DATA $9.95 per stock
MANUAL ONLY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $4.95

• FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT YOUR LOCAL
COMPUTER STORE OR WRITE DIRECTLY TO:

FASTGAMMON" by Bob Christiansen. Thousands of people are already playing FAST-
GAMMON on TRS-80 and Apple. Now it is ready for SORCERER,with the sharpest graphics
ever' Backgammon players love this machine language program that provides a skillful
opponent Elght'page Instruction manual includes rules of backgammon, $19,95

SHAPEMAKER'" by Don ursem. Construct special characters and fancy shapes with ease
uSing tills on-screen character editor. Detailed 12-page instruction booklet includes
example applications S14,95

PLOT by Vie Tolornei. Now Apple owners will
be envious of how easy you can get good gra-
fhicS on your SORCERER,PLOT includes both
a super high resolution mode and a Quick low
resolution mode. Both are accessible from
your BASIC programs using simple com-
mands, Hi-res & la-res examples included on
tape $14.95

DEBUG by Bob Pierce. Debug machine language programs 'by stepping through one
instruction at a time, Relocatable. Several display options, Multiple break points, Modify
memory and registers. $14,95
Z·BO OISASSEMBLER by Vic Tolornel. Decode machine language programs, Including
SORCERER'S monitor and ROM-PACs, with this Z-80 Disassembler written in BASIC. In-
struction mode prints out machine code and Zilog mnemonics in standard format. Or use
the ASCII mode which coverts machine code to ASCII. $14,95

MAGIC MAZE" by Vic Tolurnei. A challenging maze game. Ten levels of play, Holding
your lantern, you wander through a maze trying to stay on the right path and avoid
pitfalls. Automatic scoring tells you how good a pathfinder you are. $11,95

SOFTWARE INTERNALS MANUAL FORTHE SORCERERbyVic Tolornei. A must for
anyone writing software for the SORCERER,Seven chapters: Intra to Machine
Language, Devices & Ports, The Monitor, Cassette Interface, BASIC structure,
Video & Graphics, The Keyboard. Indexed, Includes diagrams and software rou-
tines, 64 pages $14,95

r.'P!I ~6~~:a~ SUi~~~~I~E
~ Telephone 24 hours, seven days a week: (213) 344-6599

WHERE TO GET IT: Ask your nearest Sorcerer dealer to see Quality Software's Sorcerer
programs, Or. if you prefer, you may order directly from us, MasterCharge and Visa card-
holders may telephone their orders and we will deductS1 from orders over$19 to compensate
for phone charges. Or mail your order to the address above, California residents add6% sales
tax. Orders outside North America add $5 for registered airmail, pay in U,S, currency,
o The name "SORCERER" has been trademarked by Exidy, Inc.
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'7880
'7890
'7900
7910
'7920
'7930
'?940
'79';':")0
'?'960
79'70
79S0
1'990
8000
80iO
8020
fW30
8040
8050
8060
BO'?O
GOSO
B090
DIOO
DUO
8120
aLIO
8:1,140
alSO
~J:i.60

-" 8170

&l alSO
Bi90
H;.~O0
D21.O
B;.?20
B;.:.~30
B:.' 10
Bz ~.~()
D~:b()
m!'?o
B?80
O;.?90
,,!DOO
8310
;.8320
a330
8340
0350
!D6()
83'7 ~)
B380
S;390
D400
U410
~:j420
H430
D44D
B4::~O
P460
(34',7(;

Hf~HO

IF Ll=26 AND RNDCO»,3 T~oN Z9=FNA(41)
REM llWN DOOR
IF L1=73 AND D2=U THEN Z9=~NAIS7)
REM 'f I~DLL
IF L.:1.'··'60OR i.J."U. MW T'"').TI-II'.NZ'y,a,·:'NACb:n
REM 1:[AR
IF L1=69 AND Bl~U THEN Z9=FNA(64)
IF Ll=69 AND B1=1 THEN Z9=FNA(66)
REM PLANT IN PIl
IF 1_1=48 (JR L1~~)O lHEN ZY=F'NAC47+Pl)
RETUI~N
REM
REM PRINT L.ONG ROOM DESCRIPTION FROM "uMes8oge" FILE
REM DESCRIPTIUN IS NORMALLY 1..1+200 EXCEPT FD~
REM MAZE OR FOREST
REM SLT V(Ll)=i SO AS NOT TO REPEAT LONC DESCIBRILF MODE
VI:U]o'1
IF Ll>4 THEN 8080
Z9"F'NA (:.:.!OIi)
GOTD G1;,0
IF.NUT CU,)B8 P,N:OI...H9U ilk I...i''''l';')THEN BHD
2','''1:,NA 1 ;,!I3B)
GDTO !:<i30
REM NORMAL DESCklPTION
1')·"I:·NA(?OO+I.l)
rH::TUi,N
REM
REM B~lEF DESCRl~TION (ONLY PRINT LONG DESCRIPTION
REM IF HE HASN'l BEEN AT 1..1BEFORE)
REM
REM (~LWAYS crvt, LONG D!,:SCRIPTHIN FOR FUl~EST AND HAZE
IF L1(S OR (Ll)88 AND Ll(98) OR L_1~99 l"HEN 8220
IF VrLil THEN 6780
REM HI...HASN'T SEEN·THIS ROOM, SO GIVE A LONG DESC
VI:l..i 1"1
CDTO '7990
I~EM
REM FETCH FIRST ITEM CUDE IN K(l TO T2)
REM Z8mTDTAL f OF iTEMS FOUND· IN LIS'r
REM 13mITEM CODE FIRST ~UUND
ZG··O, r",0
I,ESTIWE '.1'160
FOR Z~;;:'1ro 45

READ 1<$
I~ K[Z51=0 lHEN 8360
Z8'''ZO+1
D$~B'I;
IF KI:Z5] AND ZO=1 THEN

NEXT ZS
8$=0'
RETURN
REM FIND FIRST llEM AT RUOM
RES1DRE 9960
FUR 71=1 TD 41'

IF KI:l11 THEN RETURN
RE~D D$

NEXT Zl
RETURN
REM
I1E\"1 MAKE~: S\JI~~ !iE'~;C~Rt~YIN~ .[.,.~:~:~ Z3
F~EM

0490 IF 8[/3]--1 THI.N 8530
B500 PRINT "You don" have t t"ll? 11.> I~$

BSiO ZS:=::O
8';;20 RETURN
B ~:);3o Z ~:'):::::!
flS40 RI:::TIWN
8550 REM *** DWARF ***0560 IF. DJC)O THEN 8640
BS7D HEM ~:;I·IOUL.DDWhl\l" GIVE ""I~AY AXE
8580 IF L1C13 THEN RETURN
!'l590 IF I~Nl!I())>,U'S H-Il~N RETUHN
8600 REM GIVE. A~iAY ~;Xr::
8610 Z9=FNA(811)
0620 SI:2'1=Ll,D3=1
0630 RETL)I,N
8640 REM SUDULD DWARF ATTACK?
8650 IF 1...1(13THEN HlTURN
Sft60 IF S r 3~'j:l< >Ll THi..N C'I70
"61'1I.U' RNIl1II)),s "l1'H,N~EJIJI'<N
H6UO REM YE~3!
Bb90 Z9::::FNA(3;:!)
87110 REM DOES l~E KNILL KILL PLAYER
8710 ll~ RN!)(O)},2S 11"li~N87S~l
l:l7::.~O r,EM YEI:)
H'730 PI~'INT lilt nf.~ts:. l,)O~.I!"

W'40 GOTCI '!~;4(J .
87S() PRIN'r "It Missc!!;!"
!l760 RETUI'IN
aj"70 REM !:il'!UULDWE PUT A DW,,,RF HEllE"
81'00 IF RND(O)(,2 THEN SIJ5J=Ll
D790 RETUI~N
8aOD REM *** PIRATE *1'
8810 REM r· Ii~ST, DUL~: i·:E. HAVi,:: l~r,!Y'H'IlNC; WDRTI-i
DB::!O Z:3:00
GB30 IF L1(13 THEN RETURN
13840 FOI~ X~:i TO i5
OB50 IF S[XI=-1 lHLN 73=Z:3+1
UB60 NEX'T X
E~87() IF Z3<iN'fCRND(O)t4)"-i 'fJ~E~N
SODD REM GHClULD WE RIP OFF HIS
HIJ90 II::'I<"DIO)(,O,::) THEN 8'7::!.1I
(l'jI 0 0 19""1:101,0,(:54)
El910 r~ETU"N
H920 Z9::::FNA':3~'5)
D930 FOR X=l TO lS
8940 IF SLXI=-i THEN S[Xl=lIlU
11'150 Nr,XT X

"ETUI~N
1,,1('!I, .. (.',UflLEE?

8960 I,ElUl,N
8970 RfM ~~***SAVE GAMl ******
13980 INPU"I "l.t.JJ1(lt do '.IOU '..,Iont to c('lll
8990 i:REA'JE N,At,8
{?()OO IF N()O "a'lEN P!<lNT uFiJI.:.~ II ~A$;"
9010 I'" N()i) THEN 'HO

([ 100
'3iiiO

PI~IN'I "You a,lr'cody have Q. l onde d
GOlD 4ill

qClMt!!" f
::::II
C
~

c: i"\:;:C\ t e d "

9120 INPU"/ "Save file nQMe?"~A~
9130 ASSIGN A$.5,R
9140 IF R()~ THEN 9170
9150
9160
9170

PRIN"J' "Unable ·t~ use flle "~A$
GOTD 410 n
READ ~rS~11Jl'?,T3,Li,L2,G,I(O)S;Di,D2,DO,T,Bi) ~
B2,Pl>D,L,~,D3,B3,RO ~

9i80
9190
Y200
9210
9220

11AT IH-I,D ,I!:S;S, V
PRIN"T "r~tf.11"tj.n9 rH~l",! gO.Me,., II

CO~J.
GOTD 300
REM **' READ THE MAGAZINE .**

9230 GO~3UB O;:~80
9240
(Y;.:~5U

IF Z3=25 THE:N 9270
Z9~~NA(74)

9260 GOl'!) ~jC
9270 IF S[2S]:=-i 'r~1EN 9300
9~?BO
C)?90
9300
9;:11. I)
?3?O
'/3~~0
?340
'1350
9360
';>':370
9;5DO
'J3':fH
'140()

l\~I);;;:I!P'll.lCJOl.i.ne II

GClTIl ;:>'J 1.U
REM OK, LET HIM READ IT
1'9""1'N(.'141l3)
GDTD 400
I<E::M>:,,** HUG ***
(':~SS:l.E:N * > ~':';

AS~:nC;N 1I1:HJG".) s , I~
IF R<>O THEN 91SU
ON END ti THEN 9S20
ADVANCE·15;9999,HINPU'r "Your nUMc:",A$
AS=A~+DAT$ll,27)

s ;-F:;-::'L}!,Jf·~

9410 PRIN'I' $S:A$
9420 PRINT l'En'rer' ~O\; 9r'lc~

(nJi return tC) quit):"
9430 ~()R IO~1 'fc S

j. n t: p "t 0 f.i. v I~~ l.ln e s

9440
{?4~:)D

9460

PRINT ZO,
LINPUT A~
IF ~S~"" THEN (.;'4?O

9470 PRIN'r i5JA$
'1400 NEXT 1..0
9490 PPI!'fl "MI2~)sC:J.(Ji~

~~iOG ASSIGN *~S .
9SJO GDlD 4:1.0
9520 PRIN1' "End of {'11e error,"
95;30 CDTU 410
9540 REM R~INCARNA"~ HIM

rc c ord e d , '1 hnn k you! II

t h \;.~ ~:~f]IJI:';·fj.}I;';:{"~I~I~~

9020 ASSJl:N A~.S~R
'J 0:-50 P!~ I N'l :ll~:;.;T 1.. > ·r~:.~1 'r ..3 , !...1 .' I...~?" G .' [10 .> S ) D j. , X>;:.:,ni) '. T D~., n;:? ~ P :!. , D ,I. .. ) C ) 1)3 , D3 , R 0
904n MA'r ~'RINT *S;!~.V
9050 PRl:NT "(;QMe saved~'
9060 l~~ K[i43:i 'fHE:N '!7S()
90'/0 GD I") I~:'.O
908(! REM ~w***LUAJ OLD GAME: ~~***
9090 IF CO;·;) 'J !-lt~N ~/1;.:.~;:;

!'i {:I t



_INFINITE BIIIC _TM
RELOCATABLE MODULES FOR THE TRS LEVEL II AND DOS SYSTEMS

LOAD ANY OR ALL MODULES. FOR $49.95 THE CORE PACKAGE INCLUDES:
00 MATRIX PACKAGE 00 00 STRING PACKAGE 00

Over 40 BASIC commands including:
00 Left and right justify, truncate, rotate. Text justification.

String centering.
00 Delete or insert substring, Pack strings, Convert to upper

or lower case. .
00 Translate characters, Reverse strings, Verify function,

Number of occurrences.
00 Masked string searches for simple or array variables.

Encrypt or decrypt strings.
00 Compress/uncompress character string arrays to 6 bits or

less per character -".
00 AND the famous RACET machine language SORTS. Multi-

key multivariable and string. Sort 1000 elements in 9 sec!!
FUTURE OC ADD-ON PACKAGES OC will include
ocSTATISTICS oc INPUT/OUTPUT ocGRAPHICS oc
Attn: TRS Add-On OEM's: We can support your special

hardware add-ons with direct BASIC commands.
System Houses: We license System House usage of
00 INFINITE BASIC 00 modules.

Ov.er30 BASIC commands including:
00 Matrix Read, Inverse, Transpose, and Identity.

Simultaneous Equations!!!
00 Add, Subtract, or Multiply Scalars, Vectors, or Multi-

dimension arrays!!!
. 00 Dynamically Reshape, Expand, Delete Arrays, Change

arrays in mid-program.
00 Copy array elements, set arrays to scalar, zero arrays,

move arrays.
00 Tape array read and write including string arrays.

FOR $29.95 more get the oc BUSINESS PACKAGE oc
00 Eliminate round-off error!! Multiple precision packed

decimal arithmetic. 127-digit max. accuracy
00 Binary search or sorted arrays. Insert new elements in

sorted arrays! ! !
00 Automatic page headings, footings, and pagination.

Includes forced end-of-page.
00 Automatic hash for record retrieval!! And more for your

professional packages.
COMMAND PROCESSOR 'COMPROC' for $19_95(DOS only)

Extend DOS-AUTO command to perform multiple steps either at power-up or as a user command.
Execute a script consisting of a sequence of commands or data from a BASIC command file.

Check, VISA, M/C C_O.D_
Calif. residents add 6%

Telephone Orders Accepted
(714)637-5016REMODEL + PROlOAD for $34.95 (Specify 16, 32, or 48K version)

REnumber any section of a program, MOve program segments, DElete program lines.
Combine programs with renumber and merge. Load or save any portion of program from tape.

DISK SORT PROGRAM 'DOSORT' for $34.95 (Specify 32 or 48K, minimum 2 disk system)
SORT/MERGE multi-diskette sequential files. Multiple variables and keys.
Includes machine language in-memory sorts, comparators and string handling.

COPY SYSTEM TAPES with 'COPSYS' for $14.95 (Non-DOS)

catalog
for Apple®Owners

WE'RE SAVING ONE FOR YOU!
Here are a few highlights from our new catalog:
FILEMASTER 2 Programs: FORMAT & RETRIEVAL comprise a
powerful Data File Manager. Great for everything from phone lists to
legal abstracts. Design your own data structure. Up to 500 Char. per sec.
Up to 15 searchable fields in any combo. Needs 32K.Disk .... $34.95
SPACE Multi-faceted simulation of life in interstellar society. You and
opponents must make life & death decisions. Keeps track of your pro-
gress from one game to next. Six games in all. Needs 48K and Apple-
soft ROM On Disk $29.95
POT 0' GOLD Ou r all new collection of 49 programs for 16K Apple.
Everything from logic to action games. Only a buck a game.
On Tape $49 .....................•..... On Disk $54
ADVENTURE Fight off pirates and vicious dwarfs. 700 travel options,
140 locations, 64 objects. Needs Applesoft & 48K ..... Disk $29.95

APPLE MONITOR PEELED Everything you wanted to know about the
Apple Monitor but couldn't figure out User-written manual in plain
English clears yoW confusion. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $9.95
To order software, add $2 shipping. Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. Or
write today for your free catalog. VISA/Mastercharge welcome!

~cr~TIN:IN~I""II.
Garden Plaza Shopping Center, Dept. Cll

19 Reseda Blvd., Northridge, Ca 91324. (213) 349-5
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WHEN ORDERING PLEASE
ADVISE PUBLICATION SOURCE

~ RACET COMPUTES1
702 Palmdale, Orange CA 92665
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TRS-80 SOFTWARE
: Play this Las Vegas favOllte with Las Vegas rules and odds-$14.95
: Realistic Stock Market gane with authentic market trends and I1skstoe-
tored In. Con be used to ilkJstrate how the real market wor1<s-$14.95

: A gener~ purpose alpha-numeric sorting routine for most anything you
type In. You may sort. print. save to.dIsk and resort data ogoIn-$M.95

: A general purpose amortization program. Con pmt the schedule on
Screen or pmter. Great for computing Cor and Mortgage poyments-
$14.95

: This ~ a Computerized Drawing Boord. Pictures may be drown. saved on
disk as a Data File Program that may be RUN or MERGED to redraw-
$14.95

:E~~~~;~~~~~~1Cs~~=~YE~~~
this. UTILITYcan be used to automatically line number the program-
$14.95

: Thisutillty organizes and pmts data flies such as choi iers of a book which
hove been created individually using EDlT0R1 program-$24.95

: This Is a Diskette index that Catalogs. Loads. and Runs programs from a
~naIe Index (MENU). The Index may be screen or ineprlnted. and up to
100 Programs may be individually selected. loaded. and rtXlln one step-
$24.95

DATAMAN3: This Is a general purpose data management system. designed to ~
manage. organize, and use information. This program allows the user to
dellne the Input questions the computer wlM ask. and with the sorting
routine builtin. can be used on such jabs as Inventory control. moIing lists.
HAM radio operator. log book or p!ice ists. This Isby for o<x most pop<.iar
program. Superior to programs costing much more.-$49.95

EDlTOR1 : This Isa disk OIIented Text and Program editor that aids In the preparation
of letters. documents. and mast any kind of text. Features ore: FAST and
EASY entry of text. Speed Typists will love thisl Powerful yet easy to learn
edit commands. and global search and change. Variable line width and
page ~ze as we! as vertical line spacing. BuIltin text and documentation
status report; and many others-$99.95

KENO

STOCK

SORT

AMORT

DRAW

UTIUTY2

lOOK

MENU

These programs were written for the TRS-SOComputer System and ita
peripheraJ.s. A minimum of 32K of memory and at least one disk drive
are required for all. All software is supplied with Full Documentation
PLUS applications examples.
For Quality Software-_ "Th. SoftwarePeopl."-SIDoe 1869_

S~ALL CO~PUTER SYSTE~S
2935 E. McDowell Rd. Phoenix, AZ. 85008 (602)275-3108
Additional literature and manuals are available. Call or Write for prioea.

** PHONE ORDERS WELCOME **** MASTERCHARGE & VISA CARDS ACCEPl'ED ****** DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED ****
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9550
'1560
9570
9580
95'10
9600
9610
9620
9630
9640
9650
'1660
9670
?b80
'?6'10
9700
9710
9720
9730
9740
9'750
??60
9'7'70
S'780
'n90
9800
'/8H

9820
...• 9830
~ 9840

("'>850
'1860
9B70
9880
9B'10
9900
9910
?9;.?O
9930
(."940
'1950
9960

RO=I<O+l
GOTO RO OF 9580,9610,9740
REM ~SK HIM IF Hl WANTS 10 BE REINCARNATED
Z9~FNA(7~;)
GOSUB '.IB60
GUTCI '/6:30
Z'.I'''FNA(7'7)
"GOTO (/~,80
IF ZO-O THEN '1750
Z9"'FNA ('/6)

REM PUT HIM BACK IN HOUSE, REARRANGE HIS STUFF
5[ IfJ]-7,L.'"O
FOR X"'j TO T;?

IF ~;[X]'"'-:I. THI::.N[HX1"U.
NEX'\ X
REM WE'VE PUT lH~ LAMP IN HOUSE AND OTHER ITEMS WHERE HE DIED
L1<I.~n(RND(0)'4)+1 ,L2=1..1
GOTD 320
REM lHIRD DEA1H--END OF GAME
Z9-fNA(78)
PRII'H "Oh .,,!Il, , ,"
GOSU1< 64:30
STOP
REM **.* PITS ***IF LiC13 DR (L=l AND (SI1E]=-1 OR SIIBI-L.I» lHEN 1210
REM IS HE GOING 10 FALL INTO A PIT?
IF Ll=:l.6OR Ll=17 OR L1=19 OR L1=20 DR L1=25 OR L:I.=47OR L1=48 DR &
L1~59 OR Ll=60 UN Ll-61 UN Li-75 OR Ll=76 OR L1~98 THEN '.1840
Genu i;~i0
I<I::M HI:.I' ELL I N I

Z'.I""I:·NA (44)
GOlD '6-'10
REM )PI'* [lEEK A "YES" 01, "NO"
INPU'I r"t,
A'=UPS$(A'll,l])
IF ASC)"Y" AND AtC)"N" THlN 9Y3D
IF AS="Y" THEN JO-l
IF A$-"N" THEN 20=0
I<[TURN
PRIN1' "Yes or NO'_"~
cnru 'i8/'0
RE:M .----. S!:DRT NAMU; FOR STUFF ---
DATA "large qold.nugget'·,"bars of sllver","oreciou5 jewelry",&
"reu n v c oin s " > lI~e\leral d.ii.:~I'''lond!3l1} II·Fr'aq.i.le •...-,in9 VQS~;:II,,~~

"q:Li!;'tenlnq pearl","rlest (If golden eqgs"J!'jew~l'-'encrt,sted trident"&
l"e9Q"'slzed eMer'Qld"1"lllatirlUM oyr'uMld"}"gol(:lell chai·fl",&
IIr•('17' (:.~ !;p j. c(:.~S II • IIner' siun r' \}(,:.I" i " t r,~~j.'1~~U T' (~ c:he s t II ~IIWQ't e r' II " 1'0 j]. II ; (~

IIbr'(1~:;~;; J.(1Mpl';.'Ll<eys".'II+·o()cI"1"bottl\:.~II.,"t~l.i.cker· cnge")~~
"3····f'oc"t blu ck T'()d")lIcl(1l"".)"MClqat~.i.nl.'.~II}lIbelJ.r'~)!lQx€:II}"v(~lvl~t I).i.llov.l"~(,.
" ~;;1111T' d 5 0 f p o t t c T' ~I " J "0 v ~:.t e r I' ~ "b i T~d " ) 'I t r 0 J 1 I' ) II(~r- '.1l] 0 n " .•""!:m:1 k'2 " .' &
"d WO.T'f 'I .' "r- I] c k II ) ••s t uI r s ••J IIh 0 LI::..;e" } "q t" {"J"t e". I' s'~ t" l:.~1]~111 .~ "r 0 0.1"'1 II .' I' b r~ i d q '.::" .> ,\

"oitll,"volcono","r'oati"

~€lcoMe 10 adventure! Would vou like instructions? fc
~s
~

YES
SOMewhere nearby is Colossal Cave. wl'lere Many have found gold
and ·treasure, thouah it is rUMoured ·that SOMe who enter are
g~~:~n~:e~u~gQ~~'ge{)~~~!lb~rVf~~k~Y~~n~~dv~~n~:~dD~~e~~~:ea~!~~d!
vou Must usuully enter COMCQSS dlr'ectiorlS (NJN~JL>SE.S)SW)W)NW~ ()r
uo or' down), althouqh you ~ay sOMetiMes use Mor'e vaque ver'bs wIth
which to Move, ~ know of several obj~cts .in tttls gaMe) such as
a laMP and a bottle. I also kn()w of soec.iol ()b,ject!~ in ·the CQue,
S;0Me of these objec1s have s.ide effects. ie there .is a rod In the
cave ·that scares a :Llttle bil'd,

The ob.~ect of this [faMe is to gather as Marl trea~~ures as ou c:an
and put theM back in ·the house, You also r n ·the r'isk of etting
robbed or lellled bv SOMe rather urlfriendly nhubitorlts of he cave,

There ar'e SOMe useful COMMands ttlQt ~ou should know about:
Brief, Long1 ane! St)Ort-ttl€Se COMMands (:orltrol the QMOunt of
detail vou get in de~;criDtlon!~,

._- I_ook (or' L)-q1~es a de~alJed de!~c:riotion o·r Y()\Jr slJrroundings,
II'ven·tor~ ( or' J)--tells you what YOll are currvjnq.
Qvlt~ StOOl o~ lnd--these are self-exolanatorv,
Suve-bv tvolnq this. you May save uour gaMe QIld continue it
at a later tiMe.
Continl!e- let~ you continue an old qaMe,
Score- tells VQU how \~elJ ~o~)r'e doing,

Other helo~ul ·fIJflCtlol·IS lrlc:Lucie:* Mult.ip:Le c:oMMarlc;s on Ofle 1nOl't :L.ine·, Ie:
IIGo ~~.()t..lth, G\?"l: c(.lr., k e v s. fi1"nr't cor. II Ce x nr-ip Le only)

"AdventureJ
' js Q uerslor\ of 1tl€ gaMe created bv WJlly Crowther arld

Don Woods at M,I,T,

You are in Q fores·t, with trees all ar'o\!nd vou.
ICD SDUTH
You al'e 1f) ~ ·rores·t, with trees all arOIJnl:! uou.
)GO EAST
You ore .In Q vQlle~ in the fores·t besld~ a streaM
·tuMb:Lln9 along a r'o\:I~v bed,
>f~OLL()W ~;TR~AM
Wl1Qt d() vo~ want ·t() (jo wittl ttle s·tr'euM?
>FOLLOW l'r
! donl·t krlow that wo~d,
}GO NQR1'1~
YDU a~e ~tQndlnq
briel, 1uildlna.
'Plow!~ out 01' th~

Q'r the ~fld o·? Q road he~ore C SMell
Ar'ou:ld ~ou is (I forest, A sMo:L
bu.ildlnq Qrld do\~n Q c'\Jl"ev,

> E(\~TE:i~~HUl.:~:;!::·
["ih (1 .!. do'.) () U '..,J("J.n·l" r:o c1o 1\1 J."i" l: t h( ~'),~u -::;;:.~?
GU :r.~.:

Yu-r Qf":> .i.:"1"s;.!.~~~~;:.t i:".'.!.·'Q.i.~;f~!.>

~;·D;···.!.nC! •

wel~ ho!:se (7' '1 10r'q~



IGET EVERYTHING IN ROOM
What do uou want to (10 with 'the
)TAKE EVERYTHING
Why not sou ~fill'7
brass laMo;taken.
keys:taken.

l't Is now pitch dark', If you oroceed YOt, Mev -fall 1nto a pit.
)LIGHT LAMP
The 10MI) is now 011

You are .il') Q debris ('OOM fiJ.led with ~;tuff washed ill froM .the surface,
A low w.i.(~epassage with (:obllics beCOMes plugged with Mud and debris
Ilere, bu't an awkward conyorl 1.cads upwur'ci and was't. A note on the wa:ll
says "Magic Word Xylzy",
-!'hereis a 3-fcot black rod here.

There is Q bottle of water here.
'rhere is a brass lantern here.
There is a set of Iceys here.
l"here is food here.
There is Q glass bottle here.

!;·rar·tir)\~flew'caMe.
You ore below the grate. f~

C
~s
~

The grate is unlocked.
>1
You are carrying:wQ·rer
I:)ottle
>l ..OOI(
You are In a SMall chaMber t)eneath a 3x3
A low crawl over cobbles leads irlward to

to th e sur'fCtCl;.~,

!:)r'i:1S~~ I•...lMD k , V"; f ()(lei

steel grate
the was·t,

Contents and the bott:Le:·raken,
}LEAVE
You're at road near house,

>WEST
You are cra~!:l.ingover cobbles in a low p~ssage,
ot the 8at;t arid of the passage,
·rhere i!~ Q SMull wi(:ker caqe here,

lhere is a diM liahtfo od t t n ken .

)TAKE CAGE
wicker c:age:taken,)8

You're beside a streaM In a valley, :-w

)S
At your' feet all ttle water of the !streuM splashes into
Q 2·-1nctl slit in the rock, DownstreaM tt)€ s·treaMbed I!; bare {"()(:I(,

)S
You are ifl a 20 foot depression floor'ed with bare dirt,
Set into the dirt js a strono steel qrate Mounted in concrei~.
A dry streaMbed ~eads into 1~e depre~51on,

...•.
~

The qra·te 1s locked,
)INVI~NTOHY
You ar~ (:arrylnq:water' brass laMo
b o t tl e
)DPEN Gr,ATE
What do you want to d~ with the grate?
)OPEN
Open I can't IJoders·tand thatl
)UNLOCI( IT
Th e qr·Cttt.~ .i.s un lc ck e d.
)ENTE! ! !
DOWN
You qre in Q SMall choMt)er beneath a ~x3 steel qrat2 to lhc ~;ur'fQce,
A, low crawl over cobbles leads inward to the west

lGEl ROD, GO UP
3·-foo·t black rod:taken,
Your are .irl an awkward slop.ing east/wes·r Conyorl,

k I~ v s food
)t .•

You are in Q solendld chaMber thirty feet !1igh,
~ivers o~ orange stone, An aWkwQrd canyon and Q
fp~M east and west sides of the chaMber,
There 1s a little hird here,

The walls 01'e frozen
good passage exit

)CATCH DIll!)
Your' load is too ~)eavy, Yould bes;t take "lnventor'y on(:1 (jrop
~;oMeth.i.n(1 first ,
>IN\.!Ei\!TOR·{
You are carrying:water
bottle wicker cage
lDROP ROD, CATCH BIRD
3--foot t)iack
b.ird:tok~l·l,

keys
rod

f(\odbrass laND
3-foot blQ(:k

The grote is unlocked,
)GAV]]]
QUITE
:[ canlt unders·tan(:! ·that]
) !Jl.lIT
~:~ilVt~q(lM~~?Y[S
W;1~t do yo" want to call the cava ~ile~CAVESAVE
GO.Me SiJ ved
Dhw\~ll",
Your score is now j~

You have explored 1, % of ·the cave,
That Makes you a iJe!J.illner' adven·turer, :::> :::>

:;::J :::J



Double Subscripts
Become Single

If you have a versiori of BASIC
which does not allow double sub-
scripts, have you looked wistfully at
all the interesting games and pro-
grams that contain lines like:

100A(I,J) = I + J/10 .. :?
Well, the situation really is far

from hopeless. As a simple example,
suppose you wanted to create and
print a table of numbers. You want the
table to have five rows and seven
columns, and each entry in the table
is to be a decimal number with the row
number on the left of the decimal
point and the column number on the
right. Here is one way to do it with
double subscripts:

20 FOR 1=1 TO 5
30 FOR J=1 TO 7
~o A(I,J)=I+J/l0
SO PRINT A(J ,J);
60 NEXT J
70 PRINT
80 NEXT I
?O END

l'un
1.1 1.2 I.J 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7
2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7
3.1 ·3.2 J.J J. ~ 3.S 3.6 3.7
4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7
5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7

Can we achieve the same result
without the use of double subscripts?
Happily, the answer is yes. Add the
following line:

35N = 7*(1-1)+J
and change lines 40 and 50 to:

40A(N) = I +J/10
50 PRINT A(N);

The secret isat line35.ln general,
to imitate the variable A(I,J), use
A(C*(1-1) + J) where C is the number of
columns in your array.

. It's that simple.
With this technique, for instance,

I have been able to translate Gregory
Yob's "HUNT THE WUMPUS" into
Radio Shack's Levell BASIC, which
allows only Single subscripts.

Well, what are you waiting for?
Get out those back issues of Creative
Computing that had all the games you
thought you couldn't program.

Nowyoucan.
James Garon

Math Dept.
Calif. State University

Fullerton, CA 92634

Indefinite Articles
When I was typing ANIMAL (from

BASIC Computer Games) into my
system, I noticed that the program did
not provide for the proper article
preceding a noun. This user defined
function takes as its argument any
word, and catenates "A" or "AN" as
appropriate.
Here it is in two different BASICs:

DEF FNA(X$)="A"+LEFT$("N",INSTR(1,"aeiouAEIOU", LEFT(X$,1)))+" "+X$
DEF FNA(X$)="A"+SEG$("N",1,POS("aeiouAEIOU", SEG$(X$,1,1).1))+" "+X$

Prime Factors
Here's a short prime factoring

program submitted by J. Jeffery.
Operation of the program is explained
in the Remark statements.

1St PRINT "PRm ;ACTORliG PROGRA~"
1Ii PRiNT" INPUT POSlTlYE INTEGER TO BE FACTORED:"
lli INPUT 11
138 PRI~T "THE PRI~E FACTORS ARE AS FOLLOWS:"
141 RE~: Xl REPRESENTS THE DIYISORS USED TO TEST NU~BER.
15i XN
16. GaSUB 3~8
178 Il~3
1S8 GaSUB 3gS
19. RE": UNES 171 THROUGHl3. GENERATE ALL 'RI"ES REQUIRED
m RE~: AS DIYISORS. ALSO, SO~E co~posmsARE GENERATED,
Z1i RE~: BUT THE EGUATIONS REDUCE THE NU"BER CONSiDERABLY.
m FOR N~I TO SQRIllll6
23' X2~6*N+5
Z4f COSUB m
m IN*N.7
lbl GOSUB 3Sf
ZliNElTN
2S' GaTO 381
29. RE~: SUBROUTINE TESTS DIYISIBILITY.3" 14'INTtllllZlHl
31. lNNHl1/XlJ*XZ
3ZI IF 14111 THEN 371
m PRINT Xli
341 ll'llIXZ ,
35. IF 1l~1 THEN 39.
36. GOTO 311 .
371 RETURN
381 PRINT Xl
39. END

•••••
PRm FACTORINGROGRA~
TNPUT POSITIVE INTEGER TO BE FACTORED:
'5b
THE pmE FACTORS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Z Z 7

PRm FACTORING ?ROGRA~
INPUT POSITlVE INTEGER TO BE FACTORED:
'999991
THE PRm FACTOR:; ARE AS FOLLOWS:
17 59 997

PWE FACTORING PROG~A~
INPUT POSITIVE IHTECER TO BE FACTORED:
'9'19919
THE PRm FACTORS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
991 1m

PRm FACTORING PROGRAH
INPUT POSITIVE INTEGER TO BE FACTORED:
'3191
THE PRm FACTORS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
8191

PRI~E FACTORING PROGRA~
INPUT POSITIvE mEGER TO BE FACTORED:
?519511
THE PRI~E FACTORS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Z 3 5 7 11 13 17

PRI"E FACTORiNG PROCRA~
INPUT POSITIVE INTEGER TO BE FACTORED:
'999199
THE pmE FACTORS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
999199.

PR I"E FACTORI He PROGRA~
INPUT POSITIYE INTEGER TO BE FACTORED:
m9919
THE PRI"E FACTORS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
991 1m

10 DIM A(35)
20 FOR 1=1 TO 5
30 FOR J=1 TO 7
35 N = 7'(I-1)+J
40 A(H) = I + J/l0
50 PRINT A(N);
60 NEXT J
70 PRINT
80 NEXT I
90 END

run
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 . 1.~ 1.6 1.7
2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7
3.1 3.2 3. J J.4 3.5 3.6 3.7
4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7
5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 S.7

140

PRm FACTORI IIG PROCRA"
INPUT POSITIVE INTEGER TO BE FACTORED:
'>9819
THE PRllIE FACTORS ARE lIS FOLLOWS:
3 3 U91

So the result of
PRINT FNA("HAWK"), FNA("OWL")
would be:
A HAWK AN OWL

Brian Hammerstein
5700 Arlington Avenue

Riverdale, NY 10471

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Rorschach II

This program is written for the
TRS-BO, Level I. It simulates random
Rorschach-I ike patterns. The pro-
gram will continue to run with no user
input. To stop, use the BREAK key.

100 CLS
150 X=I :Y=23
200 C=200
300 F .B=1 TO C
400 A(BI=RND(3)
500 N. B
600 F.B=I TO C
700 ON(A(B) )G.IOOO,2000,3000
800 IF<Y<II+(Y>471T.950
820 S.(X,YI
830 S.(127-X,YI

850 5.(1,47-YI
870 S.(127-X,47-Yi
900 N.B
950 F.U=I TO 1000:N.U:CLS
970 G.150
1000 X=Xtl
1100 6.800
2000 y=Ytl
2100 6.800
3000 Y=Y-I
3100 G.800

Reprinted from Micronews, January
1979, published by the Cuatro Com-
puter Club; Ave Los Pinos EDF,
Airosa #5, La Florida-Caracas,
VENEZUELA.

LIST
10
20

:::=:=::: IN.TEREST CAU~ULrHION :::-::-:::::
WITH

JO
40
se FRUH
60 FRUH

====== VA rE CON',lERSIilN =,= ,==

: PRINT : PRINT
"ENTER BEGUI~lING DATE (MM/DD!YY! : ";: INPUT A$

/0 PRINT f'RINT "ENTER ENDING DATE (MM!DD!nl : ";: Ii'if'Ur Bl
80 F'RIHl : INPUT "ENTER AMOUNT: ";A
90 PRINT: INPUT "ENTER INTEREST RATE:
100 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
110 IF IT>I THEN !T=IT/IOO
120 M=VAl(LEFT$(B$,2)-Vi~L{LEFT~·(A$,2)
1.30 D=VAUMIDt(Bt,4,2) )-VAL(MID$(A$,4,2)!
140 Y=',.!Al(RIGHT~,(Bt·~2) )-')AL{RIGHft(Af,:n)
150 IF M<O THEN M=12+M: Y=Y-I
160 IF D<O THEN D=30+D: M=M-l: II' W:O THEN Y=Y·-l: M=i1+1:!
170 PRINT TAB(20);II!·":A:" AT '';(IT*100);'';~''
180 PRINT TAB(10!;"FROM: ";AI;" TO ";81
190 [lAYS=D+(Y:t:360)+(/1:t:30)

"·rf,"

200 RATE=(IT*A)/360
210 AMT = DAYS * RA'fE
2~O PRINT: PRINT T!~B(;2IJj"I:4M(JUNT OF INTEYEST"
230 PRINT fAB(22) USING "$$i*ttlU.!Ut";AMl
240 END
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Date Conversion
This short routine takes a beginning

date and ending date, and calculates
the elapsed time involved. The advan-
tage of this routine is that it allows the
dates to be entered in the standard
MM/QDIYY format. Entered as strings,
the numerical values are then extracted
using string handling routines.
This routine can be very useful in a

program where elapsed time is used as
a factor in calculations. The interest
calculation program shows an example
of how this routine can be used in a
program. This is only one example of
how the routine can be used.
The calculations are based on 30 day

months and 360 day years, as are most
business oriented tasks such as the
interest example.

Joe Ligori
2660 W, SaW Rd. #91
Anaheim, CA. 92804

L TC'T
~...J ;

.:0 ===== DATE CONVERSION ~====
20
30 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
4D n:INT "ENTER BEGINNHIG DATE IMM/DD/Y'() : ";: INPUT A$
50 PF~INT: PRINf "ENTER ENDING DATE (MM!D[I/Y'{) ";: INPUT B'·
60 PRINT: M=VAL(LEFTS(B$,2))-VAL[LEFTS(AS,21)
/0 D=VAL{MID${Bi·,4,2;:~-VAL(MIDS(A$,4,2))
130 Y::1,JAURIGHT$(BS!2) )-VALlRIGHT1(Ai.2)
90 IF M<0 THEN M=12+M: Y=Y-1
100 IF D<OlHEN D=30+[I: M:::M-·!: IF (1<0 THEN Y:=Y-l: M=!'\+·[2
nc PRINT "MONTHS :":TAB(20):M
·120 PRINT "DAYS :u:TAB(20);D
130 PRINT "YEARS :";Tj~13(20);Y
·140 END

ENTEll BEGINNING DATE (MM/DD/YY) : ? 10/08177

ENTER ENDING DATE CMMlDD/YY)" : ? 0.3/04/78

MON1HS
IJAYS
YEARS

26 .

ENTEH BEGINNING DATE (M.MlDD/YY) : ? 08/28l?6

EtHER ENDING DAfE (MM/DD/YY; : '~ 10/2.5/78

MONTHS
DAYS
YEARS

RUN

ENTER BEGINNING DATE (MMiDDiYr i : ? 04/22/75

ENTER ENDING DATE (MMlDD/Yr! : ? 10/24/78

UITER AMOUNT : ? 1000

ENTER INTEREST RATE : 1 !

I 1000 AT 7 Z
FROM 04/22/75 TO 10/24178

AMOUNT OF INTEREST
1245.39



Your market for new
and used micro-
computer equipment.
Telephone 603-673·5144

COD orders require 25% cash deposit

Prices do net lnctude shipping

NEW USED

RETAIL HARDSIDE
LIST DISCOUNT WE'LL

UNIT PRICE PRICE PAY SELL

Level 14K 5499 $449 $275 $375
Level1l4K $619 $557 $370 $475
Levell16K $729 $656 $365 5475
Level II 16K $649 $764 $500 $650
Level II 16K, No Keypad· $669 5450 $600

EXPANSION INTERFACE
.... OK $299 $269 $175 $240
.... 16K $448 $369/5403 $225 $315
.... 32K $597 $469/$537 $275 $390

DISK DRIVES
Radio Shack If() 5499 $449 $275 $399
Radio Shack ., 5499 $449 $250 $375
Percom TFD·loo $399
Percom TFD-200 dual density 197K. $675

SoftSide is for those who have adopted a TRS-60, and
unleashed their imaginations. - a magazine that helps
you discover the endless variety of taks your new
friend will do for you.

Every month we publish games, household applica-
tions, educational aids, business programs.
SoftSlde means Software! 1 Year -12 issues $18.00

PROG80
A bi-monthly magazine for the serious programmer

who wants to know HOW his computer work. and
WHY. Machine language, construction projects,
special ized applications software ... not just for the

advanced computer hobbyist, but
the computer phi Ie who wants

the most from his machine.
$15.00

If you're an Apple II
owner, you've been

longing for a good sottware
publication and hoping

someone would get
around to it.

We have. Apple Seed is
to the Apple II what SoftSide

is to the TRS-80. And it's brand new.
Apple II enthusiasts will eat up this special

introductory offer! 1 Year-12 issues $15.00

NEW USED

RETAIL HARDSIDE
LIST DISCOUNT WE'LL

PRINTERS PRICE PRICE PAY SELL

• Centronics 779 $1559 $1000 $650 $650
Tractor Feed

• Centronics PI $499 $399 $250 $325
Quick Printer II $219 $197 $125 $175
Line Printer II $999 $899
Line Printer III $1999 $1799
• Requires Cable $39 $35 $20 $30

AlS 26-1401

TRS·60 HARDWARE ACCESSORIES
Telephone Interface II $199 $179 $100 $150
16K Memory Kits $149 $99
RS232C Serial Interface $99 $69 $50 $75
TRS·232 Interface $49
Data Dubber 549
Line Cord Suppressor/Filter $32
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UTILITIES
8080-Z80 Conversion by M. Kelleher. Permits you to
enter 8080 codings and returns the Z80 equivalent. L
II, 16K $15.00.

KVP Extender by Lance Micklus. Corrects keyboard
bounce, upper case lock, permits use as a terminal,
screen printing. On tape ($24.95) or disk ($29.95)

Level III Basic by Microsoft. The most powerful
BASIC you can buy for the TRS-80 in 5k of space,
opens up fantastic new dimensions! Disk rrogram-
ming power, graphics commands, editing co.nrnanos,
long error messages, hex and octal constants and
conversions, user-defined functions, much more! You
get power that might otherwise cost you hundreds of
dollars in additional equipment. It's like getting a
whole new computer! $49.95.

MMSFORTH by Miller Microcomputer Services.
New version of the powerful, fast FORTH language
compiler for TRS-80. Disk version offers virtual
memory, supports one to four disk drives, has both
disk and tape input/output capabilities. A stack-
oriented structured language at an affordable price.
MMSFORTH cassette version, Level II, 16K $39.95
MMSFORTH disk version, Level II, 16K $49.95
MicroFORTH primer $15.00

TRS-80 Fortran. Includes the finest Z-80 development
software available: Z-80 Macro Assembler, text
editor, linkage loader, plus ANSI Fortran IV on two
minidiskettes - requires a 32K system with one disk
drive. NEW REDUCED PRICE $150. (separately
$80.ea.)

System Copy by Kalman Bergen. Makes backup
copies of object ("system") tapes. Features include
copy I verify read, rename, verify write. No
knowledge of machine language required. Level II,
16K $9.95.

NEWDOS by Apparat. DISK ERRORS SOLVED!
Stop blaming your drive, fix your DOS with
NEWDOS: an enhanced disk-operating system
capable of correcting over70 errors in TRSDOS 2.1 to
improve reliability, and key bounce, enable DOS
commands to be called from BASIC and much more!
Available NOW for 16K systems with a minimum of 1
disk drive. $49.95.

NEWDOS + by Apparat. Includes all the features of
the original NEWDOS and adds 7 new utilities,
including SUPERZAP, Disk Editor/ Assembler, Dis-
assembler, and Levell BASIC for Disk. $99.95

NEW TITLES
Secrets of Tarot $9.95
Magic Paper Calculator 9.95
Directory (Disk) . 9.95
Alien Invasions 9.95
Form LetterHypewriter 24.95

Casino Anthology 7.95
Five Card Stud
Five Card Draw
Slot Machine

War Game 7.95

WRITE FOR OUR FREE SO-PAGE CATALOG
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ACTION GAMES

Taipan by Art Cantil. Sail the China seas, dodging

• •

pirates and cutthroats, to make
your fortune trading in arms

and opium. Level II, 16K. $9.95.

Slalom by Denslo Hamlin. Choose between Slalom,
Giant Slalom and Downhill. Level II, 16K $7.95.

Air Raid by Small Systems Software. High speed
machine language program with large and small
aircraft flying at different altitudes. Ground-based
missile launcher aimed and fired from keyboard.
Planes explode when hit, cause damage to nearby
aircraft. Score tallied for hits or misses. Level I or II,
4K $14.95.

All Star Baseball by David Bohlke, Level II, 16K
$7.95.

Batter Up by David Bohlke. Level II, 16K $5.95.

X-Wing Fighter II by Chris Freund. Piloting an
X-Wing fighter, you're out to destroy the Death Star!
A new, improved version of an exciting space
favorite. Level II, 16K. $9.95.

Ten Pin by Frank Rowlett. A game of coordination,
the scoring is true to the rules of the sport. Level II,
16K $7.95.

Balloon Race by Dean Powell. High above the
Atlantic, your balloon must be cleverly maneuvered
with the prevailing winds to reach Paris. Level II,
16K, $9.95.

Adventures by Scott Adams. Feel as if you're
manipulating HAL from 2001 when you play these
machine language games. Hardly any rules, finding
out is part of the fun. Two adventures on 32K disk,
$24.95. Tape - choose from Land Adventure, Pirate's
Cove, Mission lrnposslble, The Count, Voodoo
Castle, Strange Odyssey, and Fun House. $14.95
each.

Dog Star Adventure by Lance Micklus. You're
trapped aboard an enemy battlestar ... can you find
the gold, rescue the princess, discover the plans and
safely escape? Level II, 16K $9.95.

Journey To The Center Of The Earth by Greg
Hassett. Excellent introduction to the excitement of
ADVENTURE. Written in BASIC for ease of
understanding, yet fast and fun!! Level II, 16K tape
$7.95.

Amazin' Mazes by Robert Wallace. Ever-changing
maze situation. Level II, 16K $7.95.

Kamikaze by Russell Starkey. Command your ship
against attacking suicide planes. Machine language
graphics make this fast and fun! L II, 16K $7.95

Space Battles by Level IV. Assume the role of
Galactic mercenary, roaming the universe in search
of enemy aliens and the bounty you reap from
destroying their ships! Danger, thrills, fast action -
and financial headaches as well! Features three levels
of play; fast, machine language graphics; rear-time
input; Level II, 16K Tape or 32K Disk. Tape - $14.95;
Disk - $19.95.

l~'i
SOFTWARE
EXCHANGE
P.O. BOX 68, Milford, NH 03055

CIRCLE 205 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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SIMULATIONS

3-D Tic Tac Toe by Scott Adams. Three skill levels -
author warns you to practice before tackling
computer's third skill level. II, 16K $7.95

Star Trek 111.3 by Lance Micklus. One of the most
advanced Star Trek games ever written. Level II, 16K
$14.95.

End Zone by Roger W. Robitaille, Sr. Authentic
football Simulation, right down to the 2-minute
warning. Level I or II, 16K $7.95

Cribbage by Roger W. Robitaille, Sr. You versus the
computer - cribbage played by standard rules. Level
II, 16K, $7.95.

'Round The Horn by Rev. George Blank. You're the
captain of a clipper ship racing from New York to San
Francisco. Leyel II, 16K $9.95.

Concentration by Lance Micklus. One of the most
popular television games. Level II. 16K $7.95.

Safari by David Bohlke. You're in the running for a
film contract at a major Hollywood studio. To qualify,
you must photograph the most wild animals in their
natural habitat. Level II, 16K $7.95.

Pork Barrel by Rev. George Blank. Place you in the
shoes of an aspiring Congressman. Level II, 16K
$9.95.

Backgammon by Scott Adams. Level II, 16K $7.95

Chess Companion by M. Kelleher. Combines chess
clock teatures with ability to record your moves while
action is fast and furious. Level II, 16K $7.95

Sargon Chess by Dan and Kathe Spracklen. Winner
of the 1978 San Jose Microcomputer Chess Tourna-
ment. Level II, 16K $19.95.

PERSONAL

RPN Calculator by Russell Starkey. A self-document-
ing calculator program. Uses Reverse Pol ish Notation
with 4-level stack, 100 memories, scientific functions.
Level II, 16K $9.95.

Home Financial Management by M. Kelleher. Turns
your computer into a personal financial advisor. Level
II, 16K $9.95.

Ham Radio by M. Kelleher. Amateur Frequency Allo-
cations, 10 Timer, Q-signal File, Amateur Log
Routine, Propogation Forecasting. L II, 16K $9.95
Special Disk-enhanced version, 32K $24.95

Educator Assistant by Steve Reisser. Five programs
of value to educators. Compute percentage,
individual student averages, class averages, standard
test scores, final grades. L II, 16K $9.95 0, $14.95.

Typing Tutor by 8OUS. A set of programs designed to
teach you touch typing. Takes you from basics to
high-speed drill, with quizzes and grades. Progress at
your own pace, and have fun mastering an
enormously useful skill. Level II, 16K - $19.95.

Personal Finance 0, Lance Micklus. 33 different
budgets can be easily adapted by user to fit his
individual needs. A 2-part program, entry and
search. Level II, 16K $9.95.

Advanced Personal Finance by Lance Micklus. Same
as above with advanced analysis routine. Supports
Disk Files 0, 32K $24.95.

Basic Statistics by Steve Reisser. Pearson product-
movement correlation coefficient, chi-square, Fisher
T-test, sample analysis of variance, Z-scores and
standard scores, with\ a random number generator
built in to simulate data. L II, 16K $20.00.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Telephone orders accepted for Master
Charge or VISA accounts. Call Monday
through Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Telephone: 603-673-5144
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In many respects there seems

little that the machine can't do for
the scientists at AI Lab. The com-
puter system handles their COrres-
pondence, corrects their spelling,
keeps them up to date on news
stories, plays games with them,
reminds them of business ap-
pointments and of their children's
birthdays. And what computers do
for them, the rest of us may
experience shortly.

The Stanford SCientists are
working on the protocols for a
national computer network that
would use telephone lines to
supply such services to home or
office computers, Called Dialnet,
the project is financed by the
Natlonal Science Foundation..~.~.-.-.~.-.-.-.-.

The care and feed Ing of pro-
grammers Is not what, the com-
puters at Stanford University's
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
are all about. It just seems thai way
sometimes.

On a recent afternoon, Lester
Earnest studied the food on
display In a vending machine and
then typed his choice onto the
computer terminal next toIt. The
appropriate door unlocked, andhe
pulled out an empanada. No
money changed hands. Earnest,
who Is associate director of the
lab, wlli be billed at the end of the
month.

YOU AIN'T HEARD
NOTHIN'YET

Bell Labs' telecommunica-
tions signal processor, or sound
synthesizer, has an ear for
music. The computer-con-
trolled synthesizer can simulate
and play up to 30 musical
instruments at a time, make
musical sounds never heard
before, and change the pitch of
one voice or instrument. It is
unique in its ability to synthesize
complex sounds in real time.

Musical capabilities have
been incorporated into the
processor to vastly extend the
range of possible interaction
between man and machine.
Consider the composer who can
orchestrate a composition asit is
created on the synthesizer.
Consider the conductor who
controls a preprograrnmed piece
by calling in strings, wood-
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Lester Eemest, assoCiate director of Stanford's Artificial Intelligence Lab,
with robot helpers used in mechanical assembly work, (Photo by
Christopher Springmann).

secretaries don't do much typing;
peopledotheirown," says Earnest
who writes and edits his own
reports and correspondence on the
computer .

Spelling is routinely corrected;
the computer has been fed the
10,000 most common English
words. However, it cannot correct
grammer. Earnest says, "Despite
my high school English teacher,
we still don't understand syntax.
Wecannot program il."

The Stanford com puter has
been programmed to provide a
numberof extras on demand. A file
called YUMYUM lists restaurants
from Seattle to London that have
been recommended by local pro-
grammers., Each day two fortune
cookie sayings and two versions of
pornograph ic remarks are there for
the asking. Scientists who are
hooked on soap operas can have
their favorite switched on auto-
matically.

The computer knows who is
working at his or her terminal at
any given time, and it also knows
quite a lot about them. On clear
afternoons, the words BOUNCE-
BOUNCE may flash across the
screen of a volleyball player,
Signaling that a game is being
organized.

Then there's that food vending
machine which solves the problem
of hungry programmers who don't
have the right change. it provides
fun and games as well. Every so
often, a bell announces free food.
Gamblers can challenge the com-
puter to a double or nothing bet.

Even the traditionalists are ac-
commodated; the machine takes
coins too.

STAN FORD SCIENTISTS
"HOUSEBREAK"THE
COMPUTER

winds, brass, and percussion at
the desired times while control-
ling their tempo and modula-
tion. The machine can also shift
the pitch of a voice or repro- ,
duce that voice in the entire
vocal range, from bassoto lyric
soprano.

"The device is a laboratory
tool for analyzing sound and is
being used to model transmis-
sions systemsand to processhu-
man speech for the purpose of
improving the quality of trans-
missions," explains Bell Labs
scientist Dr. Hal Alles. The con-
cepts being explored could be
usedin telecommunications sys-
tems to detect and process
signals.

The processor's designers
believe that it is the first com-
puter-controlled, all-digital
sound synthesizer. Just think
what' Beethoven could have
done with it!

Bell Labs synthesizer is demonstrated at the Hollywood Palladium by
designer Dr. Hal Alles (seated) and software designer Dr, Douglas Bayer,

Millions of Americans will
eventually have an enormous
variety of services brought to their
homes via a typewriter-like key-
board and a TV screen. It is pre-
dicted that within the next five to
twenty years, personal computers
will be as common in American
homes as TVsets are now.

Up to now, home computers
have largely been used for playing
games, for filing favorite recipes or
income tax information, and for
other self-contained activities. But
Earnest suggests that the com-
puter's real value will be to bring
the world inSide, to serve as a
"porthole into external services.
That's not here yet for most
people," he says.

At Stanford, much of what will
one day be available to the average
consumer is already at hand. For
example, the AI Lab Is hooked up,
via phone line, to the Associated
Press and New York Times wire
services. AI SCientists haveaccess
to news stories as they break.
Earnest is enthusiastic about the
possibility of writing instant let-
ters to the editor, of talking back to
the source. Home readers could
ask for more information on a
subject while reporters add to and
change their stories. News articles
may also be stored and indexed for
research purposes, and con-
sumers should eventually be able
to buy access to reference li-
braries.

The computer also offers the
most personalized service. Both
business and personal messages
are printed out automatically
whenever the scientist asks for
thsrn. There is a feature in the
programs that, will remind a
graduate student of a class or
dentist appointment. Many of the
programmers keep lists of impor-
tant telephone numbers or their
appointment calenders on the
computer.

Earnest comments that. he has
"automated a lot of our bureau-
cracy here." There is one bustness
manager and three secretaries for
more than a hundred people. "The

CREATIVECOMPUTING



INFORMATION
REVOLUTION STUDIED

The Information Revolution of
the mid-1980's changed the course
of history. Only now, in 1990, can
we fully comprehend its signifi-
cance.

The emergence of microelec-
tronics in the 1970's set the stage
for the massive advance- of elec-
tronic communications and pro-
cessing resources. Through super-
scale computers, microelectronics
created a host of new scientific and
analytical applications.

The table shown here indicates
the winners and losers of the Infor-

mation Revolution. The mail ser-
vice, teachers, secretaries, clerks,
auditors, salesmen, and local
retailers are among those occupa-
tions now performed by com-
puters. Technical and analytical
specialists, writers, artists, pro-
ducers, directors, large financial
institutions, and large retailers
have become the pieces of our
intricate information network.

The Information Revolution has
made our world smaller, has co-
ordinated our efforts. History can
now record the cooperation of a
smoothly running system.

Harvard Business Review

Exhibit
Winners and losers in the Information Revolution

Winners Reasons

Financial institutions More fee-based consumer and business services

Programming industry Proliferation of new packaged programs

Larger universities Programmed education opportunities

Insurance industry Lower life, health, and property claims costs

Electronics industry Greatly expanded markets

Communications utilities Greater dependence on telecommunications

Computer services Extensions into the home

Large retailers Leverage through electronic promotion techniques

Utilities Better control over demand

Advertising agencies More value-added services

Federal public administration More direct reach to public, more interstate activities

Smaller creative entertainers Released from domination by large TV networks

Smaller specialty retailers Bigger reach at a lower cost

Losers Reasons

Airlines Less business travel

Petroleum companies Less commuting and shopping travel

TV networks Other packaged programming sources

Paper Office use displaced by electronic communications

Postal Service Siphoned away by EFT and electronic mail

Commercial construction Lower demand for centralized facilities

Publishing Competition from electronic sources

Smaller, general-purpose retailers Competition with ln-homeshoppmq

Transportation m1anufacturers Fewer commuting vehicles

State and local public administration Proximity to "markets" less important

Wholesalers Bypassed by direct communications systems

Credit agencies Competition from large financial institutions

Bigger cities Less commercial and commuter tax revenue

Gambling resorts In-home alternatives

--------------.-----

Creative Computing educational programs are thoroughly
testeg by children and teachers befor~ being released.
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APPLE II

NOW-!!

BYTHE.AUTHOR OF "GOLF"

- WILLIE NIEPRASCHK-

"TEN TIMES
THEPROGRAMMING EFFORT"

AMAZING - CHALLENGING-
ENJOYABLE

OFFEI'oISE:ELEVEN PLAYERS - PADDLE CONTROL -
SELIECTPASS - RUN - PUNT .- FIELDGOAL -

TlMEOUTS.

- WATCH OUT FOR A FUMBLE!! -

DEFEI'IISE:ELEVEN PLAYERS - PADDLE CONTROL -
SELEc:TBLITZ - RUN DEFENSE - PASSDEFENSE -

FIELDGOAL BLOCKING

REAL INTERACTIONS: FUMBLES - FIRST DOWNS -
TIME PERIODS - PENALTIES - DELAY OF GAME ~

HOLDING - PASS INTERFERENCE

DEALERS: - 5-9 = 35%
10+ = 40%

'SENDCHECK TO:

HOME COMPUTER CENTER, INC.
2927 VA. BEACH BLVD.
VA. BEACH, VA. 23452

(804) 340-1977
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ENERGY-SAVING IS
"COMPUTATIONALLY
YOURS"

"I MADE MY DEBUT AT THE
NATIONAL ~OME CENTER SHOW
IN DALLAS, TEXAS AND I RE-
CEIVED RAVE REVIEWS. I AM A
SENSATION!" says Eric, the
Energy Resources Information
Computer.

Eric supplies homeowners with
information on how to reduce
heating costs. He performs a

comprehensive evaluation of an
individual's home and suggests
energy-saving ideas such as
weatherstripping, storm windows
and doors, insulation and thermo-
stats. A simple five-page ques-
tionaire gives Eric all the Informa-
tion he needs to give the projected
cost of fuel bills for the next seven
years with fuel-saving adjust-
ments.

Eric is a sales-promotion com-
puter from Technology's Edge
Corporation.
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VIEWDATA:
LET PRESTEL DO
THE WALKING

Britain's Post Office is gearing
up for the unveiling of its pet
project, Prestel viewdata. With the
beginning of service early in 1979,
Britain will win the race to estab-
lish the first national public infor-
mation network. Although the past
few years have seen the organiza-
tion of many computer networks,
the success of a national public
service will speed and insure the
replacement of the telephone by
the computer at the center of com-
rnunlcatlons in home and office.
Prestel, however, is a high risk
enterprise; it faces tile problem of
entering the commercial market
first. There must be enough
immediate home and business
customers for mass manufacture
to start shrinking the costs. The
British Post Office thinks that
there will be and has enough faith
to commit 100 million pounds
before 1985.

The Post Office is banking on
the revolutionary nature of Pres-
tel's potential. The information
service links the customer to vast
data banks via phone line and TV
set. It offers a dialogue with the
central computer which provides
electronic mail, professional ad-
vice services for problems. like
income tax returns, and home pur-
chase, by credit card code, of
anything from a case of wine to a
package hollday,

Most of the firms now editing
their pages into the system are
providlnq information like share
prices, sports results, train and

plane times, restaurant guides,
and job vacancies. When service
begins, there should be 100,000
pages available, supplied by nearly
150 organizations. In theory, the
number of pages is limitless; the
Post Office hopes the total will be
in the millions within a few years.

Dr. Ederyn Williams, head of
information management and be-
havioral studies, says that his aim
is to make Prestel usable by the
"complete idiot." The home cus-
tomer will be able to find his way
'through the thousands of pages,
by following instructions that
appear on each page. By simply
punching numbers on a calculator-
style keypad, the customer be-
comes a supercharged squirrel,
able to race along thousands of
branches in a tree and able to jump
from tree to tree as well. Each
branch leads to a smaller one and
offers cross-jump alternatives to
other trees of information.

The system is presently open to
anyone who wants to contribute;
however, 'Britain's Advertising
Standards Agency (ASA) is con-
cerned about protecting people
from misleading information. The
ASA is now on the heels of the Post
Office, which sees itself as a
neutral link between information
supplier and customer. The Post
Office has already given the
customer the ability to block out
any part of the system. If the Post
Office was forced by the ASA to
determine the borderline between
general information and advertis-
ing, "it would build in rigidities
which would be a pity," says Dr.
Alex Reid, directorof Prestel.

Dr. Reid and the Post Office
want to preserve that extra dimen-
sion in viewdata which makes it
unique and revolutionary. Prestel
will put the world at the fingertips
of the customer, will take him
where he may not have had the
initiative or know-how to go; yei,
new questions and problems have
also arisen with the development
of a totally new method of
communication. Whatever its fate,
Prestel provides a potent mixture
of problems and opportunities for
computer technology.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Trish Todd

THE U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
HAS LOST OVER 1/3 OF
THE COMMERCIAL MAIL
IT HANDLED DURING
THE LAST 10 YEARS
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FUN & PROFIT
HEAVYWEIGHT BOXING - You match 40 con-
temporary or all time great boxers in computer
fights. What-if bouts like Jack Johnson vs Ali
or Marciano vs Larry Holmes are possible with
this super enjoyable game program.

$24.95 Postpaid

STOCKMARKET - Now you can invest in the
stock market with this stock market simulation
for 1 to 4 players. Buy on margin, sell short,
then figures your Federal Taxes! Includes cal-
culations for long and short term capital gains.

$19.95 Postpaid

1979 INCOME TAX - Does 1040 schedules
A, B, 0, G and TC. Specify if you have a printer
when ordering this program.

$39.95 Postpaid

Send check or money order to:
Dealer inquiries invited.

SOFT SALES
1524 Ur-,lIVERSITYAVE.
ST. PAUL, MINN. 55104

CIRCLE 204 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Whatyou'C'
is what
you get!

C Compi ler for CP/M'
New, and available now! An easily affordable compiler

incorporating most of the features of the full C language.

BDSOFTWARE
System requirements: CPIM and at least 24K of RAM
Variable Types: char, int, unsigned
Composite Types: arrays, structures, unions
Pointers: to variables, structures, unions and functions
Features: is a structured language, all functions (Programs)

recursive; more powerful expression operators than any
other von Neuman type language; allows free-formatted
source; close enough to UNIX" C to make conversions
feasible.

Speed: On 2 MHz 8080, the statement for (i = 1; i < 30000;
i ++) x = 5; takes about 4 seconds to execute.

Package contains: compiler, linker, library manager; standard
function library; sample source files include games, a
terminal emulator with disk 110m plus the source for
many standard library functions; BDS C User's Guide;
Book-The C Programming Language by Dennis Ritchie
and Brian Kernighan of Bell Labs.

Price: $110
Recipient of the Computer Lib Seal of Approval

'CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Corp .
•*UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories

Lifeboat Associates
2248 Broadway, New York, NY. 10024 (212)580·0082 Telex 668585





With these disks, I can turn your
TRS-80 into a serious computer.
I'm Irwin Taranto, and I've put the first com-
puter into more than 300 different businesses.

It's taught me that the TRS-80 is an
elegant piece of hardware despite its low
price. Given the right programs, it can jump
through hoops.

Put simply, I have the right programs. Four
of them are the genuine Osborne & Associates
systems, originally designed for the $30,000
Wang computer. I've made a few minor modifi-

THE OSBORNE PROGRAMS
Accounts Payable: invoice-linked, it reports,
does checks and links to general ledger.
Accounts Receivable: invoice-linked, it tracks
invoices and aging, prints statement and links
to general ledger.
General Ledger: handles 1750 transactions each
on 200 different accounts. Cash journal option
available.
Payroll: figures the pay, does the checks and all
the bookkeeping.

AND MY OWN PROGRAMS
Inventory Control: gives immediate readout on
any inquiry. It has many existing versions or can
be individually tailored.
NEWI Invoicing: linked to accounts receivable.
Prints invoices and feeds data into receivables.

cations, and they now work on a $4000 TRS-80.
The other two programs I added myself.

These programs are fully-documented,
and you can buy the books locally or from me.
I made them work on the TRS-80, and if you buy
them from me, I'll make them work for you.

If you're not sure about that, call the
number below and get the names of some of
the people who've bought all over the world.
Then ask them.

These programs cost $99.95 each. (The
Cash Journal option on the General Ledger
adds another $50.) That gets you the disk, all
the instructions you need and my phone num-
ber. If you call, we answer all your questions.
If your question's tough enough, I'll talk to
you personally.

Because I plan to turn that TRS-80 of yours
into a serious computer.

Taranto
& ASSOCIATES

PO. Box 6073, 4136 Redwood Highway, San Rafael CA
94903' (415) 472-1415. Add $3 per order for handling,
6% sales tax in California only. If you don't already
have the books, add $15 each (invoicing book, $10).
Mastercharge, Visa OK.

CIRCLE 215 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Robot Rabbit T-Shirt

Roll down the block with this little
black monster (on a bright orange T-shirt)
on your chest and you can intimidate
every carrot, radish or cuke in your way.
Watch your enem ies scurry for cover when
they see this cute Iii' bionic bunny aiming
to nip their toes. Specify size: adult, S,M,
L,XL. Only $5 postpaid ($6 foreign) to:

Creative Computing T-Shirts,
P.O, Box 789-M,

Morristown, NJ 07960
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OSI OSI
SOFTWARE

FOR
OHIO SCIENTIFIC

30 programs on tape, well documented, and available for
Cl (Superboard) & C2 All Run in 4K and all except CHESS
are in BASIC. Our new $1.00 catalog has a free game
listing. programming hints, and Pokes OSI forgot to
mention.

CHESS FOR OSI $19.95
(not in BASIC - specify system)
SUPERUTILITY $12.95
has renumberer (also handles branch
statements), variable table maker, and
search routine.
TEN TANK BLITZ $9.95
two players control 10 tanks in this video
board game for War gamers. Real time
action and complex strategy.
JOYSTICK PACKAGE $19.95
4 programs - TANK, FIGHTER PILOT,
KILLERBOT, & BARRIERBALL and free
instructions for $10.00 joystick conver-
sion.
STAR FIGHTER $5.95
a real time space war game featuring a
display with working instruments.

AARDVARK TECHNICAL SERVICES
1690 Bolton
Walled Lake, Michigan 48088
(313) 624-6316

CIRCLE 103 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Cl ~
Cl LI
Cl ~
Cl ~Cl nother month has rolled around and Merlin is back with a fresh batch of puzzles for you to j
Cl solve. We have a couple of puzzles fromour readers and they will of course receive a copy LI
Cl of "Merlln's Puzzler" for their efforts. If you have a favorite puzzle send it along. If Merlin LI
Cl uses it he will send you a copy of one of his books. Enough said, let's get to work! ~
Cl ~
Cl ~B The Scenic Erie and Lackawana Puzzle S
Cl One day, on the Erie and Lackawana railroad line, two passenger trains were hurtling towards one ~
Cl another (on parallel tracks fortunately). The train out of Morristown was heading east at a breathtaking Six ~
Cl miles an hour, while the other train, out of Hoboken, was heading west at a steady four miles an hour. LI
Cl Somewhere outside of Maplewood, when the trains were exactly one-half mile apart, a horsefly that had
Cl beendozing on the Hoboken locomotive decided that it was time for a little exercise. He flew off at the rate ~

of 20 miles an hour straight for the on coming train from Morristown. As soon as he reached it he turned LJB around and flew back to th~ engine from Hoboken. He kept this up, darting back and forth between engines, S
Cl until the two trains met, at which point ~

he alighted once again on the Hoboken
Cl train and went back to sleep. Assuming ~
~ that the horsefly maintained a constant ~
~ rate of 20 miles per hour what distance ~Cl did it cover during it's flight? ::;

Cl ~
Cl ~B The Three Thousand Dollar Problem S
Cl :2~ isten to his story carefully. Three brothers decided to each chip in $1,000 and buy a car. LI
Cl They went to Happy Harry's Used Car Emporium and found the car of their dreams with LI
Cl only six thousand miles on it. Harry took their $3,000 in cash and sent them on their way. ,.•••

When Harry started to enter the transaction into his books he discovered that the price of the car' should LJB have been $2,500. Being an honest man Harry called in his assistant, gave him five $100 bills, and told him ::!
to return the money to the brothers. On the way over his assistant decided that since $500 could not be LJ

~ evenly divided among the three brothers he would keep $200 and give each of them back only $100. This he ~
••••• did and everyone lived happily everafter. -, LJ

~ However, consider this. Since each brother ended up by spending ~
••••• only $900, and the assistant kept $200, we get a total of $2,900 LJ

~ accounted for. Subtracting this amount from the original $3,000 we are ::!
••••• left with $100 that is not accounted for. Where did it go to? Is this an LJ
Cl example of creeping inflation? It looks more like galloping inflation to ~c me. n
Cl Many thanks to Benjamin Yu of Vancouver, British Columbia, for ~
Cl this amusing old problem. I trust Mr. Yu will enjoy his copy of "Merlin's ~c Puzzler." ~
Cl .~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~. ~
Cl ~
Cl LI
Cl ~
Cl ~
Cl The Trying Triangles ~B wou shouldn't have to try very hard to solve this S
Cl prob!em. In our drawing we see thirteen matches
Cl arranged so as to form six equilaterial triangles. Your ~
C problem is to remove three of these matches and have LJ

C three triangles remaining. Your time limit is three ~
C minutes. ~
C . ::;
C ~oaaaaaaoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaLi
Answers on page 192.
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The Tea Cup Puzzle
ow, here's a puzzle that
Merlin's old aunt Agatha
fooled him with at tea a long,
long, time ago, and, Merlin
hasn't forgotten or forgiven
her yet. The problem sounds
easy, but it isn't. In our

illustration we find three tea cups and six
lumps of sugar. You are required to place the
six lumps into the cups in such a manner that
each cup will contain an uneven number of
lumps. All six lumps must be used. The
lumps, of course, cannot be broken up. (From
"Merlin's Puzzler")

vvYvvvvvvvv
The Sting

ur next offering is an original puzzle from
one of our readers, Mr. Robbie Cave, of
Princeton, Texas. Merlin has named this
puzzle "The Sting". I think you will under-
stand his train of thought when you arrive at
the answer, be it yours or Mr. Cave's.

There is 80 cents worth of coins laying
~==.dJ on a table. As you can see in the drawing

below there is 20 cents in heads showtnq,
and, 60 cents in tails showing.

The puzzle is to turn over 20 cents worth
of coins and leave 40 cents in heads
showing.

This is certainly a different type of
puzzle and Merlin is happy to reward the
sender with a copy of "Merlin's Puzzler."

The Roman Monument Puzzle
n Merlin's garden the other day I chanced upon a strange looking
object. I asked Merlin what it was and he said that it had come
from the ruins of Pompeii. He said that if I wanted to know what it
had been used for all I had to do was translate the Latin inscription
on the back of it. Try as I might I could not come up with anything
meaningful. I know that Merlin is playing a joke on me but I can't
for the life of me figure out what it means. Can you decipher the
inscription? (On the right is a drawing of the monument).

II. .
0000000000
A Drop The Letters Puzzle

elow is the word SPARKLING. You must drop, or cross out, one
letter so that we are left with a new word. You must then cross
out another letter which will leave us with yet another new
word. You are to continue in this fashion until you have crossed
out all but one letter. This last letter should also be a word. At
no time can any of the letters be rearranged into a different
order to form new words.

SPARKLING

NOVEMBER1979
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Puzzled about the best
ways to use yourcomputer?

$3.95
61 pp. softbound
from Creative Computing Press

Be A Computer Literate
by Marion J. Ball and Sylvia Charp

This is the most basic, introductory book on computers ever put
together for instructional use. Its full-color diagrams, drawings,
photos and large, explicit type make this book a pleasure to read.

Basic Computer Games
The two best selling books of computer

games in the world, Basic Computer Games
and More Basic Computer Games each contai ri
complete program listings of each game in
BASIC, asample run and description.

Basic Computer Games contains 101
games including Blackjack, Mastermind,
Super Star Trek, Civil War, Hurkle, Nim, Awari,
Slots, Roulette, Lunar Lander, Hammurabi,
Gunner, Bullfight, Stock Market and many
more. 196 pp. Softbound. $7.50 [6c].

More Basic Computer Games has 84 new
games including Close Encounters, Oeep-
space, Minotaur, Camel, Wumpus 1 and 2
Tennis, Roadrace, Rabbit Chase, Magi~
Square, Corral, Joust and many more. 196 pp.
Softbound. $7.50 [6c1].

Let Creative Computing
. put it all together

The Best of
BYTE

$11.95
386 pp. softbound

from Creative Computing Press

I

LThis is a blockbuster of a book containing the majority of
material from the first 12 issues of Byte magazine. The 146
pages devoted to hardware are crammed full of how-to
articles on everything from TV displays to joysticks to
cassette interfaces and cornputer kits. But hardware
without software might as well be a boat anchor, so there
are 125 pages of software and applications ranging from
on-line debuggers to games to a cornplete small business
accounting systern. A section on theory examines the how
and why behind the circuits and programs, and "opinion"
looks at where this explosive new hobby is heading. [6F]
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Computer Rage

1
I

This fun and educational new board game
is based on a large-scale multiprocessing
computer system. The object is to move
your three programs from input to output.
Moves are determined by the roll of three
binary dice representing bits in a computer.
Hazards include priority interrupts, pro-
gram bugs, decision symbols, power fail-
ures and restricted input and output
channels. Notes are included for adapting
game for school instruction. A perfect in-
troductory tool to binary math and the
seemingly-complex computer. [6Z)

"... No thanks, .... just scanning .....

Binary Dice
Now, the same dice used in Computer

Rage can be purchased separately. Three
binary dice (red, green and blue) in a zip-
lock bag. $1.25 postpaid [3G).

. The Colossal Computer
Cartoon Book

The best collection of computer cartoons
ever! 15 chapters of several hundred car-
toons about robots, computer dating,
computers in the office, etc. Great gift item.
128 pp. softbound $4.95

$8.95
336 pp. softbound

from Creative Computing Press

$8.95
328 pp. softbound
from Creative Computing Press

The Best of Creative Computing

The first two years of Creative Computing
magazine have been edited into two big
blockbuster books. American Vocational
Journal said of Volume 1, "This book is the
'Whole Earth Catalog' of computers." [6A)
Volume 2 continues in the same tradition.
"Non-technical in approach, its pages are
filled with information, articles, games and
activities. Fun layout."-American Libraries.
[68)RAT,6T-~~~'

Rf.'1[) Artist and Computer
L[]r;JPUTER

by Ruth Leavitt

121 pp.
$4.95 softbound [ISO]
$10.00 hardbound [6E]

If,ftl I,nlhil" $,11

This unique art book covers a multitude of computer
uses and the very latest techniques in computer-generated
art. In its pages, 35 artists explain how the computer can be
programmed either to actualize the artist's concept (such
as the visualization of fabric before it is woven) or to
produce finished pieces. Over 160 examples, some in full
color. [60)

Get yourself a copy
of this book if you enjoy
feeding your mind a diet of
tantalizing high-impact information."

SaT?Francisco Review of Books.
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To Order
Send your check for books plus
$2.00 shipping and handling per
order (Foreign: $1.25 per book) to
Creative Computing, P.O. Box
789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ
residents add 5% sales tax. Visa or
MasterCharge are acceptable also.
All orders must be prepaid. For
faster service, call in your bank
card order toll free to:

800-631-8112
(In NJ call 201540-0445)



GP6ativ6 Gomputinfj book s6PviG6
Getting Started....-., -.

~ .., .-"Every why .•" r:"• hath a ,
\ wherefore." ~.. ', ", .'~--'

Microprocessors: From
Chips to Systems
Rodnay Zaks. A complete and
detailed introduction to
microprocessors and microcom-
puter systems. Some of the topics
presented are: a comparative evalua-
tion of all major microprocessors, a
journey inside a microprocessor
chip, how to assemble a system,
applications, interfaCing (including
the S-100 bus) and programming and
system development. 416 pp. $9.95

[lOS]

"to 'I'otl',QcucnOff
10 M,C;...xOMNf(U

\,OlUMEO
THE! BEGINNER'S 800K

An Introduction to
Microcomputers, Vol 0-
The Beginners Book

Adam Osborne. Parts of a com-
puter and a complete system; binary,
octal and hexadecimal number
systems; computer logic; addressing
and other terminology are discussed
in a language the absolute beginner
can understand. Hundreds of il-
lustrations and photographs. 220 pp.
$7.95 [9T]

An Introduction to
Microcomputers, Vol 1 -
Basic Concepts
Adam Osborne. Thoroughly explains
hardware and programming con-
cepts common to all micro-
processors: memory organization,
instruction execution, interrupts, 1/0,
instruction sets and assembly pro-
gramming. One of the best selling
computer texts worldwide. 350 pp.
$9.50 [9K]

Vol 2 - Some Real
Microprocessors. Vol3 -
Real Support Devices
Adam Osborne. These volumes com-
plement Volume 1. Vol. 2 discusses
the operation of each of the following
MPUS in detail: F8, SC/MP, 8080A,
Z80, 6800, PPS-8, 2650, COS MAC,
9002, 6100 and seven others. Also
information on selecting a micro. Vol.
3 discusses various support and 1/0
chips. 895 pp.
Vol. 2-{9L) $25.00
Vol. 3-{1oa) $20.00

The First Book of
Microcomputers
Robert Moody. Tells what personal
computers are and what you can do
with them in a light entertaining style.
Starts with the basics and then covers
the technical aspects such as how a
personal computer is constructed
and how it works. Includes such
things as home protection, keeping
track of budgets and bills, game
playing, inventory management and
tax calculations. 139 pp. $4.95 [10T]

Consumers Guide to
Personal Computing and
Microcomputers
Freiberger and Chew. Here are two
valuable books in one: an introduc-
tion to the principles of microcom-
puters that assumes no previous
knowledge on the reader's part, and a
review of 64 microcomputer products
from over 50 manufacturers. Also,
extensive illustrations and best-buy
tips for each type of microcomputer
product. 176 pp. $7.95 [10U]

Education & Self Teaching
Be A Computer Literate
Marion Ball & Sylvia Charp. This
introductory book is extensively
illustrated with full-color drawings,
diagrams, and photos. Takes the
reader through kinds of computers,
how they work, input/output, and
writing a simple program in BASIC.
Aimed at ages 10-14 but beginners 6f
all ages will find it informative. 62 pp ..
$3.95. [6H]

Using BASIC in the
Classroom
Donald D. Spencer. A teacher's guide
that makes every phase of teaching
computer programming more
productive and enjoyable. It gives
you fresh but proven ideas for
presenting computer and program-
ming topics, scheduling terminal
time, purchasing a microcomputer or
minicomputer, running the second-
ary school instructional computer
facility, and giving assignmentsthat
arouse enthusiasm in your students.
224 pp. $11.95 [10E]

Problem Solving With The
Computer
Ted Sage. Used in conjunction with
the traditional high school math
curriculum, t h is book stresses
problem analysis in algebra and
geometry. This is the most widely
adopted text in computer
mathematics. 244 pp. $8.95 [8JJ.

Sixty Challenging
Problems with BASIC
SolutionProblems For

Computer
Solution

Donald Spencer. This book is a ve-
hicle for computer programmers to
measure their skills against some in-
teresting problems that lend them-
selves to computer solution. It in-
cludes games, puzzles, mathematical
recreations and science and
business problems-some hard,
some easy. The book will compli-
ment any computer-oriented course
in secondary school or college.
BASIC program solutions included.
80 pp. $6.95 [9W].

The Calculus With
Analytic Geometry
Handbook
Jason Taylor. Ideal for a HS or
college introductory calculus course
or for self-learning. Five chapters
include: analytic geometry; functions
and derivatives; integration techni-
ques; vectors and functions of more
than one variable; and sequences
and series. Widely acclaimed by
educators. this book is fast becoming
the standard calculus reference text.
Handy reference for SCientists,
engineers, and mathematicians too.
Large format, 68 pp. $2.95 [70J.

Gruenberg & Jaffray. A collection of
92 problems in engineering, busi-
ness, social science and mathe-
matics. The problems are presented
in depth and cover a wide range of
difficulty. Oriented to Fortran but
good for any language. A classic. 401
pp. $12.50,(7AJ.

Problems For
Computer Solution
Steve Rogowski. The Student Edition
is designed to encourage research
and preliminary investigation on the
part of the student. The problems are
ordered by subject and can be
expanded or shortened.
Mathematical problems that have
never been solved are also posed to
challenge and sharpen the student's
awareness. 98 pp. $4.95 [9Z]. Also
available is the Teacher's Edition
which contains solutions, programs
and analysis of the problems. 271 pp.
$9.95 [9Y]. Both books are highly
recommended for any high school or
college computer-oriented course.

Getting Involved With
Your Own Computer
Solomon and Viet. One of the first
books on microcomputers that re-
quires no previous knowledge of
electronics or computer program-
ming. Tells you where to find infor-
mation, explains basic concepts and
summarizes existing systems. Good
place for the neophyte to begin.
216 pp. $5.95 [9N].

Microcomputer Design
Donald P. Martin. This book is well-
suited for the engineer who's design-
ing microcomprocessors into his
company's products. Not just block
diagrams or vague theory, but
dozens of practical circuits with
schematics for CPUs based on 8008
chips. Includes interfacing to AID,
DIA, LED digits, UARTs, teletype- .
writers. Over 400 pp $14.95 [9P].

Beginner's Guide To
Microprocessors
Charles M. Gilmore. No background
in electronics is necessary to under-
stand this book. It was written for
those with no prior knowledge what-
soever of microprocessors or per-
sonal computing. Gilmore takes you
from what a microprocessor is, how it
works and what it's used for to how
they're programmed to perform de-
sired functions in microwave ovens
TV games, calculators, etc. 175 pp:
$5.95 [7U].
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Learn with Computer Games
Basic Computer Games
David Ahl. Here are 101 classic
games all in Microsoft Basic for your
TRS-80, PET, Apple, Sorcerer, etc.
Every one is complete with large
legible listing, sample run, and
descriptive notes. Has all the best
games: Super Star Trek, Football,
Blackjack, lunar lander, Tic Tac
Toe, Nim, Life, Basketball, Boxinq,
Golf, Hockey, Craps, Roulette, Awari,
Bagels, Mastermind, Hammurabi,
Fur Trader, Splat and many, many
more. Now in its 5th printing. 200 pp.
$7.50. [6CJ

Game Playing with BASIC
Donald D. Spencer. Enjoy the
challenge of competition with your
personal computer. Amuse yourself
with such computer games and
puzzles as 3-D Tic- Tac- Toe, Rou-
lette, Baccarat, and more. Includes
rules of each game, how each game
works, illustrations and the output
produced by each program. The last
chapter contains 26 games for reader
solution. 176 pp. $7.95 [10DJ

Chess and Computers
David Levy. This book is loaded with
chess games-computer versus
computer and computer versus
human. Settle down with this book,
set up your chess board, and play the
games. As with any good chess book,
half the enjoyment is found in playing
along, duplicating the moves and
reading the authors comments. 145
pp. $9.95 [10C]

What to Do After You Hit
Return
Another collection of games and sim-
ulations-ail in BASIC-including
number guessing games, word
games, hide-and-seek games, pat-
tern games, board games, business
and social science simulations and
science fiction games. large format.
158 pp.Sl0.95 [8A].

Fun With Computers and
Basic
Donald D. Spencer. Mathematical
recreations and games are an ex-
cellent medium for teaching com-
puter programming. The reader
learns the BASIC programming
language during the process of
learning to program fun type
problems. The book introduces the
reader to flowcharting, and the
BASIC programming language. In-
cludes many BASIC programs, car-
toons, and drawings. Written
specifically for use by junior high
school students. 96 pp. S7.95(10F)"

•••••••••••••••• •• •••o ••••••••••••••••••• ••• ~"ftk~_.- ...•••••• •i~;:····'c •••
Fun & Games With the
Computer
Ted Sage. "This book is designed asa
text for a one-semester course in
computer programming using the
BASIC language. The programs used
as illustratiorrs and exercises are
games rather than mathematical
algorithms, in order to make the book
appealing and accessible to more
students. The text is well written, with
many excellent sample programs.
Highly recommended."-The
Mathematics Teacher. 351 pp. $8.95
[8B].

Game Playing With
Computers (Revised 2nd
,Edition)
Donald D. Spencer. Now you can
sharpen programming skills through
a relaxed and radically different
approach. Including 70 games,
puzzles, and mathematical
recreations for a digital computer. It's
fully illustrated and includes more
ttian 25 game-playing programs in
FORTRAN or BASIC, complete with
descriptions, flowcharts, and output.
Brand-new "how to" information for
applying mathematical concepis to
game playing with a computer. 320
pp. $16.95 [lOG]

Other Games & Activities
The Way To Play
The newest, most comprehensive
encyclopedia of games in the world.
Complete rules for over 2000 games
and indoor pastimes including race
board games, strategic board games,
tile games, card games, solitaire.
games, dice games, table games,
casino and gambling games, games
of chance and many more. Over 5000
drawings and diagrams in color. The
perfect sourcebook for the computer
game author. 320 pp. $7.95. [10HJ

TtJe I Hate Mathematics
Book
Marilyn. Burns. This book is for
nonbelievers of all ages, but especial-
ly for kids who are convinced that
mathematics is (1) impossible, (2)
only for smart kids, and (3) no fun
anyhow. This book shows that
mathematics is nothing more (nor
less) than a way of looking at the
world and is not to be confused with
arithmetic. In this book you'll find
several hundred mathematical
events, gags, magic tricks, and ex-
periments to prove it. 128 pp. $3.95
[llF]

Toybook
Steven Caney. "More than 50 toys
and projects have been chosen with
imagination and care to provide a
high ratio of satisfaction and fun in
return for effort invested." -Parents'
Magazine. It is " ... a must for kids and
anybody else interested in conjurin3
up delightful playthings out of odde
and ends and scraps of stuff around
the house." -Whole Earth Epilog.
Packed with illustrations, photos,
and step-by-step instructions. 176
pp. $3.95 [10J]
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Star Games
Razzi, Brightfield and Looney. For
Star Trek and Star Wars fans, here's a
book that invites you to "join the
Space Force for the greatest galactic
battle of your life!" A game book, not
a puzzle book, it challenges you to
crack space-age binary codes and
help your friends escape from the
krakon's clutches. $6.95. [10KJ

Cross-Sums
Maltby & Fulbrook. The answers are
numbers! Vertical columns must total
the same as horizontal rows. It's a
new puzzle game ~ constructed by
Richard Maltby, Jr., master puzzle-
maker for Harper's and New York
Magazines. 30 puzzles including
Nursery Rhymes, Children's Hour,
Golf, Movies, Famous Dates, and
more. 108 pp. $1.95 [10l]

Geometric Cross-Sums'
Maltby & Fulbrook. Another puzzle
game. This one has 30 puzzles
ranging in difficulty from easy to
fiendish. Each diagram takes a
special shape - Triangles Fun, The
Magic Hexagon, Shapes Within
Shapes, Literature in 3-D., and more!
108 pp. $1.95 [10MJ

Merlin's Puzzlers
Charles Barry Townsend. "Puzzle
books are nothing new, and neither
are the puzzles in them. But what sets
Merlin's Puzzlers apart from the
crowd is the style and imagination
with which the material is presented.
In Volume 1 he calls upon Sherlock
Holmes to pose the problems to
Watson, and the Mad Hatter and
Humpty Dumpty (among others) to
confuse and confound "Alice in
Puzzleland." Richly illustrated with
old woodcuts, lithos, prints, and
playbills - Games Magazine. Each
VOlume 128 pp. large format. Two-
volume set $7.50. [lOP]

To Order
Use the bound-in order form or send
your check for books plus $2.00
shipping and handling per order
(Foreign: $1.25 per book) to Creative
Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents
add 5% sales tax. Visa or
MasterCharge are acceptable also.
For faster service, call in your bank
card order toll free to:

800-631-8112
(in NJ call 201 540-0445)
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Programming in BASIC

BASIC and the Per$onal
Computer
Dwyer and Critchfield. This book will
get you involved with personal com-
puting, writing programs and ex-
panding the use of your computer by
showing the great diversity of ap-
plications possible on any micro-
computer. One of the most compre-
hensive presentations of BASIC ever.
As a text or addition to your personal
library, this book will tell you all you
ever wanted to know about BASIC.
350 pp. $12.95 [9F].

BASIC Programming, 2nd
Edition
Kemeny & Kurtz. An introduction to
computer programming through the
language of BASIC. The authors
include in-depth discussions of many
applications including files and text
processing. 150 pp. $10.95 [7E]

A Guided Tour of
Computer Programming
In BASIC
Dwyer and Kaufman. This book tops
all introductory texts on BASIC.
Filled with detail, and examples, it
includes sample programs for many
simulations, several games, reserva-
tions systems and payroll. Aimed at
the novice, but of value to everyone.
156 pp. $5.20 [8l].

Programming in
Other Languages

Programming in PASCAL
Peter Grogono. This book is an
excellent introduction to one of the
fastest growing programming
languages today. The text is arrang-
ed as a tutorial containing both
examples and exercises to increase
reader proficiency in PASCAL. Con-
tains sections on procedures, files,
and dynamic data structures such as
trees and linked lists. 359 pp. $10.95
[lOA)

PASCAL User Manual and
Beport (2nd Edition)
Jensen & Wirth. This book consists of
two parts: the User Manual and the
Revised Report. The Manual is
directed to those who have some
familiarity with computer program-
ming and who wish to get acquainted
with the PASCAL language. The
Report is a concise reference for both
programmers and implementors. It
defines Standard PASCAL, which
constitutes a common base between
various implementations of the
language. $7.90 [lOB]

A Fortran Coloring Book
Dr. Roger Kaufman. This book is one
of the most entertaining computer
programming books around. Learn
computer programming the "painful-
ly funny way." Filled with examples
and illustrations plus a light sprink-
ling of jokes. Guaranteed to teach
you FORTRAN. 273 pp. $6.95 [4DJ

A Simplified Guide to
Fortran Programming
Daniel McCracken.·A thorough first
text in Fortran. Covers all basic,
statements and quickly gets into case
studies ranging from simple (printing
columns) to challenging (craps
games simulation) . .278 pp. 512.95
[7F]. .

Basic For Home
Computers
Albrecht, Finkel, & Brown. This book
shows you how to read, write, and
understand the BASIC programming
language used in the new personal-
size '·microcomputers. Includes
detailed descriptions of everything
you need to know to make your
computer work for you-includes
how' to get started, numerous
applications and games, lists of
resources, much more. 332 pp. $6.95
[7G]

To Order
Use the bound-in order form or send
your check for books plus $2,00
shipping and handling per order
(Foreign: $1.25 per book) to Creative
Computing, P.O, Box 789·M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents
add 5% sales tax. Visa or
MasterCharge are acceptable also.
For faster service, call in your bank
card order toll free to:

800-631-8112

The Little Book of BASIC
Style: How To Write a
Program You Can Read
John M. Nevison. learn how to write
better. easy-to-follow programs with
Nevison's rules of style and turn out
legible, correct programs, Two hours
of BASIC programming is all that is
necessary to profit by this book, Con-
cepts of problem-solving and struc-
tured programming are included, 160
pp. $5,95 [9V],

The Art of Computer
Programming
Donald Knuth, The purpose of thrs
series is to provide a unified, read-
able, and theoretically sound sum-
mary of the present knowledge con-
cerning computer programming
techniques, along with their histori-
cal development. For the sake of
clarity, many carefully checked com-
puter procedures are expressed both
in formal and informal language. A
classic series. Vol. 1: Fundamental
Algorithms, 634 pp. $22.50 [7R]. Vol.
2: Seminumerical Algorithms. 624 pp,
$22.50 [7S], Vol. 3: Sorting and
Searching. 722 pp. $22.50 [IT]

Problem AnalYSis and,
Programming Style

CREATIVE COMPUTING

How to Solve Problems
Wayne Wickelgren. This helpful book
analyzes and systematizes some of
the b a s i c methods of solving
mathematical problems, Illustrative
examples include chess problems.
logical puzzles, railroad switching
problems and ones from science and
engineering, For each, the author
provides hints for the readertotackle
the problem and then a complete
solution is given. Want to solve a
complex problem with a computer?
Begin here, 262 pp. $7.50 [7Y].

The Thinking Computer:
Mind Inside Matter
Bertram Raphael. Artificial in-
telligence, or AI, is the branch of
computer science concerned with
making computers "smarter." With a
minimum of technical jargon, this
book discusses the capabilities of
modern digital computers and how
they are being used in contemporary
AI research. Discusses the progress
of AI, the goals, and the variety of
current approaches to making the
computer more intelligent: $8.95
[7X]
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Business Applications
Accounts Payable and
Accounts Receivable
Poole & Borchers. Includes program
listings with remarks. descriptions.
discussion of the principles behind
each proqram, file layouts. and
complete step-by-step instructions.
Covers accounts payable and
receivable in regard to invoice aging.
general ledger. progress billing.
partial invoice payments. and more.
375 pp. $15.00 [10V]

Payroll with Cost
Accounting in BASIC
Lon Poole. Includes program listings
with remarks. descriptions. discus-
sion of the principles of each
program. file layouts. and a complete
user's manual with step-by-step
instructions. flow charts and sample
reports with CRr displays. 356 pp.
$15.00 [10W]

How to Profit From Your
Personal Computer:
Professional, Business
and Home Applications
T.G. Lewis. Put your computer to
work for you. This new guide
describes the use of personal com-
puters in common business
applications. including terms.
notations. and techniques used by
programmers. 256 pp. $8.95 [10X]

Small Computer Systems
For Business
Gerald A. Silver. Useful for operators.
programmers. teachers. students.
etc .•this book explores the world of
small computers: what they are. how
they are used. their internal structure.
and our means' of communicating
with them. Describes assemblers.
interpreters. and compilers. as well
as operating systems and small
computer applications. 254 pp. 511.95
[10Yj

Some Common BASIC
Programs
Poole & Borchers. This book com-
bines a diversity of practical
algorithms in one book matrix
multiplication; regression analysis.
principal on a loan. integration by
Simpson's rule. roots of equations.
chi-square test. and many more. All
the programs are written in a
restricted BASIC suitable for most
microcomputer BASIC packages.
and have been tested and debugged
by the authors. $9.50 [7M]

BASIC With Business
Applications
Richard W. Lott. This bOOK focuses
on the BASIC language and its
application to specific business
problems. Part one introduces the
BASIC language and the concept of
logical flowcharting. Part two
presents problems and possible
solutions. Topics include: Interest
rate calculations. break-even
analysis. loan rates. and deprecia-
tion. This book is a great aid to the
beginner wanting to learn BASIC
without having a technical or scien-
tific background. 284 pp. $11.95 [10Z]

Computing Milieu

COMPUTER

Computer Lib/Dream
Machine
Ted Nelson. This book is devoted to
the premise that everybody should
understand computers. In a blithe
manner the author covers interactive
systems. terminals, computer
languages. data structures. binary
patterns. computer architecture.
rruni-cornputers big computers.
rni c r o p r o c e sso r s . simulatio'n.
military uses f,somputers, computer
companies. a'iid much, much more.
Whole earth catalog style and size. A
ooozvt 127 pp. $7.00 [8P].

Space and Science Fiction
Star Wars Album
The incredible behind-the-scenes
story of the most extraordinary
motion picture of our time including
over a hundred exclusive photos.
special effects secrets. interviews
with George Lucas. Carrie Fisher and
Mark Hamill. the Anatomy of an
Android and a technical glossary.
Lots of color. 76 pp. $5.95. [11A]

Masterpieces of Science
Fiction
This lavishly illustrated large format
book has nine classic stories by Isaac
Asimov, Gregory Benford. Ray Brad-
bury. Arthur C. Clarke. Harlan
Ellison. Robert Heinlein. Frank
Herbert. A.E. Van Voqt, and Kurt
Vonnegut. Jr. Fabulous full color
illustrations throughout. 108 pp.
$7.95.[11B]

The Star Trek Star Fleet
Technical Manual
Franz Joseph. This important
resource book is packed with the
data you need to create or modify
STAR TREK computer games. It
includes all Starship operating
characteristics. defense and weapon
systems. standard orbits.
velocity/time relationship. space/war
technology. Milky Way galaxy charts,
Federation codes. etc., etc. A
national best seller. Large format.
vinyl binder. 180 pp. $7.95 [BC].

Star Wars Portfolio
Complete technical specifications
and engineering drawings of ships.
space stations. and 'droids of both
The Imperial Empire and the rebels. A
vital resource book. 180 pp. $7.95
[11C]
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PCC's Reference Book of
Personal and Home
Computing
Ever try to find the address of a man-
ufacturer of a cassette interlace that a
friend told you about 2' weeks ago?
Frustrating isn'trt? This book will go
a long way toward ending that
frustration with its comprehensive
list of manufacturers. stores' and
products. Also contains survey arti-
cles on software. hardware. kits and
applications as well as an index of ar-
ticles from various hobbyist maga-
zines. Several bibliographies. too.
$5.95 [7P].

The Home Computer
Revolution
Ted Nelson. Here is one of the most
controversial books on home com-
puters. Nelson takes a look at how the
"dinky" computers got here. where
they are where they're going and
what will become of the big boys like
IBM. This thought-provoking and
highly opinionated book picks up
where Computer Lib/Dream Ma'chine
left off. 224 pp. $2.00 [9U].

Use the bound-in order form or send
your check for books plus $2.00
shipping and handling per order
(Foreign: $1.25 per book) to Creative
Computing. P.O. Box. 789-M.
Morristown. NJ 07960. NJ residenis
add 5% sales tax. Visa or
MasterCharge are acceptable also.
For faster service. call in your bank
card order toll free to:

800-631-8112
(in NJ call 201 540-0445)
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Building Your Own
Small Computer Systems
Handbook
Sol i.ities. The emphasis throughout
this primer is on the important
practical knowledge that the home
computer user should have to be able
to intelligently purchase, assemble,
and interconnect components, and
to program the microcomputer. Only
a minimal knowledge of electronics is
required to use this book. 196 pp.
$8.45 [110]

The Best of Byte, Vol 1
Helmers & Ahl. Contains the majority
of material from the first 12 issues of
Byte magazine. The 146 pages
devoted to hardware are crammed
full of how-to articles on everything
from TV displays to joysticks to
cassette interfaces and computer
kits. Also 125 pages of software and
applications ranging from on-line
debuggers to games to a small
business accounting system. A sec-
tion on theory examines the how and
why behind the circuits and
programs. 386 pp. $11.95 [6F].

How to Build a Computer-
Controlled Robot
Tod Loofbourrow. Every step of the
construction is explained, with
photographs and diagrams. The
complete control programs for a
robot are clearly written out. The
robot can be built within the budget
of the average hobbyist and the only
technical requirement for building
him is the ability to read and under-
stand a circuit diagram. 144 pp. $7.95

[11E]

Build Your
OwnWo
Robot
David Heiserman. Complete plans,
schematics and logic circuits for
building a robot. Not a project for
novices. this robot is a sophisticated
experiment in cybernetics. You build
him in phases and watch his cap-
abilities increase and his personality
develop. Phase I is leash led, Phase II
has a basic brain, while Phase III re-
sponds and makes decisions. 238 pp.
$5.95 [9M].

Power Semiconductor
Handbook '
Covers high-power transistors and
related switching devices. Want your
computer to control some external
device? Then this is the book. 800 pp.
$3.95 [9C].

is as easy as it lOOk~

Pocket Calculators
Games With The Pocket
Calculator
Sivasailam Thiagarajan and Harold
Stolovitch. A big step beyond tricks
and puzzles with the hand calculator.
the two dozen games of chance and
strategy in this clever new book
involve two or more players in
conflict and competition. A single
inexpensive four-banger is all you
need to play. Large format. 50. pp.
$3.95 [8H].

Art, Music, and Literature

Artist and Computer
Ruth Leavitt. This unique art book
covers a multitude of computer uses
and the very latest techniques in
computer-generated art. In its pages,
35 artists explain how the computer
can be programmed either to ac-
tualize the artist's concept (such as
the visualization of fabric before it is
woven) or to produce finished pieces.
Over 160 examples, some in full
color. 122 pp. $4.95 softbound [60],
$10.00 hardbound. [6E]

The Technology of
Computer Music
Max Matthews. If you're interested in
creating music on your micro-
computer, here is an excellent source
book written by the "Father of Com-
puter Music." Includes funda-
mentals of digital sound generation,
including the sampling theorem,
digital to analog converters, analog
to digital converters, filtering and
storage of musical data. Also, a
description of MUSIC V, a high level
music language. $16 hardcover[10N]

COMPUTERS,
COMPUTERS,
COMPUTERS
In Fiction And In Verse
D. Van Tassel, Editor. This cellection
of stories, commentaries and poems
project the reader into a world where
lifestyles are dominated by the com-
puter to an extent far greater than
they are by the telephone today. By
revealing reactions and effects, the
stories offer the reader insight into
what is a potential reality. Cleverly-
written, this book should entertain
anyone who is aware of the com-
puter's impact on society. Includes
work by such distinguished writers as
Gordon R. Dickson, Art Buchwald,
Michael Shaara and Bob and Ray.
192 pp. $6.95 [9X].
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Games, Tricks and
Puzzles For A Hand
Calculator
Wally Judd. This book is a necessity
for anyone who owns or intends to
buy a hand calculator, from the most
sophisticated (THE HP65,for exam-
ple) to the basic "four banger." 110
pp. $4.95 [80].

To Order
Use the bound-in order form or send
your check for books plus $2.00
shipping and handling per order
(Foreign: $1.25 per book) to Creative
Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residenis
add 5% sales tax. Visa or
MasterCharge are acceptable also.
For faster service, call in your bank
card order toll free to:

800-631-8112
(in NJ call 201 540-0445)
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PRODIGY ONE FROM
COMPUTER MART OF
NEW JERSEY
Computer Mart of New Jersey has

announced the formation of Prodigy
Systems, Inc., a new division
specializing in the manufacture of
low cost, small business computer
systems.
The Prodigy line of computers fea-

tures integrated systems of hardware
and software and uses Protege, a
language developed specifically for
use in the development of software for
Prodigy's turn-key systems. The'
Prodigy One computer will carry a
retail price of $12,000.
Prodigy Systems is currently

recruitmg distributors for its
products. Prodigy Systems, Inc., 497
Route 27, Iselin, NJ 08830.

CIRCLE 225 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TELERAY'S "MEMORY
MACHINE"

Teleray's Model 12 offers 48 lines of
display memory (with a rolling 24-line
window), plus 6500 characters of
function memory which can be used
to store display data for later editinr,
or transmission. This "parking'
memory capability expands the
editing work space to 128 lines (more
than 5 full pages) of data.

It can be used either interactively
(e.g., data inquiry, computer-aided
instruction) or for off-line editing or
program development. Its expanded
function memory holds up to 32
programmable functions -text, forms,
control sequences loaded from either
keyboard or host computer. It offers
complete editing capability, in-
eluding insert/delete, five-segment
clear, programmable tabs ana dis-
playable control codes (monitor
mode), plus five field modifiers:
protect, dim, blink, inverse video and
underline, programmable in any
combination. $1690.
Telray, Box 24064, Minneapolis,

MN.
CIRCLE 226 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEM
Psytek, Inc., introduces a desk top

computer system. The Psytek 770
comes complete with all necessary
hardware and one ready-to-run
software package. Currently
. available standard packages include:
General Ledger, Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable,
Payroll, Inventory Management,
CPA Management System, and a
Name and Address System.

We welcome entries from readers for the
"Compleat Computer Catalogue" on any
item related, even distantly, to computers.
Please include the name of the item, a brief
evaluative description, price, and complete
source data. If it is an item you obtained
over one year ago, please check with the
source to make sure it is still available at the
quoted price.

Send contributions to "The Compleat
Computer Catalogue," Creative Com-
puting. P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ
07960.

The computer utilizes the Multibus
board structure. External system
storage is handled by two IBM
compatible floopy disks. A 30 line by
80 column full size display screen is
standard, as is a detachable keyboard
with separate numeric pad. Any
number of additional parallel inter-
faced printers may be purchased with
the computer. $9,955.
Psytek, Inc., 1900 Pickwick Ave.,

Glenview, IL 60025 . (312) 729-3200
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MULTI-USER COMPUTER
SYSTEM
Basic Time announces a 10 million

character hard disk computer system
for the small business user. The B-200
is a multi-user system that wiHhandle.
up to four CRT's or printers in any
combination.
The single board CPU utilizes the

2901 microcomputer to emulate the 16
bit instruction set ofthe Data General
Nova. The operating system includes
full system utilities, and extended
Basic with random access data files.
Disk files contain diagnostics for all
system devices.
A General Business Application

Software package complete with
documentation is included. The com-
plete system is packaged in a desk
with a separate printer stand. $19,-
995.00.
Basic Time, 1215 E. EI Segundo

Blvd., El Segundo, CA 90245. (213)
322-4435.
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A.C. POWER
CONTROL for ALL
COMPUTERS or
COMPLETE TURNKEY
SYSTEMS
Interface TO the RealWorld with GIMIX Relay
Driver Boards. Connects to any Computer
through a 20 ma. current loop (up to 4
Boards-128 Relays per port).
Interface FROM the Real World with GIMIX
* OPTOBOARDS (up to 34 switch closures with one B.bit

Parallel 1/0 Port)
* 16 BUTTON KEYPADS
* 35 BUTTON ALPHANUMERIC KEYPADS

A Broad Range of 6800 Systems
and Boards Compatible
with the SS50 Bus

MAINFRAME: Includes chassis, power
supply, switches, fan and mother board .. $ 798.19
16K SYSTEMS: Mainframe, plus 6800 CPU,
16K Static Ram and choice of I I 0 .... $1344.29
Other packages available.

16K Static RAM
Boards for the
SS-50 Bus

s•• Gold bus connectors
• 4 separate 4K Blocks
• Individual Addressing,
Write Protect, and Enablel
Disable for each bl
$29813

Memories ...

As above
with Sockets
and Software

control features
536816

All GIMIX memory boards are assembled,
Burnt-In for 2 weeks, and tested at 2 MHz.

Add $32.00 for 250 ns parts

TI TMS 4044'5 - 10% SUPPLY
(Not an "equivalent", but the real thing!)

450 ns $5.90 each 250 ns $6.90 each
8KPROM BOARD. $ 98.34
4K PPDPROMBOARD, Burner and Duplicator. 198.35
2708's. each 7.90
64 or 32 x 16 VIDEOBOARD. 198.71
80 x 24 SUPERVIDEOBOARDwith user programmable RAM
character generator. 45'8.76
SeriaII/O's. .1 Port$ 88.41 4 Port 198.43
ParalleII/O's .... 2 Port $ 88.42 8 Port 198.45
Add $5. handling charge on orders under $200.

1337 WEST 37th PLACE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609
(312) 927-5510 • TWX 910-221-4055
Quality Electronic products since 1975.
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MEMORY

WUNDER-BUSS S-100
BUS BOARDS
Thinker Toys now has available the

WunderBuss S-100 bus board in
three sizes: 8-slots, 12-slots, and 20-
slots. These boards all feature Noise
Guard, the noise squelching system
which fields signal paths and actively
terminates all data lines.
Signal isolation is achieved by a

cross-coupled system of ground lines
which are interlaced between signal
lines and cross-coupled ground
planes. Further, each data line is
actively terminated by a circuit which
absorbs signal reflections and noise.
Thinker Toys, 5221 Central Ave.,

Richmond, CA 94804. (415) 524-2101.
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16K RAM MEMORY LITERATURE

A data sheet describes two 26Kbyte
static RAM memory boards from
Industrial Micro Systems.
The memories feature on-board

memory management system which
allows working memory to be ex-
panded to greater than 64K. Memory
access time is quoted at either 250 or
450 nanoseconds.
Other features of this S-100 bus

board include a dedicated ROM
option - shunt selectable - to disable
from 1 to 15 Kbytes in 1Kincrements
from either end of memory.
Industrial Micro Systems, Inc., 628

N. Eckhoff, Orange, CA 92668. (714)
633-0355.
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.- TR810 DISK BASED BU81NESS 8OFI'W ARE ••••

ALL PACKAGES UTILIZE RANDOM ACCESS. EXTEN-
SIVE ERROR TRAPPING. EmCIENT CODE. FOLLOW-
UP ASSISTANCE, USER DESIGNED SCREENS, AND
MUCH MORE. WE'RE NOT "CHEAP" BUT WE'RE
DE-BUGGED.

INVENTORY REPORTING INCLUDES SLS. RE-
ORDER. Olh, YEN. COST, REC.
RANDOM ACCESS BY ITEM t OR
BY STOCK t. 100 VENDORS 1400
ITEMS.

Problems For
Computer Solution

At last, a book of practical and stimulating
exercises for teaching the' basics of computer
problem-solving. Problems far Computer
Solution, by Stephen [, Rogowski, is an ideal
instructional aid. This edition is designed to
encourage research and preliminary investigation
through problems in many subject areas: algebra,
trigonometry, arithmetic, geometry, number
theory, probability, statistics, calculus and
science.

Problems [or ComputeT Solution is chock
full of challenging problems like "The Faulty
Speedometer Stopper", "The Famous Indian
Problem", "Pascal', Triangle (The Challenging
Way)", "Love Letter" , " Telephone Book
Problem", and "Computer Verse Forms".
Several special interest problems are posed which
deal with unsolved problems in mathematics.

The book can be used with any computer-
oriented course at the high school or college level
or for self learning. Solutions in the Teacher's
Edition are given in Basic, but any programming
language can be used to solve the problems.

Problems [or Computer Solution costs
$4·95 (106 pages, softbound). Teacher's
Edition (with solutions) $9.95. Add $1.00 for
shipping and handling. NJ residents add 5%
sales tax. Substantial discounts are available on
quantity orders. Call OT UJTire for in/ormarion.
Send order and payment to Creative Computing,
Box 789-M, Morristoum, NJ 07960. For faster
response call in bankcard order toll free:

800-631-8, '2

(in N), 201-54°-°445)

GENERAL LEDGER 200 ACCTS + CONTRA (USER DE-
FINED). TRAIL BAL. PlrL. BAL
SHEET. JOURNAL LISTING.
CHART OF ACCTS. DOESN'T AC-
CEPl' O!B JOURNALS.

SALlHRLY INS DED + 2 MISC.
FULL REPORTING FICA, STATE,
FED, F.U.T.A.80 + EMPLOYEES.

BAL FWD, AGING AND BILLING
RPTS. RECORDED BY INV M OR
CHECK M. 800 ACCTS.

PAYROLL

ACCTSREC

SORT BY ZIP. NAME. USER
CODES. FULL OR PARTIAL
PRINTING. 4 LINES N/ A. SUP-
PORTS 900.

6 GAMES INCLUDING 8O-OUT
(BREAKOUT). DISK OR TAPE.
TAPE (16K LEVEL 2) DISK (S2K
RAM)

WHOOPS I"MRUNNING OUT OF ROOM
PRICES:INVEN,G.L"PAYROLL,AlR $265.00

MAIVLlST79.96 GAMESPACK$ 89.96
ALSO AVAILABLE JOB COSTING· PAYABLES. AND
CUSTOM APPLICATIONS AND FREE UP TO DATE IN-
FORMATION ABOUT NEW AND FUTURE TRS-80
PRODUCTS.

GAMES PACK

AFFORDABLE BUSINESS 8YSTEMB INC.
DOl E. BROADWAY RD., SUITE NO.n
TEMPE, AZ 85Z8ZTEL.: 102·986-3339

SPEND A DIME AND CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
CIRCLE 105 ON READER SEI~VICE CARD -
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TERMINALS & I/O

PRINTER FROM MALIBU

The Model 165 printer from Malibu
can be operated in three modes: as a
high-speed dot matrix printer at 165
characters per second; a reduced speed,
letter-quality dot matrix printer at 90
cps; or a full-graphics matrix printer.

Applications such as computer por-
traits, custom character sets (Japanese,
Katakana, music symbols, etc.) and
hi-density characters for word proces- r
sing are possible. Complete dot control is .
provided for 60x72 dots/inch. Some
features of the 165 include: underlining,
expanded characters, programmable
horizontal and vertical tabs, selectable
left margin, easy user-adjustable platen
(up to 6-part forms) and a time-delay
feature which shuts off the fan when the
printer is idle. $2395.

Malibu Design Group, Inc., 8900 Eton
Ave., Suite G, Canoga Park, CA 91304.
(213) 998-7694.
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MPI DOT MATRIX IMPACT
PRINTER
MPI announces the Model 88T Dot

Matrix Impact Printer. Features in-
cludes: 100 characters-per-second bi-
directional printing and print line
formats of 80,96 or 132 columns, a full
upyer and lower case 96 character
ASCII set printed in a 7x7 matrix for
crisp, clear printing on the original
plus two copies, double wide
characters are software selectable
and can be intermixed on any line for
message high-lig-hting.
Forms handlmg is implemented

with a stepper-motor driven tractor
paper feed system that can be ad-
justed to accept fan-fold forms vary-
ing from one to 9.5 inches in width.
$749.
MP!" 2099 West 220 South, Salt

Lake City, UT, (801) 973-6053.
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RADIO SHACK L1NEPRINTERS
Two line printers, introduced by

Radio Shack for use with their TRS-80
Microcomputer Systems, can also be
used with most other computers
having parallel I/O ports.
The TRS-80 Line Printer III

provides full 15-inch wide 132
character lines and prints at 120
characters per second in 9x7 dot
matrix upper and lower case letters.

The printing head prints in both
directions as it moves across the
paper. $1,999.
TRS-80 Line Printer II also

produces expanded as well as upper
and lower case letters using a 7x7 dot
matrix format. Speed is 50 characters
per second on 8-inch lines of 80
characters each. It operates in both
friction-feed and pinfeed modes .and
can handle continuous roll paper,
single sheets and continuous forms
up to 91/2 inches wide with an original
and up to two copies. $999.
Radio Shack, 1300 One Tandy

Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102. (817)
390-3272.
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DataSoft
Research
[i)(3~~~~11~~

!V£~
PROC;RAM ™

GENERATOR

~~(;r PRO<;RAM ~iWllrFU(J.~
GENERATOR

Over •••• functteM Ie .111you
In ••• "••••yeur outJtut dl.,I •.,1

,\OV '\.Reduce prolramming time! LOADING_Create geometric shapes
• Pa t tern desilns
• Graph & Chart displays ~\-Cv..\- SOON• Gameboards (eg check.rbo.rdIJ
• Label & Title displays
• Dr aw lhorlzontal, vrrtlCal.&dtiIONII lilIeS)
• Erase
• SAVE DISPLAy/tor!.w.!.l/a usel!
• and more ...

ADMISSION $19.50 ADMISSION $14.50 ADMISSION $14.50

~

IP G I~:!danc. suggested

DataSoft
Research

the company that makes
progra",ming a little easjer

3360 LEY DRIVE SUITE .816
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90027

-Dealer Inquiries Invited- ",""TlD .N U.S.A

~CiJ~
~~~TM~o~w

~oWc.(.i;)'J

·PET is a Trademark of Commodore
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By Netronlcs

ASCIIIBAUDOT,
STANDALONE

C t COMPLETEompu er FORONLY ...

Terminal $14995
The Netronics ASCII/BAUDOT Computer Terminal Kit is a

microprocessor-controlled, stand alone keyboard/terminal
requring no computer memory or software. It allows the use of
either a 64. or 32 character by 16 line professional display for-
mat with selectable baud rate, RS232·C or 20 ma. output, full
cursor control and 75 ohm composite video output.

The keyboard follows the standard typewriter configuration
and generates the entire 128 character ASCII upper/lower case
set with 96 printable characters. Features include onboard
regulators, selectable parity. shift lock key. alpha lock jumper,
a drive capability of one TrY load, and the ability to mate
directly with almost any computer, including the new Ex-
plorer/85 and ELF products by Netronics.

The Computer Terminal requires no I/O mapping and
includes Ik of memory, character generator, 2 key rollover,
processor controlled cursor control, parallel ASCII/BAUDOT
to serial conversion and serial to video processing-fully
crystal controlled for superb accuracy. PC boards are the
highest quality glass epoxy for the ultimate in reliability and
long life.

VIDEO DISPLAY SPECIFICATIONS
The heart of the Netronics Computer Terminal is the micro-

processor-controlled Netronics Video Display. Board (VID)
which allows the terminal to utilize either a parallel ASCII or
BAUDOT signal source. The VID converts the parallel data to
serial data which is then formatted to either RS232-C or 20 ma.
current loop output, which can be connected to the serial 110
on your computer or other interface, i.e., Modem.

When connected to a computer, the computer must echo the
character received. This data is received by the VID which
processes the information, converting to data to video suitable
to be displayed on a TV seOt'(using an RF modulator) or on a
video monitor, The VID generates the cursor, horizontal and
vertical sync pulses and performs the housekeeping relative to
which character and where it is to be displayed on the screen.
VIdeo Output: 1.5 PIP into 75ohm (EIA RS-170j - Baud Rate:
110 and 300 ASCII- Outputs: RS232·C or 20 ma. current loop
- ASCII Characte~ Set: 128 printable characters-

BAUDOT Character Set: A BCDE FGH I J K LM NOP
R S T U V W X Y Z· ?: •3 $# () .• 9014 !57 •.2 /68-
Cursor Modes: Home, Backspace, Horizontal Tab, Line Feed,
Vertical Tab, Carriage Return. Two special cursor sequences
are provided for absolute and relative X- Y cursor addressing.
Cursor Control: Erase, End of Line, Erase 0/ Screen, Form
Feed, Delete • Monitor Operation: 50 or 60Hz (jumper
selectable.

Continenlal U.S.A. Credit Card Buyers Dulside Conneclicut

CALL TOLL FREE800-243-7428
r _ To Order From Connecticut Or For Technical _ .,

Assistance, Etc. Call (203)354-9375
Netronics R&D Ltd., Dept. CC-ll
333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776
Please send the items checked below-
o Netronics Stand Alone ASCII Keyboard/Computer

Terminal Kit, 5149.95 plus $3.00 postage & handling.
o Deluxe Steel Cabinet for Netronics Keyboard/Termi-

nal In Blue/Black Finish, 519.95 plus $2.50 postage
and handling.

o Video Display Board Kit alone (less keyboard), 589.95
plus $3 postage & handling.

o \2" Video Monitor (10 MHz bandwidth) fully assern-
bled and tested, 5139.95 plus $5 postage and handling.

o RF Modulator Kit (to use your TV set for a monitor),
58.95 postpaid.

o 5 amp Power Supply Kit In Deluxe Steel Cabinet
(± 8VDC @ 5 amps, plus 6·8 VAC), 539.95 plus $2
postage & handling.

Total Enclosed (Conn. res. add sales tax) $ _
By-
o Personal Check 0 Cashiers Check/Money Order
o VIsa 0 MasterCharge(Bank# )

Acct. #
Signature ...LXp. Date _

PrintName _

Address _

City _

• State Zip
••• 0 Send Me More Information __ ;J
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SPINTERM SYSTEM PRINTERS

Input Output Unlimited announces
the Spinterm System printer. Con-
sisting of two basic units; the PS-
20KSR Data Terminal and the PS-10
Receive Only printer.
A print 'thimble,' variable force

servo controlled print hammer and an
electronic positioner combine to
provide a maximum printing speed
of 55cps with sharp definition in
printing quality.
Uses of the printers include; word

processing, OCR, graphing and
report generation. Also proportional
spacing, various types of paper feeds,
different print fonts, foreign
language print fonts and ribbon
cartridges are available as options.
Input Output Unlimited, 5922

Kester Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91411.
(213) 997-7791.

CIRCLE

VIDEO BOARD FROM
SMOKE SIGNAL

Smoke Signal Broadcasting an-
nounces its SS-50 bus video dis~la'y
board featuring the MC6845 CRT
controller chip to provide control over
display formats.
Called the VDB-1 Smoke Writer, it

controls a 80x24 display with 32
graphic characters and has upper
and lower case characters with lower
case descenders. 128 character
graphics are optional.
Other features include: reduced in-

tensity or reversed video; program-
mable display rate (10-5000
characters per second); protected
fields; addressable cursor; 2K video
display RAM accessible by the CPU
as standard RAM memory; 128 bytes
of scratch p;ad RAM; and 1KEPROM
for software drivers. $349.
Smoke Signal Broadcasting, 31336

Via Colinas, Westlake Village, CA
91361. (213) 889-9340.

apple tv a computing
2606 South Robertson Blvd.

LOSANGELES.CALIFORNIA~0034
(213) 559-4268

CBM MEANS BUSINESS!!

The new COMMODORE CBM
with Intelligent Dual Minifloppy
and Tractor impact printer is taking
the lead in its price class!

CBM WORD PROCESSOR

is a FULL FEATURE Direct Cursor
Editor, with features like auto
repeat, auto insert and delete,
global search and find, scrolling,
full justification.

It's superfast formatter and out-
put section gives you capabi Iities of
tremendous throughput at lower
cost!

Couple one to our Centronics
753 printer and you have 130 to 150
CPS!!

Also available for the CBM:
GEN'L LEDGER, AlP-AIR, PAYROLL
Based on Osborne & Assoc. books,
these are well documented, effi-
cient programs. $125 per Module,
or ... only $450 complete pack.

MasterCharge, Visa Welcome

CIRCLE 111 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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MICROPOLIS
CCA DATA

MANACEMENT
SYSTEM HICH
SPEED SORT

ThIShigh speed Mach. Lang. Sort allows
Creative Computer Application's OMSsort and
merge to run in at least half the normal time
(depending on the file length and sort key
sizel. ThiSprogram is designed to be used with
the. OMSprograms. It is very easily interfaced.

ALSOAVAILABLE,a machine Language Sort
Utility. The utility is designed to be easily
interfaced to YOUR BASICprograms. The sort is
100 times faster than the best written BASIC
sort. We also offer a Mach. Lang. Mailing Label
Program. To sort the maximum 1000 records
requires 15 seconds. The output options auow
for sorting by the last name or company name,
zip code, and a user defined variable.

COMPLETE USERS MANUAL
MAILINC lABEL (Mll
MAILINC lABEL (BlI
MACH. SORT UTILITY
OMS SORT PACKACE

$10.00
79.50
39.50
59.50
69.50

Available to be shipped immediately upon
receipt of your order and payment (money
order, cashier'S cheek. Visa or Master Chargel.
A shipping charge of 52.00 will be added to all
orders. California residents, please add 6%.
Pleaseindicate Basic 3.0 or 4.0 ver. and memory
size.

COMPUTER SERVICES
P. O. Box 81243
San Diego, CA 92138
<7141438·9137
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MAGAZINES,
JOURNALS

NEWSLETTER FOR ENGINEERS
Engineering Computer

Applications Newsletter (ECAN) is
designed to inform and advise
engineers on how to use advanced
computer technology.
The newsletter will contain articles

on small computers, combining large
and small computers, printers
plotters, terminals, storage units and
engineering programs. The publisher,
Engineering Computer Applications,
Inc., promises that ECAN will be
written by engineers for engineers
and use of computer jargon will be
minimal.
Charter subscriptions will be $24

($30 overseas airmail) for 12monthly
issues. Requests for a free issue and
other inquiries should be directed to:
Kent Johnson Editor, Engineering
Computer Applications Newsletter, 5
Denver Tech Center, P.O. Box 3109-
P2A, Englewood, CO 80111.
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BOOKSAND
BOOKLETS

GUIDE TO MICROCOMPUTERS
MicroShopper, a business and per-

sonal guide to microcomputers, has
been announced by The Phoenix
Group, Inc. The 72-page reference and
decision-making book features 150
detailed photographs of equipment
from more than 100 manufacturers
representing over 500 products.
The introduction offers a common

sense approach to computer jargon
and busmess systems and software
are discussed in non-technical terms.
$3.95.
P.G.I. Publishing, 1425 West 12th

PI., #106, Tempe, AZ 85281. (602)894-
9247.
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MICROCOMPUTER SELECTION
GUIDE

The "Guide to Desktop Microcom-
puter Selection" is a new publication
containing more than one hundred
pages of comparative information on
the TRS-80, Apple, IBM 5110, WANG
2200 Series, Hewlett-Packard 9800
Series, and the TekTronix 4050 Series
microcomputer.
The Guide contains information

not readily available from other
sources, including a glossary ofterms
covering hardware and software
characteristics of the computers sur-
veyed and a comparative index to
BASIC commands and syntax used
by the computer. $13.65.
Atlantic Analysis Corporation, 5

, Koger Executive Center, Suite 219,
Norfolk, VA 23502. (804) 461-1980.
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MICROCOMPUTER RESOURCE
HANDBOOK

tion, publications, user groups, con-
sultants, books, repair companies and
other resources are included. A glos-
sary which defines buzz words in
terms of real life situations is also pro-
vided. $2.
The Boston Computer Society, 17

Chestnut St., Boston, MA 02108. (617)
227-9178.
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The First New England Microcom-
puter Resource Handbook, a com-
plete guide to microcomputers and
their application~ has been released
by The Boston Computer Society.
Topics of interest to novices, prospec-
tive purchasers and system owners
are covered. Sections on product
comparisons, application software,
buying tips, support devices, com-
puter stores, introductory inform a-

FEATURES
• Fast; Runs up to 10 times as fast as PLM
• FORT1180 directives specify location of code in
memory at run-time

• Interrupt and interrupt control
• FORT1180 control of interrupts and interrupt
service lines

• All code runs on 8080, 8085 and Z80 (upward
compatibility)

• FORT1180 is a true resident compiler and
generates directly executable object code. No run
time package needed

• FORT1180 is very fast. It compiles quickly and
produces dense highly optimized code

• Single and double precision IBM format floating
point arithmetic

• FORT1180 directly addresses 8080 ports as
FORTRANvariables

.1/0 drivers accessed via FORTRAN read/write
statements

• FORT1180 accepts embedded in-line machine code
• 8080 condition codes are available as FORTRAN
keywords and can be operated upon

• Multiple assignment operators accepted
• Interleaved listings and object code tor' quick
debugging

• Symbolic names up to 31 char long simplify
documentation

• Constants expressable to base 2, 8, 10, 16 or as
char strings

• Compact; Needs only 25K for compiler and
minimum workspace---------------------PRICING

FORT / /80 CPM version and manual on 8" diskette
FORT 1180 Language manual separately.
FORT / /80 Implementation manual
Sample diskette validation program and data
Shipping charges to US and Canada postpaid. overseas add $5.00. Please add
appropriate state sales tax. Master Charge and Visa accepted.

1. FORT 1180 is supplied on a single use basis, subject to the signing of a non-disclo-
sure agreement.

2. FORT 1180 can be implemented with other disc operating systems using the
implementation manual or special versions available by quotation.

3. The purchase price of manuals and sample programs will be credited towards
subsequent purchase of FORT 1180.
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HAYDEN'S
READY·TO·RUN

BUG·FREE
PROGRAMS •.•
... for others, for yourself.

SARGON II
GRIDIRON:
A MICROFOOTBALL GAME
BATTER UP!!:
A MICROBASEBALL GAME
BACKGAMMON
SONGS IN THE KEY
OF APPLE
CROSSBOW
MAYDAY
GAME PLAYING WITH
BASIC
SKETCHMODE
KEYNOTE
MICROTYPING
GENERAL MATHEMATICS·1
COMPLEX MATHEMATICS
ENGINEERING
MATHEMATICS·1

Give one this holiday season!
Hayden Book Company, Inc.
50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park, NJ 07662

FLOPPY DISCS

DOUBLE·DENSITY DRIVES
FORTRS·80
I Percom Data Company announces
a dual drive mini-disk unit featuring
double-density storage for the TR8-
80.
The TFD-1000 unit provides 800K

bytes of on-line storage. Two systems
(four drives) may be used with a TRS-
80 to provide l.6M bytes on line.
It is supplied complete with an

in terconnecting cable (accom-
modating one or two units), a
Peripheral Adapter Module (PAM)
PC card, Percom's MICRODOS
operating system, and support
documentation. $2495.
Percom Data Co., 211 N. Kirby,

Garland, TX 75042. (800) 527-1592.
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The Original Cassette Magazine
for the Commodore PET.

EXIDY DEBUTS VIDEO/DISKS

Exidy introduces a VideolDisk for
the Sorcerer computer. It contains a
12" video display and dual mini-
floppy disk drives with data storage
capacity of 630K words. The swivel
based unit attaches directly to the
Sorcerer computer's keyboard
enclosure to form a desktop computer
system for small business data
processing. Resolution is 240x512
pixels. Software included consists of
CP1M, Z80 Assembler, text editor,
linking loader and Microsoft Disk
Extended Basic. $2,995.
Exidy Data Products, 390 Java Dr.,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

Programs for your ATARI®
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PET:'·(C~)
• Five excellent programs come to you

each month on a C-30 cassette, ready
to load and run.

• Every issue has an animated "Front
Cover" that uses PET graphics to the
fullest.

• Compare value: each issue of
CURSOR includes a featured proqrarn
that would cost $7.95 to $12.95 else-
'where!

• CURSOR is mainly entertainment, but
we also publish useful utility pro-
grams, as well as educational and
business programs.

• With each monthly CURSOR cassette,
you also receive CURSOR notes with
written instructions for the programs,
and a freSh, opinionated look at our
crazy industry.

CURSOR = High Quality
PET Software

o 12 issues only $33 in US &
Canada

o 6 issues for $20
o Sample Copy $3.95
We Accept VISA and Mastercharge
Nnw _

A~n.. _

City _

S"".!Zlp _

CURSOR, Box 550, Goleta, CA 93017

Our Subscribers are HaDDv Peoote!
CIRCLE 139 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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• IRIDIS is a monthly cassette magazine
of programs for the ATARI 400 and
800 personal computer.

• You get four excellent programs each
month 0'1 a high quality C-30 cassette,
ready to .Ioad and run.

• Each issue of IRIDIS has an animated'
"Front Cover" that will delight your
eyes!

• With each cassette you get IRIDIS
Notes, a lively newsletter of informa-
tion about the ATARI computer. You
may disagree with our opinionated
editors, but· you'll never be boreol

• IRIDIS brings you fun and games,
education, and business programs
and "software tools" that will help you
enjoy your ATARI.._-----------o 12 issues for $39.95 in US
& Canada

o 4 issues for $14.95
o Sample copy $4.95

We Accept VISA and Mastercharge

Name

Addr ••• _

CI'y ;-- _

S'a'elilp _

IRIDIS, Box 550, Goleta, CA 93017
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CDC'S CARTRIDGE DRIVE
INTERFACED TO S·100
SYSTEMS

MicroAge Wholesale has an-
nounced the development of an inter-
face capability for the Control Data
Corporation CMD 16/16 cartridge
drive to North Star and Alpha Micro-
based microcomputer systems. The
design permits maximum utilization
of operating software due to expanded
capacity and speed of the hard disk.
Micro Age includes the drive, S-100
controller, _software interface and
disk pack in a single package.
$9995.00
MicroAge, 1425 West 12th PI.,

Tempe, AZ 85281. (602) 967-1421.
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DUAL DISK DRIVE SYSTEM
Tarbell Electronics has announced

the Tarbell VDS-II Vertical Disk
Subsystem. The system includes two
Siemens 8" Disk Drives, Tarbell
Floppy Disk Interface, CP/M Disk
Operating System, and Tarbell Basic
and it is packaged in a cabinet, with
fan and power supply, all cables and
connectors, and complete hardware
and software documentation.
The VDS-II is a Shugart-

compatible, single-density, single-
sided dual drive system which uses
standard IBM-compatible softsec-
tored 8" diskettes.
CP /M is the operating system for

the Tarbell Floppy Disk Interface,
and includes such capabilities as
batch processing, text editor,
assembler, debugger, cO!llpilerj copycapabilities and periphera In-
terchange. Tarbell Basic, included in
the package, runs on 8080, 8085 or Z80
CPUs. $1888.
Tarbell Electronic, 950 Dovlen PI.,

Suite B, Carson, CA 90746. (213) 538-
4251 or (213) 538-2254.
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MINI DISK DRIVE FOR TRS·80

Microcomputer Technology, Inc.
announces a large capacity mini
drive for the Radio Shack TRS-80.
The Model TF-7 features 77 tracks

and has the largest storage capacity
of any mini drive now available for
the TRS-80: 195 Kbytes of on-line
storage.
The MPI unit provides features

found in larger 8-inch disk drives such
as door lock and automatic diskette
ejection. Operating software is
available directly from Radio Shack.
$625.
Microcomputer Technology, Inc.,

2080 South Grand Ave., Santa Ana,
CA 92705. (714) 979-9923.
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DISK DRIVE FOR TRS·80

Cost Effective Computer Services
announces the MF-80 mini flojJpy
disk drive for the TRS-80. The MF-80
is directly compatible with all Radio
Shack TRS-80 software and
hardware. It consists of the MPI B51
drive and a heavy duty power supply
enclosed in a silver case. The B-51
drive features 40 tracks, dust-tight
door and diskette eject. $359.

Cost Effective Computer Services,
728 S. 10th St. Suite #2, Grand
Junction, CO 81501.
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~

Fvou THINK YOU'VE SEEN WORDII ~ROCESSINGSOFTWARE?
• TM

The MAGIC WAND' Word Processing
System offers you the best features of any system
in the micro market

FEATURES INCLUDE:

Full-screen text editor
Simple, control key operation

Edit programs as well as text
Assemble, compile or run programs
without modification

Files larger than memory
Files up to 256K

Library fi les
Merge part or all of one file with
another

Spool printing
Print a file while editing another

Easy page formatting
Simple commands set margins, page
length, etc.

Override commands at run-time
Give any command from the key-
board as well as in file

Variable pitch control
Change pitch in mid-line, even
mid-word

Up to 128 user-defined variables
String, numeric or dollar format

Form letter generation from external
data files

Compatible with both sequential and
fixed-record files

Conditional commands
Any command may be conditional

Print to disk and/or printer
Save all or part of output on disk

Switch from specialty printer to CP /M
list device

Print the same file on either specialty
or standard printer

EASE OF OPERATION

With all its power, the MAGIC WAND is
remarkably easy to use. This is no acci-
dent. The command structure is designed
to be flexible and logical so that you can
perform basic functions with a minimum of
commands.

We have included in the manual a step-
by-step instructional program, for the per-
son who has never used a word-proces-
sor before. The trainee uses sample files
from the system disk and compares his
work to simulated screens and printouts.

In addition to the lessons, the manual
has a complete documentation of the
command structure, special notes for pro-
grammers, an introduction to CP/M for
non-programmers and a glossary. The
manual is typeset, rather than typewritten,
for greater legibility.

We have written the manual in non-
technical English, because we want you
to read it. We don't overload you with a
bunch of jargon that could confuse even a
PhD in Computer Sciences.
We send out newsletters so that users

of the MAGIC WAND can learn special
applications of the print commands. For
example, we might show you how to cre-
ate a mailing list or set up an index for
a file.

In short, we've done everything we can
to make things easy for you. Because the
best software in the world is just a bunch
of code if you can't use it.

For more information, call or write:
~mQ.\\\)u.~\\\e~~Q.p\i\t.Q.\\O\\S, \\\c.

3220 Louisiana • Suite 205 • Houston, Texas 77006 • 713c528-5158
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PERIPHERALS

SMOKE SIGNAL'S
MULTI-FUNCTION CPU BOARD

Smoke Signal Broadcasting an-
nounced its 6800-based Super Computer
Board for use as a microcontroller,
business or single-board computer.

The SCB-68 features 2 MHz opera-
tion, 1K of scratch pad RAM, a 2K
EPROMmonitor and can address 1MBof
memory organized in 16-64Kbyte pages.
It also provides space for up to 20K of
EPROM.

Optional features include a floating
point processor, RS-232 connector, real
time clock and serial I/O port with two
controllable output lines and program-
mable baud rates to 56Kbaud.

Available for immediate delivery.
Smoke Signal Broadcasting, 31336

Via Colinas,Westlake Village, CA 91361,
(213)889-9340.
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APPLE II SPEECH SYNTHESIZER

Computalker Consultants, an-
nounces the Model CT-IA, a speech
synthesizer for the Apple II micro-
computer.
The Model CT-IA is a self-contain-

ed system with its own 14" Wx4"
Hx7" deep chassis and 110 VAC
power supply. Internally, the single
mterface circuitboard contains an
onboard 2 Watt audio amplifier, an S-
100 adapter, and an Apple II compati-
ble edge connector. An interconnect
cable and Apple controller card,
manual and software package (cas-
sette or disk) completes the package.
Standard phono Jacks provide con-
nections for external speakers, head-
phones or hi-fi amplifier. $595.
(Limited time introductory price of
$495).

Computalker Consultants, 1730
21st St., Suite A, Santa Monica, CA
90404. (213) 828-6546.
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SPEECHLAB'CONTROLLER
CARD

Heuristics, Inc., announces its
Model 70 Controller card to operate
with its Model 20A Speechlab speech
recognition system for use on the
Apple II Computer. .
The Model 70 board provides two

single pole double-throw relay
closures with which the serious user

can control external devices. Through
the Model 70 controller and 20A voice
data input the Apple user easily can
voice control test equipment,
demonstration equipment or hobby
projects such as model railroads.

Heuristics, Inc., 900 N. San Antonio
Rd., Los Altos, CA 94022. (415) 948-
2542.
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VIDEO DIGITIZER
A fast-scan video digitizer that

operates on data from a VIdeo camera
and can be used in a variety of ap-
plications has been introduced by
Vector Graphic Inc.
The device, for S-100 bus computers,

converts output from the camera-or
other source of composite video-into
8-bit gray scale digital information. It
can be used in numerous consumer
environments and in medical, securi-
ty and other special-purpose applica-
tions requiring image storage and
analysis. $175.
Vector Graphic Inc., 31364 Via

Colinas, Westlake Village, CA 9136l.
(213) 991-2302.
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TRS·80
SAVE 10%, 15%
and more on computers, peripherals, soft-
ware, and other Radio Shack" products.

Offered Exclusively By

PAN AMERICAN ELECTRONICS, INC.
A

ltadl8 lbaeK
Authorized Sales Center

1117CONWAY MISSION, TX 7am
EAST 212/283-0534
WEST 213/564-5463

NORTH CENTRAL 312/666-6098
SOUTH CENTRAL 512/581-2765i,.=~i (main telephone number) (g]

NO TAXES on out-at-state shipments.
FREEdelivery available on minimum orders.
WARRANTIES honored by Radio Shack® .
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PROGRAMMERS
Are you ..... THE
WIZARD OF WALL STREET?

Real-time TRS-80 L2 16K stock market game with
supply/demand, US economy, cycles, takeovers.
$19.95 cassette.

CONTACT
METATRON, Box 900, Amherst MA 01002.
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FREEl up to $170 in merchandise
=--=-===" with the purchase of PET-CBM

item!!! M~~~EH.

PET 16K Large Keyboard $ 995 S130
PET 32K Large Keyboard $1295 SI70
PET 8K s 795 S100
PET 2040 Dual Disk (343K) $1295 S170
PET 2023 Printer (pres feed) S 849 SliD ~.
PET 2022 Printer (tracfeed) $ 995 SI30 -
KIM-I $159 IAddS301"PowecS,pply) SYM-l S222.00
6500 Programming Manual 650
2114 L 450 ns 5.70 24/5.15 100/4.45
2716 EPROM 15 Volt) 39.00
6550 RAM (for BK PET) 12.70
6502 Microprocessor Chip 9.75
6522 VIA 9.75
6520 PIA 5.50
PET 4 Voice Music Board IMTUK-l002-2) S 4500
Music Software IK-1002-3C) for PET S 16.00
Programmers Toolkit - PET ROM Utilities S 45.00
Microchess 2.0 for PET or APPLE 17.90
PET Word Processor - Machine Language 24.00

~~ 3M "Scotch" 8" disks 10/831 § §
§§3M "Scotch" 5" diskettes SALE 10/S35 §§

Verbatim 5" diskettes 111111111111111111 I 0/S27 ~ ~
Casselles (all tapes guaranteed) --

Premium quality, high outputlownoise in 5 screw
housing with labels: N3FA PE 611

C-IO 10/5.95 50/25.00 100/48.00
C-30 1017.00 50/30.00 100/57.00

WRITE FOR 6502 AND S-100 PRODUCT LIST
115 E. Stump Road

A B Computers Montgomeryville. PA 18936
12151699·8386

- Professional -

Real Estate Programs
available U/1 cassette ur diskette

for Apple & TRS-80 II

Property Management System
• Renter Information Report
• Rental Income Tracking
• Late Rent Reponing
• Expense Analysis by Building
• Cornparitive Utilities Reponing
• Yearly TOI.1s for Tax Reponing
• Easy Data Entry and Editing

System w /Manual $125.00
Manual $10.00'

Program Modules:
I) Home Purchase Analysis
2) Income Propertv Cashflow Leverage
.1) Construction Cost Prorit
4) Tax Deferred Exchange
S) APR l.oan Analssis

Price Per Module $20.00
Add $5.00 for Programs on Diskette

At Computer Stores
everywhere or call

(213).172-9419
for C.O.D.11~are

Me~t=~:nY

2045 Manhattan Ave., Hermosa Beach. CA 90254
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SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS SOFTWARE

LANGUAGES

PascaliM brings the language
power of Pascal together with the file
handling capabilities of CP1M and
allows the user full access to CP1M
data files written in other languages
and stored under CP1M. $350. Digital
Marketin_g, 2670 Cherry Lane,
Walnut Creek, CA 94596. (415) 938-
2880
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Versions of Xplo, a simplified
Pascal-type language for 20K Apple
II, Kim, Tim and Sym systems are
currently available for under $70. The
6502 Program Exchange, 2920
Moana, Reno, NV 89509.
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Chung IYuen Tiny Pascal for the
TRS-80 provides the Tiny Pascal
compiler, text editor, Tiny Pascal
momtor, sample _programs and a
user's manual. Side two of the
cassette contains a larger compiler
and complete source to the compiler
written in Pascal. $40. Supersoft, P.O.
Box 1628, Champaign, IL61802. (217)
344-7596.
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SYSTEMS
Newtech Computer Systems an-

nounces its MV-68 Multivoice Music
Interpreter, which generates up to
four voices of music on a single
Newtech Model 68 Music Board, on
mini Flex 1.0 compatible disk.
Newtech Computer Systems, Inc., 230
Clinton St., Brooklyn, NY 11201. (212)
625-6220.
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The Simplex Video Plotter for the
Level II 16K TRS-80 accepts input in
the form of one or two continuous
functions, along with various control
parameters and option selections,
and produces on the video screen a
two-dimensional plot of the functions.
$22.50. Stephen E. Gre_gory, 3217
Celanese Rd., Rock Hill, SC 29730.
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Roger's Easel allows Apple II users
to draw low resolution color pictures
using the computer's game paddles.
Completed pictures may be saved to
tape or disk and recalled later. $16.95.
Southwestern Data Systems, P.O.
Box 582, Santee, CA 92071. (714) 562-
3670.
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Transfer allows the user to connect

any two CP1M compatible computers
together with serial or parallel inter-
faces at any baud rate and transfer
programs or files between the two
machines. $49.95. Computer Services,
P.O. Box 2292, Hickory, NC 28601.
(704) 294-1616.
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A communications package called

IC (intersystems commumcations)
for CP1M operating systems permits
communication with other computers
through a user-selected RS-232 port.
Diskette only version, $150; dis-
kettelPROM version, $200. DOC, a
North Star Basic utility, aids the
programmer in documenting, op-
timizing and maintaining the con-
fidentiality of his programs. $59.
MUFS, based on the Vector Graphic
System B, is a PROM resident super-
visor which allows the System B to
run standard 8"disks.North Star 5%"
disks and Micropolis quad density
disks. Mini Business Systems, 2461 S.
Main, P.O. Box 15587, Salt Lake City,
UT 84115.
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America's Most Versatile
Line of Customized

Audio Visual Packaging

Audio Cassette
Albums

ReliAnCE

Corrugated Mailers,.
.

M-1 M-2
For complete catalog write or phone:~lnnr.E Plastics &
.~~ .,. I'-l Packaging Division
108-18 Queens Boulevard
Forest Hills. N.Y. 11375 (212) 544-9800
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STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS
Technical analysis, 12daily and 15weekl'l indicators, for ,he
stock market enthusiast. This system signaled the Oct. 78
debacle. For $ 25.00 you receive two proorams plus data base
and 27 page detailed instruction manual.
TRS 80 LEVEL lor 11 16 K and PEr

DISK DRIVE
HEAD CLEANER

TBS is proud to introduce the only DISK
DRIVE HEAD CLEANER on the market
for TRS-80 and APPLE. By simply using
the program provided and inserting the
disk shaped cleaning card, your disk
heads will stay spotlessly clean. The
cost you save in maintenance will pay
for this kit several times over. Using the
DISK DRIVE HEAD CLEANER will allow
more reliable disk drive operation.

The Disk Head Cleaner includes one
diskette with program, one cleaning card
(good for 20 cleanings), and cleaning
solution. Cleaning card refills are avail-
able. This kit sells for $12,95, and is
available NOW at Computer Stores and
Associate Radio Shack Stores nationwide,
or directly through us.

THE BOTTOM SHELF, INC.
(404) 939·6031 • P.O. Box 49104·C • Atlanta. Ga. 30359
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
Includes two programs and hard copy instructions fOf" better con-
trol of your stock and option transaction. For$ 2O.00yourec9ive
soffwarewitheight anolysisrot.ltines.Two 01 these routines are
stock transactions which made money and option transactions
which mode m"oney. Six more pr04Olromroutines exist will'! some
consideration given totoxes. Please indiCQte:
TRS 80 LEVEL II 16K or PET 8K

ACCOUNTING ANALYSIS SYSTEM
Includes two prOQrams and hard copy instructions foro small
cash enterprise. From your data base a Profit and Loss State-
ment oswell as a Balance Sheet ore produced. In addition simple
budget comparisons are made. Please remit $20.00 and indicate:
TRS 80 LEVEL ][ 16K or PET 8K

LETTER PROCESSER
This prooram for TRS 80 owners with printers. Generates letters
to different individuals with the same body. Coss,tte file stores
names and addresses. Remit $ 15.00.

; STEVEN E. SHAW~ P.E.
P.O. Box 1707
Tampa, Florida 33601
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Pickles & Trout announces two
software packages for the UCSD
Pascal operating system. Formout is
a collection of routines to do for-
matted output from Pascal programs.
$20. CPMread translates CP/M disk
files to Pascal text files. $25. Pickles
& Trout, P.O. Box 1206, Goleta, CA
93017. (805) 967-9563.
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The CDS Basic Compiler enables
por tion s of North Star Basic
Programs to be compiled into
assembly language to achieve in-
creased speed and to protect
proprietary sections of code. $100.
Allen Ashley, 395 Sierra Madre Villa
Pasadena, CA 91107. (213) 793-5748.'
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The Xplo compiler for OSI com-
puters compiles a program rather
than interpreting each line. The
manufacturer claims that speed is
four to five times as fast as OSI
Basic. $79. Pegasus Software 1981-A
St. Louis Dr., Honolulu, HI 96816.
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Micro Data Base Systems, Inc., has
announced a network DBMS written
in machine language for the Z-80
CPU. DBMS routines are called from
host languages and have I/O and
host language interface routines
isolated for easy adaption to user host
language/operating system com-
binations. $750. Micro Data Base
Systems, Inc., Lafayette, IN.
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CRS~DOS. is a comprehensive
operating system for 6502 micro-
processor based systems which in-
cludes a ,general purpose monitor
package, routines for handling both
serialand parallel I/O, cassette file
handling, and floppy disk processing

routines. $125. CGRS Microtech, P.O.
Box 368, Southampton, PA 18966.
(215) 757-0284.
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Version 4 ofthe CIS Cobol compiler
for microcomputers will be marketed
under the name Standard Cobol. It is
said to exploit the interactive nature
of the microcomputer environment
while meeting ANSI level 1 require-
ments for a Cobol compiler. Micro
Focus Limited, 58 Acacia Rd/-, St.
Johns Wood, London, NW8 6 All-.
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T-Bug System Monitor is a machine
language monitor designed to provide
direct access to the Z-80 CPU.

. Editor/Assembler permits assembly
language programming with the
speed and efficiency of machine
language combined with the con-
vemence of a text editor and
assembler. Radio Shack, 205 NW 7th
St., Fort Worth, TX 76106.
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Computer Services announces five
versions of Bi-Direct for the Diable
Hytype II 1610/1620 and compatible
computers. All five versions print all
text sent to the printer bidirectionally.
$99.95. Computer Services, P.O. Box
2292, Hickory, NC 28601. (704) 294-
1616.
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APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE

RECREATIONAL GAMES,
Dynacomp announces a line of

software for North Star and TRS-80
users, including, Bridge 2.0, Hearts
1:5, Flight Simulator and Valdez, a
simulation mvolvmg the navigation
of a supertanker through ship and

COVER YOUR INVESTMENT
Beautify and protect from dust and spills with super
tough, light weight, naugalhyde vinyl. Available In
three decorator colors:

Electra Blue, Saddle Tan, and White Room White

TAS-80 KEYBOARD $7.95 VIDEO DISPLAY $9.95'
CASSETTE $3.95 COMPLETE SET $19.95·

'With expansion interface add $3.00
(Pictured above with expansion interface.)

PET $19.95 APPLE 11$9.95 (Keyboard only)
SORCERER $9.95 APPLE It DISK $3.95
TRS-BO DISK $3.95 APPL!=- SET $11.95

Include $1.00 for postage and handling.

Send check or money-order to: comcu-cover

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED ~~;yB~;;:: FL 32569
CLUB DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE Phone (904) 243-5793 .

iceberg traffic on the way to the oil
port of Valdez, Alaska, Dynacomp,
P.O. Box 162, Webster, NY 14580.
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Save More Than 20%
NORTH STAR -INTERTUBE

THINKER TOYS - HUH
The smartest computers
at the smartest price.
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Back-tn is a machine language
version of Backgammon for the TRS-
80 which includes computer or player
op,emngs computer and player dou-
bling fln4 scoring of all regular, gam-
mon and backgammon endings.
$14.95. Z-Chess, also for the TRS-80
features sev:en levels of play and
accepts and plays all standard chess,
moves. $17.95. Dr. Chips, an Eliza-
type program, is available for $14.95.
The Software Association, P.O. Box
58365, Dept. CC, Houston, TX 77058.
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Source Lib announces the release of
four cassette rrograms for the OSI
Superboard I and Challenger IP
systems. Tank Battle is an action
graphics game in which one or two
players must out-maneuver and
d~stroy an enemy tank. In Sub Hunt
the player must track and destroy
enemy subs as they move about on a
sonar screen. Word Craze is a word
game in which players score points by
forming words from a list of randomly
generated alphabetical letters. Math
Skills is. a "self-quiz" program in
simple arithmetic, $4.95. Source Lib
P.O. Box 970413, Miami, FL 33197. '
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There an

APPLE
Doubl. Density List Our Price
HORIZON-1-16Kkit. $1599 $1274
Assembled & tested $1899 $1519
HORIZON-2-32K kit, $2249 $1799
Assem bled & tested $2549 $2039
HORIZON-2-32K Quad Density
Assembled & tested $2999 $2399
PASCAL for NORTH STAR on Disk $ 49
Powerful NORTH STAR BASIC FREE
THINKER TOYS DISCUS/2D $1149 $ 949
MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
ASM Memory 64K $ 640
Top Quality + Top Speed + Lowest Price
INTERTUBE II Smart Terminal$ 995$ 780
TRS-80toS-100HUH Kit $ 295 $ 260
Assembled & tested $ 375 $ 350
HUH MINI8100Kit $ 115 $ 103
Assembled &. tested $ 155 $ 139
MARYELLEN Word Processor $ 38

Best Features of IBM & NORTH STAR
VERBATIM DISKS s 29
Which Computers Are-Sest?

. BROCHURE •.••••••FREE

AMERICAN SQUARE COMPUTERS
Kivett Drive, Jamestown, NC 27282

(919)883-1105

APPLE!
APPLE!

AND GET A LOAD OF
THIS DEAL!

MASTER CHARGE &. VISA ACC!,PTED

COMPUTER CORNER OF NEW JERSEY
439 RT. 23 POMPTON PLAINS, N.J. 07444

,,",~ALL TODAY (201) 835.7080
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The Stock Exchange is a stock
market simulation for the TRS-80
which includes a long account for
conventional stock trading, short
account for selling short, portfolio for
updated accounting information, and
moving news ticker which affects the
trends of the everchanging prices on
ten listed stocks. $15.95. The object of
WhereamI? is to direct your trail of
arrows to score boxes without losing
yourself or banging into your oppo-
ne nt: $10.95. Micro-Fantastic
Programming, P.O. Box 2307, Grand
Central Station, New York, NY 10017.
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Written by a programmer familiar
with the NASA Shuttle Mission
Simulator in Houston, Space Shuttle
Landing Simulator for the Apple II
gives an out-of-cockpit view of a
Shuttle flight. $15. Harvey's Space
Ship Repair, P.O.Box 3478, Universi-
ty Park, Las Cruces, NM 88003.
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The Mean Checkers Machine is a
checkers playing llrogram written in
Fortran for the TRS-80. It offers four
levels of playing skill and checks all
moves for legality. All jumps are
optional. $19.95. Lance Micklus, Inc.,
217 South Union St., Burlington, VT
05401. (802) 864-5899.
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Among the 50 programs included in
Volume 1of Dr. Daley's PET Software
Library are Trek 3, Backgammon,
Conundrum, Arena and Calendar.
Cassette, $49.95; disk, $59.95. Dr.
Daley's Software, 425 Grove Ave.,
Berrien Springs, MI 49103. (616) 471-
5514.
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Dendron Amusements has an-
nounced the release of its game series
for the North Star System. The series

"\

includes: Panzer, Blitzkrieg, Fall of
the Third Reich, D-Day, Armorcar,
Porkchop Hill, Africa Corps,
Waterloo, The Battle of Monmouth,
Starship Troopers, Middle Earth,
Invasion of the Mud People and the
Boston Marathon. $9.95. Dendron
Amusements, 13 Macfarlan Ave.,
Hawthorne, NJ 07506. (201)423-0381.
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A logging package for radio
amateurs, written in North Star
Basic, allows amateurs to keep log
records on floppy disks. Logs can be
edited, merged, deleted, renamed and
searched, and summaries listed on
any of the seven output devices
supported by the North Star system.
$15. Snow Micro Systems, Inc., P.O.
Box 1704, Silver Spring, MD 20902.
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BUSINESS

Index is a data base for the
assembly and upkeep of a master
index of the user's program library
from TRS-80 disk directories. It is
menu driven and contains machine
language. subroutines to call and
display disk directories from Basic.
$19.95. Penpatch, also for TRS-80, is
written in Basic and is used to modify
the text of Basic programs so that
they will load into the disk version of
Electric Pencil. $9.95. Mumford Micro
Systems, Box 435-A, Summerland'i
CA 93067. (805) 969-4557.
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Radio Shack has introduced
General Ledger I, an accounting
system designed to post and maintain
the general ledger of a small business.
Disk Mailing List System for TRS-80
mini-disk owners is used to build and
maintain a list of names and Cassette
Mailing List System is a RAM-based
Level-II program for non-disk users.

./

YourTRS-80
is crying out

With the Photo Point light pen you can eliminate
that 34 key Black Box from your programs-
and move up to the fast fun, direct INTERACTION
with your VIDEO DISPLA Y .. Imagine,

Just Point- to- Play!! !
Comes complete with 2 Basic programs

Info Sheets Only

s:~~~i:rom ~ ~
P.O. Box 938 ~ln
Pacifica. CA 94044 ~9$
Phone: (415) 355·4635 . .

Dealer's inq~~ICOmedl
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TRS-80 disk software

SORCERER
Software on quality cassette tapes.

SLOT MACHINE
A realistic Las Vegas type slot machine with
good graphics and instructions on how to
reset the odds. $ 9.95
SUPER STAR TREK
Modified from '101 Games' to run in the
Sorcerer. Uses 19K of memory. Save a lot of
typing and debugging. $14.95

CHB SOFTWARE
1026W. 26th Street
San Pedro, CA 90731

DATA BASE MANAGER 10M-III You can maintain a data base &
produce reports without any programming. Define file
parameters & report formats on-line. $49. Enhanced version
$69. 32K.
ACCCOUNT manage client accounts & accounts receivable.
Order entry, print Invoices, statements & reports. 32K req $69.
WORD PROCESSOR Specifically designed for the TRS-fiJ.
Written in BASIC. No special hardware, no text limit $39. 32K
version $49.
INVENTORY 9-digit key for fast 0 n-line random access.
Reports give order info, performance summary, etc. $39. 32K
versIOn :549.

MAil print reports & labels sorted by any field. Random
access. special buffering technique. $35. 32K version $49
advanced version $59.
KEY RANDOM-ACCESSUTIL hashing, blocking, buffering. $19.
Send $5 for each manual.
MOO-II, superior busines~ software available.

MICRO ARCHITECT
96 Dothan St., Arlington, MA 02174
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for Radio Shack
computers

• SUPER DISC
70 PROG RAMS $13.95

• BUSINESS
• FINANCE
• MATH/STATISTICS
• GAMESf~EE

14 PAGE CATALOG
Write to Elliot Kleiman
National SoftWare Marketing
4701 McKinley Street
Hollywood, Florida 33021
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INTRODUCING
HEWLm·PACKARD'S Hp·41C.
ACALCULATOR. ASYSIIM.
AWHOLE NEW Sl'ANDARD.

Modules-prepro-
grammed. plug-in modules
that give solutions to a
wide range of problems.

The HP-41C lets you
reassign any standard
function. any programs
you've written. or pro-
grams provided in the
Application Modules-to
any keyboard location
you want. And of course
Hewlett-Packard backs
the HP-41Cwith total sort-
ware support including
an Owner's Manual and
thousands of programs
in the HP-41C Applica-

tions Pacs, Solutions Books. and the
HP Users' Library-

Experience this remarkable instru-
ment. The new HP-4IC from Hewlett-
Packard. A calculator. A system. A
whole new standard.

The' new HP-4IC from
Hewlett-Packard is a
powerful programmable
calculator that features:
an LCD display with
alphanumeric capability:
63 registers of data
storage or up to 400 lines
of program rncmcrv-r-
expandable to 319 rc..atsters
or up to 2.000 program
lines: upro elcvcls of sub-
routines: [0 condi-
tionals and 56 internal
nags: specific loop
control: indirect address-
ing: local and global
branching: Continuous
Memory: RPN logic

And when vou need them: Memory
Modulcs c-plug-in modules for
storing programs and data: an "extra
smart" Card Reader: a Printer that
prints upper and lower case alpha

"

plus special char-

• aCr.t;~~I~~O~O;l~~_ig.h
ting: the Wand to

••. input programs In

.11 r::'a~fad~I!~~~lv
, , M<mor\" Modulo, 1980): Application

t:h'm
~ White Plains Mall. 200 Hamilton Ave.
lii'iiIam~r White Plains, N.Y. 10601
~ _ (914)WHY-DATA.
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Inventory Control System is designed Taranto & Associates announces
to provide the user with the informa- an Invoicing System for the TRS-80
tion needed for control of a retail designed to interface directly with the
inventory. Radio Shack, 205 NW 7th Osborne & Associates Accounts
Street, Fort Worth, TX 76106. Receivable system. The system enters

CIRCLE 277 ON READER SERVICE CARD sales items, picks up the customer
name and address from the A/R

The Project Management System System file, computes sales taxes and
for TRS-80 maintains a record of prints the invoice on one of two pre-
projects within a project group and printed forms. $99.95. Taranto &
provides data on up to 75 expense Associates, P.O. Box 6073, 4136
categories. Information can be Redwood Hwy., San Rafael, CA
retrieved for a specific project or 94903. (415) 472-1415.
group showing costs to date and CIRCLE 279 ON READER SERVICE CARD
comparison to budget. $116. The Time
Accounting System records time P.M. is an equipment manage-
expended in hours for a client by job mentipreventative maintenance
category and hours expended for each software system which provides for
employee by client number. $66. automatic equipment maintenance
Inventory Control System for the scheduling and printing of matched
TRS-80 features a master file con- inspection forms or labels as well as
taining quantity on hand, quantity a complete search and return of up to
on order, reserved stock, safety stock 24 equipment parameters. Versions
level, average cost, standard price, are available for both the general
month and year-to-date sales in units industrial and hospital environ-
and dollars, month and year-to-date ments. $1,000. Contex Systems, 1340
cost of sale and average weekly usage. Galindo St., Concord, CA 94520. (415)
$89.95. National Software Marketing, 687-4727.
Inc., P.O. Box 6195, Hollywood, FL CIRCLE 280 ON READER SERVICE CARD
33021. Micronybble Systems promises

CIRCLE 278 ON READER SERVICE CARD that Infobox will turn the TRS-80 into
"a personal or business information
box" in which the user can store, look
up, save, and delete information and
read information from cassette or
disk. $19.95. Micronybble Systems, 63

f' ~ Dana St., Cambridge, MA 02138.
'- -=~ ~C~I~R~C~LE2810NREADERSERVICECARD

------------
I FREE!
, , MOUNTAIN SOFTWARE, SOFTWARECATALOG' 25600 Village Cir.
_ _ Golden, CO 80401

, For a free 20-page catalog of , •••_ •.••• ••••__(3••03,;.)"",52"",6-"""06_9",,,2•••••••••••••••••••••••_ ••••

, Creative Computing Software for , CIRCLE 173 ON READER SERVICE CARDiall computers circle 224 on the i
, reader serv ice card. ,

------------

X-CELLENT software for your TRS-80
or other Microsoft computer. Over 20
tantalizing tidbits to turn your cornpu-

Iteron! Retail value over $60. To get
yours send only $3 to:

COMPUTER CONSULTANTS
X-SOFTWARE

312 Hoyt St., Dunkirk, NY 14048
~OOOOaO~OOQCOCCOOOOO-

The "DATA DaBBER"

DUPLICATES ANY

PROGRAM TAPE TRS-80
Yes, even those ln machine language! Feed your cassette into the "Data Dubber" and
get out exact replicas of the TRS·80 (SAVE data pulses. Obtain perfect (LOAD's even
from tapes with hum, distortion, or minor dropouts ... and without constantly adjusting
the volume. Connect a second cassette to the "Data Dubber" and make perfect
reproductions, just as if the data had come from the TRS-80.

1'\'e "Dubber" works with Levell or II and costs only $49,95postage paid. Start your '.
om software business. Pays for itself in time saved and reduced tape cost. Order the
"~ata Dubber" tcoayl If you are not completely satisfied with its performance simply
r1turn it for full refund.

P.O. Box524-CC

THE PERIPHERALPEOPLE PO Box 524, Mercer Island, WA 98040
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Mailing List is a general purpose
mailing label program for the TRS-80
which enables the user to start and
maintain a mailing list or similar
data base. The user can allow up to
61 characters for either the name/-
title/company or remarks/code field
to meet his particular needs. $39.95.
Software Industries, 902 Pinecrest,
Richardson, TX 75080.
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Creative Discount Software has
designed the Project Manager System
for the cost-conscious project leader
who must prepare job estimates and
control operating construction or
engineering projects. $45. Creative
Discount Software, 256 S. Robertson,
Suite 2156, Beverly Hills, CA 90211.
(800) 824-7888; in California, (800)
852-7777;in Alaska and Hawaii, (800)
824-7919.
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Form Letter IS a system of
programs for generating, main-
taining and printing multiple form
letters and mailing hsts. $275. Struc-
tured Systems Group, Inc., 5204
Claremont Ave., Oakland, CA 94618.
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We offer a wide variety of games that use Challenger
graphics to their full extent. All Challenger programs are
available on cassette tape only. We also write a limited
variety of personalized programs. For a FREE catalog,
circle our reader service number.

DOES YOUR COMPUTER
SOMETIMES COUGH, SNEEZE OR

HAVE A SEIZURE?

It may be suffering from Transiet Glitchitis,
acureable digestive disorder. The Blitz Bug
can bring fast relief from these symptoms in
less than 50 nano seconds. Available
without prescription. Use only as directed.

•No Computer Should Be
Without One "

Blitz Bug protects your entire circuit,
and plugs into any outlet.
$19.95,Two for $35.00

N.J. Residentsadd 5% sales tax
Add $1.50shippi ng&handllng delivery from stock

Omn! Communications Co., Inc.
Jackson, New Jersey 08527
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Some Common
BASIC Programs

" ...an aid for the beginner who ...wants a shortcut to a working program. It is an
excellent tool in the hands of a person who has mastered the BASIC instruction set."

MICROSCOPE
January 1977

" ...a welcome addition to the growing body of software aimed at people
who know what they want to do with their microcomputer but don't know

enough about programming to do it themselves."

Rich Didday
KILOBAUD

August 1977

This book was designed for people who can use a
variety of practical BASICprograms. It contains listings
and documentation for 76 varied programs. The pro-
grams are written in a standard version of BASIC. They
can be used on many of the microcomputer systems
available today. The documentation is complete so only
minimal programming knowledge is required to run the
programs on your computer.

The 76 programs cover a wide variety of personal fi-
nance, math, statistics and general interest topics. The
book gives you program listings with remarks. Exam-
ples from the Table of Contents include: Mortgage
Amortization Table, Linear Interpolation, Integration,
Linear Programming, Multiple Linear Regression and
Tax Depreciation Schedule.

and NOW •••
for'PETand
TRS-80 users

We warrant
each Cassette
to be free from
defects in material
and manufacture.

If you have a Commodore Pet or a Radio Shack TRS-80
(Level II) you can now purchase these programs on
cassette, ready to run on your particular computer. We
havemodified the programs on cassette so they run op-
timally on the Pet and TRS-80, conforming to their
BASIC syntax and video display. A copy of the book
should be used for program descriptions and operating
instructions.

Order Form
Book/Cassette Price Quantity Amount

06·3 Some Common BASIC Proqrarns (book) $ 9.50/12.50'

25-X Some Common BASIC Programs Pet Cassette $15.00

32-2 Some Common BASIC Programs TRS-80 Cassette $15.00

•Effective January 1, 1979 this price increases to $12.50. California resident tax

Shipping
California residents add 6% sales tax.

Total Amount Enclosed
S.F. BART residents add 6V2% sales tax.

Shipping: (Shipping for large orders to be arranged)

o All foreign orders $4.00 per book for airmail
[1 $0.45 per book 4th class in the U. S. (allow 3-4 weeks)
o $0.75 per book UPS in the U. S. (allow 10 days)
n $' ,50 per book special rush shipment by eir in the U. S.

Cassettes:

o No additional charge in the U.S.
u $1.50 each foreign air mail

Name: _

Address: _

City: _

State: Zip: _

Phone: _

.~ OSBORNE/McGraw-Hili, Inc.

630 Bancroft Way, Dept. L12 ~'~ I
Berkeley, California 94710 .••••,I,;,i
(4151548-2805· TWX 910-366-7277 I." •

NOVEMBER1979
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Many people have heard of, and
some have even bought, a book
entitled "101 Basic Computer
Games," edited by David H. Ahl,
presently the publ isher of Creative
Computing magazine. Turning to
page 2 of one of the versions, the
reader discovers at least three inter-
esting things. First, this version is in
the second printing dated April, 1974,
the first one being July, 1973. The
copyright notice in the book reads:
"Copyright 1973, 1974 by: Digital
Equipment Corporation, Maynard,
Massachusetts 01754." Finally, addi-
tional copies of the book can be
obtained from Creative Computing.

The contents of the book are listed
on pages 4, 5 and 6 and in the preface
on page7 it says, "This is not the first
collection of computer games and
simulations nor will it by any means
be the last." So, this is a book that
contains a collection of computer
programs. The preface also informs
its reader that the computer games
were collected from many sources
including the submission by indivi-
duals in response to a solicitation and
that many of the games were rewrit-
ten or revised by the editor.

The above marshalling of "con-
fessed" facts provides the basis for
this month's adventure into the world
of copyright law and protection of
computer software. In a situation
where one person writes the soft-
ware; another obtains it from the
first; a third rewrites it; a fourth edits
the collection and compiles it to-
gether with others into a book; a fifth
publishes and copyrights the book;
and a sixth distributes it, who owns
what? Translation of this query into
common areas of interest for the
Harold L. Novick, Patent Attorney, LARSON,
TAYLOR & HINDS, Arlington, Virginia 22202.

the old and the new copyright laws.
Such an assembly is legally termed a
"compilation" and because the as-
sembly consists of a number of
separate and independent works in
themselves, the assembly is also
legally termed a "collective work." A
compilation is defined in the new
copyright act, effective January 1,
1978,as a work formed by the collec-
tion and assembling of pre-existing
materials or of data that are selected,
coordinated, or arranged in such a
way that the resulting work as a whole
constitutes an original work of
authorship.

The "author" of a compilation is
the editor, collector, or assembler,
unless such person did it within the
scope of employment for his or her
employer. In that case, it is a "work
for hire" and the author and copyright
owner is the employer.

However (and there is always a
catch!), protection for a compilation
is conditioned and limited. Firstly,
the copyright protection does not ex-
tend to any part of the compilation in
which any pre-existing material has
been used unlawfully. One unlawful
use would be the use of a copyrighted
work in the compilation without the
owner's perrnlsslon. Secondly, the
copyright extends only to the material
contributed by the author and does
not imply any exclusivity of the pre-
existing material. Thirdly, in order to
qualify for a copyright in a collective
work, the additional matter or the
manner of combining the indepen-
dent works must constitute more than
a minimal contribution. This require-
ment for originality would not exist if
the only contribution was the addition
of a preface to a pre-existing book,
but would exist, in this author's
opinion, in the book "101 Basic

Harold L. Novick
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computer software community is
simple: Who can get paid for what,
and who can use the software without
paying anyone? Providing answers,
however, is harder.

There are some more specific
questions that can be more easily
answered. Does the person who
originally submitted the software
have any rights to the program and
can they collect royalties for their
work even though it was rewritten? Is
a book copyright valid when the book
is merely a collection of other works?
Whose perrnlsslon of the six entities
is needed and from which one of the
entities can someone obtain a license
so that the programs can be copied
onto a floppy diskette and distributed
without ~there being a copyright
infringement?

If the foregoing questions outline
a scenario that sounds familiar, it just
might be because the issues arising
from these questions are the same
ones involved in the CP/M User
Group's (CPMUG) revision and distri-
bution of computer game software
that appeared in the book "101 Basic
Computer Games." Mr. Ahl was
somewhat disturbed (rightly he
thinks) over that situation and threat-
ened legal action in an open letter to
the CPMUG (appearing in the Febru-
ary, 1979issue of Creative Computing
magazine). David, however, should
first have consulted page 115 of the
book he thinks he is protecting before
firing his guns. Perhaps by using the
computer game "Gunner" he could
have been more on target. But first
some background information.

Surprising as it may seem, if
someone assembles a number of
articles, each of which is indepen-
dently copyrightable, that assembly
mayalso be copyrightable under both

CREATIVE COM PUTING
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Computer Games" because that book
contains adistinguishable variation.

But maybe the plot thickens
because Mr. David Ahl in addition to
collecting the computer games, re-
wrote, modified or cleaned up about
65% of them. That sounds like the
creation of a book containing 65%
"derivative works" and 35% un-
touched works. Derivative works are
defined in the new copyright act as
being based upon one or more
pre-existing works which has or have
been recast, transformed, or adapted.
The same conditions and limitations
discussed above with respect to
compilations apply to derivative
works. However, by definition, a
derivative work has been substan-
tially copied from the prior work and
thus constitutes an infringing work if
the material taken from tne,prior work
was done without the consent of the
copyright owner. A discussion of
what is substantial copying is another
topic best left for another month. The
important point is that it does not
matter if the incorporated works
forming the collective work are in
the public domain, are licensed copy-
righted works, or arederivative works.

The collective work is copyrightable
and can be infringed irrespective of
the source of the incorporated works.
Thus, maybe the plot does not
thicken.

The interesting aspect of collec-
tive works is that according to some
court cases decided under the old
copyright act, a work in the public
domain can be converted into a work
enjoying copyright protection simply
by incorporating it into a copyrighted
collective work. Under the reasoning
in these court cases, the person
copying the work in the public domain
must go to the original source to
avoid copyright infringement. .

However, no one should get his or
her hopes up. These cases have been
soundly criticized and have not been
followed by some other courts. Some

How many things
served us yesterday for
articles of faith which
today are fables to us.

Michel de Montaigne
Essays
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present commentators on the law
believethat the new copyright act has
eliminated this possibility and argue
that a work in the public domain can
be copied by anyone irrespective of
where that work is found.
, Isthis, then, the reason that David
Ahl has missed his mark in his
barrage at the CPMUG? No. in this
author's opinion it is because per-
mission was obtained by the CPMUG
from the copyright owner, Digital
Equipment Corporation, to use the
programs in their book, and as the
edttorot the book, Mr. David Ahl, has
nothing to say about it.

But more on who can rightfully
claim an infringement of a collective
or derivative work next time, It is time
to return to star base, replenish the
ship's energy and rebuild the shield
power before a Kllnqon starts return-
ing the fire from his starshlp, 0

Thecomments and opinions of the
author are given· for educational
purposes only and are notmeent to
be .legal advice. Specific legal
questions should be referred to
your personal attorney.

CHESS * BACKGAMMON * MOREl
TRS~80

NEW MACHINE LANGUAGE GAMES!
Z-CHESS for 16K Level II

Play the class i c gome of CHESS us i "S the TRS-80 graph iCS~ Seven

levels of difficulty (up to six levels of "look ahead") provide
a challenging game for all. Alpha-Bf..Jto pruning and move sortin9

ore emp 1oyed to keep response t imas to ami n imum. SETUP mode

allows the board to be arranged as deeLr-ed. Plays all mOV8S-

i no I ud i ng CASTLING and EN PASSANTcaptures. Numbered s9uares
simplify.move input. Possibly the fastest good s~r-ategy chess
game availablel· $17.95

BACK-40 for 16K Level 11
~ superior opponent which makes extensive use of the TRS~80
graphic~ to display a regulation style BACKGAMMONboard of
unr"ivaled 9uality and ,?larity-including the dice! 8ACK-~~

DOU~LES if it stands a good chance of win·~in9-which it usually
does! Every feature of .0 r-equ l ot.t on BACKG~MMON·match is

included-even keeps score! $14.95

OR. CHIPS for 16K Level II
A fascinating pr09ram based on the famous "DOCTO~" and "ELIZA"

pragra~.. Simply "TALK" (er-, "TYPE") to your. computer-OR. CHIPS
will ana 1yze your eent.encee and "TALK" pock to you- ~mmedi ate 1y!
Although DR. CHIPS" resp.onses should not be tok~n seriously. he
is the ultimate comput~r ~ntroduction for the family and

friends-and a super "conversotion~l i~~" at parties! $14.95

lmm.diat•• hipment by fi~.t cIa•• mail - T.xa. r••. add 5%
O~d.r by mail or phone (VISA. Ma.~.rChar9. accepted) f~om:

The SoFtware Aaaoclatio~
P.O. Bo?, 58365

Houston. T~xas77058
Phone: (713) 482-q883
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keep the fixed transmission rate, but
use a large "buffer." A good example
is the popular Decwriter. This ter-
minal can print characters at a rate of
60 per second. Linefeed and return
take somewhat longer. However, the
Decwriter accepts characters at a rate
of 30 per second. When it is doing a
return, it saves up the characters it
can't print right now in the buffer.
When it finishes returning, it begins
printing these characters. Since it
prints twice as fast as new codes
come in, it catches up pretty quickly.

Both these solutions are less than
desirable since they keep you waiting
around while the printer is going
slower than it could if it weren't forthe
fixed transmission rate. Obviously,
variable transm ission rates are the
best solution. To do this, a. "busy
flag" is usually added. When the
computer sends a character to the
printer, the printer sets a signal
saying that it is "busy." As soon as it
is done with that character, it puts the
signal back to the normal "ready"
state. When the computer sees the
printer is no longer busy, it sends
another character. Thus, the printer
can be run constantly at its highest
speed, regardless of how long each
function takes to complete. Often a
single character buffer is added so
that the moment the printer becomes
"ready" a new character is sent trorn
the buffer and the computer has lots
of time to get the next character into
the buffer while the printer is busy
with the last one.

Usually printers which use busy
flags are connected in "parallel." This
means that there is one wire between
the printer and the computer for each
signal. Usually there are 7 or a wires
which carry the ASCII data, a busy

G)ue/tlonl
fTAn/werl

Phil Tubb

Many home computerists have
found that a printer is quite useful for
a variety of computer applications.
But with so many computers and
printers on the market, there is often a
question of how to connect a printer
to your computer. Glen Jenkins of
Fort Devens, Massachusetts and Bill
Perry of Whitinsville, Massachusetts
sent in questions regarding the con-
nection of printers to a TRS-aO
system.

To understand how printers are
connected, it is first useful to know
what a printer does. Nearly all printers
aredesigned to print characters using
ASCII data. ASCII has 63 printing
characters plus "space" if you stick to
the so-called "upper case" set; and 31
more printing characters if you use
the full set. It also has some special
codes, the most popular of which are
"return," "linefeed," and "bello" Some
often used codes are "back space,"
"horizontal tab," "vertical tab," and
"form feed." Usually the computer
can send characters faster than the
printer can print them. It is therefore
necessary to have some system for
slowing the computer down to the
printer's speed. This is complicated
by the fact that printers often take
different amounts of time for different
functions. For example, "return"
usually causes a moving print head to
return to the far left, and this often
takes much longer than printing a
single character does.

The easiest way to slow the com-
puter down to a speed acceptable for
the printer is to have it send the ASCII
codes at a set speed. For example,·
Teletype Model 33's (a very popular
teletypewriter) accept ten character
codes per second. The 33 can print
any character, ring the bell, or line-

feed in a tenth of a second, so this
rate works quite well. However, it
generally takes a 33 about twice that
long to return the print head. So, if
you have the computer send a
"return" followed by an A, the A
would be smeared across the middle
of the paper as the print head returns.
To solve this, people often program
their computers to send a "rubout"
code following a return. The rubout
has no particular function on a33, and
it takes up another tenth of a second.
(Smarter programmers send a rubout
only when the return isn't followed by
a linefeed, since returns are nearly
always followed by llnefeeds, and the
33 can do a linefeed while it is return-
ing.) Aside from the fact that rubouts
are sometimes useful for resynchron-
izing the serial interfaces used by the
33, the rubout serves to fill time and
such characters are often called "fill
characters. "

Problems with this scheme began
to appear when more complicated
features were added. For example,
"form feed" codes are used to
advance the paper to the top of the
next page. Since the computer
routines which run the printer are
seldom written to keep track of the
current position on the page, or to
know the length of the page currently
being used, there is difficulty in
knowing how many fill characters to
use. Only a few are needed if the dis-
tance the paper has to be moved is
small, and several are needed if it is
large. Usually people just program
the computer to send enough fill
characters to make it work with the
maximum possible distance. This
always works, but is slower than need
be.

One solution to this problem is to
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signal to the computer, and a strobe
signal to the printer that tells it when
another character is ready (there are
also some ground wires and some-
times power wires). In contrast,
"serial" printers can be connected
with a single data wire, plus a ground
wire, if a busy flag is not used and if
the usual UART-style serializing
scheme is used.

Now, onto the actual connecting
together of the printer and computer,
which is called "interfacing." Ob-
viously, to run the printer at full speed
a parallel interface with a busy flag is
preferable. On the other hand, if the
printer is to be some distance away
from the computer, a serial interface
is preferable to reduce the cost of the
wiring. '

First, a look at serial interfaces.
We are privileged in this case to be
dealing with the only standard for
computers which is both moderately
well defined and well used (unless
you count 115 volt 60 Hertz AC
power). This is, of course, the ever-
present serial interface with the
random letters and digits name;
RS-232C.Thanks to well established
customs, RS-232Cis pretty much the
same everywhere. (It is not due to
specifications in the standard, which
is amazingly deficient in details of
any sort.) If you have an RS-232C
printer and an RS-232C interface for
your computer, you can probably
connect them, together without any
trouble. (Of course you won't neces-
sarily ever be able. to write the
software the computer will need to
operate the printer properly ... ) About
the only consideration has to do with
the transmission rate. With a serial
interface, each signal (or "bit") is sent
one at a time. The data bits are sur-
rounded by some additional control
bits. There are two popular formats.
One has a start bit, eight data bits,
and two stop bits. The other is the
same but has only one stop bit. Thus,
one uses 11 bits per character and the
other uses 10. The 11 bit format is
generally sent at a rate of 110 baud
("baud" in this case means "bits per
second") which is 10 characters per
second. The 10 bit format is generally
sent at rates of 300, 600, 1200, 2400,
4800 and 9600 baud for transfer rates
of 30, 60, 120, 240, 480 and 960
characters per second. The format
and baud rate of the printer and com-
puter must be the same. Some
printers have selectable rates and
nearly all computer interface cards
have selectable rates. At low baud

rates, you usually need only 2 wires,
data and ground. These will usually
be found within an expensive 25 pin
connector which is the de facto
standard connector. If the printer is
actually a terminal (and thus has a
keyboard) you will need a third wire
for the data going to the computer. If
the interface is going to require more
wires, then some of the 22 other
RS-232Csignals are being used and
careful investigation will be required
to know whether or not the interface
will work.

Now, a look at parallel interfaces,
Despite the fact that most people
have their printers near their corn-
puters and would really rather have a
parallel interface, and despite the fact
that parallel interfaces are generally
cheaper and easier to work, there are,
nonetheless, relatively few parallel
interfaces in use with personal com-
puters. This is mainly because there
is no universally accepted parallel
interface. Everybody has their own,
and nearly all are different enough to
be incompatible. Sounds like cas-
sette tape interfaces, doesn't it?
Probably the most popular printer
interface is the one used by Cen-
tronics. If your printer is available
with a Centronics type interface, and
so is your computer, you're in luck.
Otherwise, order your computer and
printer from the same dealer and ask
to see it working before you pay
(unless you're handy with elec-
tronics).
ROMS

J.C. Tobin, of Katytown, Penn-
sylvania, asks about adding some
wiring and a socket to an OSI
Challenger in order to make plug-in
ROMsystems. The object is to come
up with ROMcartridges like the Exidy
Sorcerer. He asks if the additional
wiring would introduce timing, impe-
dance, resistance, or other problems.
I think that is unlikely, especially if
the wires are kept short (sayan inch or
two). Any well designed digital
system (which may well rule out all
personal computers) should have a
little leeway in the timing, and this
extension should just reduce the
leeway a little. He asks if he could
obtain compatible EPROMor PROMs
and if he could program them or have
them programmed. PROMs can cer-
tainly be obtained if the original
system used PROMs, and if it uses
ROMs then the chances arestill pretty
good. Many suppliers of PROMs can
program them for you, often at "no
extra charge," but if the suppl ier is a
large one aimed mostly at OEM's
(Original Equipment Manufacturers)

they will probably not be thrilled at
the prospect of programming a single
PROM. Overall, I think plug-in
PROMs could be added, although
only someone skilled in electronics
would want to risk modifying his
precious computer.

On the topic of ROM software, I
would like to add some comments.
ROM software is definitely a step in
the wrong direction for personal
computers. It's great for washing
machines and computer-controlled
toasters. Personal computers must
havea disk or some similar semi-fast
mass-storage device to be useful.
Therefore, the only ROM should be a
program to start up from the disk.
Putting entire languages or operating
systems in ROM is. in my opinion,
incredibly foolish. (Apple started out
this way, and I have always found
their ROMs to be the Apple's single
largest problem. Of course, their new
Pascal system's Language Card-
probably the forthcoming second
largest problem-is a welcome step
away from languages in ROM.) Most
programs as large as languages and
operatinp systems tend to contain at
least one significant error, and
countless minor difficulties. ROMs
are hard to change. Further, a ROM
can contain only one set of data. RAM
(normal read/write memory) can
contain any number of different sets
of data (one at a time). Thus, ROM
wastes addressing space lavishly.
One myth that has encouraged the
useof ROM is that it is the only way to
have a non-erasable language, that
doesn't "crash" or "die" easily. This is
nonsense for two main reasons. First,
you can easily design write protect
circuitry for the RAM (as Apple is
doing on the Language Card). With a
lot of careful attention, you can even
design. write protect circuitry that
can't be unprotected except by the
loader when a new language is to be
loaded (which probably no one is
smart enough to do for personal
computers, although they are com-
mon on large systems). Second, if a
program "goes wild" and erases
memory, it will do you very little good
to still havethe language present after
your current program has been
erased.

The major advantage of a ROM
language is that it is there instantly
when you 'turn the power on. Floppy
disks are fast enough that you
shouldn't mind waiting a couple of
seconds when you first turn the
machine on, especially considering
all the money you'll be saving on
ROMs. Plus, if the current fad is
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pascal you can have it; and next year
change to Einstein (or whatever new
Super Language "all" the micros are
changing over to) without replacing
ROMs, buying a new ROM card, or
selling your HyperCom for the Hyper-
Com Super Plus system. Those of you
who don't have disks or their equiva-
lents yet may well want a ROM based
language, but such systems are
becoming rare.

switches), if you're like me the result
would hardly be attractive. On the
other hand, you can buy a complete
unit which is ready to attach. Al-
though I haven't seen the unit yet, AS
Tech has just announced a keypad for
the Apple II which is easily attached
(they clai m) to the encoder ch ip on the
Apple keyboard. This means you
don't have to modify your software,
which you would if you connected the
keys in through a parallel 1/0 board.
The unit has 13 keys (0 through 9,
period, dash and "enter"),and sells
for '$99. Their address is; AB Tech;
12333 Sunnyvale - Saratoga Road,
Saratoga, CA 95070.

TV Bandwidth

Another question from Kenneth
Gray asks about the resolution of
televisions (probably for his Apple II).
He says he's heard that televisions
won't resolve signals above 4:5 MHz,
and that for home computers the
bandwidth should be 10 to 1~ MHz.
Heasks if modifying the set to accept
composite video inputs rather than
RF modulated inputs wi!'1increase the
bandwidth.

It is true that the bandwidth of a
television is limited to around 4.5
MHz. This is necessary in order to
avoid receiving adjacent stations and
the sound signal, and there is little
you can do about it. It is I")ottrue that

UTI

~
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for horne computers the bandwidth
should be 10 to 12 MHz. "Bandwidth"
refers to the maximum speed at which
the beam which light~ up thephosper
on the screen cari be turned on and
off, and thus refers to the number of
dots which can be displayed across a
line. (This is actually-a definition of
bandwidth as it applies to com-
puters.) 10 MHz means'1he beam can
be turned on and off at a rate of 10
million times per second, more or
less. There are 30 full frames per
second and 5251ine5 per frame. Thus,
there are 30 times 525' lines per
second, or 15,750 lines per second.
(Some of this is wasted while moving
the beam back to the'Iett for the next
line, and backup' to the top for the
next frame or for the second pass in a
trame.) After you divide the 10 million
rate by 15,750 yoy get about 635 dots.
After taking out about 20% for the
part of each line you don't see, this
leaves about 508 dots. If you have 64
characters pertlne, you could have
almost 8 dots per character (across).
Therefore, wltti' 64 characters of 8
dots each, a 10MHz bandwidth would
give you good dot resolution. Lower
bandwidths would tend to be more
smeary. The Apple II only has 40
characters across, 'so' a lower band-
width is acceptable,

The best thing to do is to tryout
your computer wit~ the particular
television and see if the image quality
suits-you.

With regard to direct video, this
will not necessarily increase the
bandwidth. Since the designers of the
television know that the stages you
would be bypassing will limit the
bandwidth to a certain frequency,
there's no reason for them to go out of
their way to make the rest of the
circuitry work at pigher bandwidths.
So, it might be higher and it might
not.

,A more exhaustive explanation is
given in Don Lancaster's "TV Type-
writer Cookbook." You can get this at
your loca! computer store or at Radio
Shack. ' 0

~~~~~~ ~5~~~_;~1Questions and An~wers
~ 0 ,== 0 Do you have questions related to

P
°'R' o. I D, 'V microcomputers? Send them to thisJ....J ~ address: '

Questions and Answers
SOFTWARE CATALOG Creative Computing Magazine

P.O. Box 789-M '
For a free 20-page catalog of Morristown, N.J. 07960
Creative Computing Software for Please try to keep questions general,
all computers circle 224 on the like "what 'is 'an RS-232C interface?"
reader service card, rather than "how do I connect a Cray-

30 terminal into my Hyperdata 80
CPU?" '0
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8080'5, Z-80's and 8085'5

Kenneth Gray of Yuba City,
Catltornia asks why 8080 software will
run on Z-80 machines and if that
means the 8080 software does not use,
the expanded instruction set of the
Z-80. The reason is that the Z-80 has
all the instructions of the 8080, plus
some extras thrown in (or, as they say
in the trade, "tacked on"). There are
instruction codes which are "unde-
fined" on the 8080. Intel hasn't said
what .they do, so if you use them
you're in fortrouble. Thus, most 8080
software doesn't use these codes. On
the Z-80, these codes have been
defined. They perform the new
instructions, some of which are use-
ful (like the relative branches) and
some of which look good in the ads
(like block I/O transfers at CPU
speed, or the negate A instruction).
Nearly all 8080 programs which don't
depend on timing loops and don't use
the undefined instructions will run on
aZ-80 if the Z-80 has been' set for 8080
interrupt mode. However, just be-
cause a program is written "for the
Z-80" doesn't automatically mean it
won't work on an 8080-it probably
will if the new 'instructions aren't
used. On a similar topic, 8Q80 soft-
ware will generally run on a'n 8085 if
timing loops aren't critical. 8085 soft-
ware will generally runon an 8080 if
the RiM and SIM instructions aren't
used, and if the extra interrupts aren't
needed. People who rave about the
wonders of the 2-80 might well note
that there is, indeed, a 4 MHz version
of the 808Q; and the 5 MHz 8085 is
faster than the 4 MHz S-80, although
about the same speed memories can
be used for either. It's odd that the
8085 gets so little attention.

Numeric Keypad for the Apple
Kenneth Gray of Yuba City, Cali-

fornia says that he is considering
the purchase of an Apple II computer,
but is concerned about the lack of a
numeric keypad. While it is possible
to buy some keys and wire them in
(since the Apple uses contact-type
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In this twelfth column, we'll
have a look at computer graphics
that use the 63 Levet-t! graphics
characters, a program that helps
children learn their letters and
numbers, Radio Shack's software
information sheets, a program that
tests your RAM memory and a 48-
page catalog of TRS-80software.

Graphics-Charac1er Graphics

No, that's not a misprint. What
we're going to discuss is random-
number· graphics using the 63
graphics characters whose ASCII
codes are 129 through 191 (sorry
about that, Level-I users), and whose
existence Is barely hinted at in the
Level-II manual.

This short program

10CLS
20A = RND(1021)
30 B = RND(63) + 128
40 PRINT A,CHR$(B);
50 GOT020

provides a chang ing pattern of Level-
II graphics characters, all 63 of them.
Line 20 provides a random location for
the character chosen randomly in line
30.

The pattern can be thinned out a
trifle by changing line 30 to add a 64th
character:

30 B:= RND(64) + 127
which adds code 128 to the set. This
is a space, a blank character. Almost
the same effect can be had by instead
adding

45PFliNT A+1,CHR$(128);
which replaces with a blank the
character that's one space after the
character put up on the screen by line
40.

If you use line 45 in the program,
and if the 1021 in line 20 is changed to
1022, the pattern will move up now
and then. If it's changed to 1023, not
only will the pattern move up occa-
sionally, but an FC error will occur
sooner or later. Any guesses why
these things happen?

No, there's nothing artistic about
this pattern on the screen; the
program is presented just to give
some basic ideas of how to use
graphics characters in TRS-80 com-
puter art.

For instance, try restricting the
pattern to less than the full display
area. How would you go about print-
ing the pattern in the upper left quad-
rant only?

Half. the problem is solved by
changing line20to

20A=RND(511)
which displays the pattern only in the
upper half of the display area: Notice
that even though 511 is the position of
the last character in the eighth line,
you no longer get an FC error, as you
would when using 1023 (the position
of the last character in the 16th line).
How come? Hint: try 522 in line 20
and see what happens.

As for that top-left quadrant, what
we want to do is print random
graphics characters in positions 0
through 31, 64 through 95, 128
through 159, etc. (see the Video
Display Worksheet on page E/1 of the
Level-II manual). What we want to do
is to make RND(31) appear at the left
half of any of the first eight lines, and
this will do it:

20A = RND(31)+ (RND(9)-1)'64
by allowing the RND(31) pattern to
appear on the first line when RND(9)-1
equals 0, on the second line when

RND(9)-1 equals 1 (by adding 64 to
each of the character positions
generated by the RND(31) function),
and so on down the lines.

(As a Sidelight, run this program:

10CLS
20 A = RND(1021)
30 B = RND(26) + 64
40 PRINT A, CHR$(B);
50 GOTO20

and consider this question: if this
program were allowed to run for a
million years, would it eventually put
upon the screen, letter-perfect, all
the works of Ted Nelson? For your
next science-fair entry, add some
spaces and some punctuation to the
program, and let it run for a few
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hundred years as a pilot project. Isn't
this much faster-and much more
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sanitary-than putting ten monkeys
at ten typewriters?)

If you'd like to compare graphics-
character graphics with graphics-
block graphics, try this:

10CLS
20A= RND(319)
30B=RND(63) + 128
40PRINT A,CHR$(B);
50X = RND(30)
60Y=RND(15)
70 SET(X + 50, Y + 20)
80 RESET(X + 51, Y + 21)
90GOT020

which puts a graphics-character dis-
play on the top five lines, and
centered below it, a graphics-block
display.

For a moving allover pattern of
graphics characters, try this:

10CLS
20 FOR A = OT07
30 FOR X = 129TO 191
40PRINTCHR$(X); CHR$(128);
50 NEXT X
60NEXT A
70 GOT020

and if you want to make "it stop after
filling the screen the first time,

r ••••

IWI
change line 70 to

70 GOTO 70

If the reasons for lines 20 and 60
being in the program aren't all that
obvious, delete them and RUN. But
not until you've tried to figure out why
they're there.

A tighter pattern can be printed by
dropping the CHR$(128) from the end

NOVEMBER1979

of line 40, and changing line 20 to

20 FOR A = 0 TO 15

but don't forget to first put lines 20
and 60 back in the program. Again,
the display can be "frozen" by
changing Iine70toaGOT070.

The pattern looks a little better
with

30 FORX= 191TO 129STEP-1

Should you want a more regular
pattern, chanqe to

20 FOR A = 0 TO 29
30 FOR X = 129TO 191STEP 2

The double-width command
works with Level-II graphics charac-
ters as well as with letters and
numbers. For instance, in the pre-
vious program, add this line:

15 PRINT CHR$(23)

and the display will change to double
width, called "32-character mode" in
the manual.

If you'd like to do some work with
graphics characters, and want to
know exactly which one looks like
what, run this program:

100CLS
110A = 129
120 FOR X = A TO A + 9
130 PRINT X;
140 PRINTCHR$(X);
150 NEXTX
160 PRINT
170 PRINT
180A=A+10
190 IF A >190 GOTO 210
200GOTO 120
210 FOR B = 0 TO 1000
220 NEXT B
230CLS,
240 INPUT "ENTER CHAR.
NUMBER";C
250 FOR D= OT0958
260 PRINT CHR$(C);
270 NEXT D
280 FOR E= 0 TO 100Q
290 NEXT E
300GOTO 110

which will print a full set of graphics
characters next to their ASCII char-
acter codes, give you a moment to
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select one by number, ask for that
number, and then print an allover
pattern using that character, to show

you what it would look like in a con-
tinuous pattern.

Actually, any TRS-80 character
can be used in this program, so try a
letter code such as 87, or the & sig 11 by
enteri ng 38 to get an allover pattern of
ampersands. '

This program displays the allover
pattern fora time period depehding
upon the loop in lines 280-290. If you
don't want the program to run over
and over, and would rather RUN it
each time, delete line 300. This will
cause a ready to come up on the
screen,and move the pattern up. It
will also move up if you change the
958 in line 250 to 959, whether line 300
is there or not.

The loop in lines 210-220 deter-
mines how long the character set is
displayed. Note that when you enter
the code for any of the 63 graphics
characters, these characters touch
the characters in adjacent rows (well,
36 out of the 63 do, as the character-
set display readily shows), as when
you enter 191 or 153. But the printing
characters can't be made to touch
each other at top arid bottom for a full
allover pattern, as when you enter 38
for a field of ampersands.

To take a longer look at the chart
of graphics characters, or at the
overall pattern, press while holding
down the shift key. When you're
through looking, hit any key to "un-
freeze" the display.

The graphics in the previous pro-
gram can be speeded up by changing
two lines:

250 FOR D= 153601'0 16383
260 POKE o.c

Well, nothing much in the way of
computer art- has been developed
here. The point of presenting it was to
show some of the basics of what can
be done with graphics characters, and
to possibly get you interested in
working up a short computer graphics
program or two using them, and
maybe then sending the programs to
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me, to run in this column. The shorter
the better, by the way.

Incidehtally, all of these graphics
programs, as well as those in pre-
vious TRS-80 columns are taken from'
the notebook of short programs I
developed during the last year out of
curloslty to see what can be done with
aTRS-80.
. When you write a program of any
more than trivial interest, write or type
it into a notebook or ring binder, with
notes (or REM lines) on what it does
and how. If you're at all curious about
what a TRS-80 can do, you'll be quite
surprised how many programs you'll
generate in six months.

Software Info Sheets
Because the TRS-80 catalog gives

no information about software other
than name and price, Radio Shack has
started publishing fact sheets about
these programs. They are free, and
can be picked up at most Radio Shack
stores, in a good-looking folder titled
"Radio Shack TRS-80 Software lib-
rary."

The first sheets of software data
are on games and novelty programs
(Blackjack / Backgammon, Quick
Watson!, Games Pack I, Microchess,
Micro Music, Micro Movie, Micro
Marquee), advanced programming
aids (TBUG, Level-II Line Renumber,
Editor/Assembler), Mailing List Sys-
tem and General Ledger I.

These sheets describe the pro-
grams in enough elementary detail to
help you decide if you'd like to buy
them, and are intended as sales aids.
The more expensive the software
package, the more detail is given: the
$99.95 General Ledger I fact sheet is
four pages long, and includes sample
printouts of six different reports.

The General Ledger I and Mailing
List System sheets tell just what
hardware is required for these pro-
grams. Gerieral Ledger I, for instance,
requires Radio Shack's "32K Busi-
ness System," including .a Level-II
16K TRS-80, expansion interface with
16K RAM, TRS-80 line printer and
cable and two mini-disk drives.

By the time you read this, there
may be many more info sheets.

RAM-Test Program
A RAM-test program that tests any
16K segment of RAM independently,
or all in sequence, is available from
Dick Fuller, whose RF-II switch box
was described in this column in
March 1979(p 28).

The cassette loads in a few
seconds, and then a menu asks if you
want to test each RAM address once,
or go through the test over and over
"until you decide enough is enough
(overnight test)," as the instructions
put it.

Three sets of numbers are pre-
sented, 00-16K, 16-32K, 32-48K, for
you to put YES or NO (or just Y or N)
alongside each, depending upon
whether you want to test the addres-
ses of the RAMs in the keyboard
(00-16K) and/or either of the 16K in
the expansion interface.

As soon as you type in the third
YES or NO response, the program
goes to work. The screen indicates at
top left which of the three RAM sets
you wish to test, and which one is

being tested at the moment. At top
right is the number of loops the pro-
gram has gone through, if you've
chosen the "overnight" test; other-
wise it's zero.

Under the heading'TSG you see
the address being checked out at the
'moment. The number changes quite
rapidly, with about 12 addresses
being examined per second. Under
BAD AD are listed up to 95 bad
addresses; if your RAM has more
than 95, only the last 95 will be
displayed. Under FAILURES at bot-
tom left is displayed the total number
of failures.

The instruction sheet lists eight
possible reasons for a FAilURE,
including a bad RAM chip, incorrect
power-supply voltage, a bad pin on a
RAM socket and a bad address or data
line. The cause may be entirely
temporary. On my Level-II TRS-80
(this program works in Level-ll only),
the first run of the program indicated
RAM failures in positions 30083 to
30106, but not on subsequent runs.
The program was developed at Fuller
Electronics "to help solve the prob-
lem of a flaky computer; we got many
failures, in the beginning; none of
them were traced to a bad RAM chip!"

The program is very short, only 29
lines with a total of 53 BASIC state-
ments, and works by first POKEing p
decimal 170 (binary 10101010) into the
address being tested, then PEEKing
to see if that's really what is there. If it
isn't, the address is printed on the
screen, and what is really stored at
that address is printed on the screen
at lower right. The process is then
repeated, by POKEing a decimal 85,
which is binary 01010101, and PEEK-
ing again.

The RAM-test tape is $14.95, from
Fuller Electronics, 7465 Hollister,
Suite 232, Goleta, CA 93017. Add tax
in California.

Why $14.95 for such a short and
simple tape? Fuller says there's
overhead to be considered, that
people will pay $14.95 as easily as
$9.95, and besides, he adds, this is
the only RAM-test tape on the market.
The instruction sheet is printed too
lightly to be easily read, and the
spell ing is atrocious (retrtvel,
wheather, repeted). But the test
works well and fast, and is the only
one in town. Until somebody starts
selling a pirated version for $4.95,
that is.

TRS-SOSoftware Exchange
What may be the biggest catalog

of TRS-80 programs around is the 48-
page publication of the TRS-80 Soft-
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ware Exchange (17 Briar Cliff Drive, I
Milford, NH 03055).

The catalog is issued by the pub-
lishers of Softside and PROG/80
magazines, and includes three dozen -,
games, such as Android Nitn, Crib-
bage, Mlcrochess 1.5, Mastermind II,
Tycoon, Star Trek 111.3, Kamikaze and
Air Raid.

The ten business programs in-
clude a mailing list, general ledger,
payroll, . inventory and an appoint-
ment log.

Seventeen special-purpose pro-
grams are listed, including Moving
Signboard, Renumber, Machine-Lan'-
quaqe Monitor, Three Monitors For
Disk, Ham Radio ST80 Smart Ter-
niinal and the TEXT-80 word-proces-
sing program.

The catalog ends with half a dozen
"personal" programs such as Tarot,
Biorhythms, and Horne Financial
Management, three books and hard-
ware accessories including casset-
tes, diskettes and storage boxes.

The programs are from a variety of
sources, including Small System
Software, Lance MiKlus, BUS-80, Leo
Christopherson and Computer Graph-
ics. Most are for the 16K Level-II
TRS-80, some are for the 4K Level-II or
Level-I, and a few are for disk
systems.

FOR TRS-80
NEW

ALL TEAK
ROLL- TOP DESK

MUST SEE IT TO
BELIEVE IT!

DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR TRS-80 BUT

DON'T COUNT IT OUT FOR OTHER MICROS.

SEND FOR

FREE
COLOR PHOTOS
AND BROCHURE

******************
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MPI *SHUGART
F'OR $364?

YES! $15 AND $25

BELOW
COMPETITION

ZERO AND NON-ZERO DRIVES
WITH POWER SUPPLIES

MPl DUAL HEADED $464
CABLE FOR UP TO TWO DRIVES $~5

FOUR DRIVES $35

RAM KITS - KEYBOARD/INTERFACE $80
INSTRUCTIONS MAKE INSTALLATION EASY.

NEC 200 NANOSECOND CHIPS.

TI-810-150 CHARACTERS/SECOND $1595
BIDIRECTIONAL- TRACTORS -ADJUSTABLE

OUT TO 132 COLUMNS. CABLE $30

"We've just run your date's past per-
formance record through our com-
puters, Miss Swenson, and we feel it is
our duty. to warn you ... oli.. .. never
mind."

PERSONAL PROGRAMMING SERVICE
14600 GOLDENWEST# 116 (714) 894·3736
wESTMINSTER. CA 92683 (714) 898-2539

VISAIMASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED. ORDERS
SHiPPED2 - 5 DAYS AFTER RECEIPT.WILL NOTIFY
IF OVER 5 DAYS. DEALER INQUIRES INVITED.

CIRCLE 186 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TRS 80 PRODUCTS

Run any LEVEL-1 BASIC tape (12K or less> in 16K LEVEL-II TRS-80 without
conversion! Plus LLIST and LPRINT for TRS232, R$-232-C or Centronics
printers. LPRINT ON and LPRINT OFF prints anything that you see on the

- screen! All LEVEL-Iabbreviations and functions supported. -!!!! ~~~=~~s~:::~ ~~~~O~~t~:~~:~l~~;na~~a~~~~~:y~~i~iFEI~~E~a~~~em~:~~:!~::
.•••. LST-1: 8.00 A disassembled Listing of LEVEL-1 BASIC with some comments.

• * SflALL SYSTEIit SOFTWARE * P •.O. BOX 366 * NEWBURY PARK, CALIF. 91320.

R511-2: AN ADVANCED TAPE MONITOR FOR 16K TRS-80'S - S26.95
RSII-2D: THREE MONITORS FOR TRS-SO DISK SYSTEMS - 29.95
RSM-2 RElOCATOR: PUT RSII-2/2D ANYWHERE IN MEIioRY - 9.95
RSM RS-232-C: PRINT WITH RS-232-C FROM RSII-2I2D - 9.95

22 commands to control your TRS-BO Z-80 processor! Examine ROMls, test RAM,
program in machine language, r-ead z e e i t e ne ch tne Language tapes, and much
more! SYMBOLIC DUMP will d is as se sbt e memory into Z-BO mnemonics! HEX and
two ASCII memory dumps; EDIT, MOVE, EXCHAfiGE, VERIFY, FILL, ZERO, TEST, or
SEARCHmemory, read/write SYSTEM tapes, enter BREAKPOINTS, PRINT with TRS232
or Centronics, and read/write disk sectors directly! Radio Shack uses RSM;
see oage 4-17 of your di sk manual! RSM-2 tape loads at top of 16K LEVEL I
or II; RSM-2D disk includes 3 versions for 16K, 32K and 4aK.

ADVENTURE! $14~95 each, 3 for $39.95, all 5 for $64 .•95.

Machine language versions of Adventure, the current rage of the big
time-sharing computers! 5 versions, 1-Adventureland, 2-Pirate's Adventure,
3-Mission Impossible, 4-Voodoo Castle, S-The Count. A challenge that can
take weeks to solve! LEVEL-II 16K.

BARRICADE: MACHINE LANGUAGE ACTION GAME FOR TRS-80'S - S14.95

Break through 5-wall Barricade with high-speed ball and keyboard controlled
paddle! Trap the balL among the waLLs and watch it destroy the 100 bLocks!
Select 96 different options to chalLenge experts and beginners. 3 scores
with'"the best of each saved to be chaLlenged by other players. NOBODY can
achieve the maximum WEIGHTEDSCORE of 33,OOO! 41< LEVEL-I and II.

AIR RAID: MACHINE lANGUAGE TRS-80 SHOOTING GAllERY! - S14.95

Shoot down high speed aircraft with a ground based missiLe Launcher!
Aircraft exotode dramatically when hit, sometimes destroying other nearby
pLanes! Score is tallied for each hit or miss, and the highest score is
saved to be challenged by other players. Hours of fun for you, and a super
demonstration program for entertaining friends! 4K LEVEL I and II.

BASIC-1P - lEVEl-1 BASIC WITH PRINTING! - S19.95

CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6 PER CENT SALES TAX

* S••ALL SYSTEJIISOFTWARE * P.O. BOX 366 * NEWBURYPARK, CALIF. 91320 *

TRS232 PRINTER INTERFACE - 149.95 (+S2.00 shipping)

Assembled and tested output port for TRS-SO printing. "use any RS-232 or
2a-mil current loop ASCII printer. Expansion interface not required. Use
with LEVEL-II BAStC, CP/M, BASIC-1P, ELECTRIC PENCIL, RSM-2/2o or your own
programs! Standard cassette software incLuded, or .or d e r new "FORMATTER"
(below) for enhanced printer control.

TRS232 "FORMATTER" SOFTWARE PACKAGE - S14.95

Page and line Length control, form feed function, printer pause, 9 baud
rates, "smart" Line termination, indented continuation lines, buitt-in
keyboard debounce, sof tware controL of screen printing, etc.

- S150.00
99.95
9.95

THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR TRS-80 DISK SYSTEMS
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR TRS-80 TAPE SYSTEMS
PENCIL RS-232-C: ADAPT TAPE PENCIL FOR RS-232-C -

Write text, deLete, insert, or move words, Lines or paragraphs, save text on
tape (or disk), then print formatted copy with our TRS232 or Centronics
printer (RS-232-C with disk version). Right justification, page titling and
numbering, transparent cursor ·and repeating keyboard. Lowercase entry and
dispLay with modification. Tape version runs on Level I or II 16K.

CP/M OPERATING SYSTEII WITH TRS232 SOFTWARE - SI45.00

SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE/LIFEBOAT ASSOCIATES version of CP/M. IncLudes TRS232
and RS-232-C software, Lower-case support, debounce, OCV-2 and other unique
utilities. CP/M Editor creates and modifies alL files. AssembLe directLy
from disk, o La c inq HEX and PRINT f i Le s back onto disk! Includes DOT
(Dynamic Debugging Tool), PIP (PeripheraL Interchange Program), and more!
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Reesear ch , Inc.

DCV-1: CONVERT SYSTEM PROGRAMS TO DISK FILES - S9.95

Execute Adventure, Barricade, Air Raid, RSL-1, ESP-1, T-BUG, etc., from
disk, even; f they interfere with TRSDOS! After using DCV-1, your program
loads from di sk into high memory, moves it se tf to its correct address, then
jumps there and executes! New version vor-ka-wi t h TRSDOS 2.2.

OTHER TRS-80 PRODUCTS

CIRCLE 202 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Cet the power of assembly language along with the structure, ease,
and elegance of PASCAL'

With this in mind, Structured Analysis Systems developed
SP80, an innovative concept providing structured programming
capabilities within assembly language,

Designed specifically tor the 8080 Z80 systems, SP80 can
be used with most macro assemblers: XITAN, Cr ornemco Z80,
Microsoft, or Digital Research,

Statements include:
• Iteration: LOOP-EXITIF, REPEAT-UNTIL. WHILE·
ENDWHILE, DO

• Conditional; IF·ELSE-ENDIF
• Case analysis; SELECT ·CASE-CASE-CASE·ENDCASE

Specific capabilities:
• Conjunction/Disjunction; AND, OR
• Unsigned relations; EQ, NE, LT, LE, CT, CE The
• Signed relations; SLE, SLT, SCE, SCT
• Conditions; CARRY, NZ, PLUS, Ete b t f
• Block nesting up to 6 levels es 0
• ROMable code

SP80's manual
includes; functional
source listings of up
to two macro
libraries, macro syntax
(with examples), and detailed sample SP80 program.

Send 595 hir CI'M diskette and rnanual. lit" 525 lor manual alone Iddd 55 p\·t'r-.t',I-.

and 52 Canadian postage I In: SPSO
Hox 2745
Reston. Virgini.1 2209! 70.1-860-87'94

Please specify only up to two assemblers tor which III receive documcntatron.

Also available in Macro-tt for the LSJ-l1 and POP-II.
Laminated SP80 reference cards available .II S5 each.

CIRCLE 212 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Call about our fantastic price on
4-drlve complete system.

level1l4K
Level II 16K

5557.10
$750.00

INTERTUBE TERMINAL
, 5784.00

(w/o num. keypad)
Exp••••slon Interface $269.00
ExpanSion InterfAce 16K $423.00
Expansion InterfilCe 12K $524.00
16K Memory Kit for lR5-S0 or Apple

$S9.95

TRS-80 & NORTH STAR ADD-ON DRIVES

CUSTOM
ENCLOSURE

CABLE
INCLUDED

Shugort SA 400 or DASF6106 single drive system in custom enclosure$415.00
Double d,lve system In custom enclosure .. , . , , .$8Z5.oo

s

DASF6106 40 track, drive only, , , , " , ••, , , '. , " " , , , , ••" , .. , .. , $299.00
Shugart SA 400 ".,",." ,"",., .•• " ,"""'" $315,00
Seaman 8" drive, , , , , , ' , , , , , , ' , , , , ..••.... , , , , , , , , $399,00
HAZELTINE 1400 (18 MONTH WARRANTY) ""'''''''' CALL FOR PRICE
Centronics P1 printer (TI\5-60 add-on), , , , , , . , ' , , ••, , , , , , , . , , , , , , , $398.95
Centronics 779·2 tractor (TI\S·80 odd-on). , , .. , .. , . , ,., , .. $1049.95

TI prlnter."" ..... ", .. " """, """"" ,., $1599.00
Horizon 1 Kit, .. ",', " , ,", ,', .. " $1339,00
Single tier walnut Formica enclosure for SA 400 or DASFdrive, , , , , ,. , , $27.00
Two tier walnut enclosure for SA 400 or DASFdrive, , , . , . , , , , , , , , , , , , $45,50

Yerbotim mini disks, 5·1/4", box of 10.,."""."""",.", $3,20 per disk
Oox of 10,8" disks .. , ,', .. ,." ,." .. ,",., , $3,95 per disk

* * MAIL OROER ONLY * *
I
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EIKtronic
Transactiolls

Gregory Yob
I am happy to hear from you, and encourage

your correspondence, I will try to acknowledge all
correspondence, and a SASE makes things easier
for both of us, Please send your letters to
"Personal Electronic Transactions" c/o PO Box
354, Palo Alto, CA 94301, .

On The Subject Of Software In ROM
A few columns ago, I mentioned

the Programmer's Toolkit, which is a
ROM mounted on a card which
attaches to the PET's Memory Expan-
sion Port. Palo Alto IC's (810 Garland
Drive, Palo Alto, CA 94301) gave me a
prototypetoplaywith and I can firmly
say that the Programmer's Toolkit is a
"Good Thing."

While I was enjoying the pleasures
of my new toy, it dawned on me that
plug-in software for the PET in the
form of ROM can be an immensely
powerful extension to one's PET. For
the effort of a SYS, my PET is im-
mediately enhanced with the Toolkit.
A few notions appeared for future PET
ROM's - for example, an assembler/
debugger package, a set of graphics
routines for fast screen dazzles, CAI
drill and practice programs, lan-
guages like PILOT or the FORTH core
interpreter and more.

I am curious as to what you think
are useful extensions to your PET.
Drop me a note and we'll see that the
idea gets to the right people.

Some Graphics Gizmos
After two columns of "heavy

going" I thought it would be nice to
relax and just fool around for a while-
so turn on your PET, and try some of
these bits of foolishness.

Enterthis program:
10 PRINT"cl r";
20 FOR J = 1 TO 1000
30 IF J AND 1 TIlEN PRINT "sht f t.-}"; :GOTO 50 95
40 PRINT"shift-backarrow";
50 NEXT J
60 GOTO 60 86

When this is RUN, we have a good
start on a Navajo rug. Now, change
the J AND 1 to J AND 2. Those of you
who are into optical illusions will-like
this one. Now try J AND 4, and so on.

About a year ago, Jack Rossum
game me th is Iittle wonder:
10 P=32768
20 PRINT"clr";
30 FOR J=O TO 24: 'FOR K=O TO 39
40 L= (J AND K)AND (J"K)AND NOT (J+K)
50 IF L THEN POKE P+40"J=K;160
60 NEXT K '
70 NEXT J
80 GOTO 80
A little fiddling will make this thing
work faster, and removes the screen
"snow" that comes from POKEing:

10 P=32768
20 PRINT"clr";
30 FOR J=O TO 24: FOR K=O TO 32
40 L=(J AND K)AND(J"K)AND NOT (J+K)
50 IF L THEN PRINT"rvs sp";:GOTO 60
55'PR INT"off sp'";
60 NEXT K,J
80 GOTO so,

This doesn't snow, but the screen
scrolls at the finish - so let's go back
to the snow with these changes:

10 P=32768,Q=40:R=160
50 IF L THEN POKE P+Q"J+K,R
55 ---- delete this line ----

If the graphics characters are
changed, this basic pattern can be re-
used in several guises. Try these
changes:
10 P=32768:Q=40
15 C(0)=77 :C(I)=78
45 N=L> IlAND 1
50 POKE P+K+Q*J,C(N)

I wouldn't like to be a rat lost in this
maze! Here are some other nice
values for C(O)and C(1):

and, 105
73 and 74

PRINT PEEK(32768)
One more variation:

15 C(0)=73:C(I)=74:C(2)=75:C(3)=85
40 L= (J RO K)OR (J*K) AND NOT (J+K)
45 N=l AND 3
If you wish, try other changes to the
ANDs and NOTs in Line 40. Another
set for C is the group 109, 110, 120and
125.

Alex Breed provided me with a
wallpaper maker. It goes like this:
10 A$-CHR$(62*R~D(I)+160)
20 B$=CHR$(62*RND(I)+160)
30 FOR K- 1 TO 9
40 IF RND(1».5 THEN C$=C$+A$:GOTO 60
50 C$=C$+6$
60 NEXT
70 FOR K=1 TO 120: PRINT C$;: NEXT
80 FOR K=1 TO 2000: NEXT
90 ClR: GOTO 10

If you want more regular wallpaper,
try changing line30:
30 FOR KM 1 TO 10
Or, for variety's sake,
30 FOR K=1 TO 5 + 10"RND(1)
Sometimes the screen won't quite fill
up with wallpaper each time.

Sometimes it is fun to try one's
own hand at patterns. Change the
wall paper maker as follows:
NEW (It's simpler to start over!)
10 INPUT "£1 r PATTERN:"; C$
20 FOR K=l TO 1000/lEN(CS)+1:PRINT C$: NEXT
30 FOR K=1 TO '2000: NEXT
40 GET A$: IF AS="" THEN 40
50 GOTO 10
Line 20 checks the length of C$ to
make about one screen of wall paper.

I will leave it up to you to try
various patterns. You will dis.cover
that strings of 2, 4, 5, 8, 10 and 20
characters wi II make vertical patterns.
The others wi II sl ide across the screen
as the pattern is printed.

NOVEMBER1979

and 78
If you need to know the POKE

code for a given graphics character,
home the cursor, enter the character
and then on the next line enter:
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PET, con't ...
When I was working at Cornrno-

dore, a visitor from Sweden gave me
the first variation of this simple ani-
mation:
10 REMWORMBYK. PALMISTROL,SWEDEN
20 REMTWIDDLEDBYG. YOB

RUN this program and see what
you get. Line 50 decides if the worm is
to change its direction. Lines 70 to
150 select one of the eight possible
directions to go. Line 160 pokes the
butterfly onto the screen. Line 170
stores the last 15 locations that were
chosen by the worm and lines 180 to
210 draw the rest of the "worm" by
erasing and adding the needed parts.
Lines 220 and 230 take care of the
worm exiting the screen via the home
position or the lower left corner.

Since part of the fun is figuring
these programs out, I won't say too
much about most of them. Try them
out, make a change or two, try again -
and understanding will come! (Figur-
ing them out is almost as much fun as
seeing what they do.)

Changing line 210 to:

210 POKEP,46

will leave "worm tracks." If you wait
about 15 minutes, the screen will be
filled with the tracks.

If you want to make the program
run faster, make all the constants,
like 39,1,33767, etc., into variables
first and change the lines with the
constants to use the variable. The
PET runs much faster if it doesn't
have to convert a number from the
digits into the PET's internal method
of storing numbers. For example, if
you had:
5 Ql=39
you can change:
110A=A+QI:GOTO160
150 A-A-~,GOTOI60

Changing the .2 in Line 50 to other
values is also interesting to do. As a

last exercise, try removing line 210.
See if you can figure out the result
before you RUN the program. .

Here is a Simple "snowstorm:"
10 PRINT"elr";
20 AO=32768
30 80-1000:c0=42
40 POKEAO+SO*RNO(l).CO
50 GOTO40

For rain, try CD = 44 or CD = 39 and
the direction of the wind is up to your
whimsey.

For some "snowfall", try it this
way:

10 PRINT"eI r": :C=O:AO=32768:BO=1000:0IMW(10)
:FORJ=OT010:REAOW(J):NEXT

20 C=INT(II*RND(I»
30 FORJ-lTOBD+SD*RND(l):POKEAD+BD"RND(l),W(C)

:NEXT:GOT020
100 DATA39,46,44.42,33,34,58,81,87,32,32

Notice that the three most accessed
variables, C,AD and BD, are the first
three variables mentioned in the
program. This is intended to make the
program run as fast as possible. The
placement of 8 statements in Line 10
is intended to reduce the time BASIC
needs to find Line 20 when the loop is
finished. This is not nearly as impor-
tant in making a rapid program here.

The dedicated hacker should note
that making the value 1 a variable,
i.e., UN = 1, and using RND(UN) will
gain more speed.

Here is another "weather" theme.
10 GOSUS100
20 LC-AO+BD*RNO(1) : IHC>EDTHEN20
30 PL=PEEK(LC-CD):POKELC,PL:GOT020
100 PRINT"e1r"; :AO=32808:80=1000:CO=40:

EO~33767 '
110 FORJ=1TO40:PRINT"*";':NEXT
120 RETURN
After enough icicles, make. these
changes:
110 INPUT"ENTERA MESSAGE";A$
120 PRINT"c1r";
130 FORJ=1 TO5+5*RND(I)
140 FORK=20TO 150"RNO(l):PRINT" sp ": :NEXT
150 PRINTA$;
160 IF RNO(l) ).5 THENPRINT

SPC(40-LEN(A$»;A$;:GOTO160
170 NEXT:RETURN

Tryout a few graphics entries and
see what happens.

Yet another "weather" program:

10 PRINT"clr";
20 C$~"hmrt rt rt ..... rt rt"

(40 rt's in C$)
30 T$="dn"
~o P$."II ,II

50 PRINTLEFT$(C$,1+42*RND(I»;
60 FORJ=1 TO24*RNO(I):PRINTP$T$;:NEXT
70 GOTO50

10 PRINT"clr";
20 DIMM$(])
30 FORJ=OTO7:READM$(J) :NEXT
40 T$="shift-Q 1ft"
50 PRINT"hmrt rt rt ..... dn dndn"

(20 rt's. 12 dn's)
60 FORJ=1 TO 100"RNO(I)
70 PRINTM$(8*RNO(I»T$;:NEXT
80 GOTO50
100 DATA ".",II.dnll,I~.lft dn",".

Ift'lft dn",". 1ft 1ft".
".Ift 1ft Upll,".lft Upll,". up"
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Note that the semicolon between P$
and T$ is omitted. If the PET can
discern the variable's type in a PRINT
statement, you don't need the semi-
colon. '

Try T$ = "dn dn", T$ = "dn lft",
T$ = "dn 1ft Itt' for starters. For some
shooting stars, try T$ = "shift-O" and
P$ = "1ft , dn". If you run the
"shooting stars" for a few minutes, a
flaw wi II be revealed. See if you can fix
it - and learn something about how
the PET's display handles "wrap-
around." Also take note of the bottom
two lines of the display. Can you fix
this one - without scrolling the dis-
play occasionally?

The Random Walk can be applied
in a slrnilar manner as follows:

Line 50 centers the cursor in the
screen, and Line 70 selects one of the
eight directions stored in the array
M$. A different pattern appears if you
changeline60:
60 FORJ=l TO20"RNO(l)

Since M$ holds the cursor move-
ments in a handy fashion, other pro-
grammed cursor movements can
be used to make different animations.
Change Lines 60 and 70:

60 FORJ=1 TO40:FORK=OTO7
70 PRINTM$(K)T$;:NEXT:PRINT"sp ": :NEXT

©Creadve Computing

"I hate to keep bothering you people ...
but when do we get our turn at the
com.putert"

CREATIVE-COMPUTING

30 PRINT"elr";
40 A-32767+500
50 IF RNO(!)).2 THEN70
60 Q=8"RNO(l)+1
70 ONQ COTO80,90,100.110,120,130,140,150
80 A=A-40:GOTOI60
90 A=A+41:GOTOI60
100A=A+40:GOTOI60
110 A=A+39:GOTOI60
120 A=A-l :GOTOI60 10 PRINT"c1r";
130 A-A-41:GOTOI60 20 AO=32768
140A~A+l :GOTOI60 30 BO=1000:co=42
150A=A-39:GOTOI60 35 OL=40:ED=32
160 POKEA,42' I 40 LC-AD+BO*RND(1)
170 PzO:O-N:N=M:M=L~r-K:K=J:J=I:I-H:H=Gt~=F:45 POKELC-DL-DL,EO:POKELC-OL,EO:POKELC,CD

F=£:E-D:D=C:C=B/:S=A(0 is letter 0-) . 50 COTO40
180POKEC,32 df hancl h t thl190 POKEG,34 An orc angmgweat er, ry IS
200 POKEH,Bl one:
210 POKEP.32
220 IF A)33767 THEN130
230 IF A(32767 THEN90
240 GOTO50



PET, con't. ..

Another variation on this is to make
the number keys provide a directional
control:

(Make these changes)

20 DIM MS(Bt,D(9)
35 FOR J;1 TO 9:READ D(J):NEXT
55 PRINT TS; :GETA$: IFA$~""THEN 55
60 GET A$: IFA$~''''THEN75
65 D=ASC (A$)-48: IFO <I THEN 60
70 IF D.>9 THEN 60
75 PRINT M$(O(O))T$;:GOTO 60
110 DATA 3,2,1,4,8,0,5,6,7

The ball will fly around in the direction
indicated by the number key that was
pressed last (5 is the center). Pressing
'5' stops the ball.

This little program is not without
its challenges! First, there is the
project of making the. screen a true
"wrap-around" which involves about a
dozen more lines of BASIC code.
Second, if you press something other
than a "0" to "9" key, you will often
geta?BADSUBSCRIPT ERRORIN 75
and the program will stop. It's diffi-
cult to find out why this happens (It
took me 5 minutes, and I"m an expert
on bugs!). Here's a hint: Suppose D is
some illegal value. When the program
jumps to line 60, and the GET A$
returns a null string, the program then
goes off to Line 75. But, the bad value
of Dhasn't been changed!

Simple physical models provide
ideas for other graphical forms. For
example, imagine a weight attached
to a spring'. The force on the weight
depends on where the weight isand,
as time passes, the force changes the
velocity of the weight. Here is a little
program that explores this idea:

10 REM WEIGHT WATCHER PROGRAM
20 M=IOO:K=I :v=o
30 DEF FNF(X)=-K*(X-20)
40 INPUT"POSI TION(I-39) :";x
50 PRINT TAB(X)"Shift-Q"
60 V~V+FNF(X)/M
70 X=X+V
80 GOTO 50
Line 20 says that the mass of the
weight is 100units, and that the stiff-
ness of the spring is 1 unit. Line 30
says that the force on the weight is
the stiffness of the spring multiplied
by the distance the weight is from the
center of the screen (that's the X-20
part). The minus sign means the force
points towards the center of the
screen.

Theweight will wiggle faster if the
mass is less, or the spring is stiffer.
Try M= 50 and K= 2 and see what
happens.

Some variations are needed since
watching this contraption gets bor-
ing. One way is to "bump:' the weight
now and then. Here is how to "ac-
complish that:

65 IF RNO(1».95 THEN V=V+l

About every 20 times, the velocity is
changed by 1. Sometimes this will
make the weight swing more and
sometimes less. Try a position of 18
for starters. Eventually, theswing will
get larger than the PET's screen and
everything will smash up.

A real spring has some frictional
drag as well and the following change
will provide the drag:

If that is too much, make the value
larger, like V= .98*V instead. To
include the "bumps" make the change
at line 67 instead of 65.

Credit goes to David Kaufman for
the original version of this program
which hecalled the "dangling string."

If you want-other "force laws" can
be used in line 30. Try these on for
size:

30 DEF FNF(X)=-K*SGN(X-20)*SQR(ABS(X-20))
Use K=10 here.

30 DEF FNF(X)=-K*(X-20),1'3
Use K=.1 here,

30 OEF FNF(X)--K*(X-20)t5
Use K=.005 here.

As you increase the exponent (using
odd integers only), the ball looks like
it is bouncing off a stiffer and stiffer
wall.

Another model that I enjoy fooling
with is to simulate gravity. For
example, take a collection of objects
with some positions and velocities,
and watch what happens as gravity
changes their positions. To make it
easy, I started with a "one-dimen-
sional" world, where all the objects
have to be in the same line. On the
PETit looks like this:
10 REM SLOSH BY GREGORY YOB
20 INPUT"NUMBER OF BODIES";N
25 G=10/N
30 DIM piN) ,V(N)
40 PRINT"ENTER POSITIONS (1-39)"
50 FOR J;1 TO N
60 INPUT p(J)
70 NEXT J
80·PRINT"clr";
90 REM ·DISPLAY POSITIONS
100 FOR J;1 TO N
105 IF P(J)<1 OR p(J)39 THEN 130
110 PRINT TAS(P(J));"Shift-Q"
120 PRINT"up";
130 NEXT J: PRINT
140 REM COMPUTE NEW VELOCITIES &
150 REM POSITIONS
160 FOR K;1 TO N
170 REM FIGURE FORCE
180 F;O: FOR J;1 TO N
190 IF J=K THEN 220
200 O;p(J)-P(K)
205 IF ASS (D)< .97 THEN 220
210 F=F+SGN(D)*G/(D*D)
220 NEXT J
230 REM FIG VELOCITIES
240 V(K)=V(K)*.95+F
250 NEXT K

260 REM DO POSITIONS
270 FOR J-l TO N
280 p(J)-P(J)+V(J)
290 NEXT: GOTO 100

When this is RUN, the number of
bodies and their positions are en-
tered. The PET then computes the
gravitational force for each body and
the new velocities & positions. Then
the positions are plotted and the
computation done again. This pro-
gram isn't especially fast for quite a
bit of math has to be done and it gets
worse for more bodies.

A few "fudges" are present to
make the program behave reasonably
- at the expense of being an accurate
gravitational model. Line 25 adjusts
the gravitational force to match the
number of bodies. Without this, the
runs with many bodies would move
more rapidly and the runs with 2 or 3
bodies would take forever to show any
changes.

The display routine uses a trick to
simulate a true carriage-return. After
each body is plotted, and the cursor
moved to the next line, "up" is prlnted
to put the cursor back to where it was
originally.

The K loop in line 160 computes
the new velocity for each body. This
requires the loop in line 180 which
examines the gravitational force of all
the other bodies each time. Line 190
takes care to omit the body's attrac-
tion to itself(which is infinite).

Line 200 finds the distance, and
line 205 is a fudge - if two bodies
come close to each other, the attrac-
tion is quite strong. This results in a
large "boost" to the velocity. When
the new positions are figured, the
bodies will be far apart, but will still
keep their "boosted" speeds. This
means that "close encounters" tend
to add energy to the model and if you
remove this line watch how every-
thing tends to fly apart!

Line 210 adds up the forces and
line 240makes the required change to
the velocities.

The loop in line 270-290then com-
putes the new posltlons. This can't be
included in the K loop because the old
positions are needed to compute the
force first.

Line 240has another fudge in it - if
a body goes off at a high speed, it can
"escape" and never be seen again.
The .95 introduces some drag to
recover escaped bodies. (There is a
balance between the energy added
with "close encounters" and the
energy taken away with drag. The
numbers used here were chosen from
trial and error.)

The patterns made by SLOSH
remind meof rivers and streams... 0

..)
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Analog Input ModuleData Acquisition Modules

~'~'p
115-232

IHl1:Itf'AC[ MoooLE

~
L:Y
GPI8(1UE-4f8)

INTERFACE IIIOOUL£ MANUAl... AND
DISPLAY MODULE

The world we live in is full of variables we want to
measure. These include weight, temperature, pressure,
humidity, speed and fluid level. These variables are
continuous and their values may be represented by a
voltage. This voltage is the analog of the physical varia-
ble. A device which converts a physical, mechanical or
chemical 'quantity to a voltage is called a sensor.

Computers do not understand voltages: They under-
stand bits. Bits are digital signals. A device which con-
verts voltages to bits is an analog-to-digital converter.
Our AIM16 (Analog Input Module) is a 16 input analog-
to-digital converter.

The goal of Connecticut microComputer in designing
the DAM SYSTEMS is to produce easy to use, low cost
data acquisition modules for small computers. As the
line grows we will add control modules to the system.
These acquisition and control modules will include
digital input sensing (e.g. switches), analog input sens-
ing (e.g. temperature, humidity), digital output control
(e.g. lamps, motors, alarms), and analog output control
(e.g. X-Y plotters, or oscilloscopes). .

Connectors
.... ,

; u ..;. , ' " J

The AIM 16 requires connections to its input port
(analog inputs) and its output port (computer inter-
face). The ICON (Input CONnector) is a 20 pin, solder
eyelet, edge connector for connecting inputs to each of
the AIM16's 16 channels. The OCON (Output CONnec-
tor) is a 20 pin, solder eyelet edge connector for con-
necting the computer's input and output ports to the
AIM16.

The MANMOD1 (MANifold MODule) replaces the
ICON. It has screw terminals and barrier strips for all 16
inputs for connecting pots, joysticks, voltage sources,
etc.

CABLE A24 (24 inch interconnect cable has an inter-
face connector on one end and an OCON equivalent on
the other. This cable provides connections between the
DAM SYSTEMS computer interfaces and the AIM16 or
XPANDR1 and between the XPANDR1 and up to eight
AIM16s.

ICON $ 9.95
OCON $ 9.95

MANMOD1 $59.95
CABLE A24 $19.95

CIRCLE 135 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The AIM16 is a 16 channel analog to digital converter
deSigned to work with most microcomputers. The
AIM 16 is connected to the host computer through the
computer's 8 bit input port and 8 bit output port,' or
through one of the DAM SYSTEMS special interfaces.

The input voltage range is 0 to ::;.12 volts. The input
voltage is converted to a count between 0 and 255 (00
and FF hex). Resolution is 20 millivolts per count. Ac-
curacy is 0.5% ± 1 bit. Conversion time is less than 100
microseconds per channel. All 16 channels can be
scanned in less than 1.5 milliseconds,

Power requirements are 12 volts DC at 60 ma.
The POW1 is the power module for the AIM16. One

POW1 supplies enough power for one AIM16, one
MANMOD1, sixteen sensors, one XPANDR1 and one
computer interface. The POW1 comes in an American
version (POW1 a) for 110 VAC and in a' European ver-
sion (POW1 e) for 230 VAC.

AIM16 $179.00
POW1a $ 14.95
POW1e $ 24.95

XPANDR1

The XPANDR1 allows up to eight AIM16 modules to be
connected to a computer at one time. The XPANDR1 is
connected to the computer in' place of the AIM16. Up to
eight AIM16 modules are then connected to each of the
eight ports provided using a CABLE A24 for each
module. Power for the XPANDR1 is derived from the
AIM16 connected to the first port.

XPANDR1 ... $59.95

TEMPSENS

This module provides two temperature probes for use
by the AIM 16. This module should be used with the
MANMOD1 for ease of hookup. The MANMOD1 will
support up to 16 probes (eight TEMPSENS modules),

Resolution for each probe is 1°F,

TEMPSENS2P1 (-1O°Fto 120°F) ... $49.95

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Computer Interfaces
and Sets

For your convenience the AIM16 comes as part of a
number of sets. The minimum configuration for a usable
system is the AIM16 Starter Set 1. This set includes
one AIM16, one POW1, one ICON and one OCON. The
AIM16 Starter Set 2 includes a MANMOD1 in place of
the ICON. Both of these sets require that you have a
hardware knowledge of your computer and of computer
interfacing.
For simple plug compatible systems we also offer

computer interfaces and sets for several home com-
puters.
The PETMOD plugs into the back of the Commodore

PET computer and provides two PET IEEE ports, one
user port and one DAMSYSTEMS port. The PETMOD is
connected to the AIM16 or XPANDR1with CABLE A24.
The PETSET1 lnctudes one PETMOD, one CABLE A24,
one AIM16, one POW1 and one MANMOD1. To read
and display a Single AIM16 channel (N) using the
PETSET1 the BASIC statements
POKE59426,N:POKE59426,255:X~PEEK(59471):PRIN1-"CHANNEL "N";"X

are all that is needed.
The KIMMOD plugs into the COMMODORE KIM ap-

plications connector and provides one application con-
nector and one DAM SYSTEM'S port. The KIMMOD is
connected to the AIM16 or XPANDR1with CABLE A24.
Assembly and machine language programs for reading
and displaying data are included. The KIMSET1 in-
cludes one KIMMOD, one CABLE A24, one AIM16, one
POW1 and one MANMOD 1.
All sets come in American arid European versions.

AIM16 Starter Set 1a (110 VAC) $189.00
AIM16 Starter Set 1e (230 VAC) 5199.00
AIM16 Starter Set 2a (110 VAC) $259.00
AIM16 Starter Set 2e (230 VAC) $269.00

PETMOD $ 49.95
KIMMOD $ 39.95

PETSET 1a $295.00
PETSET1e $305.00
KIMSET1a $285.00
KIMSET1 e $ 295.00

Coming Soon
TEMPSENS-2P with other temperature ranges. Inter-
faces for TRS-80, APPLE, AIM65. Light sensors. Out-
put modules. Contact us for price and availability.

Dealers

Give your potential customers a reason for buying your
computers. We offer excellent discounts to legitimate
dealers. Contact us for our dealer pack.

NOVEMBER 1979

Our Guarantee of Satisfaction

Our customers are our most important asset. We want
you to be pleased with whatever you purchase from us..
We strive to offer top quality products at reasonable
prices. We believe you should see an item before you
spend your hard earned cash for it.
Ask for a demonstration at your local computer store

so you can be sure our products perform as you want
them to perform. Your dealer is a valued source of infor-
mation and advice.
If you cannot see our products in advance, and order

direct from us, we offer a money back guarantee. If our
products don't perform as you expect, return the mer-
chandise to us within 30 days, in its original condition,
and we will refund the purchase price.

Our standard warranty for all our products is 90 days.

Order Form
CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER I Inc.

150 POCONO ROAD
BROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06804

TEL: (203) 775-9659 TWX: 710-456-0052

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION PRICE TOTAL

SUBTOTAL

Handling and shipping - add per order $3.00

Foreign orders add 10% for AIR postage

Connecticut residents add 7% sales tax

TOTAL ENCLOSED

NAME _

COMPANY _

ADDRESS _

CITY _

STATE ZIP _

VISA 0 M/C 0 Expiration date _

Card number _
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PET Printer Adapter

The CmC ADA 1200 drives an RS-232 printer from the
PET IEEE-488 bus. Now, the PET owner can obtain
hard copy listings and can type letters, manuscripts,
rnalllnq labels, tables of data, pictures, invoices,
graphs, checks, needlepoint patterns, etc., using
RS-232 standard printer or terminal.

A cassette tape is included with software for plots,
formatting tables and screen dumps. The ADA 1200
sells for $169.00 and includes case, power supply and
cable.

Order direct or contact your local computer store.

VISA AND M/C ACCEPTED - SEND ACCOUNT NUMBER, EXPIRATION DATE AND SIGN ORDER.
ADD s3 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING - FOREIGN ORDERS ADO 10% FOR AIR POSTAGE

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER, Inc.
150 POCONO ROAD

BROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06804
TEL: (203) 775·9659 TWX: 710·456·0052
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.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~
¥ PET PRODUCTS ~...
~·...•••.•.·...•••.•.·...•••.•.·IU.•.·...•••.•.·...III...·...III...·...••• T I 5...·

Programs - Workbooks
for Floppy Disk - for Cassette

Put your PET to work!

~~~----------~~~--------------------~IU
~ PROGRAMS WORKBOOKS '!
~ sw-,* MAllB mailing list system WB-' G.mng Stlir1~ with Your PET $3.95 ••.•
• SW-2* CHECKBOOK record W8-2 peT Strtng end Arrey Handling $3.95 IU
•••SW-3* ACCOUNTS keep track 0' who owes you how much W8-3 PET Graph," $4.95 -:r SW-4. MEOIT create and, maintain data ,files ::~ ~~:~=:::.I~~F••fur" !~:~;tu
• SW-$ CALENDAR appOintments. meellngs at a glance WB-6 PET Control and Lo~c $3.95 Dr.

~ "These programs are special purpose data base management systems. They all can: •

• • Sort numeric or string fields t:;
•••. • Select based on numeric or string (=) Dr.r . Select based on substring match •
• • Select based on range of entry number t;
t; Prices: $9.90 each for programs using cassette storage for data '!
Dr. $12.95 each using sequential floppy disk storage for data.
:.. Price Inctudft 40 - 60 page Inltructlon m.nu.1 ~
~ Add $2.00 for shipping and handling TIS •

• Money back guarantee ~~"!.o;:~:~~CC~:--~
:. •••••• ~ On bank card orders, give all numbers

~ PEr is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines • .

• PET • PET • PET • PET. PET. PET • PET. PET. PET. PET • PET. PET • PET • PET
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Personal Computing, by Jim Huffman, Reston Publishing
Company, Ine., Reston, Virginia 22090. 254 pages, paperback
$10.95.1979.

Mr. Huffman haswri1ten @ intI'oQllct,~I'YlJoo~~n.Illicr()-
computers (yes, another one) and has done, and this IS rare; a
first rate job. The book is addressed to the reasonably well
educated and/or intelligent person who is aware of and
Iinterested in personal computing but who does not have prior
technical or computing experience. The author's aim is to help
that individual get started, not to provide a complete one-
volume course and reference manual on the topic. By sticking
to that aim he has produced' a useful and unusually readable
book.

The first two chapters are introductory. There is a brief
e history of digital computing, from ENIAC to the micro, and a
parallel discussion o£the evolution of components, from tubes
to large scale integrated circuit. Along the way the author
manages to introduce many of the general concepts of com-
puting, both of hardware and software. Relating these
concepts to actual e~ents and devices serves to make them
less abstract and therefore more memorable..

Chapter three is a survey 01 the history and the current
. state-of-the-art in microprocessors. This discussion ranges
from the first 4-bit micros up to the advent of 16-bit systems.
There is an explanation of RAM and ROM and an introduction
tothe ~onc~pt of faIIliliesof chips. The chapterconcludes with
a comparison of some currently popUlar microprocessors; the
6502, Z-80,6802 and the LSI-ll.

Mr. Huffman then introduces the elements other than
chips that are necessary to make up a complete and functional
system. These very clear and practical explanations cover all
the standard peripheral devices as well as the S-loo bus, the
20mA current loop and the RS-232 serial data link .

Subsequent chapters describe, in reasonable detail, a chip
set based on the MC6800 and the use of this set to assemble a
respectable beginners microcomputer designated the PC-68.

. The author includes a test program and some helpful hints on
hardware assembly and packaging. The last chapter deals
with software for the PC-68, primarily at the assembly level,
and provides some useful sample programs .

An extensive set of appendices includes a list of manu-
facturers in the personal computer field without, unfor-
tunately, specifying what it is that. each of them manu-
factures. There is also the obligatory data on number
systems, ASCII and full spec sheets on the chips of the 6800
family. "

Mr. Huffman emphasizes the functional. computing
system rather than trying to give a technical dissertation on
individual IC's. This is most appropriate for the reader who is
not technically trained. In general the author explains the
most important and most complex ideas, leaving non-critical
details to be worked out by the reader, either from the given
data or as part of the learning process once the reader is

, actually working with a computer.
The result is a better overall understanding of the system

and less of the mind-deadening detail of timing diagrams and
maze-like schematics. Mr. Huffman assumes you want to use
a computer, not design one.

Of· course no one is perfect. Mr. Huffman emphasizes
l PROM's and EPROM's to the neglect of RAM and barely
mentions any level of software higher than assembly
language. But these are matters of emphasis only. This book
will help the interested reader evaluate his own require-
ments, make an informed choice from competing devices and
get a running start in personal computing. And in that
direction lies happiness and prosperity for us all. 0

T.H. Lincoln/ A.H. McDonough
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APL: An Introduction, by Howard A. Peele. Hayden'Book
Co., Inc .• Rochelle Park, NJ. 251 pages, paperback $8.50.
1978.

The title page Says this is a "V-Program Work Text,"
which is explained i~ the preface: the book "provides a set of
s~lf-teaching materials which provide an informal introduc-
tion to APL. They are called 'V-Programs' based on the belief
that you Willlearn APL best if you program it yourself."

Some examples show the computer's results: others have
the computer's display omitted and are exercises for the
reader to do. Answers are provided in the appendix.

The book is divided into nine U-Programs: Command
Execution, Program Definition, Evaluating Expressions,
Branching, Applying ..l".upctions, Int~l"a(!tive Progratils,
Arrays, Array Functions and Miscellaneous. These are
followed by APL Bogglers, which is "a collection of APL
expressions which boggle the mind," and a 16-page Summary
of APL.

The book "uses a' 'heuristic' approach to learning APL.
That is, by examining patterns in the examples shown. and
from results of experiments conducted, the student may
make reasonable conjectures about the nature of the APL
language." Which means the entire book looks like a printout
of expressions and short programs, annotated with hand-
printed lecture notes by a bright student. You're shown a few
examples, with a few notes, and then an arrow points to blank
spaces following further expressions, with "You do these" or
"What is A?" or "How many elements in L?" in the vicinity.

The "lecture notes" are short but plentiful and sufficient,
and the method is one of the least painful for learning the
basics of a complex high-level language. Enough examples are
given for the reader. to get a good idea of what's going on, and
to be able to fill in the blanks, if he's been paying attention.

.This is an introduction; it would be interesting to see if
this heuristic approach lends itself to an advanced APL text.
It sh~uld, judging from the author's skill in simplifying the
teaching of the elements of APL. . ....

.:-x"..,.,........,.~"..,.,.....,.~~~,.....,.."...,
Mic~o~mputers and the 3 R's: A Guide For Teachers, by
Christine Doerr. Hayden Book Company, Inc., Rochelle Park,
NJ. 188pages, paperback $7.95.1979.

According to the back cover, " ...designed for secondary
school teachers and administrators, this book presents ihfer-
mation about the educational potential of computers. It
focuses oil the various ways microcomputers can be used to
enrich and support the average curriculum."

The first chapter looks briefly at the hardware. Chapter
tw,? looks at What The Microcomputer Offers To Education,
which turns out to be relevant education, an opportunity for
great teaching, increased student motivation, feedback and
individualized instruction.

Chapter three tells How To Get Started, with sections on
whether to build or buy, where to buy, where to put it
security , f:ee-acc~ss c~mputing, student computer clubs, etc.'

Then five application areas are examined, with a chapter
on each: computer science, problem-solving, simulations,
games and computer-assisted instruction, Each includes
various examples of relevant programs in BASIC. The
computer-sci~nce chapter includes a syllabus and teaching
notes for a SIX-week introductory course on computers and
BASIC.
. ,:!,helast th:ee chapters are Ad~istrative Computing in

Miniature (using a small system m a student information
program a~d ~n a test-scores program), Where .To Go For
Help (special-interest groups, publications) and Deciding'
What To Buy.. with comments on a number of current
machines. Each chapter ends with a good number of
references for further reading,
, rr:his com(?act guide is well worth the price for an intro-

duction to microcomputers that many teachers will surely~~hl .
NOVEM~ER 1979

TERMINALS
FROM TRANSNET

PURCHASE FULL OWNERSHIP AND LEASE PLANS
PURCHASE PER MONTH

OESCRIPTION PRICE 12 MOS. 24 MOS. 36 MOS.

LA36 DECwriter II ........ , .. $1,595 $ 152 $ 8(3 $ ~6
LA34 DECwriter IV .... , ..... 1,295 124 67 45
LA120 DECwriter III. KSR .... 2.295 219 120 80
LA180 DECprinter I, RO...... 2,095 200 109 74
VT100CRTOECscope ....... 1,895 181 99 66
VT132CRTOECscope ....... 2,295 220 119 6.0
OT80-1CRTTerminal ....... 1,795 172 93 63
Tl745 Portable Terminal ..... 1,875 179 98 66
TI765 Bubble Memory Term.. 2,795 267 i45 98
TI810 RO Printer ., ......... 1,895 181 99 66
TI820 KSRPrinter .......... 2,395 229 125 84
ADM3A CRTTerminal ....... 875 84 46 31
QUMELeiter Quality KSR..... 3,195 306 166 112
QUMELeiter Qualit~ RD...... 2,795 268 145 98
HAZELTINE1410 CRT ....... 895 86 47 32
HAZELTINE1500 CRT ....... 1.195 115 62 42
HAZELTINE1552 CRT ....... 1,495 143 78 52
DataProducts 2230 .......... 7,900 755 410 277
DATAMATEMirii Floppy ...... 1,750 167 91 61

FULL OWNERSHIP AFTER 12 OR 24 MONTHS
10% PURCHASE OPTION AFTER 36 MONTHS

ACCESSORIES AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
ACOUSTIC COUPLERS. MODEMS. THERMAL PAPER

RIBBONS. INTERFACE MODULES. FLOPPY DISK UNITS
PROMPT DELlVEFW .EFFICIENT SERVICE. <.•

~

TiiAiVSNET CORPORATION
2005 ROUTE22, UNION, N.J. 07083

201-688-7800
TWX 710-985·5485
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PET Word Prbcessor

8K
and

16/32K
PET

versions

This program 'permits composing and printing letters,
flyers, advertisements, manuscripts, etc., using the
COMMODORE PET and a printer.

Printin9 directives include line length, line spacing,
left margin, centering and skip. Edit commands allow
you to insert lines, delete lines, move lines and
paragraphs, change strings, save files onto and load
files from cassette (can be modified for disk), move up,
move down, print and type.

Added featu.r~s for the 16/32K version include string
search for editlnq, keyboard entry. during printing for
letter salutations, justification, multiple printing and
more.

A thirty page instruction manual is included.
The CmC Word Processor Program for the 8K PET is

$29.50. The 16/32K version is $39.50.
Order direct or contact your local computer store.

VISA ANOMIC ACCEPTED - SEND ACCOUNT NUMBER, EXPIRATION DATE AND SIGN ORDER.
ADD s 1 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING - FOREIGN ORDERS ADD 10% FOR AIR POSTAGE

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER, Inc.
150 POCONO ROAD

BROOKFIELD, CONNECT/CUT 06804
TEL: (203) 775'9659 TWX: 710·456-0052
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THE
COMPUTING
TEACHER

• For Elementary Teachers
•.For Secondary Teachers
• For Teachers of Teachers
• Approximately 60 pages per issue
• Published' for the past 6 years by a non-profit

professional organ izat ion.

Send $8 for6 issues (one year) or $16 for 13 issues.
Foreign, add $2 per year.

The Computing Teacher
c/oComputing Center

Eastern Oregon State College
La Grande, OR 97850

CIRCLE 133 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Set of 8 computer Myths Explained by Monte Wolverton. On
heavy stock, large 12x17" size, suitable for framing, dressing
up that drab line printer or file cabinet. Only $3.00 postpaid in
USA, $4.00 foreign. A real megabargain! Send to Creative
Computing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, N.J. 07960.
Residents of the Garden State add 5% tax. Orders must be
prepaid.
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Visual Masters For Teaching About Computers. by Donald D.
Spencer. Camelot Publishing Co.•Box 1357. Ormond Beach,
FL 32074.64 pages. paperback $8.95.1978.

Visual Masters For Teaching BASIC ProJrrammiD«. by
Donald D. Spencer. Camelot Publishing Co. 64 pages. paper-
back $8.95.1978.

Visual Masters For TeaeIIiq FORTRAN Progriumniog, by
Donald D. Spencer. Camelot t»ublishing Co. 64 pages. paper-
back $8.95.1978.

Written by one of the most prolific authors of books on
........computers, programming anQ,8ASIQ.tb~~three sets of 60

visual masters are intended to be used to make transparen-
cies for an overheadlrojector. As one of the three notes.
"Most Xerox and bon -paper copying machines can copy the
visual masters onto projection film."

The first, for teaching about computers, consists mostly of
large drawings with short titles. and covers such areas as
computer equipment (typical microcomputer system. typical
time-sharing system. card reader. output from computers,
ete.), flowcharting, computer applications (co~.puters can
draw. computers are used to control airplanes in flight. a self-
service banking machine connected to the bank's computer ...•
ete.), computer history (abacus. Pascal's calculating machine.
Mark I (1944). etc.) and several individual masters such as
program development cycle. program execution and
computer careers.

The drawings are well done. and most of the people shown
are drawn in cartoon style to provide an added interest.

Of the three books. this one provides the most leeway for
the teacher to present his or her own interpretation of the
visual masters, since the titles are as short as possible.

The second. for teaching BASIC programming. is, of
course. more restrictive. since it follows the author's idea of
the sequence in which concepts and BASIC statements should
be presented. and provides concrete examples of programs
using each of the statements.

After several visual masters on the basics. such as BASIC
language components. characters and symbols. basic opera-
tions and expressions. the book presents 20 BASIC state-
ments, from LET to the MAT group. using one to three pages
that give the name of the statement. a brief explanation and
one or more programs using it.

The programs are all short and simple. with an average of
half-a-dozen lines each. a dozen at most. The section on state-
ments is interspersed with programs illustrating the use of
several of the statements presented up to that point. such as
computing the area of a washer. the number of hours a person
has slept in a lifetime. determining the value of the change
you have in your pocket or purse. ete.

Ten visual masters at the end of the book present a
program each. for printing a table of square and cube roots.
simulating the rolling of dice, Fibonacci numbers. prime
numbers. coin tossing. etc. These average about 10 lines each.

The visual masters are enlivened by cartoon characters as
well as occasional humorous comments in comic-strip
balloons. ...

The third. for teaching FORTRAN programming. is a
little more formal than the BASIC book. and more material is
presented in a majority of the visual masters.

The book is divided into six sections. with general pages
(the computer processing cycle. FORTRAN translation pro-
cess. FORTRAN coding form, etc.], FORTRAN components
(character set. constants. expressions. etc.), FORTRAN
statements (assignment, control. DO loop. etc.), program
bugs/having trouble (list of common compilation and execu-
tion ettors), nine FORTRAN programs (interest calculation.
permutations, square root •.nth Fibonacci number. etc.) and
eight FORTRAN cartoons.

·While some of the programs are shown as they would be
print1d out, just as many are presented handwritten on
coding forms. Outside of the group of .FORTRAN cartoons,
there are fewer cartoon characters and humorous comments
than ~ the BASIC book. .

CREATIVE COMPUTING



The two language books present BASIC and FORTRAN
in a sequence that most teachers should have little. argument
with; those who are unhappy with a visual master or two can,
of course, make up their own.

All three books provide a well-thought-out plan for
allowing a teacher to spend the maximum amount of class
time in meaningful discussion, and a minimum amount' of time
at the blackboard. These pages do, indeed, as one of the intro-
ductions states, "provide classroom teachers with a selection
of practical, teachable transparencies that save them con-
siderable time and enhance their presentations."

The masters can, of course, also be used for direct projec-
tion. All are printed on 81/z-by-ll-inch sheets.The.Ianguage
visual masters should be fairly easy to correlate with most
textbooks.

Payroll With Cost Accounting, by Lon Poole and Mary
Borchers. Osborne & Associates, Box 2036, Berkeley, CA
94702.371 pages, paperback $15.00.1977,
Accounts Payable And Accounts Receivable, by Lon Poole
and Mary Borchers. Osborne & Associates. 328 pages, paper-
back $15.00.1978.

The back cover of the payroll book says it "includes
program listings with remarks, descriptions, discussion of the
principles behind each program, file layouts and a complete
user's manual with step-by-step instructions, flowcharts and
sample reports and CRT displays."

It is all of this, and more. A great deal of work went into
the production of what must be two of the most detailed books
on accounting programs ever written.

The books are written.in the usual Osborne style that uses
lightface type to "expand on information presented in the
previous boldface type," so if you're already familiar with
accounting, or have read the books once, you could skip
through a great deal of material in both.

The payroll book contains listings of 35 programs in the
last 131-page chapter. One of the programs is a menu of
specific tasks. The other chapters describe data files, provide
a management guide and a user's manual, describe the hard-
ware used to develop and test the programs (a Wang 2200B)
and the features of the BASIC involved. and tell how to
change the programs for custom applications.

About a third of the AP/ AR book, 93 pages, consists of
source listings. As in the payroll book, remarks are provided
for each program in the form of many boxed callouts included
in the margins, much easier to read than REMs. The other
chapters follow the style of the payroll book, including a
description of the Wang 2200B hardware, and a chapter on file
and program initialization. .

Source listings are provided for 21 programs, one of which
is a menu from which the user chooses which of the 20
remaining programs to run: accounts payable check printing
with invoice detail, AP invoice aging, automatic postJngs to
general ledger. accounts receivable progress billing, AR
partial invoice payments, AR customer statements, AR
Invoice aging, etc.

The Accounts Payable/Receivable programs were writ-
ten to share common files with the Payroll programs, as well
as with the General Ledger programs described in another
$15 book to be reviewed at a later date. The programs in the
first two books are available on floppy disk from computer
dealers, and by the time you read this, the general-ledger
programs may also be available on disk.

These are handsome books, produced with the usual high
quality typical of Osborne &Associates publications. The text
is well written in simple style, all the illustrations are very
well done, and all computer listings are as legible as possible,
which is quite a rarity.

These books, incidentally, are twice the size of most of the
Osborne books, and are much easier to read because the type
is spread out. No eyestrain here.
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ATTENTION APPLE II OWNERS

Southeastern Software
"NEWSLETTER"

For Apple II Owners

NOW IN OUR SECOND YEAR OF PUBLICATION

If you are an experienced programmer and
understand all that you read regarding your
Apple II then the "NEWSLETTER" is not
for you.

BUT - if you find that you are having a
problem understanding many of the things
written for or about your Apple II then
you might spend $10.00 for a one year,
10 issue subscription and give it a try.

If you would like to receive back issues
they are available at $1.00 each.

One other option is available. Send no
money and receive no issues. We hope
you will pick one of the former choices.

SOUTHEASTERN SOFTWARE
7270 CULPEPPER DRIVE
NEW ORLEANS, LA. 70126

504/246-8438
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~~~P~ ASTROAPPLE - An astrological package that pro-
1';:sT;;- duces natal horoscopes, 30 day forecasts, and com-
:~?':'<; patability ratings, Includes an 18 page manual.
<l!.: 32K APPLE $15 CASSETTE $20 DISKETTE

BENEATH A~PLE MANOR - Explore an underground ~,
labyrinth fighting monsters and finding magical ~
treasures, Uses color graphics for floor plans. I!,
16K APPLE $15 CASSETTE $20 DISKETTE

BABBLE - Teach your APPLE to create its own sto-
ries, poetry, music. and color displays. Includes

« editor, compiler, interpreter and demo programs.~W . 16K APPLE $15 CASSETTE $20 DISKETTE

TRS-80
SUPERMAlE - Generates mazes up to 10,000 cells, •
only shows you what you would see if you were in
the real thing. 100% l80 machine code, FAST!
LEVEL" 16K $15 CASSETTE

m3D - Three dimensional Tic-Tac-Toe, 6 levels of
play from very easy to extremely difficult 100%
l80 machine code, very fast.

, LEVEL" 16K $15 CASSETTE

AVAILABLE BY MAIL OR AT YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER STORE
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX

APPLE" and TRS-80 are registered trademarks of
the APPLE Computer Co. and Tandy Corporation,
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Puzzle Answers. 5. Turn over the Quarter and place it
over a heads nickel. The quarter com-
pletely conceals the nickel. There is now
just 40 cents in heads showing.

6. If you write the letters out in the
order in which they appear on the monu-
ment, and then place spaces in the
proper places to form words, you will get
in English, not Latin, the inscription "TO
TIE HORSES TO". In other words, a
hitching post.

7. The words are formed in the
following order: SPARKLING, SPARK-
ING, SPARING, SPRING, SPRIG, PRIG,
PIG, PI, I.

1. 1 mile. The trains approach each
other at 10 miles per hour (6 + 4 = 10).
Since they started '12 mile apart they will
meet in %/10 = 1/20 of an hour. Since
the horsefly travels 20 miles an hour, he
will travel'1 mile in 1/20 of an hour.

2. The method of calculating this
problem is a bit strange. The final
amount chipped in by each brother is in
fact $2,700. The assistant took $200 from
this amount leaving $2,500 which is the
amount that Happy Harry actually got. for
his car. In actuality there is no missing
$100. As for adding the $2,700 to the $200
and then subtracting the total from the
original $3,000 it has no rneanlnq at all.
This is Mr. Yu's little joke.

3. As you can see from the illustration
all you have to do is remove three of the
inner matches. After all, I didn't say that
the remaining triangles had to all be of
the same size.

-------------
The full measure of a
man is not to be found
in the man himself but
in the colors and
textures that come alive
in others because of
him.

4. Place one lump in the first cup, two
lumps in the second cup and three lumps
in the third. Now, place the third cup into
cup two. Each cup now contains an odd
number of lumps.

Albert Schweitzer
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SOFTWARE C)~TALOG
For a free 20-page catalog of
Creative Computing Software for
all computers circle 224 on the
reader service card.

/'
Be A Computer Uterate
by Marion J. Ball and Sylvia Charp

This is the most basic, introduc-
tory book on computers ever put
together for instructional use. Its full-
color diagrams, drawings, photos and
large, explicit type make this book a
pleasure to read,

Softbound, 61 pages, $3.95 plus
$1 shipping and handling in the U.S.
($2.00 foreign). N.J. residents add 5%
sales tax. Send your order to Creative
Computing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morris-
town, NJ 07960. Visa, MasterCharge
and American Express welcome. For
faster service, call in your bankcard
order to: 800-631-8112 (in NJ, call
201-540-0445). ./

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Solve your personal energy crisis.
Let VisiCalc™Power do the work.

With a calculator; pencil and paper you can spend hours plan-
ning, projecting, writing, estimating, calculating, revising, erasing
and recalculating as you work toward a decision.

Or with VisiCalc and your Apple' II you can explore many
more options with a fraction of the time and effort you've spent
before.

VisiCalc is a new breed of problem-solving software. Unlike
prepackaged software that forces you into a computerized
straight jacket, VisiCalc adapts itself to any numerical problem
you have. You enter numbers, alphabetic titles and formulas on
your keyboard. VisiCalc organizes and displays this infor-
mation on the screen. You don't have to spend your time
programming.

Your energy is better spent using the results than get-
ting them.

Say you're a business manager and want to project
your annual sales. Using the calculator, pencil and paper
method, you'd layout 12 months across a sheet
and fill in lines and columns of figures on
products, outlets, salespeople, etc. You'd cal-
culate by hand the subtotals and summary
figures. Then you'd start revising, erasing
and recalculating. With VisiCalc, you simply
fill in the same figures on an electronic
"sheet of paper" and let the computer do
the work.

Once your first projection is complete,
you're ready to use VisiCalc's unique,
powerful recalculation feature. It lets you
ask "What if?;' examining new options
and planning for contingencies. "What if"
sales drop 20 percent in March? JU5ttype in
.he sales figure. VisiCalc instantly updates
311 other figures affected by March sales.
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Or say you're an engineer working on a design problem and are
wondering "What if that oscillation were damped by another 10
percent?" Or you're working on your family's expenses and
wonder "What will happen to our entertainment budget if the
heating bill goes up 15 percent this winter?" VisiCalc responds
instantly to show you all the consequences of any change.

Once you see VisiCalc in action, you'll think of many more
uses for its power. Ask your dealer for a demonstration and dis-
cover how VisiCalc can help you in your professional work and
personal life.

You might find that VisiCalc alone is reason enough to
own a personal computer.

VisiCalc is available now for Apple II computers with
versions for other personal computers coming soon. The
Apple II version costs just $99.50 and requires a 32k disk
system.

For the name and address of your nearest VisiCalc
dealer, call (408) 745-7841 or write to Personal

Software, Inc., Dept. cr: 592 Weddell Dr.,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086. If your favorite
dealer doesn't already carry Personal

Software products, ask him to
give us a call.

VisiCalc was developed exclusively for
Personal Software by Software Arts, lnc..
Cambridge, Mass.

TM-VisiCalc is a trademark of
Personal Software, Inc.

* Apple is a registered trademark
of Apple Computer, lnc.



You know about computers. In fact,
you probably own one now. One that
you might be thinking of expanding. We
have a better idea. Take a giant step
into the personal computing future with
an amazing, new C4P from Ohio
Scientific.

tone generator
-20KHz

1-8 bit companding digital to analog
converter for music and voice
output.

HUMAN INPUT EXPANSION
2-8 axis joystick interfaces
2-10 key pad interfaces

SPEED SEPARATES THE
'COMPUTERSfROM THE TOYS

HOME INTERFACE
1-AC-12 AC remote control interface

D]SPLAY
32 x 64 with upper and lower case
2048 Characters.
256 x 512 effective Graphic Points
16 Colors

SOFTWARE
Ohio Scientific offers a comprehensive
library of both systems and
applications software for the C4P.

•The C4P is an outstanding premium
computer --"-years ahead of the
market. We know because there's
nothing quite like it for the price,
anywhere. And probably won't be for a
very long time.

•Apple II. Commodore PET, TRS-90, end AIM' 800 are reqsstered trede names of Apple
Computer Inc., Commodore Busmess Mechmes Ltd .. Hedic Sheck, AIIIT!. respectIVely.
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C4P$698
8K BASIC-in-ROM, 8K of static RAM
and audio cassette interface. Can be
directly expanded to 32K static RAM
and two mini-floppy disks.

C4PMF$16~5
All the teatures of the C4P plus real
time clock, home security system
interface, modem interface, printer
interface, 16 parallel lines and an
accessory BlJq. The C4P MF starts _
with 24K RAM and a single mini-floppy
and can be directly expanded to 48K
and two mini-floppies. Over 45 diskettes
now available including games,
personal, business, educational and
home control applications programs as
well as a real time operating system,
word processor and a.data base
management system.

Computers come with keyboards and floppies where spec
Other equipment shown is optional.

IIII_EIITIRI
1333S. Chillicothe Road

Aurora, Ohio 44202
(216)562-3101


